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INTRODUCTION 

T HE future of the Empire, and of Australia as 
part of the Empire, is bound up with the 
questions of development and oversea settle

ment, and in no part of Austr9-lia is the problem of 
settlement more urgent than in the huge area lying 
north of the Tropic of Capricorn. 

The general idea that the whole of this huge country 
is low-lying and tropical in its temperature and 
vegetation is obviously wrong, as the readers of this 
interesting description of the trip of Mr. Michael Terry 
and his colleagues from Darwin to Broome will learn. 

It is the story of the application of a new form of 
transport in country hitherto almost impossible to any 
form of vehicle except bullock waggons-of daily 
difficulties overcome by ingenuity and cheerful per
sistence. 

Science and Industry, during the past decade, have 
presented Australia with many wonderful inventions 
adaptable to her special problems. Prominent amongst 
these are the aeroplane, wireless telegraphy, wireless 
telephony, half-track, full-track and six-wheeled 
vehicles, and important new geophysical methods of 
determining geological structures which we hope will 
lead rapidly to important mineral discoveries in 
Australia. All of these, if applied systematically and 
with courage, must change rapidly and decisively the 
aspect of Australia from the point of view of develop
ment and population. 

And it is to such men as the early explorers and 
early pioneers in the north of Australia, supported 
and confirmed, for instance, by Mr. Michael Terry and 
his colleagues in their recent trips through Northern 
Australia, that we owe much. The knowledge they 
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have obtained and are spreading is of a special im
portance as a contradiction to the prevalent belief in 
the " waste lands " of the North. 

The work of exploration which has been proceeding 
for the past few years has demolished for ever the idea 
that the whole of the interior of Australia, at present 
more or less unknown, is uninhabitable and nothing 
but desert. As an instance of this, take the Mallee 
areas of Northern Victoria. Fifty years ago, a traveller 
would have had just as much difficulty in finding 
water and sustenance as he will to-day .in the central 
portion of Western Australia. To-day in the Mallee 
country, with its wonderful system of water channels 
and fodder conservation, a dry period has no serious 
terrors. 

It is probable that experience will prove that develop
ment of Northern Australia will achieve similar results. 

I can commend this book to all of those who are 
interested in discovery or in adventure, or in the future 
of the British race. 

H. W. GEPP, 
Chairman, 

Development and Migration Commission, 
Commonwealth of Australia. 

] anuary IIth, 1927. 



FOREWORD 

I N these days of great activity most of us do our 
reading in spasms chiefly at unexpected oppor
tunities. We seize a book to scan its pages 

rapidly-our minds alert to grip the plot as a whole, 
bothering little about the intricate details. At least 
I believe this sort of reader is the more common, and 
I do not fear to admit being distinctly common-in 
this respect anyway. We jump from italics to italics, 
eagerly imbibing the froth of the story, letting the 
solid " heavy " paragraphs of description remain un
probed. The temptation to drop this habit of skipping, 
in search of the inner circle of understanding of the 
author's work, is the sole property of something rare 
indeed-a real masterpiece of the pen. 

This conviction, coupled with the realisation that 
modern works of travel, as a whole, do not grip the 
reader, has prompted me to take a leaf from the 
novelist's book. 

By introducing, as often as humanely possible, speech 
-blessed italics that halt the bored reader, rapidly 
turning the pages-the endeavour has been to lighten 
and make more vivid this account of the lives of a few 
men away from cities for a while. By so doing, in 
a work that is not fiction, grave risks are run that 
glaring instances of misquoted speech or opinion have 
unwittingly been made the burden of innocent folk. 
Still, it must be clear to all that the actual words 
placed to the credit of the speakers are not always in
tended to be the actual reproductions of their sayings. 
Far from it. No human being could remember a 
thousand conversations and the sentences of them
but he may try to remember the sense of what was 
said. Also he may avail himself of the help of italics 
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to convey a situation to his readers more sharply than 
could be done by a paragraph of description. This I 
have tried to do in good faith and with honesty of 
purpose. 

Bear this in mind-you who read the sayings or 
your own utterances in this book-and remember that 
convention has been defied to "get the message 
over." 

And lastly, before asking you to turn to Chapter I, 
I know you will believe me when I tell you that if the 
name of everyone who helped me, and those about me, 
was given the acknowledgment justly due there would 
be small room for the mere text. To them, in the 
mass, it can be said, "But for each brick where would 
be the wall?" I now ask them to take a hand
shake from me and heartfelt appreciation. There 
are just three organisations who should be specially 
thanked in name-The Home and Territories Depart
ment, The West Australian Government Departments, 
and The Northern Agency Ltd. 

MICHAEL TERRY. 
November rst, rgz6. 
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THROUGH A LAND OF 
PROMISE 

THE STORY OF THE TERRY
AUSTRALIAN EXPEDITION 

CHAPTER I 

PREPARATIONS 

Why one goes Bush-Terror incognito-The ideal of the journey
! plan a route-The R.G.S . helps-So do practical Imperialists
A tlelayed start-We assemble at Darwin-A wonderful week
The Dream Ship-We hold a christening ceremony-A look round 
Darwin and environs-A future harbour-The dear old train
Off to Emungalan-Alarm-A jog-trot express-Professor, Joker, 
Jock, Elusive, Wag, Waif, Girlie and another. 

T HE Wanderlust is a curious disease. Fortu
nately it is not very contagious or we 
inhabitants of this little world would be 

b~zzing about like so many bees round an overturned 
h1ve. But it can be, and is, inherited. This must 
be the case, or there would not be any British Empire 
and no United States-we should still be living in 
village communities in Northern Germany or Scan
dinavia, keeping our numbers down by exposure and 
careless treatment of our superfluous females, killing 
off our superabundant young men in tribal warfare, 
as our crude forefathers did, and just as the Albanians 
and Papuans do to-day. 

I suppose I must have been bred with a dose of 
Wanderlust germs in my veins, doubtless handed 
down to me by my worthy forebear, Admiral Dampier, 
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who seems .to ha.ve been :pretty busy in his time going 
round lea vmg h1s mark m not a few queer places in 
this world. And just as somebody else's cold germs 
get busy in you when you go and sit in a damp place, 
even so did these bacilli, when the late unlamented 
War left me knocking about in unpleasant parts of 
Northern Russia, begin to sit up and take notice. 
They could not very well help themselves, nor could 
I very well help succumbing to the disease-these 
things just happen. However, I don't blame the worthy 
Admiral, for they have led me into many a pleasant 
spot, not forgetting a few queer ones at times. 

Oh yes! I know. "Rolling stones gather no 
moss." But, I ask you, who the deuce wants to sit 
down and get all covered with green fungus when 
there are hills and plains, green fields and rushing 
rivers, windy deserts and palms, to say nothing of the 
sea, which have so much to offer ? 

There can be no doubt, had the advice of sane 
friends and the counsel of anxious relatives been taken, 
I would have settled down to something steady at 
Home. In a mechanic's shop or, worse, in a bank I 
would be earning a good screw. Thoughts would be 
concentrated on which particular young lady I was 
going to play tennis with next Saturday and whether 
I should take her to a show afterwards-and the 
make of motor I would buy if my fancy won the 
Cesarewitch. What a vision of respectability; what 
a width of outlook. Ugh! 

But, thank heavens, it did not happen that way. 
Thanks to Dampier it happened quite otherwise, and 
on the whole I am not sorry ; would you have been ? 

Some may remember that in 1923 Dick Yockney and 
I succeeded in taking an old tin Lizzie, which we 
had tinkered up into an extremely lively and un
conventional young lady, across Northern Australia 
from Winton in Western Queensland to Broome on 
the Westralian coast. 1 This deed led me to lecture and 
write upon our experiences in England. Consequently 

1 Across Unknown Australia. 
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contact was made with a section of thinking people 
whose eyes were turned to the affairs of that part of our 
Empire. Much surprise at our lantern slides, depict
ing not sandy deserts but reasonable pastoral country, 
was expressed. Also, during discussions at various 
times, it became clearly evident that much prejudice 
against the interior existed. " Oh, the Australian 
desert I "-how many times this was said to me I 

An incident comes to mind during my search for 
support, financially, for this second trip that will 
illustrate this point. I found a strong advocate of the 
interior in Sir Edward Lucas, late Agent-General for 
South Australia, who did his best to aid. with introduc
tions. He dictated a letter to someone, setting out 
the proposed route, including an area in his opinion 
a " terra incognita." His typist, dear soul, brought 
back the letter, transcribed correctly, but with the 
words "terror incognito." 

It seems to matter little to which part of the inland 
reference is made-in the popular mind it is all alike. 
In fact, I sincerely believe most people picture the 
Great Island Continent as a sort of enormous saucer. 
A fertile fringe is conceded to line the coasts ; else
where a howling wast~ of sand. And what is more, 
this wilderness is supposed to lie beneath sea-level. 
Therefore when I talked of well-grassed plains of 
black soil, 1,000 feet above sea-level, and many 
hundreds of miles inland, it was to be expected that 
surprise, at least, should arise. 

From several years' experience in various parts of 
the interior I had learnt as much as, if not more than, 
the average sojourner in those parts. To put the 
situation briefly, I was sure that the "saucer" to give 
a correct impression of this great land should be 
turned upside down. Where personal experience ended, 
literature and conversation had completed my survey 
of the whole. I had learnt how much further inland 
the fringe extends than the savants in England 
believed. I knew that all but a minor area around 
Lake Eyre is considerably above sea-level. Pas-
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toral friends had satisfied me on the grazing value of 
the "desert." These things I was convinced were 
realities, but not enough facts were at command, 
without generalisations and continual reference to 
other people's achievements, to prove my case. 
Enlarged first-hand information was essential so as to 
be able to say, "Well, anyway, I've been there myself, 
and if you don't believe me go and see for yourself." 

Most of us have our ideals. And it goes without 
saying that ideals are influenced by circumstances. 
My ideal I have tried to depict; the circumstances 
arose from the first journey. 

Life amongst theatres and fair women, once the 
Wanderlust has infected your outlook, palls somewhat 
quickly. After a twelvemonth away from the freedom 
of primitive nature one feels an irresistible longing to 
trek again. The sun burning once more, the merry 
cackle of the laughing jackass, the sweet scent of the 
burning bush ; these would be as music after silence. 
And who does not love music? Rough food, a hard 
bed, heat, flies and the rest, they did not matter. 
They would be as the discordant tuning that precedes, 
and is part of, the harmony of the Opera. I longed 
for my melodies, as the sailor loves the wind humming 
in the rigging. 

When it became possible to cloak this "imprac
tical " desire with a mantle of purpose, I was happy. 
The return would be sooner because it was more 
justified. 

About this time a make of creeper-track motor 
came within my ken. By quite a coincidence I was 
taken to see a trial-I have always been connected 
with cars-just as the expedition had pushed all 
other plans from mind. The sight of machines 
climbing awful banks, ploughing through bog-holes 
and cheerfully prancing over Nature's varied scars, 
brought the thought of them doing these things, for 
me, in the Bush. Why not give them the task the 
stockman and the drover leaves to horses ? Let 
them become beasts of burden to carry the banner of 
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the twentieth century in defiance of the animal king
dom. 

The idea of undertaking the first journey by 
English creeper-track machines appealed as well, if 
only to show our friends across the Channel they are 
not the only members of the old Entente Cordiale 
able. to cross roadless country, be it desert or aught 
else. It would be great to become a friendly rival. 
Then things went from bad to worse; I went deeper 
into the web of my spider-the expedition. There 
must be a cinema record of the journey, there must 
be a hunt for minerals, survey and science must play 
their parts. In short, the picture of a party careering 
through the Bush, spying Nature's secrets with pro
fessional eye and recording them in note-book and 
camera, set itself in my imagination. What an idea! 

I was filled with enthusiasm to forge the dream 
into a reality. The money for it must be found 
within the Empire, equipment could not be sought 
elsewhere, and only discharged soldiers should be 
eligible for the task. In fact it should be an All Red 
undertaking-our machines, our men, our money, all 
to be used in our lands. Australia and Britain must 
have it to themselves. What an ideal! 

The new way of accomplishing the purpose had to 
be carefully worked out on paper. A route had to be 
selected and dumping points for supplies decided 
upon. Every type of country from the low-lying 
coast of Northern Australia to its black-soil table
lands and the great sand plains of the far interior 
ought to be seen before one formed a fair impression 
of the whole. 

Therefore, after poring over an atlas, it seemed best 
to land at the most northerly port in Australia
Darwin, the chief and only town in the Northern 
Territory. To go due south from there did not appeal, 
as the j'ourney has been done often. I suppose no 
part of the globe is more burdened with reports than 
Central Australia, around the MacDonnell Ranges. 
Also there would be nothing fresh in the country 
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towards Queensland; it was clear that the route 
must be laid to the west. I decided to go inland for 
soo miles to Newcastle Waters, to turn westwards 
there, cross the basin of the Victoria River, then 
over the Antrim Plateau. This would bring in the 
black-soil tablelands. Down Sturt Creek and away 
into the remoter and unoccupied interior, where the 
wild aboriginal still holds sway, would give a glimpse 
of the sand plains. As motors, needing occasional 
re-fuelling, were to be the transport, one could never 
go very far from dumps. Say 400 miles at most. 
So three points, cattle-station homesteads, were 
selected and arrangements made for pack-camel 
teams to take in supplies. 

So far so good; next came survey matters. The 
Royal Geographical Society kindly consented to supply 
instruments, including hypsometrical apparatus to 
determine heights above sea-level, They also did the 
expedition the honour of awarding me the Cuthbert 
Peek Grant. Having laid this foundation, a number 
of people, searched out after a long quest, clubbed 
together to provide capital. Things were getting on. 
Several days were spent, at the works where the 
motors were being built, discussing special bodies with 
canopy tops. Spare parts and all the paraphernalia 
one needs for a long journey needed careful listing. 

Trailers for spare fuel in 8-gallon drums were 
designed ; a 40-gallon water tank for general use was 
decided upon as essential equipment for each car. 
Then came food supplies, spades, axes, guns, camp 
gear, "trade" for blacks, medical outfit, gold
prospecting kit including explosives, cameras for 
moving and still pictures. These items meant hours 
of thought. Also a three-valve wireless receiving set 
for obtaining time signals for survey, and, at the 
last moment, a motor-cycle and side-car as scout and 
auxiliary were included. What an outfit ! Some 
caravan, as the Americans would say. 

In common with all expeditions, despite every en
deavour, delays occurred. The original intention had 
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been to set out from the coast at the beginning of the 
cool weather, soon after the wet season had drawn 
to a close, i.e. early in May. However, the equipment 
did not reach Darwin till July, and I was still more 
delayed, fuming with impatience, at Thursday Island, 
owing to the non-arrival of a connecting boat. I had 
gone from England to make arrangements in southern 
Australia, where the big cities are, and was making 
my way from Sydney to Darwin by boat. 

However, every cloud with its silver lining must 
appear at last. It did on the great day unpacking 
commenced. A week more and then we were off 
for the adventure. 

We had a wonderful time in Darwin. The hospit
able folk there gave us little time for sleep. Busy 
days sorting stores; busy nights at socials, dances, 
buffalo-tongue dinners and concerts. All crammed 
into one hustling week; it was hard to wrench our
selves away from their pleasant attentions. It was 
difficult to select the most memorable occasion, but 
I feel sure the buffalo-tongue dinner will be least 
forgotten . Maybe the fare is the reason. Mr. Cecil 
Freer, the well-known buffalo hunter, presided ; his 
was the rifle that provided the tongues. Other men 
had been out into the Bush after birds, some had 
fished the deep for its spoils. We had fish, fowl, 
meat and fruit straight from the hunt; one realised 
the everyday was slipping away. 

Needless to say, speeches followed the meal, not in 
droning tones of convention, but in that free-and-easy, 
straight-from-the-shoulder style which carries the 
spirit of the open air to its hearers. Often the speaker's 
voice was drowned in bursts of merriment. When 
Commander Bennett, the popular captain of H.M.A.S. 
Geranium (a survey vessel), stood up for his turn to 
g? through the mill, we composed ourselves in anti
Cipation of good things. And sure enough they came 
when, looking very straight at two of his officers, 
he called his good ship the "Dream Ship." The 
two poor wretches under his glance were sportsmen 
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enough to join in with the roar of applause greeting 
this sally. They were engaged to Darwin girls and 
the song by the same name had been sung at a concert 
the previous evening. In fact this bon mot caught 
on so well that it may be doubted if the Geranium 
will ever be known otherwise by the people of Darwin. 

But all good times must come to an end ; the 
fortnightly train for the railhead, Emungalan, left next 
day. Before entraining each car was given a name. 
Accordingly our beasts of burden-two one-ton model 
Guy-Roadless trucks-were christened Maililma (the 
aboriginal name for centipede) and Gwalowa, meaning 
caterpillar. It was unanimously carried that no one 
could perform the ceremony better than Commander 
Bennett; in fact, he was not allowed to refuse. For 
such an occasion one's thoughts flew to champagne, 
and then feet flew to the store ; followed very swiftly 
by the flight of the idea into thin air. It seemed the 
brand of fizz was of some exceeding rare vintage
at least, to a canny mind, the price indicated this. 
In more sober mood we returned to the cars laden 
with the saviour of the thirsty (beer). With glasses 
charged a little group stood by while Bennett smashed 
a foaming bottle over each radiator. 

" I christen thee Maililma," he solemnly declared, 
"may thy many legs never know gout. As for thee, 
Gwalowa," he continued, following two attempts to 
break the bottle, "caterpillars swarm over everything. 
Be true to thy name." 

Ere we forget Darwin it would be a pity to omit 
saying a little about it. 

The town is very like other small Australian ports 
and more pleasant than I, for one, had anticipated. 
The typical report heard in the Southern States is 
rather hard on it. From hearsay one is tempted to 
~xpect a miserable collection of rusty corrugated
Iron huts, overrun by Orientals, with garbage and 
debris intermingled. Certainly the architects have 
not departed very far from the designs used in more 
temperate parts of Australia, still there are some 
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very comfortable dwellings. Deep shady verandas, 
strewn with deck chairs and pot plants, are not un
common. Here one may be at ease during the heat 
of the day. Forethought has been shown by laying 
out broad streets on the block system, though it must 
be admitted that most of these blocks carry only a 
house or two where some day, let us hope, there may 
be many dozen. Roads are unmade, in the European 
sense, pavements unadorned except by a gutter, and 
goats or cows wander as fancy dictates. Still it is a 
cheery place, so far as I could see, for the folk seem 
to pull together and contrive to extract the maximum 
fun out of their isolation. The talent at the concerts 
was a revelation; the smartness of the audiences, 
in particular the girls, came as a big surprise. The 
fact I had not brought evening clothes was a source 
of regret and apology to me for the whole week. 

In spite of a low-lying coast line, Darwin is quite 
a picturesque spot. The shore is fringed with dense 
mangrove, continuing for miles without a break. 
This greenery starts at the water's edge-in reality 
it enters the sea-and rolls away to the dim horizon, 
when the mangrove has given place to the Bush 
proper. In it one may find an assortment of gums 
and acacias as elsewhere in Australia, so as these trees 
predominate the Bush does not possess the luxury 
of tropical growth one might expect. It is only 
around the water places that pandanus and screw 
palms, bamboos and creepers remind that the Equator 
is only 750 miles away. Certain coloured shrubs add 
a note of variety to the general greenness. The 
bright yellow flower of the native cotton bush catches 
the eye at once. 

As one glances seawards a number of islands meet 
the eye. These, it seems, hold the secret of Darwin's 
future. They hem in a great expanse of water where 
more ships than Darwin, as a port, will ever need 
might safely lie at anchor. As a naval base, from 
the seaman's point of view, it would, apparently, be 
hard to find a better spot. 
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These islands have excellent beaches for bathing 
and are often the scenes of happy week-end camps. 
On Talc Head, the nearest, there was a fine stretch 
of sand, not the fine wind-driven sort, but coarse and 
gritty, packed hard as soil. 

On the morning of July zr we bade farewell to our 
friends at Darwin. The dear old train, ready to snort 
its fussy way to Emungalan,l was only half an h<:mr 
late in getting away. Shunting the trucks c~rrym_g 
our machines had not helped matters; besides, It 
was going into the land of plenty of time. Towards 
official starting-time groups collected here and there 
beside the carriages, talking with upturned faces to 
friends at the windows. Bit by bit, as the minutes 
dragged by, travellers joined friends outside the 
carriages. Conversations began again, no one worried 
greatly about the departure. Some, like myself, 
became even too casual to think of the journey as a 
reality for a bit yet. Then, at the least expected 
moment, without warning loud enough to awake such 
as I, there came a jerk. Three loud puffs, she was 
off. And at no mean pace either. With a scramble 
and a jump a number of us clambered on board, just 
in time. With a chorus of chaff and laughing fare
wells ringing in our ears, the white hut of the station 
disappeared as we swept round a corner. Even faster 
we hurried. I began to fear steam might not be 
shut off in time-that terminus could not be far 
away! 

However this exhibition of high spirits shortly 
evaporated. We settled down to a steady jog-trot 
which took us to Pine Creek that night. Halts were 
made now and again for a passenger, a parcel, a rest ; 
it all went along evenly and pleasantly. When a 
stop was made groups of inquisitive blacks used to 
collect, viewing this fortnightly diversion after the 
manner of their kind. Burly sunburnt stockmen, 
buffalo hunters, or prospectors, having collected 
parcels, would pass the time of day with anyone. No 

1 rg8 miles. 
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one was in a hurry, nor were there any strangers, 
except, in a way, ourselves. No one could feel a real 
stranger or be excluded from the atmosphere of easy 
goodfellowship these lonely frontiersmen withhold 
from none. 

At this time our party consisted of five men. R. A. 
Prescott, our surveyor and wireless enthusiast, comes 
first to memory. His dark sayings concerning the 
stars and his mystic manipulations of a most intricate 
machine, his theodolite, soon impressed we mortals 
with his deep learning. It was seemly to call him 
Professor, by which title he will henceforth be known. 
And yet with all his scientific burdens he was a 
most human fellow, keen and in love with his work, 
a most valuable man with the party, who took his 
share of all tasks-pleasant or otherwise. 

Next comes E . E. Jolly, who drove Maililma much 
of the way. He was one of those light-hearted, care
free people who love a practical joke-hence "Joker." 
His very practical jokes with fl. shot-gun often filled 
the pot with birds that had learnt, too late, that he 
can be just as serious as any, when he likes. At 
screwing nuts and bolts he was a marvel, and so long 
as he kept to that we did not mind. The trouble 
was that he was usually screwing what may have been 
a loose screw in his brain for inspirations of new 
devilment. 

At this point let me introduce C. F. Syme, a braw 
wee laddie wi' Scottish ancestors he seldom forgot. 
He was an Australian, choicest product of the "Age,'' 
but he should have worn a kilt . He juggled Gwalowa 
up hill and down dale in that determined fashion 
peculiar to some with the scent of haggis in their 
veins. Jock was his name and as such he will remain. 
He took great pride in his caterpillar, like all Scottish 
engineers that sail the Seven Seas. 

He who sought after the elusive weight, the gold 
that lies hidden in the earth, was A. E. Smitheram. 
An old hand at the game who knew the Bush back
wards, he was a most valuable man to us. His memoirs 
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of incidents that have made history of the boom days, 
when Kalgoorlie drew men from every quarter of the 
globe, filled many a quiet moment. He gave each of 
us the fever to beat hjm at his game, and many are 
the aching voids he filled with good things. His 
skill at the camp fire, with cook-pot and billy, made 
his "turkey a la casserole" an event. Though now 
called "Elusive" there was no more certain man 
than he when work came along, in fact one might 
have thought it was some new toy for him. 

To complete the series of five I now point to myself 
and leave it at that. As the poet Burns says, " Oh 
wad some power the giftie gi'e us tae see ourselves as 
ithers see us." 

The two missing members of the party had gone 
ahead to enter the buffalo country, by which the 
rail took us, but which, due to the late start, could 
not be included in the itinerary. One was M. Redknap, 
our photographic authority, whose mirthful utter
ances seldom allowed a dull moment. At plagiarisms 
of popular songs to our peculiar circumstances he 
excelled, and such humorous impossibilities as Tired 
Snake for Weriaddo (which he insisted on pronouncing 
as Weriadder) soon wedded him to us as "The Wag." 
One may leave the morale of a party in hands like 
his and make no mistake. He had "guts" and a 
merry soul, the two most treasured things I know of. 

And now, last but not least, there comes Lord Apsley 
-a true sahib who varies not in the ranks or in the 
mess. Though, to our great regret, his stay with us 
was all too short because of the delayed start and 
pressing duties down south, he left a gap in the ranks 
that was noticed by all. He undertook the journey 
to gratify his flair for first-hand information in all 
things (vide the Amateur Settlers). His interest in 
settlement possibilities made him join the party. He 
had a gratifying desire to exhibit the culinary skill 
he possessed and many are the times he and Elusive 
held deep converse over the pot . His chief joy seemed 
to be in travelling light, so light that at times he 
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jettisoned more than, I think, he intended. The 
memory I have is that unless personal belongings 
were attached to his person by strong string they 
would stray mysteriously. A quart pot, a fountain 
pen, a pipe, a knife, and other unattached things 
developed legs of their own. Had he remained with 
us long enough one may wonder how he would have 
completed the journey. Hatless perhaps-one hopes 
no less. He should have been called "The Waif"; 
he was often with Strays. 

As these short character sketches, of the adven
turous spirits that were tired of the everyday, are 
concluded, it would be wrong to forget one not tired 
of the everyday, but unable to protest. Like the 
three men in a boat, we six men on the backs 
of a caterpillar and a centipede had a DOG. She was 
Girlie, and a girlie she was. Jock had good-naturedly 
bought her in Brisbane for a price that her looks 
warranted. But when she got into the Bush even 
he had to admit that her looks were her main asset. 
She was essentially a town dog and right out of her 
depth in the camp. She would patiently sit down 
by a waterhole, waiting for a drink out of a tin rather 
than lap as other animals; she loved a warm snuggle 
in your blankets when you were not looking. Still 
she was a very lovable little terrier who amused us 
many a time by her antics and even till the end had 
a special perch on Gwalowa that no alteration of the 
load could make her quit . 

There you are; what a collection! Seven men, a 
centipede, a caterpillar, a dog and a black cockatoo. 
But of the cockatoo more anon. It will pass before 
the footlights quite soon and play a large part in the 
affairs of the caravan. 



CHAPTER II 

AFTER BUFFALO 

Wag and Waif rejoin us-Memories stirred in Elusive-We find tracks 
of Omar Khayyam-The hunters tell their tale-They hunt down 
Harry Hardy-The court is called to a bar-They secure the 
shooters support-They arrive at Burrundie-A pillar of fire by 
night and a pillar of smoke by day-They arrive at Soda Creek
The local king-Off to the hunting-grounds-How the buffalo 
are tackled-Buffalo tongue for lunch-Beauties of eventide
Waif bags a boar and his first buffalo-Wag gets good pictures
Whence Annaboru came-I,500 hides a year. 

A BOUT middle day our Flying Dutchman drew 
up at Burrundie. Under the shady veranda 
of the small station hut a group of Bush folk 

were awaiting the shu-chug, shu-chug, shu-chug of our 
train. Amongst them were Waif and Wag. As we 
slowed to a wheezy halt they collected baggage and 
walked over to our carriage. 

"What sort of a time have you had, Waif? " 
"Good, I'm glad to say. We've had plenty of sport 

and been busy the whole time since Darwin." 
" How did the pictures go, Wag ? " 
" If I'm any judge we've shot some stuff that will 

be the making of our picture." 
When the train started its jog-trot again, we learnt 

something of their story. During the day odd dis
jointed accounts in answer to queries had to suffice; 
it was not till evening that the full story was unfolded. 

On the way we passed a lonely hut, where two 
towering dark-green-leafed trees stirred memories in 
Elusive. 

" There is a record of me," he pointed at the trees. 
" Fifteen years ago I planted two mango stones. See 
what they've grown into. The old mate of mine there 
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has got fruit and shade for nothing. Why every house 
has not got mango trees alongside it, is more than I 
can guess." 

At nightfall we rumbled into the halt at Pine Creek. 
At the end of this first day's journey we found an 
excellent meal prepared by Mrs. Gordon. The hotel 
she owns lay a few hundred yards from the line, whither 
we stumbled in the dark, tripping over obstacles 
hidden in the grass, guided by the light of her abode. 
Every wall in the house was plastered with advertise
ments setting forth the virtues of Penfold's wines. 
Bacchantes garbed in trailing clusters of grapes, 
quaffing nectar, met the eye on every side. With all 
these " thous " beside us in the wilderness and loaves 
of bread before us, it seemed that Omar Khayyam 
must have once tarried at Pine Creek. A squalling 
cockatoo, in its cage outside the veranda, helped to 
foster this delusion. We had found a North Austra
lian Arcady. 

Tea, the Bushman's name for the evening meal, 
being over, we collected outside for a smoke. The 
peace, beginning to settle over the land, was rudely 
shattered by a scurry and a scuffle. There swiftly 
followed the well-known chorus of many canines at 
war. A moderate estimate would place the com
batants at twenty-fifteen dogs and five heavily-booted 
peacemakers. In a minute or two, yelps receding to 
distant places heralded the stilly silence of peace once 
more. 

"Well, now I reckon you two hunters had best give 
us a decent account of things." This suggestion was 
readily agreed to, and so the lot of us trooped over 
to the train for a yarn. Having unrolled swags
holdalls containing blankets and general kit-on the 
ground beside the carriage, we settled down for an 
in.teresting time. In the warm air of early evening, 
w1th brilliant stars overhead, we grouped round the 
two adventurers. With cigarettes glowing and pipes 
puffing, the audience composed itself to listen. Waif 
t ook up the tale, and this is how his story ran. 
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" You remember what you told us. Take the 
• Overland Limited' and look out of the window at 
every station till you see a place marked Burrundie. 
When you get there, get out and enquire for one, 
Harry Hardy. If you do not find him, ask for Fred 
Hardy. Should both be away, go on to Pine Creek 
and you will, probably, find one or the other there. 
You will have to worry out the rest. Good luck. 

" You remember that Mrs. Waif and her aunt came 
with us too, as well as Mr. Moray, who was taking 
them with him in to the Bush on his car. We were 
quite a party. At Burrundie we found out that both 
the Hardy Brothers were going to Pine Creek, as they 
were involved in a lawsuit. As a matter of fact, Fred 
Hardy boarded the train a little further down, and 
joined us, so we all proceeded here and installed 
ourselves at the hotel. We were told the lawsuit was 
waiting for a magistrate, the said magistrate being 
none other than Moray, Mrs. Waif's • guide, philosopher 
and friend.' 

"This was a stroke of luck, since it ensured the 
presence of the Hardy Brothers in Pine Creek, which 
also gave me the opportunity of tackling Harry Hardy, 
as he had a Ford truck and could give Wag and me 
the chance we were after . 

"I am glad to say the lawsuit was not unduly 
prolonged- there are no lawyers in the Bush." 

"What was it all about ? " Jock asked after a 
laugh at this remark. 

"You know, Jock, the blacks at the buffalo camp 
are employed during the dry season only. As soon as 
the • wet' sets in and shooting closes, the blacks- both 
boys and lubras, return to their inland halts, where 
they .live wild. When they go away, they are given 
clothmg, tobacco and so forth, which is taken to the 
tribe every year, among whom it is distributed by 
their chief, or not, as the case may be. At any rate, 
when they return at the start of the following dry 
season, they are completely innocent of any form of 
clothing, or personal luggage. " 
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" I know that, I've had my camp blacks at Rum 
Jungle do the same" (Elusive). 

"All the blacks employed by Harry Hardy return 
to him regularly every year. Some of them have 
served him for ten years. But this year, one of his 
boys was persuaded by a neighbouring station owner 
to stop with him. 

":aarry Hardy, coming across him on the boundary 
of his ~ountry, asked him why he had left him, the 
boy said he had been offered drink, but wanted now 
to come back to his old job, and in fact came back 
with him to camp. His neighbour thereupon brought 
a summons for enticing the black away. The case, 
however, was 'non-proven' and dismissed. 

"The lawsuit began at 7 p.m. It was finished soon 
after midnight, and the magistrate, police, plaintiff, 
defendant and witnesses adjourned to a room at the 
Gordon Hotel not far from the bar. Now was my 
chance! 

"It was impossible to 'call them to the bar' be
cause it was closed. But Wag and I, having taken the 
precaution of securing a certain amount of liquid 
refreshment during the legal hours, had concentrated 
it in an adjacent room, knowing that litigants' throats 
are apt to become dry. We seized the opportunity. 
Harry Hardy and his Ford truck were enrolled as 
supporters of our scheme; there remained only the 
staff work to decide how it was to be done. Finally, 
we evolved the following arrangements. 

" Our new friend had ridden into Pine Creek, and 
thus had a horse. His motor truck was at his home 
3 miles from Burrundie. He agreed to ride home next 
day, fetch his lorry, and bring it to Burrundie Station 
the morning after. This left me free to go by the 
morning train with the others to Emungalan on the 
Katherine River, and see them start off on their 
expedition with Moray in his car. Having seen them 
off, I returned here by the same train that evening. 
We went back to Burrundie next morning." 

u While he was away, I spent Thursday on a police 
0 
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trooper's horse. Not having ridden for a long time, 
I reckoned it was best to harden myself in case of 
long hours in the saddle " (Wag). 

"At ten o'clock on Friday there arrived back at 
Burrundie one Wag and one Waif, item one swag 
each, 1 with change of shirts, mosquito nets, blankets 
and shaving tackle, item one motor-cycle and sidecar 
(which was left under the Stationmaster's care, as 
the journey was to be made first in the truck and 
then on horseback), item one large and one small 
movie camera and two ordinary cameras. 

" Our pilot was already there complete with daughter 
and car. We all got on board the latter and drove 
out to his home by a tin and sulphur mine, still being 
worked by a gang of optimistic Chinese. Mrs. Hardy 
received us and gave us an excellent lunch at her house. 

"After lunch, Harry, Wag and I and a black boy, 
with our gear, rifles, ammunition and stores, were 
all packed on to the truck. We started off for the 
derelict ' shooting box ' some 50 miles north-west. 
On the way we saw some buffalo which appeared 
more inclined to resent than fear the approach of our 
heavy-laden motor. We therefore mobilised cinema 
and rifles, and, indeed, had we stood still and let them 
approach, which they seemed inclined to do, it would 
have made a very pretty picture. But, suddenly, a 
roar was heard, such as that of an infuriated Gotha 
breathing fire and vengeance on a defenceless town, 
accompanied by loud explosions and a cloud of dust, 
rapidly approaching in our wake. The buffalo turned 
tail and fled-and no wonder, for it was the redoubt
able Birtles himself. 

"This well-known Overlander, with his famous car, 
was sojourning there to get photographs of snakes, 
blacks and crocodiles in the wet season, when they 
are at their best. Meanwhile he had perchance hap
pened to meet a stump, to the detriment of his radi
ator, half of which was missing. It had been patched 
up by the Chinese at the mine. 

1 See list at end of book. 
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"They had doctored his radiator with such success 
that half of it was functioning; he had followed at 
full speed, to catch us up. Stripped to the waist, 
covered with dust, he wore a topee and a pair of 
green spectacles. With him was a bull terrier and 
an Alsatian, beautiful dogs, who worshipped the 
ground he trod on. They followed wherever he went, 
stowing themselves away in any vacant part of the 
heavily-laden car. His radiator, or the half of it 
which contained water, was boiling merrily. Thus, 
although when we started on our way he shot ahead 
of us-a pillar of smoke by day and a pillar of fire 
by night-like the hare and the tortoise, we would, 
as a rule, overtake hjm at each creek or billabong, 
pouring water into his steaming radiator. 

"When nearing the Mary River, our satellite soared 
away, bound for his camp by the creek. We buzzed 
along until we came to a log and paper bark shack by 
the side of a pretty lagoon. This used to be Harry 
Hardy's home during the buffalo season, where he, his 
wife, and his daughter all used to live. But now that 
the truck has made the despatch of buffalo hides to 
the railway so very much simpler, he has given up this 
shack and installed his family near the tin mines, 
where it is easier to get stores. 

"The lagoon at which we now found ourselves was 
a lovely sheet of water, clear, deep and full of fish, 
but no crocodiles. Numbers of water fowl, cranes, 
and cockatoos made the air shrill with their cries, as 
disturbed by our arrival in the midst of their evening 
heure de l' aperitif, they sped away or fluttered among 
the paper bark and Pandanus groves along the banks. 
It was too late to fish, for the sun was already down. 
The fire was lit, and while the billies warmed to the 
boil, oh I what a divine swim we had in the cool and 
placid waters. 

"Then tea, with beef, bread and jam. This meal 
was, however, much disturbed by mosquitoes, large 
black fellows who braved smoke and fire to get their 
beastly trunks through our thick drill trousers. We 
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were glad to retire to the sanctuary of blankets and 
mosquito nets, and let the beggars lull us to sleep 
with their shrill hum of thwarted rage. 

"Next morning, while Wag and I got breakfast 
ready, Harry and a black boy went out at dawn to 
muster the camp ponies . In about two hours' time 
they returned, but the one pony they particularly 
wanted had strayed too far for them to catch in time. 
We caught and saddled three, a good grey buffalo pony, 
schooled to the work, which Harry said he would ride 
himself; an old horse for Wag to use as a means of 
locomotion, and a three-year-old colt, broken in to 
cattle this year, but untried with buffalo, for my
self. Neither of us expected to do any shooting, 
the object being to get pictures, and shooting a 
secondary consideration. A good pony is necessary 
for buffalo, which are shot from the saddle. A mob, 
when sighted, is started on the move, usually by the 
blacks, until it comes into open country. Then two 
or three horsemen gallop up from behind, shooting as 
many as they can before the buffalo get into bush or 
bog, through which they can move much faster than 
horses. After breakfast we started for the hunting 
camp some 13 miles away. The boy had already gone 
on ahead, riding the grey, and leading Wag's horse." 

''Harry and I drove out on the Ford," Wag ex
plained. ''Waif followed our tracks, overtook the 
black boy, and reached Harry's camp on Soda Creek 
by lunch-time. A pleasant little camp it was, in 
shady, timbered country, by the side of a little creek. 
This afforded facilities both for drinking and cooking 
water, and a place for washing the buffalo hides. This 
work, as well as the drying and salting, was mostly 
done by the five lubras 1 whom we found attending the 
camp. The rest of the personnel, a hard-bitten old 
Y orkshireman called Mick, who had been in the Bush 
over thirty years, Andy, a half-caste, and some six 
boys, were out shooting. 

"Now you go on, Waif." 
1 Native women. 
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" All right. 
"The afternoon was spent cleaning rifles and gear, 

and in bathing. Mick and the blacks returned with 
sixteen hides after dark. Harry has many years' ex
perience with blacks, and few know how to treat 
them better than he. 'Kind and very firm,' is his 
motto. 'Keep them busy, and do not spoil them.' 
They are all devoted to him, and this year the Chief 
of their tribe, whose name is holy, is honouring the 
camp with his presence. This old man with a grey 
beard, and no other covering to his body, is allowed 
to stay as long as he likes, though he takes no active 
part in the camp life. 

"The next day, July rg, we got off soon after day
light. Harry, and Andy, armed with ·450 Martini 
carbines, riding the two buffalo ponies, Wag on 
Billy, the old riding horse, and I on the colt. Mick 
directed the pack and spare horses for bringing in 
the hides and carrying the cameras and other gear. 
We trek some 6 miles through the Bush to the be
ginning of the plains. These, lying north and east of 
the camp, are the best shooting grounds. After July, 
they are dry, as a rule, and beautiful going for horses, 
like huge green polo grounds. Large mobs of buffalo 
graze on them, able to be approached by, say, a 
couple of horsemen working together. When you 
disturb them they usually head for the Bush, but 
before they can reach it, Harry and Andy will have 
shot down many a good bull, riding close on their 
heels, and shooting with their Martinis from the saddle. 
. "When you hit a buffalo and you do not kill it, 
1t will turn and charge you; this is where a good 
horseman and a clever horse are required to avert 
a nasty accident. After the exceptionally heavy wet 
se~son this last summer, the waters of the Mary 
River are still covering large portions of the plains, 
and only at the edges can you find suitable places 
for a good ' run.' Most of the hides secured up to 
now have been got by the boys on foot in the Bush, 
on the edge of the plain. Still there are a few places 
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where it is possible to get a run; we saw hundreds 
of buffalo out in the boggy middle of the plain. Our 
plan being to conceal the cinema in a suitable spot 
and manceuvre the buffalo towards it, we had no easy 
undertaking, due to a shifting wind, treacherous and 
unseasonable from the north-west. 

" The first buffalo we encountered made for the 
Bush, far away from the camera. However Andy 
shot one on the edge of the plain ; we photo
graphed the carcass. We had lunch off his tongue 
cooked in ashes. The next lot went wide owing to 
the wind changing and betraying us, but later, Andy, 
Harry and I got a mob moving towards Wag. 
Although they split before reaching him, Harry, by 
good fortune and good management, detached a bull, 
chased it in the right direction, was charged by it, 
turned, shot again and killed it dead in front of the 
camera. Wag is delighted with his film. 

"We then rode home about 8 miles through thick 
bush, the discomfort of swinging branches and drop
ping green ants being made up for by the beautiful 
shades of colour as evening came on, the teeming wild 
life of the Bush, white and black cockatoos, gaudily
coloured parrakeets, painted finches, ibis and cranes. 

"Wild duck and geese in hundreds rose from every 
lagoon. The pleasant voices of the myriad smaller 
birds, the rustle and patter as a kangaroo crossed 
our path, or the crash of brushwood as a cow buffalo 
and calf plunged into the Bush. These sounds, sweeter 
than the finest grand orchestra, accompanied us on 
our way. And so we returned to camp, well pleased 
with the day's work, healthily and happily tired ; Wag a 
little sore, I a bit tender about the inside of the knees, 
as is the way with one unaccustomed to fast pony work 
in drill trousers. The lubras had brewed tea by the 
time we got home, made our beds of layers of paper 
bark and, while we were having tea, slung our mosquito 
nets. But the north wind kept mosquitoes away. 
We enjoyed our meal in peace, smoked our pipes and 
told yarns till drowsiness bade us turn in. 
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"At dawn we were roused by the little 'daylight' 
owl. So human is its cry that at first I thought 
the lubras were going round, rousing the boys. Then 
breakfast and early away, this time in a northerly 
direction to where the Bush opens out into the 
plain, not more than 5 miles from the camp. Here 
are two good places known to Harry where we hoped 
to be able to drive a mob right up to the camera. 
The first was an ideal spot, a piece of open ground 
between two creeks. Buffalo were sighted in the Bush 
on a bank which rises between the open place and 
the plain. The wind also was right for us. We 
placed Wag, with a black in attendance, in a suit
able position, and some more of the boys with the 
packs, at a place where the buffalo might attempt to 
break away before reaching the camera. Harry, Andy 
and I then rode round behind the quarry which, on 
seeing us, moved off in the required direction, almost 
up to the camera. But alas ! The boys on foot, on 
seeing them, also started shouting, and the mob broke 
away to the right and plunged across the creek, and 
thus the drive was a failure. 

ft The next place was not so promising. The buf
falo, sighted away out in the plain, were on sodden 
ground, and therefore difficult to approach. The 
camera, however, was placed near a bamboo grove, 
and if we could get the buffalo in to this it would 
be easier. 

tt Harry, Andy and I then rode out into the boggy 
plain to try conclusions with the enemy. I had a 
'303 rifle this time and only five cartridges ; two 
of these had gone on a pig-an ancient and hoary 
tusker weighing nearly three hundredweight-! bagged 
among the paper bark gums shortly after the first 
drive. Although the first lot encountered headed 
south, away from the camera, three large bulls bringing 
up the rear were intercepted. They stopped and faced 
us as we approached. Andy rode up to one; it turned 
and made off towards some others further to the 
north. Harry rode at another, which galloped south, 
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along the bank of the creek. He shot it there before 
it joined the rest. Without pausing he galloped on, 
pursuing the rest, shooting two more before they got 
into the Bush. I went for the third. I hit it, where
upon it turned and charged me. I also turned, and 
shot it again, but I had the misfortune to see it fall 
into the river, down the bank of which the rest of 
the buffalo were running and where it was carried 
out of my reach. The boys and packs came up and 
skinned the buffalo that Andy and Harry had killed. 
They were unable to get mine, as the river was full 
of crocodiles. 

" Meanwhile, we three hunters rode after the other 
half of the mob, which had turned and moved north. 
Andy, by a skilful outflanking movement, headed 
them off from the marshes to the north. Harry took 
the left, and I the centre. By careful co-operation 
they were headed towards the bamboos near which 
Wag was concealed. About ten of them entered the 
grove, passed through it, and came out at the other 
end straight towards Wag. He got some good pic
tures. As the tail left the bamboos, Harry, riding hard 
down the side of the grove, came up with them. He 
killed one with a single shot, near the camera. He 
and I continued the pursuit towards the Bush. 

"This finished the day's operations, and with a 
large bull buffalo Harry shot on the way home near 
a water-hole, within a mile from camp, ten hides were 
secured. The usual bag is from sixteen to twenty a 
day, still on these two days we wanted pictures more 
than hides-and we got both. We rode home very 
pleased with the day's work. 

"Next day, directly the sun was high enough, Wag 
took films of salting, washing, and loading the hides, 
also of general camp life, including a group of all the 
blacks. The old chief came out of his den to be 
photographed also, even accepting a coloured hapdker
chief by way of raiment! And then, home by stages 
in the truck, with a full load of hides, and minds fully 
loaded with new experiences. The journey home was 
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eventful only for two punctures, which delayed us, so 
that the last 3 miles back to the tin-mines were 
accomplished in the dark, and without lights. How
ever, we got home to an excellent dinner prepared 
by Mrs. Hardy, slept the night at her house and, 
the following day, drove on to Burrundie, where we 
joined you fellows again." 

"Many thanks, Waif, for the ripping account 
you've given us. You and Wag are a pair of lucky 
devils. While we have been slaving in Darwin, you 
have had the time of your lives." 

" I'm off to bed now" (Professor). 
"So am I. Come on, Jock, with your Girlie. Good 

night all" (Joker). 
It was late that night when the last buffalo had 

thundered its way into the dim vault of our memories. 
At times these buffalo will be withdrawn from the 
vault, to be presented in ever-increasing magnitude to 
incredulous listeners. Tens will become hundreds and 
horns the size of tree limbs. But isn't this the priv
ilege of the hunter ? It is undoubtedly the joint 
property of the golfer, the fisher, and the motorist ! 

. . . . . . . 
Annaboru is the aboriginal name for the great 

water buffalo found in the coastal belt of the North. 
You, oh ! Irish reader, are warned that they are not 
called after the younger sister of the famous, though 
legendary, "Brian, with the collar of gold" ! 

Large herds, especially between Darwin and the Gulf 
of Carpentaria, roam "free as the winds that fan the 
broad breast of England." They are supposed to have 
been introduced from the Island of Timor by the early 
eighteenth-century Dutch settlers in the region round 
Port Essington. The English settlers1 at the beginning 
of last century, who found them already there, tried 
to tame them for domestic purposes. But the greater 
number had already "gone bush," and with the 
abandonment of the British settlement, they were 
left in possession as far as the white men were con
cerned, for the next fifty years. During this period 
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they increased rapidly both in size and in numbers. 
The black man with his spear could do nothing 
against them, and kept at a respectful distance. The 
dingo held his peace, too. So rich is the feed of 
the river-mouth plains and swamps where they have 
made their home, that these cousins of the little East 
Indies water buffalo, that you may see in Java draw
ing a plough guided by a small yellow boy with a large 
blue hat, have grown into mighty beasts weighing up 
to three tons. Their horns have a spread from 7 to ro 
feet. 

Buffalo shooting in the North is conducted as an 
industry, not for the sake of sport alone. They are 
killed for their hides, which have a market value of 
[2 each. The horns and hoofs also are considerably 
more valuable than those of bullocks. The feet produce 
more oil, and of a better quality, and the fat is of 
a lardy nature that will make most excellent tallow. 

But at present, owing to the difficulties of trans
port, there is no market for the latter. At the same 
time, though an industry, it is perhaps the most 
sporting and exciting occupation in the world. Harry 
Hardy gets on an average about 1,500 hides a year. 
Though some hunters have secured 2,000 hides a year, 
so prolific are the buffalo that on one station where 
shooting was suspended for a time, the ground be
came overstocked. Many died from lack of nourish
ment during the dry season. 



CHAPTER Ill 

CUTTING ADRIFT 

We arrive at the Place-of-Stones--The N .T . Police-We sit down near 
the Emporium-A curious perch-Gelaben is named at last-Wag 
becomes a decorator-Professor essays manslaughter-Waif to 
the rescue-Elusive gets his department in order-He takes the 
detonators to bed-The art of dry-blowing-Permanent rivers of 
the N.T.-Their value for lightering-I change our route. 

T OWARDS middle morning next day the dear 
old train, for which some affection had 
arisen by virtue of its gentleness, set its 

foot down firmly on the Place-of-Stones. Emungalan, 
the terminus, denoted a change in our mode of travel. 
While detraining the transport we bade farewell to 
some excellent travelling companions. Half a dozen 
of the Northern Territory police had been with us on 
the train, not as wardens, but in the guise of fellow 
overlanders for the far inland. 

Under the command of Major Dudley this fine 
body of men, numbering thirty-two in all, has charge 
of the well-being of 2ro,6g8 square miles of the State, 
i.e. an area as large as France. The rest of the Terri
tory does not worry them very much because it is 
unoccupied. In all the whole State has 523,620 square 
miles within its borders, so that as matters stand at 
present it is only 40 per cent. occupied.1 The popula-

1 Latest stock returns are :
Cattle 
Horses 
Goats 
Sheep 
Camels 
Pigs 
Donkeys 
Mules 

43 

855,285 
45,059 
30,000 

6,914 
r,ooo 
I,OOO 

500 
300 
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tion consists of 2,356 whites and r,o5o coloured folk, 
exclusive of aboriginals. From this it will be seen theirs 
is a task in a huge area with a thin and widely spread 
community. 

The stations are at Darwin, Pine Creek, Brock's 
Creek, Katherine, Wave Hill, Marranboy, Newcastle 
Waters, Alice Springs, Alice Wells, Artlunga, Lake 
Nash, Rankine, Anthony's Lagoon, Borroloola, Timber 
Creek, Daly River, and Roper River. Placed either 
singly or in pairs at these widely separated points, 
they perform duties of every kind. From actual 
exploration work to the rare correction of the white 
man they have a most heterogeneous variety of tasks. 
Although principally protectors of aboriginals, stock 
inspection, mining wardens' responsibilities and a host 
of other offices make them a collection of veritable 
"Poo-Bahs." Equally at home in the saddle or at 
the wheel of a car, their life bears a strong resemblance 
to the service of the old Canadian North-West Mounted 
Police. One often hears comparisons drawn; in fact 
many of them have seen service in that body. 

Having placed our faithful steeds-at least we 
hoped they were going to be faithful-upon terra 
firma, we were soon buzzing along the track to 
Katherine.1 A few miles away the river by that name 
was crossed, the bank climbed, before pulling up 
near the Emporium and police station-the city of 
Katherine, in fact. The Emporium was called the 
"Sportsman's Arms." It consisted of a bar, an 
hotel, a sadcjler's shop, a wonderful but tiny general 
store, a blacksmith's shop and a few other tri!lkets of 
unknown determination. 

Camp was pitched a few hundred yards away, in 
order that stores might be finally checked and propor
tioned to each car. This took several days to do. 
Also the joints of the steel track plates of the creepers 
had to be lubricated, all grease caps on the cars well 
screwed down, and calico shades made over the 

1 The railway bridge over the Katherine river has been completed 
and the first train crossed in August, rgz6. 
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bonnets and trailers. This was done to aid the cool
ing of the engines and to protect the 8-gallon drums 
of spare petrol, with which each trailer was loaded. 
Fifteen of these were put on to each one. Each car 
was equipped with a water tank of 40 gallons capacity 
under the driver's seat, for general purposes. About 
the only special fitting was a strong bumper bar for 
brushing down scrub; it was fiKed to the dumb-irons. 

Besides the standard four-speed gear box, there 
was an auxiliary box with two gears; one was direct, 
the other gave a maximum reduction of 78 tor. This 
convenience gave two sets of four speeds forward, i.e. 
eight in all. With the lowest speed in gear the car 
would just crawl while the engine buzzed at high 
revolutions. This was for crossing bad creeks, and 
heavy sand. 

While at this first camp food was partaken of at 
the Emporium, where a well-known character became 
known to us. He was a distinctly jovial soul, enam
oured of the bottle, whose sense of humour was not 
hurt when this story was told in his presence. 

" You know Old Gus," the narrator began, pointing 
at the jovial soul, who quickly interrupted: " 'Course 
he knows me. He can see me-well, ain't that enough? 
Everyone knows Old Gus of the Katherine." 

" You hold your tongue, Gus, I'm not talking to 
you. Well, I don't suppose I'll surprise you when 
I say that he gets on the bend now and again. The 
last time he did it he got sort of stupid and when 
we closed up we left him asleep, by a post on the 
veranda. As I passed by on the way to be~ there 
~as a tarpaulin lying near him, so I slung 1t ov~r 
h1m. I knew he'd be there till morning, and 1t 
would be cold before then. Well, next morning, 
just as the old sun is coming out, I walks round _the 
corner of the veranda. I sees a heap of somethmg. 
I'd forgotten about the night before, so I couldn't 
quite make out what it was. Then as I'm looking at 
it, it sturrs and moves. I thought I was seeing things, 
and then I remembered Old Gus. When the heap 
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had given a few more heaves, out pops a head, then 
Old Gus crawls out. He sat there, looking very 
bleary and sort of muddled, scratching his head, 
'What's the matter, Gus?' I asks. 'You see, it's 
like this,' he tells me,' I've never known a dream come 
true before.' 'What's that got to do with it,' I says, 
seeing him hesitate. In a minute a broad smile 
spread across his face and he sets up a laughing that 
puzzled me more. 'Come on, out with it,' I says. 
After another laugh he explains : ' You see, I was 
dreaming I was a snail crawling out of my shell II' 
Well, we both laughed then and had a drink on the 
strength of it." 

Perhaps this was not a hint-anyway I took it as 
such. All three of us had a drink; Old Gus seemed 
as pleased listening to the tale as I was hearing it. 

The hands at the Emporium numbered several 
blacks in their ranks. The place also possessed a 
white cockatoo that screamed incessantly; periods of 
deathly silence only descended when it had found its 
favourite perch. With claws tightly embedded in 
the woolly locks of a chubby-faced lubra (native 
woman) it would settle down on this unusual roost. 
When it stood rampant, with outstretched wings and 
imperious beak, one felt the late Kaiser would have 
thought it no mean top piece for his Pickelhaube. 

This freakish sight, besides interesting me, suggested 
a solution to a problem that had been in mind for 
several days. What in the world the A.J.S. bike 
and sidecar was going to be christened we had not been 
able to imagine. Maililma and Gwalowa had been 
so easy to select from the fauna, but what could a 
motor-bike be said to suggest in the zoo? So Cock
atoo it must be. After all, these birds are the scouts 
that scream out warning when danger threatens the 
seclusion of their water-hole. And our "scout" 
was black all over, therefore Black Cockatoo became 
her nickname. "Gelaben" she was dubbed. Thus 
the curtain has been rung up on our black cockatoo, 
not in the chorus but in the cast. 1 
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Having· made this decision, I lightheartedly told 

Wag to pretend he was a scribe, and scribe, not scribble, 
her name on Gelaben. This he did in a manner 
worthy of Caxton; that he did, in a manner worthy 
of George Robey. By "that" I mean a masterful 
freehand-very free indeed-representation on a white 
background of a gelaben. Its wicked eye, surmounted 
by a bristling crest, and lop-sided wings of bold con
ception brought the pterodactyl of Lost World fame 
to mind. Still, it's not fair to make fun of Wag's 
work, because I, for one, could not have made it even 
look like a bird at all. As Wag observed sagely: "If 
it isn't exactly a cockatoo, what's the harm? No one 
has seen a motor-bike in these parts, and they can't 
tell that Gelaben isn't a freak in her world as well." 

I admired his logic. 
Meanwhile work was proceeding apace. Professor 

was getting his instruments into working trim, where
by hangs a tale. The " earth " for the wireless 
set was simply a length-about 15 feet-of fine-mesh 
wire netting. Kept in contact with the ground by 
pieces of timber, perhaps a stone or two, water was cast 
upon it, when same could be spared, to improve the 
earthing effect. This was simple, except that we poor 
misguided mortals would innocently stray upon this 
"grid." When someone kicked a stone away, it 
~urled up like a python grasping nether limbs with 
!~creasing firmness as the victim struggled. This did 
httle to aid the Professor's peace of mind, nor our 
appreciation of his "French" used in tones of rebuke 
-not mild. 

All the same it was a small price to pay for the man
slaughter he had essayed but a short time before. 
T~e aerial was a length of insulated flexible copper 
Wire with two porcelain insulators and slinging ropes 
at either end. Never shall I forget the first rigging 
of_ this aerial. It was unpacked as a neat hank of 
~re. In spite of every precaution and care used 
m undoing it, this wretched stuff twisted and knotted, 
coiled and jambed itself into a maze of confusion. 
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With most commendable enthusiasm and patience 
Professor set about the task. All of us lent a hand 
too-perhaps he would have been better without. 

"Pull that bit, Joker; no, not that bit, you idiot, 
that bit." 

"Oh, you mean here; all right, I'll try. No I 
can't. It's the bit you've got hold of." 

And so it went on. False scents and lucky dis
coveries till the arcadian moment of wiry freedom 
brought hoisting next to do. 

To get a good reception height was an undeniable 
asset. So Professor selected forks in two tall trees 
a hundred paces apart. Next he attached a hammer 
to one of the slinging ropes·, twirling it in a style of 
abandon, in ever-increasing circles round his head. 
We fled to distant places, seeking safety; nor was this 
cowardice, but foresight. Whirr, plomp! The hammer 
had left the rope, off on an aerial pursuit after Jock. 

Having secreted ourselves in funk-holes the Pro
fessor was allowed to renew his twirls again. This 
time, like a rocket gone insane, it ascended to the 
tree tops, nearly ascending him there with it. The 
rope caught round his leg. Needless to say the 
hammer obeyed gravity with remarkable promptitude 
and had Elusive been less agile I fear the story of the 
seven l~ttle nigger boys would have begun again. 

"Remember Bruce and the spider "-this from Wag. 
The third try landed the hammer neatly in the 

fork of the limb, so neatly that it took up habitation 
therein. All the jerking of the rope in the world could 
never have dislodged it. Wag, for his sins of un
solicited encouragement, was selected to climb the 
tree. He completed the task so shamefully ceased 
by the ignoble hammer. Now we were half-way
so far so good. 

Instead of the hammer a large nut was used as 
slinging weight for the other end, for it was less likely 
to catch in the fork. 

By now Professor had gained the skill that is born 
of practice. Up went the rope, through the fork, 
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leaving the nut dangling. Alas! it was the wrong 
fork. Never mind, the spirit that won the War would 
win this tussle. Up she went again, leaving the nut 
swaying in mockery, far beyond reach. It was not 
heavy enough to pull the rope through. Long jerks, 
short jerks, jerks of every kind assisted its descent 
to earth. About ten feet from earth it refused to 
budge another inch. Then, like so many jacks-in
the-box, we leapt to grasp the dangling torment. To 
Waif there came the laurel of success. 

Crouching like a mighty frog he then emulated the 
glorious flea, bounded upwards to the skies, seized 
the nut and all was well. 

Soon connections were made. In breathless silence 
we awaited the merry notes of "Melbourne Calling." 
But it was a poor reward for our perseverance that 
came through that night . Dit-dar-dar-dit-dar of the 
Geranium; cracklings of beastly atmospherics-that 
was all. 

Next day Elusive got all his kit into order. The 
explosives were the most important, at any rate so 
far as packing went. The roo plugs of gelignite were 
cased together and carried in a special niche on Maililma. 
This explosive is unaffected by ordinary heat-the 
sun can almost melt it without danger- or vibration. 
It is concussion that sets it off, and if I remember 
correctly a go-lb. blow, with, say, a hammer, will 
explode it. The things we had to be so careful 
with were the detonators. Very little is needed to 
send them off. I couldn't decide where they might 
be safely carried, till Elus.ive calmly volunteered to 
roll them up in his swag among his blankets. And 
there they remained for the entire journey, a little 
cardboard package rolled in his spare clothes-part 
of his pillow every night. Just a little forgetfulness, 
just a little carelessness, and his ascent to heaven, 
not forgetting ours, would have been assured. With 
his detonators under his snoring head, he brought 
to mind Bruce Bairnsfather's cartoon of the sleeping 
bombardier in the trenches who is awakened by his 

D 
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mate with " Chuck us that bag of bombs, mate, it's 
under your head." 

Besides these items the prospecting kit included 
two panning dishes, for washing or "dry-blowing" 
pockets in creeks, etc. There were half a dozen steel 
drills of various lengths for boring rocks to be blasted, 
and a gympic knocker for "knapping" stones to 
split them for a look inside. Hydrochloric acid for 
testing ores and a dolly pot completed the outfit. 
The latter is a kind of iron pestle and mortar, large 
enough to hold about two handfuls of dirt. In this 
the sample of rock is pounded up to a fine powder 
and then " dry blown " for signs of gold. 

Dry-blowing was, I understand, brought into being 
by the miners on the Kalgoorlie fields, where absence 
of water demanded a new method of separating the 
gold from the dirt. The procedure is as follows. 
Suppose the prospector is sampling a dry creek. 
Where a rocky bar has caused the sediment to heap 
a~ainst it, during the flo~ of the creek (on the upper 
s1de of course), a sample 1s taken, deep down in the 
pocket. Deep down because the heavy gold will 
have worked its way to the bottom. When a few 
handfuls of dirt have been piled on the dish, which 
by the way is a heavy iron one with a thick rim to 
aid holding, the prospector moves to a spot where 
the breeze is playing. Then the empty dish is laid 
on the ground, and the contents of the full one poured 
into the lower one. The breeze winnows the light 
dust away. Grit and heavier material rattle on to 
the dish below. It varies, naturally, with the pro
portion of dust, but it is usual to repeat this oper
ation four or more times to clear out the waste. This 
tip is worth recording. The dry-blower stands side
ways to the wind, otherwise the dust blows on to him 
instead of being carried away by the breeze. Even 
so it is a horribly dusty performance; a few pannings 
soon plaster one inches deep with dust from tip to toe. 

Having reduced the sample to the greatest degree 
of purity, the prospector, by a skilful shaking of the 
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dish, collects the remnant in a neat heap on the side 
of the dish farthest from him. Then he turns the 
dish round, bringing the heap to his mouth. Now 
the real art of the game commences. He blows in 
short, sharp but gentle puffs on the top of the heap. 
The lightest dirt is gradually shifted to the far side 
till only a minor remnant remains. 

Now he blows downwards at the base of the remnant, 
and if gold be there, tiny yellow flakes as large as a 
pinhead will be seen at the bottom of the "front 
row" where he furrows into the heap. A wetted 
finger deftly catches the "elusive metal," and a 
satisfied smile wreathes his face as he drops the flakes 
into a stoppered glass bottle for future use. This is 
the happy picture when luck is in. When luck is out 
a coating of dust and a horrible thirst are poor rewards. 
The proverbial nugget is a rare reward these days, 
and it only comes after much dry-blowing as the 
scent of richer " pockets " leads to the reef whose 
denudation has made the dirt gold bearing. 

At evening we used to slip over to the river for a 
swim, or "bogey " as it is known locally. This abori
ginal word, meaning a wash, a swim, or a bathe, is 
quite in the vocabulary in the Territory. 

The cars had crossed the Katherine at the lower 
end of a long and fairly deep hole. It looked an 
ideal place for a swim, but nature had placed a ban. 
Alligators-the misused name for a large species of 
crocodile-abound there. So we could only splash 
about in a couple of feet of shallow water close to the 
bank. . 

The Katherine is one of the few permanent rivers 
in the Northern Territory. Besides the Roper and the 
Daly there are no others of any note that run the 
year round. The Roper is navigable for light craft 
for roo miles upstream at all times. 

The largest, geographically, is the Victoria; luggers 
sail 40 miles upstream to the Depot, where they land 
stores from Darwin for the stations. In the wet 
season it is a swift-running stream for 300 miles or so; 
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in the dry season a string of isolated water-holes, or 
billabongs, are the only waters in its bed. 

These three permanent waterways have been quoted 
by some as big factors in transport development, 
that is, as they now are. To this belief I cannot 
subscribe, for the rich fiats adjacent to their courses, 
conjectured to be the future home of tropical agri
culture, are many feet under water during the violent 
floods of the wet season. I cannot conceive how crops 
will be grown on land that is yearly submerged deeply, 
consequently the value of these rivers for lightering 
purposes appears to be nullified. Maybe the higher 
land more remote from them will be cultivated, but, 
even so, the floods will surely destroy the conveniences 
for loading on the river banks. 

Everyone knows that the Nile used to flood Lower 
Egypt every year before it was dammed and the 
irrigation canals were dug. Should this principle be 
applied to the Territory it would create a totally new 
state of affairs, one in which the present obstacles 
would cease to exist. I have made a point of men
tioning this subject, not for an opportunity to make 
a suggestion upon the solution of one of the Territory's 
many problems, but so as to better inform some who 
are less familiar with facts and who are apparently 
putting store by river transport-as conditions are 
to-day. Of course certain localities are known, and 
more will be found, where these observations cannot 
apply. It is the broad principle of cultivating river 
fiats and lighterage on the rivers that is, in the main, 
a problem needing more than ordinary consideration. 

While in Darwin, and latterly at Katherine, I had 
been gathering information on a more direct route 
into the interior than that originally planned. My 
intention, as already stated, had been to go down the 
Overland Telegraph Line to Newcastle Waters, and 
to turn west there making for Wave Hill Cattle Station 
on the Victoria River. In Darwin I learnt that a 
much more useful service to the interior would be 
rendered by breaking-in the shortest route to Wave 
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Hill. The one in use leads from Katherine in a south
westerly direction till it joins the Victoria at the 
homestead of Victoria River Downs Station. 

The direct way lay along the Dry River stock 
route, starting at Manbuloo station, 9 miles from 
Katherine. Broadly speaking, this meant going along 
the base of the triangle formed by Katherine, New
castle Waters and Wave Hill, instead of traversing 
the two sides. Also we would go down the centre of 
the V formed by my intended route and the regular 
track to Wave Hill. The inducements to do this 
were the increased scope for investigations in view of 
the poorer knowledge of the Dry River country, and the 
hope that once it had been shown that motor vehicles, 
creeper-tracks notwithstanding, could get through, then 
others would follow and so bring the route into use. 

The Dry River stock route has been in use for many 
years by drovers bringing cattle from the stations on 
the upper reaches of the Victoria. They do this to 
land them at Emungalan, where they are trucked to 
Darwin, for freezing or boiling down at the meat 
works erected by Vestey Brothers. Recently a trade 
for live stock, by boat to Manila, has been opened up. 

The traveller who undertakes to follow a stock 
route finds a general avenue through the bush to guide 
him. On the route itself the grass is beaten down 
by the hoofs of the cattle, in the immediate vicinity 
it is short and stubby after the grazing of the passing 
herds. Old camps at popular water-holes assure one 
that unknown country has not yet been reached; it 
is only unknown from the point of view of automobiles, 
whose wheels have not yet discovered its treacheries. 
Trees and bushes may have to be cleared away, creek 
banks cut down, crossings over gullies found, stones 
cleared from the path. These and other daily tasks 
fall to the lot of the traction pioneer. 

Having carefully summed up the information 
available, and having considered the pros and cons, 
I decided that the change would be for the better. 
So along the Dry River our fortunes should be found. 



CHAPTER IV 

OFF FOR THE DRY RIVER 

We begin the trek-We halt at Manbaloo--The wonder of a Northern 
night-Wakee, wakee, day-ly-ight-We are given a mud map, also 
treasures for little Mary-Bush cookery-Tanami; rumour of 
gold; brief history-A bitterly cold morning-Maililma catches 
fire-Gelaben comes to grief-She leers at me-! go bushranging
The Dry River country-How it may be sweetened-Joker gets a 
turkey-Brolgas and jabbaroos-Lake Wanulla-" And damn 
good too I" 

S UNDAY, July 26, 1925. All was ready for the 
push off into the interior. Last wires to friends 
were sent, final mail sealed; a final toast at 

the Emporium too. Then engines were cranked up. 
To the tune of buzzing exhausts and cheery farewells 
from the multitude-twelve in all !-we set out for 
Manbaloo. 

We jogged along only at a steady 8 to ro miles per 
hour, for the success of the long task ahead could not 
be better enhanced than by nursing our mechanical 
fauna. As the caravan wound its way through the 
trees, raising a goodly cloud of dust, a few kangaroos 
were rudely awakened from their quiet browsing. 
They went bounding away, never ceasing to halt and 
peer back at the apparition. If animals talk, I guess 
those marsupials told their brethren some alarming 
yarns that night. 

At sundown the Caterpillar and the Centipede, not 
forgetting the Black Cockatoo, laid down to rest beside 
the house at Manbaloo. With blankets and ground
sheets spread upon the bare ground beneath the open 
sky, the party soon followed their example-Girlie, 
having no blankets, snuggled down by her master. 
The camp fire light waned, became a glow, changing 
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at last to blackening embers. The spirit of the night, 
borne on the wings of a gentle breeze, rustled quietly 
in the trees. All was still. 

As I 'lay on my back, wooing sleep, the faint howl 
of a far away dingo 6r the quiet low of roaming cattle, 
would sometimes break in on thoughts. Gazing at 
the great host of brilliant stars, linked at times by the 
tail of a falling meteor, I felt that all the months of 
striving and anxiety to make this journey possible 
were more than worth while. They would be amply 
repaid by the life about to be entered-" music was 
breaking the silence." Soon a snore here or a rustling 
there of someone stirring in his blankets, told that 
others had left this world for a while. I turned on 
my side, pulled blankets closely round, waited a bit 
-then wooed not in vain. 

"Wakee-wakee, morning-time, day-ly-ight, make a 
move, make a move, show a leg." 

It was hard work routing out the sleepers from the 
cosiness of bed. The red sun, just climbing the tree
tops, gave no warmth; the fire was a black memory. 
It was cold and chilly, but Wag brought a smile into 
the world by his sleepy : 

''This is no good to me-where's my morning 
tea? " 

Girlie, having smothered her master with an 
effusion of licks, scampered round the camp bestowing 
lavish affection indiscriminately. Having stirred the 
drowsy ones to life, by the need to defend themselves 
from such moist attentions, she let forth joyous barks. 
She seemed to know her task was well done. 

Soon blankets and ground-sheets were rolled into 
neat swags, the straps round them pulled tight, and 
slung on the cars. Then the cheery notes of a horse 
bell from the house signalled us to hurry there for 
food. Although unable to house us, the hospitable 
station manager provided meals for all. Steak and 
bread, tea and jam; it was good wholesome fare, 
seasoned to a rare flavour by that best of sauces, a 
good appetite. 
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Breakfast over, a "mud map," not sketched this 
time in the dust with a twig, but drawn on a sheet of 
foolscap, armed us to better follow the stock route. 
There were no forks in the way to puzzle, just a straight 
line with circles beside it here and there, telling of 
waters where camps might be made. Then a goodly 
supply of corned beef, some tomatoes and the last 
loaf of bread armed us to better silence the cries of 
Little Mary. Our regular supplies were tinned goods 
of many varieties,! to which additions as from this 
station were more than pleasant. Nor would payment 
for this provisioning by the way, and the feeding at 
this halt, be accepted. It is the lore of the Bush, 
until advancing civilisation contaminates, that beef, 
if not all else, shall be free. They say : " Fill up 
your tucker bags '' ; you know the same is expected 
at your camp or homestead. 

Before leaving, having asked the reason for naming 
the Dry River, we were told that, though the country it 
drains is not altogether sandy, it is soil of such a porous 
nature that rains do not collect easily on the surface. 
The usual water-holes in the river-beds might not be 
expected, only a few lagoons here and there held 
water for long. 

Soon the sleeping beasts-you could hardly call 
them beauties-were stirred to life again by starting
handle and clutch. Gears were put in, tracks rattled 
quietly (they were cushioned by rubbers on the 
sprockets) ; we were creeping inland again. 

At midday the first meal on the track took place. 
Some of the fresh meat from the station was grilled 
on the ashes ; the first damper cooked ere the bread 
became a memory. 

Thi~ dampe: i~ worth describing because it, with 
beef, IS the prmc1pal diet of travelling Bush-folk. It 
is simply a mixture of two large mugfuls of :flour, two 
teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar, one teaspoonful of 
s?da, half a teaspoonful of salt; repeated, say, five 
times, to make a large damper. Having been mixed 

1 See list at end of book. 
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dry, the whole is worked into alight dough with water 
and baked in the ashes or in a camp oven. A damper 
this size takes about forty-five minutes to bake into 
the large scone that it really is. Its light brown 
crust hides a spongy aerated inside that, if well made, 
is preferred by many to bread. Small pieces of the 
dough, cooked on top of the ashes, become" johnny 
cakes " ; balls of it fried in fat make " puff pulloons." 

When one butchers bullock in the Australian Bush 
the aim is to get filleted slabs of beef- not joints. 
These slabs are rubbed in salt and left to dry on 
runged benches of wood in the shade of the " meat 
house." In a few days the beef dries to a hard brown 
mass, with a crystalline coating of salt. In this con
dition it can be kept for many weeks, until the cook 
wishes to convert it to an eatable substance. This 
is done by slow boiling and, if possible, a change of 
water, to draw out the salting. 

Before Katherine was quitted, news had arrived con
cerning a new gold find at Tanami. Therefore the 
decision to take the shortest route to Wave Hill was 
doubly useful, since it meant a quicker approach to 
Tanami as well. Knowing the uncertainty attached 
to reports of new gold finds, and the exaggeration 
always adhering, it was not wise to definitely change 
our route after Wave Hill on the strength of this 
report. All the same a keen ear was kept cocked for 
further details, because something big will, I think, 
be discovered in that area before long. 

The Tanami Goldfield, the most isolated in Australia, 
was discovered by Mr. Allan A. Davidson in August, 
1900. By the blacks it is pronounced Tan-a-mee, 
meaning " never die " ; the reference is to two large 
rock holes which they, wrongly, believe are never 
without water. Rabbits are said to have been seen 
here. Also it is interesting to record that the first 
motor journey to this place was completed by Mr. 
R . Robinson in a Ford car as far back as 1913. He 
left Wyndham and twelve days later arrived there on 
September 8; he reached the coast again at Derby. 
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Although encouraging specimens in auriferous reefs 
have been found by later prospectors, no development 
of any real note has yet taken place. The die-hards 
who have struggled to get on to really paying lodes, 
since the earliest times, are the Laurie brothers and 
a few of their. friends. In 1909, a discovery of 21 lb. 
of stone containing about 180 oz. of gold caused a 
minor rush to peg out claims. Since then interest 
has dwindled, fanned occasionally by reports similar 
to the one just received. 

Tanami is situated in latitude 19° 58' 47" South 
and longitude 129° 45' East (approx.). According to 
rough estimates it is 220 miles south of Wave Hill, 
300 miles west of the Overland Telegraph Line, and 
126 miles from Gordon Downs. It is about 1,6oo feet 
above sea-level. It is not an isolated peak, but on a 
plateau that extends right across the interior to the 
MacDonnell Ranges. 

Having camped at Bull Creek the first night out, 
we arose the following morning while it was still dark. 
Bitterly cold it was, with a fair wind blowing. Elusive, 
awake even earlier than I, soon had a cheery fire going, 
round which we crouc)led-a shivering lot of mortals. 

Breakfast over and all packed ready to move on, 
starting-handles were seized. But things were very 
different in the cold air. The engines had "gummed 
up" and could only be swung with difficulty. At 
last Maililma, after a few splutters, consented to 
" mote." As the chilly air fought against the vapor
isation of the petrol, she had to be coaxed with 
ca!e. Even though allowed to warm up for several 
mmutes before being put on the road, she gave some 
fiery spits in the carburettor when the clutch was let 
in. Then a nasty woof of flame set fire to the car
burettor. Fire extinguishers were hurriedly seized 
to spray the flames with chemical. Fortunately the 
fire was subdued at once, else a tragedy might have 
occurred. This happening does not reflect anything 
discreditable against the cars, for such a thing may 
take place with any carburettor before it is warmed up. 
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The event is worth describing, to convey some idea 
of the coldness of the early mornings. 

As the morning wore along the caravan found 
itself in a region thickly carpeted with tall grass. 
The high clearance of the cars took them over the 
hidden obstacles; not so with Gelaben. A tall stump, 
hidden completely, came into violent contact with 
the sidecar frame. She stopped dead, throwing Wag 
forward on to the handle bars and winding him. He 
was soon missed, by Gwalowa, who signalled us to 
stop. I do not mean that our caterpillar waved one 
of its legs in the air, after the fashion of the Duchess 
who is reported to have detached her wooden one 
to signal a passing bus, but that Jock put up his 
hand when joker happened to glance behind. Soon 
Gelaben limped into sight, a very sorry-looking being. 

" Hallo, Wag, what's up? " 
" Oh, I've just been learning what happens when 

an irresistible force meets an immovable object ." 
" Looks as though you've had a demonstration 

too." 
"Don't you make any mistake about it. I've 

found out that when the force meets the object some
thing has got to go bang. And it's me that has done 
the banging; look at this and this and this." 

He pointed to several cuts, a bruise and some tears 
in his clothes. 

Having filled his ears with appropriate terms of 
sorrow and sympathy, his wounds were filled with 
iodine. The sidecar was next examined, and being 
found to be badly out of alignment, was detached and 
put on board Maililma. Feeling in duty bound to 
take on the task, I told Wag in my airiest manner : 

'' Go on, get on Maililma, I'll ride the bike solo and 
give you a spell for a bit. You've had a good shaking 
up." 

But oh, how much more airy I was inside-! was 
windy in fact, because spills inn~rr;.era~le were the 
only memories attached to solo ndmg m sand. So 
that my mangled carcass might not be left for the 
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crows I set off first . For a few hundred yards all 
went well. 

" I'm better than I thought I was; this solo work 
is child's play." 

In this complacent frame of mind I ran into a 
goodly patch of sand, at speed. Nemesis swiftly 
followed. A little wobble to the right, more wobble 
to the left, a lurch the other way, a swerve back
wallop. With engine roaring and wheels spinning 
Gelaben laid down to rest, not after the fashion of 
the gentle ox, but as it is done in the hunting field. 
In the most selfish manner, considering only her own 
pleasure, she grovelled in the sand on top of her rider. 
The caricature of a cockatoo painted by Wag seemed 
to leer, saying, "Now, where's your child's play? " 

But the cars were coming-they must not see this 
undignified collapse. Hurriedly I righted the black 
devil, jumped on the kick-starter, slung in a gear and 
away. Another hundred yards, then over we went 
again. No time for mopping a perspiring brow, the re
lentless cars were pursuing. They must not catch up. 

And so it went on, lurching and swerving, with 
agonised wrenches at the handlebars, till hard soil 
brought relief. Over this Gelaben flew as a bird. 
Again another desperate patch of sand loomed ahead 
with an ominous curve in sight. That curve meant 
a spill. With the courage of desperation I left the 
track, steering a bee line through the tree trunks, 
where grass and leaves shielded the tyres from the 
sand. Hurray ! I found the going far better away 
from the bare sand of the track. Bounding over 
sticks, deciding in a flash which side of a tree to go, 
perhaps only to find a fallen limb to greet me, changing 
tactics like a destroyer after a submarine, it was all 
rather exciting. Anything so long as speed of at least 
ro ~.p.h. could be maintained. It was regular bush
rangmg. 

A midday camp was made at Kowai water-hole. 
"What was the idea of scrub dashing? " Professor 

asked in his quietest manner. 
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" Oh, just because the track was too easy "-in my 
grandest manner-" I wanted some variety. You 
know it's very monotonous mile after mile. Might 
get sleepy." 

" Hum, that's funny," Jock, the canny, observed, 
when I was feeling sure that the cat had not escaped 
the bag. 

" Why, what do you mean ? " This in guileless 
tones of innocence. 

" Oh, nothing, only there must hae been a muckle 
breeze since yon time we saw you last." 

" Yes," I said weakly, feeling horrible. 
" I reckon that must account for the way your 

tracks wobbled about-the wind must have shifted 
the sand. The big. splodges in the sand were where 
you went to sleep, I suppose." 

Good Lord, the cat was out of the bag. All my 
deceit, all my cunning had been in vain. I'd clean for
gotten that any fool could read the tale of the tracks 
left by Gelaben. 

The country being passed through, thickly carpeted 
with tall coarse grass, chiefly spear grass and kangaroo 
grass, sunburnt yellow by days of cloudless sun since 
the termination of the rains, was strewn with low 
trees about 30 feet high. They were so numerous 
that vision was cut off 300 yards away. Travelling 
along under such circumstances gave the impression 
that one was in a kind of moving clearing in the Bush. 
Views of adjacent country were denied. The most 
common trees were woolibut, bloodwood, coolibah and 
mimosa; another species resembling gutta-percha was 
seen along the watercourses. 

Although, as viewed by the pastoralist, this tract 
of country is of little feeding value, perhaps this 
may not always be so. During the wet season, 
from December to April, monsoonal rains fall to 
the amount of 25 inches per annum. The heaviest 
rainfall is during January and February. Such a 
downpour in the short space of a month or two gives 
rise to a very rapid growth of grass. In doing so, as 
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may be expected, it gets coarse and rank. However, 
it is possible this coarseness can be greatly over
come by systematic burning off at the end of the 
dry season. This would clear away the old grass and 
clean the soil. If at the same time the area could be 
fairly heavily stocked with cattle their feeding would 
do much to keep the grass short. Possibly in a few 
seasons this repression of the growth would sweeten 
the country, and give it a value it does not now 
possess. Of course this sounds a simple matter till 
it is clearly realised that country cannot be stocked 
to any extent till provision for watering has been 
made, that is, during the dry season. This will mean 
sinking bores for sub-artesian water, improving of 
existing surface supplies and the erection of many 
windmills for pumping. Much expense will be involved 
and until better pastures elsewhere are fully stocked, 
it would be wrong to attempt this. Still, let us hope 
some day every acre will be needed, and then perhaps 
this poorer quality country will be made really pro
ductive. 

Having set out from Kowai, Joker soon presented 
us with the first turkey. It is not meant that Joker 
was some new species of human able to beget unto 
himself a turkey, but that he presented it as a trophy 
of the chase.. As the penny dreadful would say, the 
roar of his mighty gun blasted the silence into echoes 
as his swift bullet tore through the air, unerring to its 
mark. Meanwhile the innocent bird walked to its doom 
chased thither and hither relentlessly by the deadly 
missile till-plomp ! Coming round the wrong side of 
the tree it ran full tilt into the messenger of death bear
ing a warrant for Hades. This tragic meeting, when 
least expected, so shocked the noble bird that, raising 
its eyes to heaven in mute appeal, it sat down with 
grace, and quietly died of heart failure. See coroner's 
report-" accidental death." 

But, joking apart, it was a very fine shot of Joker's. 
These wild turkeys are awfully hard to see as they 
stalk about in the tall grass. The natural camouflage 
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of their light grey plumage, with white feathers in the 
tail and beneath wings, makes them almost invisible 
till they move. Sometimes they will crouch down, 
maybe when wounded, and I will defy anyone except 
a black fellow to find one unless by accidentally 
stepping on it . I have known myself within a couple 
of feet of one and yet unable to find it. 

Strictly speaking, they are a species of bustard 
(bustard eupoditis) and larger than their domestic 
cousins. They were a constant addition to the pot; 
one specimen actually weighed at least r4 lb. when 
dressed. Later in the day we came across brolgas 
and jabbaroos. The latter is similar to the turkey, 
only it has black and white feathers and a longer 
beak. They are not usually eaten, nor are the 
brolgas, perhaps the most stately of all the crane 
family. They possess a slaty grey plumage, the male 
being distinguished from the female by a red top
knot. They are 4 to 5 feet high, and usually con
gregate on open places near water. Here they dance 
-they are called native companions-an amorous 
ritual. The adorer, pressing his suit on his loved 
one, performs a minuet before her. Her attention is 
insisted upon, if she will wait, by digs in the ribs from 
the adorer's beak. At other times several will dance 
together, going through their square dances with 
apparent method. The charmed onlooker may see 
this repeated a number of times. 

At eventide the caravan halted its weary legs at 
Lake Wanulla. Although perhaps a small sheet of 
water for such a title (it was 300 yards by roo yards) 
it was nevertheless a pleasant spot. Water-lilies, in 
colourful variety, floated upon its surface. Birds 
were in the trees alongside or warily drinking on the 
shore. Here, as elsewhere, there were teal, whistling 
duck, galahs, bronze-wing pigeons, white cockatoos, 
black cockatoos, pelican, turkeys, brolgas, jabbaroos, 
etc. A plentiful variety of smaller bird life such as 
painted finches and Java sparrows vindicated Northern 
Australia as a veritable aviary. Nor was the lakeside 
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a silent place, for the screaming of the cockatoos, 
the chattering of the galahs, and the twittering of the 
minor birds among the bushes, filled the air with 
sound. 

Before darkness fell, by dint of ingenuity and faking, 
the sidecar of Gelaben was successfully attached to 
her again. Having turned the frame upside down, it 
was mounted on the off side, instead of, as before, on 
the near side. This overcame the distortion. Perhaps, 
most important of all, this change increased the 
clearance to rz inches; greater than that of the cars. 

As the sunset hues gathered in their wonderful 
harmony, Elusive and Waif were seen bending over 
the pot, whispering mysteriously-some devilment 
must be afoot. 

"Well, you two, there are seven hungry overlanders 
to be fed. What about it ? " 

" Just sit tight for a while, it won't be ready for a 
bit " (Elusive). 

"What's it going to be ? " (Jock). 
" Wait and see," Waif replied, perhaps imagining 

he was back in the House of Commons. 
So we waited patiently, swimming at times in the 

lake, ridding ourselves of the day-time dust. 
Finally a merry call from the fire stampeded the 

troops to the mess-room within its glow. Then, with 
the solemnity of a chef at the Ritz, the pot was duly 
placed before us. It was found to be turkey and 
steak done d la casserole. As my diary says: "And 
damn good, too." 



CHAPTER V 

WIRELESS AT CHAMPAGNE CAMP 

Terrors of debil-debil country-It sends Gelaben mad-A stray wanders 
from Waif-Wag's eyesight gets him into trouble-We visit a 
Bush fire-It comes close to us during the night-A snake visits 
us-We pass some borers for water-We celebrate a birthday
Joker at his pranks-Champagne Camp-Donks assault the camp 
-Jock to the rescue-Elusive is carried away by wireless-A 
mystery voice from the Orient-Again Waif finds a stray-He 
leaves us-We find giant anthills-Tombstones of the departed 
-A remarkable fact-Alive with quail-Girlie gets terribly gun
shy-Her perch on Gwalowa. 

AT times small treeless plains, growing better 
grasses, were found. It was pleasant to be 
granted a wider view, but it was far more 

unpleasant to cross the plains. The terrors of this 
debil-debil country, really black soil land covered with 
mitchell grass growing in thick tufts, soon taught us 
to regret leaving the trees. Each tuft has its roots 
firmly imbedded in the tiny mound from which it 
springs. The result is that one finds a maze of bumps, 
averaging perhaps 9 inches high. Between these the 
ground, as if to aggravate, has hundreds of holes 
where the rains have rushed in during the downpours. 
Had the surface not been so level they would have 
rushed down the slope to the nearest creek. As it is, 
the absence of flow-off has left the rain no choice 
except to rush into the ground. At least, this may 
be a logical explanation of the so-called " paddy
melon" or " crab-holes" in the level country. As 
Jock aptly observed, "The ground might be suffering 
from a bad attack of a giant kind of small-pox." 

And then, to cap the lot, many little pleasanteries 
of Nature, such as stones and stumps, are strewn 
promiscuously. It goes without saying that speed is 
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quite out of the question. One simply puts the 
engine into low gear, continuing at walking pace. 
Bumping and jolting, one prays for the time when 
the debil-debil may be left behind. The relief once 
even ground is regained is enormous, though the annoy
ance following the discovery of more debil-debil, not 
far ahead, is equally great. One consolation we had 
in the form of the creepers ; had back wheels been 
fitted things would have been far worse. That's a 
nice philosophical outlook, isn't it ? As it was the 
tracks spanned from tuft to tuft where wheels would 
have had to drop into every hole and climb each 
mound. Thus we crept along ; sometimes at ease ; 
other times with every tin can and loose thing calling 
out protest. 

Poor little Gelaben, and I'm sure poorer Wag, had 
the worst time in the debil-debil. Her bouncing 
frame, like a dinghy in a rippling sea, careered this 
way and that. When the ground was awful Wag 
used to sit in the sidecar, steering her bounding 
wheels as best he might. This was far better than in 
the saddle, for the racketing made knees wobble on to 
hot cylinders and sharp points of metal. When the 
ground was terrible Wag used to slip her into low gear, 
walking alongside with one hand on the handle-bars, 
pretending it was the greatest fun in the world. So 
it was for a few minutes-for us at least-till an extra 
bad tuft pulled the wheel away and caught his hand 
on the throttle control. Off she went like a demented 
heifer, prancing and bucking like a two-year-old. 

" Whoa, you silly cow, wait a minute, can't you ? 
What's the hurry ? , 

Wag set off in pursuit. What on earth he expected 
to achieve by calling upon the beast to stop, I have 
never gathered. Rather like Felix, fleeing from the 
dog of ferocious mien, gallivanting across the horizon, 
kicking up great spurts of dust at each gallivant, our 
noble Cockatoo fled from captivity. Luckily this was 
not for long ; humour triumphed over madness and 
the world was soon normal. 
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During the noonday halt after Lake Wanulla, Waif 
found one of his strays had bolted. Of course, it 
could not have been left behind, that was silly to 
think of, it had simply got tired of him and wandered 
away. This indiscretion upon the part of the stray 
was not discovered till the tea billy was placed before 
the hungry overlanders. One after another each 
seized the steaming billy, filling his quart pot or tall 
tin mug reputed to contain one quart. While this 
domestic ceremony was taking place, Waif was seen 
to leap up-without so much as by your leave or a 
tender farewell, taking unto himself a frantic haste. 
Here he dashed, there he fled, round the corner, in
side cars, underneath cars-everywhere. 

"Keep quiet!" whispered the Wag. "He's got 
them! I've seen them go like this before. Wait a 
minute. He'll tear the ground up soon-we'll have 
to chain him up." 

We sat in awe, awaiting the terrible spasms heralded 
so clearly by the madness of our poor Waif. In a 
minute a terrible rattling of cans amid the crashing 
of overturned boxes inside Maililma betokened the 
time to use desperate measures. With the set mien 
of a terrified being that is afraid to show its alarm, 
I peered into the back of Maililma. Where I had 
pictured a chaos of our goods and chattels surround
ing poor lunatic Waif, I found-sanity and order. 

"What's the matter, Waif? I was afraid we'd 
have to chain you up, as you'd gone mad I " 

" You would be mad if you had lost your quart
pot. I have turned everything inside out and moved 
these cases, but I can't see where it can have got to. 
It's most annoying." 

"I suppose if the truth is known it's lying at Lake 
Wanulla for the next drover to pick up. Anyhow, 
you're lucky, because there is a spare one. Come on 
now and don't frighten us again. Next time you feel 
like this, just stand up and say, ' Gentlemen, I will 
leave you for a while.' That will be enough-we will 
get our chains and follow swiftly.'' 
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That night we sat down by the wayside, where I don't 
exactly know; it was so many miles from Manbaloo, 
but that would not convey much to you. Let it 
suffice that it was our temporary home for that night 
in the Bush. 

After tea, according to the usual custom, a demand 
for beef by the cook sent the nearest hurrying to 
the beef bag. In the dusky light I felt for it in its 
accustomed place among the cases on Maililma. Sure 
enough a bag was there, with boots on top. Everyone 
had a spare pair, kept together. So I hunted else
where for the bag containing the slabs of corned beef. 
As it could not be found anywhere, the first bag was 
examined again. Having pulled it out of its nook, 
suspicions were born. They were amply justified, for, 
upon pulling out the boots, I found that beef was 
the rightful occupier of all the bag. 

"Who the deuce has been stuffing their dusty boots 
in with the beef ? " 

Deathly silence replied. 
"Wag, come and look at these. They look sus

piciously like yours." 
"Yes, I'm afraid they are." 
" So you are the culprit. I've a good mind to boil 

them like beef to teach you to respect our food." 
"No, you don't. They are far more valuable than 

any of your dry old beef. Besides, I had a look in 
the bag before I stowed the boots, and I thought it 
was full of old leather." 

A roar of laughter went up at this candid admis
sion; Wag was chaffed about his boots for many a 
day. 

As darkness descended the bright red glow of a 
Bush fire close by prompted us to see how near it 
might be. So we set off in single file, winding in and 
out of the high tufts of grass, brushing through bushes, 
picking our way carefully over breaks in the ground, 
till the actual flames were in sight. The wind being 
almost dead it was safe to walk close to the line of 
leaping red flames. Behind them one could see the 
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dim outlines of blackened smoking country, gaunt 
and bare after the flames. It was fascinating to hear 
the hiss and crackle of the fire devouring the tall dry 
grass. The face of the fire waxed and waned like 
breakers on the seashore. A low line of quiet sparkles 
here, a blackness there on bare ground in the path 
of the fire, linked the more fiery parts of the con
flagration. At times the quiet sparkles would rush 
forward to devour an extra thick area of grass. Tall 
flames rs feet high would leap into the air, flinging 
sparks into the night, scorching the foliage of the 
trees with their hot breath. For a minute or two 
this small inferno would rage ; then die down as 
though tired. Other infernos would spring to life, 
rage for a while before dropping lifeless. 

Although this slow-moving fire was half a mile from 
camp, fearing a wind might spring up in the night 
bearing it down on us, the cars were moved to the 
other side of the track. This would give some sort 
of a fire-break should we be trapped. 

Next morning blackened ground showed where the 
fire had burnt on to the road and had ceased to be 
some 200 yards from us. That was quite close enough. 

At the same time it caused surprise to see some 
large snake tracks in the dust within 20 yards of our 
camp. At this time of the year, due to the cold and 
dryness, all pests, such as these reptiles, are hiber
nating. One must conclude the snake had been 
driven out of its hole by the fire. But supposing 
someone had stepped on it in the dark. Ugh! 

The ensuing miles were terribly rough. Many cattle 
had wandered this way during the rains; they had 
ploug~ed the ground into a honeycomb of hoof marks. 
These had been baked by the sun to the hardness of 
flint. Speed was cut down to a mere crawl; in this 
manner we eventually arrived at the camp of some 
borers for water. They had descended their drill to 
a depth of 300 feet · at a later date it was learnt 
that a good supply 'of water had been obtained at 
about soo feet. I believe the supply, by test, was 
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gauged to be in the region of 30,000 gallons. Of 
course it was sub-artesian water, that is, not rising 
to the surface. A windmill has to be erected to pump 
the supply into a storage tank alongside, whence it 
gravitates, controlled by a float valve, to troughing 
for watering the stock. 

Close by we settled down to examine the tracks . 
You see we were over roo miles out and, being the 
first time out of the experimental shop, it was best to 
see how they were shaping themselves to this first task. 

During this work, Waif celebrated-and so did we 
-his birthday. In anticipation of this coming event 
he had been allowed to bring a bottle of champagne 
for the toast. At night, after tea, we gathered round 
him, not with precious glass goblets, but with ordinary 
plain common or garden tin mugs. As Father Boun
tiful poured out the fizzing nectar, mugs were passed 
in rotation-once only. Joker, however, secured a 
spare one from somewhere; his artful dodge was 
spotted in time. 

"Hallo, Joker, what are you doing here again? " 
" Just getting my ration, of course." 
"But you've had yours" (Waif). 
"No, I haven't," he denied, keeping a marvellously 

straight face. "I swear--" 
"Come on now. Cut that out. We saw you." 
"Oh, well, if you insist, I may have had some. 

You see this lot is for Girlie. She mustn't be for
gotten." 

Our jeering comments did not disturb the villain; 
he tried to brazen it out even further. 

Then occurred possibly the most unique toast ever 
drunk. Champagne in tin mugs in the depths of the 
lonely Bush. 

Afterwards the bottle was stuck in a tree by Jock 
and Wag. At Elusive's suggestion a notice was nailed 
underneath bearing the inscription "Champagne 
Camp." And as such it is now going on the map ! 
Future historians please note how and why the name 
arose. 
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That night the quiet was constantly disturbed by 
heigh-haws, echoing through the trees. A teamster 
attached to the borers was using these wretches for 
pulling his wagon, and for some unearthly reason our 
camp possessed a peculiar attraction for them. A 
fellow-feeling, you'll think. No, on behalf of my 
party, I strongly deny the imputation ! 

This force of thirty donks actually had the auda
city, soon after we had lain down to rest, to bear 
down on the camp. Up leapt noble Jock, seizing a 
glowing stick from out the fire. With blood-curdling 
yells of " Haggis," or whatever the Scots call out 
under great stress, he leapt into the fray. With his 
fiery brand describing all manner of designs in the 
darkness, he scattered the host, as his forebears did 
at Bannockburn. With the crash of uprooted under
growth the erstwhile audacious donks fled into the 
night, pursued for a while by the doughty Scot. 

"That must have been better champagne than it 
seemed." 

"Och hie, mon," Jock protested. "It wasna 
Dewar." 

After this interlude we fondly imagined all would 
be well. Not so. The despicable donks clung to 
the neighbourhood, making the night discordant with 
heigh-haws. When they ceased, the eerie whistling 
cries of simply dozens of curlews rang through the 
trees. Perhaps some romantic lover of nature would 
have lain wrapt in ecstasy: I, to the contrary, laid 
wrapt in hate, praying fervently for the speedy ex
termination of all donkeys and birds of the night. 

At Champagne Camp, approximately latitude I5° 
south, Professor was delighted to receive broadcasting 
(apparently from Melbourne) strong and clear for the 
first tjme on the trip. No one was more impressed 
or delighted than Elusive at his first wireless concert. 
His enthusiasm was boundless; years dropped from 
his shoulders like weights from a shelf. When music 
came in he beat time with his hands; when speech 
was heard he talked with the announcer. He fairly 
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went off the deep end in his joyous acclamation of the 
first jazz music he had heard. No one was more 
pleased than I that such pleasure should be conveyed 
to a usually lonely prospector like Elusive. The con
sistent appreciation he showed thereafter made me 
feel that, had the set been valueless for any other use, 
it had been worth while bringing it solely for the joy 
it brought to staunch old Elusive. 

As for we other more sophisticated beings, we were 
not altogether unstirred by the event. It was rather 
weird to hear voices talking to one, coming from sur
roundings we knew so well, to the quietness of the 
Bush by the bright camp fire. .Thoughts spanned the 
r,8oo miles over which the aenal waves were vibrat
ing. The unknown interior with. its roving blacks, 
the homesteads of the cattle statwns, the paddocks 
of the dairy farmers, the suburbs of the great cities ; 
all these changes in the scene between us and home 
passed in mental review. Thoughts having speeded 
over the miles of scrub and bush, of grassy downs and 
sand and hill, at last riveted on the doings of friends 
in places so familiar. Some would be dancing, others 
might be at theatres; while a few, let us hope, felt 
these thoughts of ours and paused to wonder how 
matters fared. 

From Champagne Camp onwards, the Adelaide time 
signal was picked up regularly; while broadcasting 
from Melbourne was seldom silent. Professor fre
quently picked up telephony in an Oriental voice that 
none of us could recognise. The general intonation 
resembled Japanese, and once Oriental music like the 
orchestra that used to play on the lake at Wembley, 
came in strongly. As nothing could be proved by the 
wave-length, until Perth was reached after the trip, 
this had to be a matter of vague conjecture. How
ever, it now seems almost a certainty that he got the 
Japanese station OAK. 

One evening, three stations using very nearly the 
same wave-length were picked up. Their broadcast
ings came tumbling in on top of each other ; too con-
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fusing to separate or dissect. Perhaps the most inter
esting evening was the one, apparently, a French 
voice was picked up. Can it be that Professor caught 
Bordeaux? I do not know of a nearer telephony 
transmitting station than there. Anyone who sug
gests we may have been listening to a French lesson 
from Melbourne will not be believed. That would be 
far too commonplace ! 

As camping sites were changed it was most marked 
how the receptions varied. As at Champagne Camp the 
waves would come booming in, while maybe only ro 
miles distant the faintest murmur could be picked up 
only with the greatest difficulty. 

At Champagne Camp Waif lost another of his per
sonal belongings. Shall we say the donkeys were the 
culprits? Their partiality for tobacco is well known ! 
No doubt they devoured the pipe that wandered. 
Without this best friend in the Bush, Waif would have 
been inconsolable, so, armed with a tomahawk, I 
searched the local trees for a suitable piece of wood. 
From the stout limbs of a bloodwood tree a crude and 
ungainly duplicate was carved. With knife and chisel 
it was reduced to the semblance of a pipe; a long 
drill hollowed the mouth-piece; an auger opened up 
the bowl. The indiscretion of the enthusiast who 
wishes to give the greatest finish to his product, per
suaded me to whittle it down to a conventional size. 
All went well, till at the bottom of the bowl the knife 
slipped through, leaving a nasty gash. Nothing 
daunted, a thick pigment of "good honest earth and 
water " was carefully moulded to close the hole. 
Drying by the fire baked it firmly into place. Rather 
wondering what dire punishment would descend upon 
the smoker using green wood of the bloodwood tree, 
I watched Waif puffing his first pipeful. 

"It is not at all bad," Waif, between puffs, kindly 
admitted. I often wonder if he did this out of charity 
for the making or for genuine appreciation. Still, he 
smoked this freakish pipe, so I heard, long after 
others were available; the question seems answered. 
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At this same camp Waif had to part from us. A 
drover passing by was able to lend him a horse 
for transport to Wave Hill where Mrs. Waif and her 
aunt were awaiting. They, too, were travelling through 
the interior. Owing to the greatly delayed start, 
and the obligation to join the Press Delegation from 
England on its tour of the Southern States, Waif 
could not tarry with us longer. His original intention 
had been to remain as far as Hall's Creek, and I am 
sure his dislike at leaving us was no less than our 
regret at his departure. He was an excellent worker 
and his amusing strays afforded us many a good laugh. 
Needless to say, he rode away without his fountain 
pen and hussif! No doubt this was in consideration 
of the weight his mount had to carry. Maybe it was, 
maybe it was not. As the Mexicans say, " Quien 
sabe? " 

When moving once more, we shortly came across 
some enormous yellow-coloured ant-hills. The tallest 
measured about 15 feet in height. The homes of 
these busy little insects are in great numbers in the 
Northern Territory. Some of them, long and nar
row, point to the North, hence the name of mag
netic ant-hills. Others have been seen actually 32 feet 
high. Not thin pillars either, but bulky structures, 
representing years of ceaseless toil by their inhabi
tants. It is very interesting to break off a corner of 
one of these ant-hills. The interior is honeycombed 
with tiny passages, where busy little ants, hurrying in 
never-ending numbers, dart here and there in panic 
at the damage wrought. Many of these passages are 
choked with minute pieces of grass, stored as provisions 
during the rain. The building of the ant-hill is achieved 
by soil carried to the builders who thereupon spit upon 
it, converting it into mud. The sun does the rest. In 
fact, a bushman I knew, with a merry twinkle in his eye, 
~old me his. solution to the difficulty of making roads 
m . t~e Terntor:y. He would get a host of white ants, 
dnvmg them m legions, 5,000 abreast, through the 
country. The training he would put them through 
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would teach them to spit as they marched. Hence 
natural concrete roads. 

Soon after, we came upon an area covered for miles 
with most innumerable ant-hills. As if to throw up 
their presence into the strongest relief, Nature had 
decreed that a Bush fire should destroy the covering 
screen of grass. Bare red ground, trees withered by 
the flames, and hills, hills, hills, were the scene for 
many hours. From the sides of the cars to the 
furthest distance these gaunt mounds, not more than 
4 feet high, littered the landscape. In and out of 
them we twisted, skirting the largest, decapitating 
the minor ones with the bumper bars. It was like an 
enormous graveyard. This thought must surely have 
been in Wag's mind when he remarked: 

" I know what they are. They aren't ant-hills at 
all. They are the tombstones of the k?-ngaroos that 
once lived in these parts ! " · 

And this brings one to a remarkable fact . Since 
leaving Manbaloo, the absence of marsupials had been 
most marked. Nor had emus, so typical of the Bush, 
been seen at all. In fact, except in the rarest of in
stances, and then only in the furthest interior, did we 
come across any at all. Maybe they were there in earlier 
years and were swept out of existence by an epidemic. 
A better reason cannot be suggested ; the fact remains 
that kangaroos were noticeable by their absence. 

All the same, this absence of these two most popular 
of Australia's fauna was well balanced by the profu
sion of bird life around the water-places. Quail were 
also very common; at times the grass seemed alive 
with them. They appealed so strongly to the sport
ing instinct of Joker that at times it was hard to 
travel at all. With a pocket full of cartridges he 
would leap from Maililma, gun in hand, speeding after 
the quail. All the shouting in the world would never 
have halted him while birds were to be shot. It 
seemed a pity to expend valuable ammunition on 
such s.mall fry, although it must be admitted they 
made a most tasty addition to the pot. 
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Only one of the party failed to appreciate this 
sport, and that was Girlie. We quickly realised she 
was more than gun-shy; she was terrified beyond 
words. If near Gwalowa she would hurriedly leap 
inside, cowering among the load in abject terror. If 
not near the car she would bolt into the Bush, fleeing 
at full speed for distant parts. The last seen of her 
was her little black and white frame bobbing up and 
down beneath the trees, getting further and further 
away. Pursuit was useless; we sat in the shade of 
the cars awaiting her return. It was anxious, too, 
for during her excursion she might come across a 
wandering dingo that would make short shift of the 
harmless terrier. Soon she would return with tongue 
lolling out, a shame-faced penitent. 

All the experiments devised by Jock's canny brain 
could not cure her of this failing. Poor little Girlie, 
she was truly out of her depth in the Bush. 

On the other hand, she became an excellent little 
watch-dog-the reason of her presence--once she had 
learnt who was of our camp and who was a stranger. 
With bristling hair and bared teeth she snarled her 
hate at blacks and little less at other white men. 

It was amusing to see Girlie's way of reaching her 
perch on Gwalowa. With a bound she leapt upon 
the front tyre, with another on to the footboards, 
up on to the seat, into the shade of the canopy 
among the cases. Having turned round she poked her 
head out of the corner by Jock's right ear, keenly 
interested in the passing scenery, loving every bit 
of the travelling. Should cattle be seen she tried her 
best to deafen Jock by barking her lustiest at them; 
whenever tree branches swept along the sides of the 
canopy she showed her resentment likewise. Always 
on the qui vive to bark at something, like all terriers 
are. 
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A dark mystery-Jock has to use his first-aid skill-Professor's boiling
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-The country changes-Nellie's Hole-Bellows in the night
Cattle stampedes-We follow the wrong pads-A white dingo 
comes to Drum Camp-Joker sees a large native cat-Oh, I am a 
Bushman-We see a far-away tableland-We go Bush and find 
better country-We are startled-The Armstrong reached
Montijinnie-Aerial routes of the future-! visit the Murranji
A long dry stage. 

ON August 4 we camped on a small open plain. 
Soon after tea the moon rose, a ball of bril
liant white light. As we sat round the fire, 

occasionally glancing skywards, there came a time 
when a cloud began to obscure a portion of its face. 
Instead of passing away this continued to shroud the 
corner, and, what was more, began to spread over 
the face, slowly but surely. 

"Look at the cloud over the moon. I can't make 
it out. The sky is cloudless and yet a cloud is 
sticking to the moon" (Joker). 

:·Yes, it's rather funny, and unless my eyesight is 
gomg wrong, that cloud is spreading further over it" 
(Wag). 

" I believe you are right " (Professor). 
Then, while we watched the phenomenon, the light 

of the moon waned as this mysterious darkening of its 
~ace continued. Glasses were focused upon it and con
Jectures of every sort were conjured up to explain the 
matter. Still the darkening continued. One's thoughts 
began t? mate with disturbing possibilities. What was 
ha ppemng ? Was the moon being destroyed ? Was 
-oh, stay! A brain-wave sprang to everyone's mind 
at the same instant. Professor rushed for his almanack. 

77 
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" Yes, you are right. It is an eclipse. Not a total 
one; about seven-eighths." 

"Well, of all the fools we are, not to have thought 
of that before." 

Early next morning the moon was just setting, full
faced and brilliant. By its light we broke our fast, 
long ere the sun was heralded by the first grey streaks 
of dawn. 

It was rather unique to turn in by moonlight and 
turn out by the light of the same moon. It was not 
a pleasant experience either; no fault of the moon 
but of the wind and weather. As my diary says' 
"Awfully, bitterly, cold ! " ' 

Later in the morning we pulled up at No. 7 bore. 
Here a lonely white man was camped by a windmill, 
pumping water for cattle under his care. During the 
preceding miles much delay had occurred, due to low 
branches fouling the canopies of the cars. This had 
meant considerable axe work, chopping away the 
obstructions. Therefore, to minimise this nuisance 
about 8 inches were cut off the stays supporting th~ 
canopies; the decreased height more than rewarded 
the delay making alterations. 

Towards evening, while Joker was shooting bronze
wing pigeons for tea, a cattle drover rode up in great 
pain. He had broken his collar bone through his 
horse falling. It was fortunate for him that our cara
van happened to be where it was; our medical sup
plies were able to be put at his disposal. It was 
lucky, too, that Jock had had some experience with 
broken limbs, for he was able to truss him up and do 
something to ease his pain. 

While sitting on the ground, leaning against a tree, 
waiting for the bandages, he felt something go click. 
Things got easier after that; it seemed the grating 
edges of the break, which had been overlapping, had 
been accidentally pushed into place. 

At evening we endeavoured to take the patient's 
thoughts to pleasanter things by letting him listen in 
to Melbourne. It was his first wireless concert and 
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I'm glad to say the reception was exceptionally good. 
''The Carnegies are giving a dance next Thursday 
night" ; this item is reeorded in my diary, as proof, 
in case anyone should doubt Professor's claim. 

At this camp, as at all others on the journey, Pro
fessor took readings for altitude night and morning. 
Besides entering aneroid readings in his log, he made 
tests with the hypsometrical apparatus. Contrary to 
its rather awe-inspiring name, this instrument is a 
simple affair. In less scientific language it is known as 
" a boiling-point apparatus." 

It resembles a small brass canister, zi inches in 
diameter at the base, which tapers to I inch diameter 
at its maximum height of 5 inches. When not in use 
it can be packed away in a minor space. Held by a 
rubber ring a thermometer is supported so that its 
bulb is clear of the water in a small container. When 
the methylated spirit lamp at the base causes the water 
to boil, the steam heats the bulb and sends the mercury 
up the scale, whose tip protrudes beyond the rubber. 

The object is to determine the temperature at 
which water boils, on a very large scale thermometer. 
As this varies with altitude, the changes in maximum 
temperature provide data, of a fair degree of accuracy, 
for gauging the height above sea-level. 

Of course, only trigonometrical survey, starting from 
a known altitude or sea-level, gives really accurate 
results, but nevertheless for a first traverse the boiling
point apparatus acts as a good check for the aneroid. 
This system of heights determination is accurate 
within roo feet. Interesting though these readings 
were at the time of taking, they could not be worked 
out fully till after the journey, when the barometrical 
readings for corresponding dates and times could be 
compared with the results obtained inland. 

Each night too, or as frequently as possible, Pro
fessor picked up the Greenwich mean time by wireless 
signal, from Adelaide or Perth. By this means, the 
two half-chronometer watches, lent by the Royal 
Geographical Society, were checked for their rate of 
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variation ahead or behind Greenwich mean time. With 
time so exactly determined, theodolite readings of the 
stars could be worked out with the maximum of 
accuracy. This meant that longitudes, in particular, 
could be fixed within a matter of several hundred 
yards, instead of, maybe, several miles, as would be the 
case had a wireless check of time been unobtainable. 
It is also interesting to mention that Professor used 
a 6-inch micrometer theodolite. 

Many are the nights, after we had enveloped our
selves in cosy blankets, that he sat up beside the fire, 
waiting for some star to reach its zenith. His enthu
siasm for shooting the stars at the best time cost him 
several hours' sleep on not a few nights; by doing so 
he has brought back readings with which Mr. Reeves of 
the R.G. Society is most pleased. That has been his 
reward, and I feel sure he is content. 

Professor was not the only one who had his log to 
keep. Jock also had a few minutes' work when camp 
was made. For the first time, I think, on a motor 
journey, a daily entry was made of all supplies used 
by the cars, of adjustments made, of observations on 
improvements in design, of repairs effected and sun
dry other data. Also, directly the nightly halt was 
made, the daily mileage, from mileometers on the front 
wheels, was recorded; during the travelling the mile
age of all creek-crossings, water-holes, or other points 
of interest were jotted down. Thus we have a record 
of the journey, minute in detail, from which graphs of 
petrol and oil consumption and weights carried have 
been plotted. This logging I asked Jock to under
take; he performed it most thoroughly. 

Elusive, too, had his log wherein mineralogical 
notes were entered, showing changes in the country 
and all things pertaining to his branch of our activi
ties. 

Wag kept details of what Gelaben did, not forget
ting the book he had to keep filled with details of the 
scenes his camera photographed. 

I had the general diary to enter up, including the 
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types of trees and other things affecting pastoral mat
ters, not forgetting anthropology. 

And so we journeyed through Northern Australia, 
not as hurried tourists, but as men keen to let nothing 
of interest pass unnoticed. As may be expected, we 
travelled slowly, halting ever and anon to add to our 
store of information, not concerned whether 5 or 50 
miles separated the nightly camping places. 

Soon after setting out from No. 7 bore, we passed 
the site of No. 8, which incidentally marked the fur
thest point to which a car had previously penetrated. 

Not far ahead, soon after passing Coolibah Creek, 
where we camped at midday, the country began to 
change. The everlasting trees, among the tall coarse 
grass, began to give way now and then to vistas of 
open plain. All signs of sand had long since been 
left behind; black soil, with occasional areas of reddish 
loam, was the new formation. As the miles slipped by, 
the open plains, carrying a sweeter growth of grass, 
became more frequent, till one was found where you 
could gaze round about for an immense distance. 

At the same time, the ground commenced to fall 
away; a general but very slight downward trend and 
a change in the flow of the creeks told that the divide 
had been crossed. We had quitted the country drained 
by the Daly River, into which the Dry River flows, 
after joining the Katherine near Manbaloo. Coolibah 
Creek had been the first flowing in the new or southerly 
direction. Of course, in common with all the inland 
waterways of Australia, it was not flowing at that 
time of the year. The direction of its flow was told 
by the piles of driftwood around the bases of the 
trees, by the banks of shingle in its bed, by the fallen 
trees in its course. These signs were just as positive 
as the sight of turbid waters. 

This creek joins the Armstrong River, with which 
it flows to make junction with the great Victoria 
River near Pigeon Holes Outstation, about 225 miles 
from its mouth. 

That night we stopped at Nellie's Hole. A large 
F 
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sheet of water, having a main lake with numerous 
estuaries, it reminded one of the outline of the human 
hand. After dark, many cattle, coming in from the 
surrounding plains to water, seemed disturbed by the 
light of our fire. Their rushings through the billa
bongs, jutting out from the lake, showed clearly that 
nerves were troubling them. Bellows, mingling with 
the splashings of their numbers as they plunged 
through the waters, raised the dickens of a row. 
There would be a lull, no doubt while forces were 
concentrating. Then, with little warning, the noise 
would spring up. It seemed they were spending many 
hours of the night in collecting on the bank, then 
rushing en masse down the slope through the water 
frightening themselves more than ever by their ow~ 
confusion. At times it was rather disturbing, for it 
sounded just as though they were coming straight for 
our camp. People say that the horse is a nervous 
animal. This no one disputes ; but far worse are 
cattle after dark. Their stampedes or rushes, off a 
strange camp, because a stick cracks under a careless 
hoof, are terrifying episodes; with them cattle drovers 
have thrilled many an audience. 

Some country, like the Georgina River in Queens
land, is of very bad repute. Strange cattle do not 
camp well in that part and only too often make a 
rush during the night. It is called "drum country," 
because a certain hollow ring in the ground enlarges 
sound. The direction of the rush just depends on the 
fancy of the first beast. It may be straight through 
the camp, wherefore experienced drovers sleep near a 
tree ! With one bound the leaders are on their feet · 
in a twinkling of an eye the van, so recently resting 
peacefully, springs up. In a second the whole herd is on 
its feet. With never a pause they leap into full gallop. 

These rushes cannot be controlled; the stockman 
on guar~ flees with them. Many a beast is killed in 
the pamc. Through trees, over creeks, anywhere till 
their fright is quietened by exhaustion. When day
light comes, the drovers have to scour the country 
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and muster their herd again-and, maybe, count the 
losses. 

On setting out again, Nellie's Hole-according to 
directions-was left on our right. But the numerous 
pads (tracks in the dirt left by cattle walking in single 
file) soon faced us almost due east. The way should 
have been to the sou'sou'west. Still, hoping they 
would veer round, when clear of the water-hole, I 
continued to follow them. Expecting that a detour 
was being made to avoid bad country, I kept along 
them, till at 8 miles they bore round to the sou'west. 
Soon, amongst a maze of ant-hills, a creek was en
countered. On joining it, the pads turned eastwards 
again and eventually petered out, leaving the caravan 
facing unbroken bush. With this clear indication of 
error, I turned round and retraced steps to the point 
where the creek had been first joined. There we camped 
for a day, and christened the spot "Drum Camp," 
because several petrol-drums were dumped on the spot. 

The billabong alongside Drum Camp contained thick 
yellow water, resembling pea-soup. As it had to be 
used, all manner of dodges were tried to clear it. Epsom 
salts, ashes, none had the same effect as boiling and leav
ing it to cool. Much of the sediment was precipitated; 
we got half water and half thick, slimy, yellow mud ! 

While squatting round the fire, eating the evening 
meal at sundown, a large dingo (native dog) ran right 
up to within 20 yards of the camp. Suddenly it 
stopped dead, as though realising for the first time 
that human beings were close. I stepped quietly to 
Maililma for the rifle, but in the excitement and hurry 
the sights were left at 150 yards. The shot went high, 
only wounding slightly. As the report rang out, the 
dingo's mate sprang up from a depression. '?le a~most 
gasped with surprise. It was a lovely white bitch. 

Earlier that day, Joker drew my attention to what 
was, apparently, an enormous native cat. Jet black 
and as large as a full-grown lamb, it lolloped away 
through the trees before we could get a pot at it. 
Several new birds were seen at this camp. Jock 
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spotted a grey cockatoo-parrot. Elusive pointed out 
~ yellow-crested grey pigeon. Gree~ parakeets flew 
m swarms round us, galahs chattered m the trees, ever 
and anon doves sent up their gentle cooing from the 
shade of the white-limbed gum trees. 

This arcadian atmosphere must have stirred the 
poetry lying in the soul of Wag. Bit by bit he pieced 
together his brain-wave, which was sung to us with 
the eclat of a Caruso. To the tune of an old music
hall ditty he rendered this effort, which became one 
of our corps songs. 

THE BusHMAN's HAT 

Oh, I am a bushman, of that you will agree, 
I've never seen a cattle pad or blaze upon a tree ; 
But I am a bushman, a saucy one at that, 
You see I am a bushman 'cos I wear a bushman's hat. 

Oh, I am a cook, that you need not query, 
I've never made a damper or even roasted tadji ; 1 

But I am a cookie and you need not smirk, 
You see I am a cook because I've seen a cook at work. 

I am an explorer, that you well can see, 
I've never seen a billabong or possum up a tree, 
But I am an explorer and one that longs for strife, 
You see I can explore 'cos I've read about the life. 

j=18=tg;--gq=E~=EfJTE±j cJ 5@ 

iJJ ~ ; ; I J ; r r I J J 

1 Kangaroo. 
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From Drum Camp a line of fairly high ranges, lying 
to the south, running E .N.E. by W.S.W., made us 
wonder what they might be. Their red sides, with 
patches of white, were of interest, if only as a relief 
after the continuously level country since Manbaloo. 
It was afterwards made certain that we had been 
looking at the " jump-up " marking the extremity of 
the Barkly Tableland. 

Stretching across the north from that point to the 
Queen~land border, it is one of the most important 
areas m the Northern Territory. Varying from 700 
to r,ooo feet above sea-level, this great plateau is 
looked upon by many as the best land in the northern 
interior; its mitchell and Hinders grasses are regarded 
as potential pastures for five to six million sheep. 

As we set out from Drum Camp, low-lying blue 
clouds on the southern horizon, streaky and in waves, 
told that a large bush fire was working up from the 
southward. To save the miles entailed by returning 
to Nellie's Hole, I decided to "go bush" down the 
course of the creek. It was heading in a westerly 
direction, so, by following it, I felt sure the stock 
route would be intersected before long. A short way 
ahead we crossed to its southern bank, where huge 
downs, open and treeless, rolled to its side. Along 
gravelly flats bordering the creek we made excellent 
time, until outcrops of limestone barred the way. Then 
the cars were turned to the south, and by making west 
wherever possible, we eventually cut the stock route 
at nightfall on August rr. 

Although the unintended detour had delayed us a 
bit, it had been most illuminating. The presence of 
such good pastoral country, like the downs, had not 
been expected till we had moved much farther into 
the basin of the Victoria River. Figuratively speak
ing, we were moving along the foot-hills bordering on 
the Barkly Tableland, with the open plains of the 
Victoria lying well to the west. 

This evening, Professor picked up Melbourne at 
great strength. The reception was so good that_ head-
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phones, laid on the set, could be used as miniature 
loud-speakers. While smoking round the fire, listen
ing to the programme, we were startled by a voice 
saying, in no uncertain manner," Good night." Think
ing a stranger must be approaching in the darkness 
we jumped up, full of surprise. Professor, however, 
did not join us. He knew better. The" Good night" 
came from Melbourne ! 

By the middle of the next day the caravan had 
crept some 12 miles further south along the eastern 
bank of Fig Tree Creek. Clumps of ~andanus palms 
were in bright green clusters alo~g 1ts banks. Tall 
eucalypts, with thick green foliage-the fig trees 
from which the creek had been named-were seldom 
absent. This overhanging greenery, sometimes arch
ing across the water-holes in the creek, gave a lovely 
greenish-blue tinge to the water. While eating lunch 
in the shade of the cars, Joker asked me: 

"How far do you think we are from the Arm
strong? " 

"As a matter of fact, it's hard to judge. We don't 
know exactly how far from Nellie's Hole we were 
when we rejoined the stock route. As far as I can 
tell, we must be 5 or 7 miles away yet." 

" I don't agree with you. From the map it seems 
we are much closer than you think. I've got an 
idea we must be almost on the Armstrong " (Pro
fessor). 

" Perhaps you are right. Anyhow, once we are 
there I'll certainly know the crossing. We will join 
my old route there." 

After food, Professor walked on a short way; he 
returned with the reports of a large creek across the 
way close by and blue billabongs as well. We returned 
back to his find with him, but at first it did not con
vey much. I looked at the country all round, gazed 
at some hills and thought. Surely this was not the 
Armstrong seen in 1923? Where was all the lime
stone ? Where were the rocks ? 

"Frankly, I'm puzzled," I told Professor. " If this 
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is the Armstrong it seems all different. All the same, 
somehow the place seems familiar." 

I looked around more and stirred up my memory. 
"By heavens! I've got it. When Yockney and I 

were here, all the country had been burnt. The stones 
were bare and all the ground was black. Since then 
there has been a good season and all this grass has 
sprung up. That's why everything seems different. 
I'm beginning to pick up my bearings now. I remem
ber that hill over there; climbed it to get a view. 
Our camp was just up there, past that clump of trees. 
Why, even the billabongs are different. The floods 
have changed their shape, and the water was lying 
on this side of the river, instead of over there. Oh 
well, we are not far from Montijinnie now." 

Soon the cars were driven to the river, picks and 
shovels collected and a crossing selected. The river 
had several channels which meant climbing over the 
islands separating them. It took over an hour and a 
half to break down two steep banks, and to clear 
stones and debris from the passage. With the scan
tiest of preparation, by virtue of the creeper tracks, 
Maililma and then Gwalowa slowly crawled over the 
boulders and obstacles in the river-bed. 

Once on the other side, the travelling was excellent. 
Over even ground, albeit stony at times, we buzzed 
along at a fair pace. By sundown the caravan had 
joined Montijinnie Creek, arriving shortly afterwards 
at the humpie, where one white man was living. He 
was somewhat flustered by this sudden breaking of the 
silence, this descent of six men with the latest modern 
creations, into his old-world abode where the rifle was 
about his closest touch with civilisation. 

Montijinnie is an out-station of Victoria River 
Downs, the largest cattle station in Australia-some 
say, in the world. It is 13,000 square miles or about 
8l million acres; that is, as large as the Netherlands. 
Officially it is supposed to carry rso,ooo head of cattle · 
in reality the number is considerably less. ' 

Next morning Gelaben was loaded up for a flying 
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trip eastwards to the Yellow Water-Holes. I had 
arranged to meet Mr. W. Braitling there to discuss a 
landing-ground for aeroplanes in the vicinity. Before 
I left Melbourne the need to seek out landing
grounds on the Murranji track had been shown to me. 
The Queensland aerial service, from Charleville to 
Camoweel, will be extended to Newcastle Waters. 
The West Australian airway from Perth to Derby 
will be taken on to Wyndham. The idea in each case 
is to arrive at Darwin eventually. The W.A. service 
will come over to the Victoria, near Wave Hill, and 
then make for Katherine, via Victoria River Downs 
and Delamere. It would be far more economical for 
the Queensland Service to fly direct to Katherine from 
Newcastle Waters, but this cannot be, owing to un
ending thick scrub, where emergency landing-grounds 
would be far too costly to prepare. Therefore, plans 
are that it shall go west from Newcastle Waters till a 
junction is made with the W.A. route in the neighbour
hood of Victoria River Downs. 

From this it will be clear that emergency landing
grounds on the Murranji are of primary importance, 
and until they are located the eastern and western air
ways may not be linked as a commercial proposition. 

Since my journey during 1923, considerable im
provement has taken place on the Murranji. After 
six years' work the string of thirteen bores from 
Anthony's Lagoon to the western edge of the Barkly 
Tableland (20 miles apart) has been sunk and com
pleted for an expenditure of £67,383. 1 Each bore is 
equipped with a 24-foot "Comet" windmill on a 
40-foot tower; 200 feet of 30 inches diameter semi
circular cattle-troughing with timber guard rails; and 
provided with a built-up earthen dam of approxi
mately 240,000 gallons capacity, surrounded by a wire 
fence. This large storage is certainly needed, for it 
has been gauged that r,250 bullocks will take I2,500 
gallons at a drink. The last bore has been drilled 
about 5 miles east of the edge of the Tableland-it is 

1 _?ee Sir G, B~chanan's report. 
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called No. 13. And unlucky it is, too, for the earth 
tank has been scooped out of the ground where the 
bore was sunk. Being in "desert" country-well 
known for its porous nature-it does not hold water. 
Because of the cost of corrugated iron, much of the 
water storage in the Territory is effected in these tanks, 
formed by horse scoops that hollow out a basin, piling 
the excavated earth round the edge. In black soil, if 
kept full up, a tank soon becomes water-tight. 

Those that wish to cross the Murranji in the dry 
season should note that, once the Yellow Water-Holes 
have dried up, there is no water between No. 12 bore 
and Top Spring, on the Armstrong where we crossed. 
This is a distance of about 50 miles. To make this 
route safe for stockmen at all times of the year, 
another bore or maybe a catchment dam is apparently 
needed half-way between No. 13 and Top Spring. 

The trip to the Yellow Water-Holes was an eventful 
one for me. Again I saw the sites of the struggles and 
uncertainties where Yockney and I had battled our 
way two years earlier. But the huge change was 
that where we had crossed by toil and labour, creek 
banks had been cut away and crossings made. Detours 
everywhere avoided most of the limestone; trees were 
blazed to show the best way through the Bush. In 
five hours Gelaben did what had taken Lizzie over five 
days to do on that previous occasion ! 

Perhaps the most memorable part was when Gela
ben mounted the steep cutting made by Braitling in 
the face of the "jun1p-up." In 1923 I had driven the 
first motor down; in 1925 I drove the first vehicle 
up. A feather in the hat of the A.J.S., which was 
celebrated by a photograph. 

On the way there I halted for an hour at Top Spring 
on the Armstrong to look at the rocks and to collect 
typical specimens. Although nothing of great interest 
rewarded my search, it is worth quoting a report on 
the type of rock in that locality. Two samples were 
described as "pieces of siliceous brown rock with grey 
chalcedonic veins. Some parts of these rocks consist 
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of bands of grey chalcedony and brown ferruginous 
glassy quartz. Other parts form a typical breccia of 
the siliceous rock cemented by much glassy quartz. 
In places there are small 'vugs' containing quartz 
crystals. These rocks are of doubtful origin and have 
no commercial value." 



CHAPTER VII 

ON THE WAY TO WAVE HILL 

Braitling's theory-A new light on local topography-! return to the 
fold-Everyone is busy-We visit a wonderful garden-Natural 
cement-A pretty billabong-" Afraid they'll grow out of my 
reach"-Jack tells a new snake yam-A trial of cotton-The 
deer let loose in the N.T.-Another "running river of merri
ment "-The magic rainstone-A ;tortoise and native cotton
Terrible limestone ridges-We find fossils-We are wrong-We 
see a wide view-Fossilised trees-We fight fire at King Creek
A plague ascends upon us-Stones, stones, stones-Gelaben in 
trouble-An eerie serenade. 

W HILE camped with Braitli,ng on this side 
trip, I had a most interesting discu·ssion 
with him concerning the "jump-up." 1 As 

few men know that part of the Territory better than 
he, his word is worth attention. What is now going 
to be outlined has been contradicted by an equally 
good authority; nevertheless, it is put forward on 
its merits. 

This jump-up, or abrupt change in elevation, 
marking the edge of Barkly Tableland, is known to 
exist along its northern edge. According to my in
formation, the approach to the Tableland is broken 
away along the route of the Overland Telegraph line; 
the traveller finds a gradual ascent only. However, it 
seems the jump-up again comes into evidence some 
distance to the west of the O.T. line, as it is called. 
We had seen it clearly near Drum Camp. In a gentle 
curve it works round to the western edge of the Table
land till, at the Murranji track, it runs more or less 
north and south. Before talking over the subject with 
Braitling, I had been under the impression that it 

1 Local for escarpment. 
91 
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continued the curve and might be found running east 
and west farther on. However, my informant assured 
me he had traced it for some long distance to the 
south of the Murranji and had found that, instead of 
curving eastwards, it continued to the south, assuming 
a westerly trend latterly. He also drew attention to 
the jump-up that defines the Antrim Plateau, where 
it borders on the Victoria River basin. His experience 

Stat. Mi les 
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M AP TO I LLUSTRATE BRAITLING'S THEORY. 

in that locality, coupled with the above knowledge, 
had led him to form the theory that the two jump-ups 
are connected. He sought to prove that a continuous 
cliff surrounded the head of the Victoria. Should 
this be so, and I have not heard it suggested else
where, it throws a new and influential light upon 
local topography. Should any readers happen to 
possess facts in support or contradiction of this theory, 
it would be most interesting to hear from them. 
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When Gelaben and I returned to Montijinnie, we 
found everyone had been busy. 

"Hallo! Professor, what have you been up to? " 
" Oh : we took Gwalowa to that hill over there," 

he replied, pointing down the creek, "to get a bearing 
on Top Spring. Wag came with us, too, to get a 
picture showing the type of country. I have also 
fixed this place on our map." 

" Good man. You've not been idle." 
"And how's Elusive? " 
" I've been away on a traverse of the hills at the 

head of the creek. Couldn't get anything interesting 
except signs of copper. Otherwise the country is all 
limestone and I don't consider it worth while bother
ing to look further. All I got for my trouble was this." 

He pointed at a nasty bunged-up eye, the result of a 
sting by a fly, he thought. 

"Jock and I have been busy with odd jobs on the 
cars. We have taken them over to the creek and filled 
up the water tanks. So all is ready for a move on " 
(Joker). 

I turned to the inhabitant of Montijinnie. 
"Well, Jack? let's go over and have a look at your 

wonderful garden.'' 
'' Right you are ; follow me." 
Crossing the trickling brook a hundred yards away, 

called Montijinnie Creek, Jack halted us a moment. 
" See that ? " he pointed at a deposit of whitish 

material in the washed-away bank. "That is some 
kind of natural cement. You've noticed the old range 
in my kitchen and the way it's built into place? Well, 
I did all that with this stuff. As you saw, it's set as 
hard as metal, and the fire has had no effect on it. I 
wonder if this cement, as I call it, has any value. 
Might get some of the big bugs down south to float a 
company on it, or something. I reckon there's a 
fair bit of it round about here." 

As we picked our way from stone to stone across 
the ford, a glimpse was caught of the billabong into 
which it was pouring. Bluish-green water, long and 
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narrow, with gorgeous pandanus palms among gum 
trees lining its sides, with reeds and some water-lilies, 
it was indeed the prettiest spot I know of. A few 
natives here and there, lubras washing clothes or 
bathing their piccaninnies, men loitering in the shade 
of the trees, added the touch of charm needed to com
plete the picture. 

It was most interesting to see this flowing water 
in the far interior at the height of the dry season. 
The supply came from springs in the limestone hills 
lying to the east. 

As we climbed the other bank, there rose to view 
the garden of which Jack is justly proud. His grove 
of healthy bananas formed the background to numerous 
beds of vegetables rising at our feet . Tomatoes, 
turnips, sweet potatoes, beetroot, egg fruit, pumpkins, 
carrots, beans and other varieties were growing with 
obvious success. The cauliflowers were, without doubt, 
the most remarkable. 

Jack pointed to the nearest. "Look at this one; it 
measures 2 feet across. See that heart "-he spread 
the leaves apart-" that's as clean as a new whistle. 
And what's more, it's hard right through." 

"What is that? " Elusive pointed to a projection 
in the stem. 

" It's like this, you see. Things grow so quickly 
here that I'm almost afraid they'll be out of my reach 
before I'm ready for them. So I've had to push a peg 
through the stems to keep them back! I've also 
built this network of sticks and twine round them to 
hold them up, as the stems aren't strong enough. 
And remember this. I don't use manure; this is 
virgin black soil. I got a cabbage last year weighjng 
22 lb., and sweet potatoes up to 6 or 7 lb. I wish 
folk d~wn south co~d see a place like this. We people 
that hve up here m the Territory know what can be 
done. Now look at those paw-paw trees, over there. 
Ever seen better ? Not on your life ! " 

The fruit to which he pointed was growing on trees 
7 feet high, with a canopy of broad green leaves 
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like the top of a toadstool. Beneath this shade, a 
cluster of large green paw-paws, Hke melons, were 
attached to the trunk by short thick stems. Inside 
the fruit is a yellow pulp, rich and juicy; in the very 
centre are small black seeds-they are not eaten. Paw
paw has to be tasted to be appreciated! It's perhaps 
the most popular breakfast hors d'ceuvre in the Orient. 

While we wandered among the deep shade of the 
bananas, spying clusters of fruit high up among the 
leaves, Jack told this story. 

"A few months ago, Dillirri-the old black over 
there that looks like a Kafi.r-chased a snake up that 
paw-paw tree over there. You'll see it's all withered. 
Well, I reckon, it came about like this. Dillirri killed 
the snake by hitting it with a stick, and I wouldn't 
mind betting it bit the tree before it died. Anyhow, 
soon after that, the tree died and the fruit dropped off. 
I let the blacks have the paw-paws, but I was surprised 
to see them all go sick after having a feed. I wouldn't 
mind betting the snake killed the tree by its poison, 
and ruined the fruit as well." 

"That's a good one, Jack. It reminds me of the 
Yankee yarn of the snake that bit an axe-handle, 
which then swelled up and burst the eye of the axe ! " 

" All right, don't believe me if you like, but I tell 
you it's true. And what's more, this has happened 
twice. Have it your own way. You'll learn better 
some day." 

"Have you got any other experiments on hand? " 
"As a matter of fact, I have. I am getting some 

cotton-seed out soon and then I'm going to give it a 
go without any protection or irrigation. I want to 
see how it will do in a small way, as this part should 
grow big areas of it." 

"Let me know how you get on." 
" Right you are, I'll write you some time." 
Before leaving Montijinnie, a chance remark, concern~ 

ing deer that have been imported into the Territory, 
let us get some first-hand information. It happened 
that Jack had been in the country where they were 
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" sent bush," and knew as much as anyone about the 
question. He said twenty-eight deer were released 
at Black Rock during October, 1912. Since then, no 
one appears to have worried about them, and no one 
s.eems to know how they are getting on. More than 
hkely dingoes have ended their existence. 

However, in 1914, the tracks of young ones were 
seen, indicating that breeding was taking place. A 
full-grown deer swam out to his boat, so he said, and 
tore his sails with its antlers. On another occasion 
when a man was sitting in his hut, a deer entered 
abruptly and started to butt him. He had to scramble 
on the stove out of its way. This same man was 
treed by one soon after. One longs to see numbers of 
deer feeding quietly on the plains, but if they are 
going to become so pugnacious, like the buffalo, after 
a while in the Territory, perhaps it is best the dingoes 
should have their way. 

On August the r6th we wandered on our way again 
with larder well stocked with precious vegetables: 
generously bequeathed by our late host. That even
ing we finished up at Lonely Creek, which, like Monti
jinnie, was a "running river of merriment." While 
swimming in the water-hole, close by, we noticed small 
blocks of clear mica embedded in a large rock. This 
is used as a charm by the black-fellow magicians to 
produce rain; it is called rainstone. When rain is 
required, or, rather, when the medicine-man has con
sented to make it arrive because he sees it is imminent, 
he produces a rainstone, praying over it in truly hypo
critical fashion. If rain follows (he usually waits till 
this ~s a natural certainty) he receives great credit. 
If ram fails to fall (owing to his poor judgment of the 
skyward signs) the rainstone is a bad one-he is never 
wrong. It is incredible how such men can bluff their 
c?nfreres~ whose implicit faith in their powers so over
ndes the1r sense of the obvious. 

Close. by this same water-hole, Joker saw a tortoise, 
measurmg, he thought, about r foot by 9 inches. Un
luckily it disappeared before we could photograph it. 
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Travelling along next morning, we came to the last 
of the native cotton-bushes. They had been seen ever 
since Darwin, getting scantier as we progressed inland. 
This specimen must have been rs feet from the ground 
to its tip. It bore a strong resemblance to the frangi
panni trees with which every traveller in the Orient 
is familiar. The bright yellow flower contrasted 
strongly with the bare, dark brown limbs of the bush 
carrying light green pods wherein the cotton was. 
Egg shaped, 3 or 4 inches long, these brought passion 
fruit to mind. 

At this stage the caravan was placing its feet in an 
uncertain manner upon rough limestone barring the 
way. Huge slabs lay upon the ground, others were 
embedded upright in the soil, jutting out like jagged 
saw-teeth. Ominous clanks, as the flat slabs displaced 
each other when the cars rode over them, made one 
fear that the "innards" of our menagerie were being 
rent asunder. At times it was hard to know which 
way to go. A host of menacing obstacles, between 
hardy trees striving for life amid their numbers, grew 
on every side. Low gears we put in. A route, that 
would have broken a snake's back had it tried to follow, 
was worried out. Twisting and turning, bumping 
and wobbling over the sharp stones, Maililma and 
Gwalowa had a bad time ; as for little Gelaben, she 
trundled along with her tongue in her cheek, game as 
ever. Wag shepherded her, as was his wont in the 
debil-debil. 

At times, however, things changed for the better; 
smooth flats, like reef-bound lagoons in a rough sea, 
gave chances of a short speed up. But how terrible 
the dust was. A northerly wind carried our dust in 
a cloud around us. Sometimes it even blew ahead, 
hi~ng everything in a thick choking fog. Even the 
radiator, not 6 feet away, disappeared from the driver's 
sight. We had to stop, let the fog drift on in a 
~an~, disperse among the trees, and then carry on 
till It got bad again. This dust was a legacy of the 
thousands of cattle that had plodded along on their 

G 
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way to the Katherine. How we cursed them. It 
must also have been a sore trial to the engines, for 
more grit than air must have been sucked into their 
insides. Though we had an exceptionally bad time 
with this dust, I am firmly convinced that ~o . car is 
complete for overseas without a filter on the air mtake 
to purify the air before it is drawn into the cylinders. 

Among this limestone, on fossil-hunting bent, we 
tarried for awhile. With hammers and picks the party 
~an?ered about, splitting the slabs, like navvies on a 
piCniC. 

" Look here. I've got something." 
Elusive hurried over : " Let me see. 1 ust like ferns, 

aren't they ? " he continued, with 1 ock's find in his 
hand. 

" Here are some more. Mine looks like a miniature 
shell burst " (Professor). 

Soon each had retrieved what were fondly believed, 
and hoped, to be fossils of ferns and such-like. Speci
mens were packed away on the cars, but when examined 
in Perth by the Government geologist, our optimism 
was routed. They were dendritic markings. Accord
ing to the official explanation ... ''they are not 
organic in origin, but are due to thin films of black 
oxide of manganese coating divisional planes in the 
limestones.'' 

Close by, Curranjacky Creek was crossed, water
tanks filled up with clear spring water, the dust of the 
travelling washed off, and then on again. Here we 
climbed the hill that Y ockney and I mounted two years 
earlier. Again the wonderful view, that had charmed 
on that earlier occasion, lay a panorama before us. 
At our feet a park-like landscape rolled away to 
two distant arcs of hills, ceasing a few hundred yards 
fr?m each other. Through this gap one caught a 
ghmpse of wide plains, ceasing at a range of hills, blue 
and hazy, miles and miles away. 

The 20 inches of annual rainfall, drained through 
this gap in the hills by a fair-sized creek, could, I 
think, be dammed back by a wall. A large body of 
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water would be trapped during the wet season, when 
the time is ripe, to irrigate the adjacent plains for 
cultivation. 

On this same hill we found formations that have 
puzzled us ever since. It seemed that short lengths 
of tree-trunk had been embedded in the limestone. 
They lay in pairs, about 2 feet long, horizontally and 
vertically. Surrounded by grey limestone, there were 
oval and round intrusions with a thin whitish " bark," 
encasing dark brown rock. This was marked with 
coarse lines like the grain of a tree-trunk. A photo
graph has been shown to scientists, who are unable 
to determine what they are. Very likely they are 
some form of concretions, or possibly fossilised tree
trunks. 

That evening, having passed over the Townshend 
River, which joins the Armstrong near Pigeon Holes, 
we camped beside King Creek among tall grass, sun
burnt yellow. 

"We will have to burn a break, it's too risky light
ing a fire among these dry tufts. If we get more than 
a breeze, a bush fire will be too easily started. Get some 
branches and stand by while I start it." 

On the lee-side of the cars, while the fire beaters 
stood ready with their leafy weapons, I dropped a 
match into a tuft of grass. As it fell among the grass, 
little flickers of flame ran up the shoots. Some died, 
others lingered for awhile. Then a crackling set up 
deep down in the tuft, a gust of flame sprang up, and 
the fire demon bounded away. In a couple of seconds 
a sheet of flame swept through the grass. We had a 
raging furnace before us. Red flames leapt up ; banks 
of dense black smoke clouds filled the air. The fire 
fighters began their beating, keeping the fire away 
from the cars, ever forcing it into the sandy creek
bed, where it would die unaided. It was hot work, 
too, shielding one's face with one hand, dashing in to 
beat out a blazing tuft here and there, then retreating 
for a quick cool. Hurried, anxious work, for the fire 
must be kept under control. Soon, however, it ran 
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down the steep bank of the creek ; our task was reduced 
to beating out the flanks. 

In a few minutes, very hot and breathless, we quitted 
the task. A black island of bare ground, smoking here 
and there around bases of trees, amid the forest of 
yellow grass, was the break we had sought to let us 
camp in safety. On to it the caterpillar and centipede 
crawled, laid down to roost, secure in the knowledge 
their masters would not send them to a fiery grave 
that night. Their masters, however, found the stubble 
on the tufts, where the grass had been, too hard 
for their tender bodies. They laid their blankets on 
springy beds, deep with soft, warm grass, among 
the yellow sea, and slept far better than on any 
feathered mattress. 

Onwards from this camp, trials descended upon us 
like the hail that plagued the Pharaohs of old. The 
only difference was that our plague ascended from 
below ; had it descended from above, this tale must 
surely have been untold. Stones, stones, stones· 
large stones, small stones, stones of every kind did thei; 
best to trip up our sorely tried menagerie. Had 
stones any value, this portion of Australia would be 
wealthy indeed. 

Known locally as "basalt boulders," large as pump
kins, tiny as the pea, mighty as rugger pills, small as 
the cricket ball, they littered the ground wherever we 
went-or tried to go. The parterre did not seem to 
be soil at all; it was rather a bottomless bed of stones 
cemented together with some earth. Bumping and 
banging, jolting and protesting, our beasties did our 
will in right game fashion. Why they did not rend 
themselves asunder will remain a mystery to me for 
ever and a day. Where the cattle had moved along 
they appeared .to have kicked up the boulders at their 
worst. So at last we wandered away to creeks and 
that sort near the route, where narrow strips of stone
less flats along their banks gave short relief from the 
plague. 

Gelaben got the plague thoroughly into her system. 
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For long distances she had to be escorted through the 
trouble from below, as a doctor nurses his patient. 
She was in first gear all the time, and not seldom she 
got so hot that the petrol boiled in the tank above her 
fiery cylinder. Petrol bubbling out of the vent hole, 
the frothing at the mouth she could not control, brought 
danger of inflammation-or rather put her in an 
inflammatory state. A spark would have started her 
funeral pyre. Still, with this high temperature, she 
refused to enter the sick-room; she kept chugging 
away without falter or fuss. She was truly marvellous 
in her grit, and why her air-cooled engine did not seize
up, as others would have done, is more than I can 
explain. She came of good stock-breeding must 
count, after all. She did but stumble once, through 
no fault of her own. As Wag was riding her slantwise 
up the side of a very rough wash-out, her sidecar 
wheel ran over a slight bump. This was just enough 
to throw her already precariously perched body off 
its balance. In a last endeavour to get back to a 
normal position, Wag turned sharp left-too late. He 
averted a capsize at the expense of a plunge into a 
nasty hole. Over Gelaben went with a bang, throwing 
Wag clear in the dust. It was a nasty mess. Her 
front forks were badly sprung and twisted; she could 
no longer be steered. So we dismantled them, and, 
using a fork in a tree as a vice, with poles and levers 
like the savages of bygone days, we yanked them back 
to a semblance of old times. She was able to run, 
but, oh, in such a lop-sided fashion I She pulled terribly 
to the right; it made Wag's arms ache keeping her 
nose into the wind. 

That night we camped by the Campfield River, 
among tall gum trees, thick with foliage. As soon as 
darkness descended, other things descended upon us in 
no quiet manner. The Bush seemed alive with dingoes. 
They set up their wretched howls within a few yards 
of our camp. When one chorus got tired, another 
took up the melody devilish, continuing in relays 
throughout the night. Never have I known dingoes so 
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thick. You could hear the yapps of the pups mingling 
with the full-throated howls of the old dogs. / 

Had it not been for sweet sounds of jazz music 
conjured from Melbourne by Professor, I doubt not 
we had gone crazy with the eeriness of this mournful 
serenade. 

When sun-up came at last, we awoke to a merry 
sound. Having plagued us with her least musical 
chorus, Nature seemed to have relented. She sent 
some laughing jackasses to the trees around us. To 
the Bush folk, these quaint old birds are more com
monly known as "kookooburras." It is really the 
blacks' name for them and, as usual, is the outcome of 
imitating their call. The affinity to the human laugh 
is not very marked ; still, it does really sound like 
a hoarse cackle. It brings a smile to your eye, if 
not to the lips. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE PLAINS AT LAST 

We are trapped among the hills-We find a sugar bag-The cars keep 
their colours flying-A vast panorama-The caravan purrs its 
delight-But Wag has an awful time-We join the road to the 
homestead-The party becomes surgical-Wag is desperate
We arrive at Wave Hill-Wag gets busy shooting-A lubra's 
talisman-We hear the didjiri-du-The blacks spear fish-Horse
breaking-Funny memories of the flood-" Where's the handle?" 
-Our wireless set-Joker is assaulted-A thoughtful moment. 

L ATER that day, after slow travelling about the 
country avoiding boulders and washaways, 
the caravan halted for awhile about a mile 

west of Barry's Knob. This highest peak in the 
locality was crowned with an outcrop of angular black 
rock. Right on the small rocky platform crown
ing the hill, by some perversity of Nature, three 
stunted trees were managing to eke out a lonely 
existence. The plague-the basalt boulders-was 
ascending upon us again in no uncertain fashion; 
wherefore I decided to get out of the hills as directly 
as possible, even at the expense of increasing some
what the distance to Wave Hill. The creek, along 
whose course we had been creeping, made a sharp bend 
to the west ; we commenced to follow up its rocky bed. 
Sometimes on one bank, sometimes in its bed, some
t~mes hunting in the grass for a place to cross, some
times hemmed in by trees, the task was an arduous 
one. Tall hills around us, closing in as we ascended 
the steeply falling creek; there came a time when 
further progress appeared impossible. We had arrived 
at a veritable cul-de-sac among their steep sides. 
Joker, Wag and I climbed the rough hill-side to spy 
out the land. Standing on this high perch, we could 
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see a great distance all ways. Hills, crowned with 
buff-coloured outcrops, blunt and angular, littered the 
landscape everywhere. Far below us, winding in a 
tortuous string, ran the narrow belt of green trees 
~arking the course of our creek. Slowly turning heads, 
1t was followed till it disappeared round the base of 
our hill; at this point, too, a more continuous and 
level piece of ground, the highest on the western 
horizon, riveted attention. 

" That looks like the divide, Joker. I wouldn't 
mind betting we could see the plains from there." 

" If we could get as far as that it should be all right 
to get out of the hills ; it seems the highest point. It 
must be downhill after that, so let's give it a go." 

Upon nearing the cars again, we found the others 
clustered round a bauhenia tree, examining one of 
its limbs. 

"Hallo, what have you been up to? " (Wag). 
" Come and look at this. We've got a sugar bag " 1 

(Elusive). 
It turned out that while squatting under the shade 

of the tree, Professor had heard an insistent buzzing 
which Elusive interpreted as coming from a nest of 
native bees. They had -traced the buzzing home to a 
tiny hole, as large as a shilling, in the side of a hollow 
limb. A few minutes with an axe soon laid bare its 
contents. Dark brown comb, looking like dead wood, 
oozing amber-coloured honey was occupying their 
attention. With a spoon and a knife they were 
digging out the sweetness. 

"Taste this." Jock offered a morsel on the tip of 
his spoon. 

But Joker refused. "Take it away. It'll poison 
you, the dirty-looking stuff. That's black-fellow 
tucker." 

" Oh well, if you don't want this I'm not going to 
waste it "-between licks, as he cleaned his spoon. 

Professor was busily sucking a knife-full. " What's 
it like ? " 

1 Blacks' name for native bees'-nest. 
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cc Funny sort of stuff, Wag-not very sweet and a 
little acid," was the comment on this Bush delicacy. 

Although strong and coarse to our taste, this is 
regarded by the blacks as a rare treat. 

" I've seen my boys at Rum Jungle hunt these nests 
in a very s!llart way. When they catch a bee crawling 
on them, like they are on you, they stick a tiny speck 
of white birds' down on its back · then when it flies , 
away they can easily follow it and see where it goes 
home" (Elusive). 

These native bees are harmless as flies. They look 
not unlike a cross between an ant and a large fly, with 
a _soft downy covering and, mercifully, they do not 
stmg. 

By now the afternoon was getting on towards even
ing. We cranked up and fought our way a little 
farther up the creek, soon to arrive where its course 
could be no more followed ; we must get up out of its 
bed. 

The steep hill-side looked most unpromising-still, 
it was that or turn back. So with lowest gears in, 
Joker put Maililma at the slope. Her engine buzzed 
at high speed; her tracks pulled themselves over 
the rough ground at less than walking pace. Some
times, perched on the corner of a large stone, she 
slipped ever so little; once she tore some loose pebbles 
from under her. We marvelled at the power forcing 
her ever upwards. Standing on the top of the ridge, 
looking down at the ascending centipede, it seemed 
incredible that a heavily weighted machine could get 
up this steep way. But she never faltered. To our 
great joy both machines came out of this first real test 
on the journey with colours flying. All praise to the 
Guys! 

Without delay, the caravan stumbled along .the sti.ll 
stony crest and joined other spurs, mountmg this 
way and that round mounds of rock, to the top of the 
d~vide.. This highest point was broad and fiat; the 
view did not unfold itself till the descent was neared. 

The panorama was one of vastness ; it drove home 
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the immensity of Australia. Hills, growing smaller 
and smaller, laid before us. Where they ceased, a 
vas~ yellow sea carried eyes to the horizon. V!e w~re 
ha vmg our first real view of the huge black-soil plams 
of the Victoria River, whose mitchell and flinders 
grasses were sunburnt to light yellow by days of 
cloudless sun following the rains. At the dim western 
horizon a line of blue hills, jagged like saw-teeth, 
ended the picture. To the north-west no hilly border 
finished the yellow sea. It just dipped below the 
horizon, fully 70 miles in sight ere it was lost in the 
Beyond. This sea, like the real thing, had some great 
water-spouts on its surface. Swift-moving columns of 
dust, tall and narrow, mounted for several hundred 
feet into the air. These were the cock-eyed-bobs or 
willy-willies found in varying fashions in all dry 
climates, well sunned. Ever and anon the yellow sea 
ceased its waters along the shores of dark green islands. 
Such timbered serpents winding across the sea, from 
clump to clump of gum trees, were the tell-tale signs 
of water-courses hidden in their midst. 

While gazing upon this wide scene, the sun, near
ing the horizon, shed its blue sheen, harmonising the 
colours. Red hills, green trees, yellow grass-they 
were blended as no other artist can blend; it was a 
wonderful sight whose memory will live. 

Not far ahead a few bushes, changing to shrubs, 
then small trees, and latterly to tall gums, wa~dering 
round the base of a hill, gave the cue for reaching the 
plains. When the caravan made use of this guide, the 
plague died quickly. The stones soon became pebbles, 
at last giving place to lovely level red fiats of loam 
bordering the creek. Oh, what a relief it was to be rid 
of the pl3:gue ! It seemed uncanny to speed up. ~fter 
the crawling of recent miles. Gwalowa and Ma1hlma 
fairly purred their delight-not so with Gelaben. 

When the nightly halt was called Wag and his 
cockatoo were nowhere in sight. Before retracing 
steps to find them, all remained silent for awhile. 
Through the stillness of the evening a buzz now and 
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again told that they were not far away. It got closer: 
we waited. In a few minutes Wag struggled into 
camp, dead beat. 

"I've had a hell of a time. Some muck has got 
into the carburettor. She'll only go a few yards and 
then stop. I've cleaned everything till I'm sick of it. 
Here, you have a look at it." 

Poor Wag had had a terrible time that day. The 
cars, with their creepers, had not enjoyed the miles 
by a long way. Gelaben unloaded, just shod with 
wheels, had been got through only by his utmost 
perseverance. He had walked most of the way, 
helping her with a push at times over the stones. All 
of us admired his pluck in sticking to the job instead 
of getting someone else to take over for awhile so that 
he might rest on the cars. 

Next morning we joined the main road from 
Katherine to Wave Hill. We intersected it where it 
crosses Breakdown Creek. 

From now on things were much simpler. This track 
across the downs was excellent between the stony 
approaches to the creeks crossing it now and again. 
During the midday halt, having fed, everyone got out 
shaving-tackle and clean clothes. One must arrive 
smart at the homestead. Shaving-mirrors were perched 
on tracks or at the backs of the cars, and then the 
trouble began. 

A groan from Jock broke the silence. 
" My razor's worse than a saw. Let's have those 

scissors out of the medical kit. I'll start with them ! " 
"No, you don't, I've reserved first call on them" 

(Joker). 
Professor did not say much, but I know he felt a 

lot, which, in his quiet way, was not registered. 
Through inches deep of lather he gently probed till 
razor caught hair. Gently he mowed a bit off, paused, 
looked painful, and carried on. 

Wag, having sped through his operation with the 
desperation of a suicide, hurried for his camera to 
"shoot " the tribulations of us all. 
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To the tune of swear words, improper for the 
pen, Elusive did his best. 'Mid blood and lather he 
emerged from a first attempt. Somewhat after the 
fashion the Frenchman shaves his poodle, his face 
gleamed as a checker-board of shiny skin and hairy 
tufts. 

"How's that, Joker! " 
N Good God ! " 
" Why, what's wrong ? " in injured voice. 
"You look as if you'd been at a murder," Joker 

flung back; "and if you want to start a new style of 
hair-cut, why experiment on your own face ? " 

Elusive went back to his surgery, crestfallen albeit 
determined to win through hairless-maybe skinless 
as well. 

Soon we assembled to view each other in this new 
role of the shaven and shorn. None, except the 
desperate Wag, had gone the whole hog. Jock had 
a beautiful torpedo beard, Joker had enormous side 
burners, Professor's moustache stretched almost from 
ear to ear, Elusive was tufty and bloody, and !-well, 
my stinging face was a memory for days. Needless 
to say, none would admit the cowardice of this half
hearted facial coiffure: each bluffed valiantly that 
beard and whiskers, moustache and tufts, were there 
for beauty's sake alone! 

With shining face and clean-clothed limbs I mounted 
trusty Gelaben to hurry on to the station. By middle 
afternoon I pulled up at the homestead in time to give 
a couple of hours' warning of the coming of the caravan. 
Under the auspices of a highly excited black-fellow 
population and before a most interested gathering of 
white stockmen, Maililma and Gwalowa drew up at 
the homestead. The :first stage of the journey was 
over. 

The Northern Agency Limited, into whose property 
our crawlings had led, made our stay at Wave Hill 
Station most pleasant. If there had been any doors 
they would have been thrown wide open-ea ttle
station homesteads are not bothered with such incon-
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veniences. The descent of six healthily hungry mortals 
on top of the already lusty inhabitants of the place 
must have put an exceedingly great extra burden on 
the cook. But of this, nor of the stores we devoured, 
nor of the use made of the blacksmith's shop, nor of 
other conveniences fully availed of, did we hear one 
single word. Joe Eagan, the manager, just let us 
know his world was our playground, and left it at that. 
One does not forget this sort of kindness, which, alas ! 
is rare, except in the big open spaces where men's 
hearts are bounded by the stars. 

Wag soon got busy with his movie camera. He 
routed round the blacks' camp; he perched on the 
stockyard, where horse-breaking was in full swing; 
he ascended the hill for a "pan" of the country-side; 
he wandered by the waters of the river. He "shot" 
an afternoon tea-party among lubras seated beneath a 
bush shade, all drinking out of the same pannikin. 
During this, he discarded a few inches of film; I 
threw it on a tiny fire before which an old black was 
seated. The fizzing of the celluloid quickly aroused 
his interest; the burst of flame that followed aroused a 
great deal more. It aroused his whole body, and this 
in no lethargic fashion Like as the cat, intent upon 
its chasse-au-mouse, leaps up all hair and tail when you 
stamp on the floor behind it, even so did our black 
register surprise. He sprang away from the fire, no 
doubt cursing the new debil-debil of the white fellow. 
As is the wont of all black audiences, when the joke 
is with them, the tea-party laughed heartily. 
~t another camp there was a lubr~ with her ~ic

canmn~ squatting on her shoulders, tightly grasp1~g 
mothers locks. Attention was attracted by the talis
mai?- round baby's ankle. Fond mother. ha~ saved 
a piece of Wag's discarded film and had tied It round 
her infant's limb. 

Close by, a dull drone, intermittent and regular, 
aroused curiosity. It came from a didjiri-~u being 
played by a dusky musician, squatted by his abode. 
Down a long hollow tree-root, slightly curved at the 
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lower end, the player was blowing. Chanters sat 
by, clapping boomerangs together in time with the 
booming drone of the didjiri-du. Paul Whiteman 
would have gone yellow with envy could he have 
heard the perfect time of their syncopation. 

When this " music " ceased, it was announced to the 
assembly that some play-about fishing would amuse 
them and give us a good film study. So the lot of us 
repaired to the river. Lubras waded in to their necks 
and began slapping the surface of the water with their 
hands, raising some goodly smacks. They did this to 
scare the fish away to their men folk, perched on an 
overhanging limb, who stood in silent watch with long 
spears. Whenever eyes caught the gleam of a passing 
fish, down went the spear with swift thrust. Some
times they missed, more often a shining trophy was 
pulled out of the depths. 

Next day some colts were driven into the stockyard 
for Bert Long to break in. He was a professional 
breaker, travelling from station to station. 

His infinite patience and calmness was most impres
sive. Having driven his subject into the round yard 
in the centre of the stockyard, he used his quiet old 
mare to force it on to the rails. With this shield he 
was able to neck-rope it and put a strap round one of 
its rear fetlocks. Then, after many ineffectual tries, 
followed by swift scrambles, he threaded a rope through 
a loop in the neck-rope, attached one end to the strap, 
hauled away and the subject was three legged. Having 
fitted the bridle, he spent several minutes jumping 
on and off the colt's back. It was wonderful how soon 
after the first few nervous plunges, it became used to 
someone on its back. In a remarkably short space of 
time the saddle was on its back. A little more mount
ing, he released the leg-rope-the fun began then. 
Snorting and plunging, rearing and bucking, the colt 
spared Bert no way. Its endeavours to rid itself of its 
burden were meant. In a few minutes the storm abated 
and in less time than it takes to tell the erstwhile roamer 
of the plains was smelling his new master, resigned 
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to its new role, and maybe not sorry. It had found 
a master, and a sympathetic one. 

That evening, during the quiet smoke after tea, 
Eagan yarned about the flood that had swept over 
the homestead in 1923. Several buildings had been 
wrecked; all had been given a serious slant down
stream. The Victoria had risen over 40 feet, sweep
ing away the garden and driving the stockmen to the 
roof of the blacksmith's shop for refuge. He recalled 
seeing a chicken, perched on a piece of boxwood, go 
merrily sailing by, bouncing about on the wavelets. 
He described the finding of his buggy/ lashed by its 
wheel to a tree when the waters rose. After the flood 
subsided, all he found was the rim of the wheel-still 
lashed to the tree. This reminded me of the cautious 
motorist who chained his car to a lamp-post. He 
returned later and found the wheel still securely 
chained to the post, but minus the car. The thief had 
simply put in the spare wheel ! 

Before retreating to the roof of the blacksmith's shop 
the men had not bothered to save much of their per
sonal belongings; they were confident only a minor 
flood was coming. So when the real thing arrived 
they lost most of their effects, and found all rooms 
inches deep in mud and debris. The lesson of the 
flood is to be seen in the building of a new homestead, 
9 miles distant. It is to be called Canberra, so they 
say, and, what is more, a large wireless plant has 
been erected there. What a difference it must make. 
Where, earlier, it had taken two months to get a letter 
from Sydney, now they can hear the daily news. Also, 
cattle can be mustered for market whenever that is 
desired-a most important factor in selling at the best 
figure. 

Talki:J;lg about wireless reminds me of a most humor
ous incident at this selfsame homestead. 

Professor was always a most popular arrival, for 
they knew his wireless set held pleasures new and 
untried. At this station, as elsewhere, his first concern 

1 A light four-wheeled vehicle. 
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on arrival was to find slinging-places for his aerial. 
After dark, he would gather around him a group of 
st?ckmen, curious and expectant. On this occasion, 
w1th the three valves glowing dull, he tuned in to 
Melbourne. Luckily, music was being broadcast; 
the audience waxed enthusiastic, each for his turn at 
the head-phones. In the middle of this entertainment 
Professor was called away. A new arrival, getting 
over-keen to hear the music, pushed his way to the set. 
He searched round the box, looking everywhere for 
something that should have been there-but was not. 

"What's the matter, Fred?" 
"This is the funniest machine I've come across"

he scratched his head, unearthed a brain-wave, and 
exclaimed, " Here ! I know how to work these things. 
Where's the handle? " 

A roar of laughter greeted this announcement. He 
thought it was some freakish model of gramophone ! 

For the benefit of the wireless enthusiast I will 
give some technical details of the set. It comprised 
a single circuit tuner, with one stage of high frequency 
amplification, the valve being on the neutrodyned 
tuned anode principle. There was also one stage of 
low frequency amplification and a detector valve, the 
whole being tuned by Gambrell detachable coils and 
variable condensers. The set was built into a special 
box which carried high- and low-tension batteries; 
spares were clasped at the back of the set. The three 
valves were of the dull-emitter ·06 amp. type, and 
throughout the months the outfit was in use the battery 
supply, 2 dry cells of I·S volt each and one H.T. battery 
of 6o volts, needed no attention. It was bought from 
Gambrell Brothers Limited, Victoria Street, London. 

Every evening we used to walk over to the river 
for a bathe in the Ten-Mile-Hole in the Victoria, a 
lovely winding lane of deep water, fringed thick with 
gum trees and palms. On these occasions Joker 
swam true to his name. He spent the entire time 
in the water, living as a Joker should. There was 
a long tree·limb extending over the water; his piece 
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de resistance was to stalk the unwary diver-about-to
be and give a gentle shove; no more was needed. 
Gravity did the rest, and a mighty splash told its 
own tale. His merciless ducking of all and sundry 
ended in a massed assault bent on retaliation. Under 
this he suffered, I hope, as he deserved. However, he 
was so at home in the water that, literally, he came 
up smiling every time. 

Close by where the caravan was parked there was a 
small enclosure that told a tale, eloquent and of great 
honour. There were half a dozen graves within its 
fence, where men that had blazed the trail rested in 
the solitudes they had loved so well. Only one had a 
headstone ; the others were nameless. No official 
trace had been obtained of their identity. They are the 
unnamed pioneers fallen by the wayside. Of such is 
the foundation of the future of the North built; let 
us never forget the debt these silent warriors are due. 



CHAPTER IX 

IN A COVERED WAGON WITH TRACKS 

Canberra of the North-Wag at it again-We find a fireplough has 
been along-We start to climb-Steers without brains-We enter 
desert country-We hear freakish voices-Terrible dust-We see 
a sleepy lizard-An amphibious quadruped-We find a beautiful 
camp-Elusive reminisces-His lubra saves him-Aromanticnight 
-Jock finds a Joe Blake-We fight snakes-Elusive reports 
"hungry country." 

W AVE HILL STATION is 8,ooo square miles, 
that is, just over 5 million acres. It has 
s6,ooo cattle on its books and r,8oo horses. 

I think it is destined to be an important place, for 
when the happy time arrives that the East-West 
Railway across the North is built, it may likely be 
surveyed to pass through the property. Also when the 
present aerial mail from Perth to Derby is extended 
to link up with Darwin, this place will be, no doubt, 
a regular landing-ground. Perhaps it will be my good 
fortune in the time to come to see a small town thriving 
where now cattle roam as their hearts dictate. 

When one travels through a land in the earliest 
stages of development, it is rather fascinating to pause 
now and then for a quiet think ; to let thoughts soar 
to heights of optimism for a brief while, conjuring up 
a vision of civilisation where the dingo holds sway; 
to paint a mental picture, unjustified, perhaps, of 
broad streets, of cinemas, of hotels on a site suggested 
by little beyond one's flight of imagination. Such a 
vision can be more reasonably held over the Bush at 
Newcastle Waters. The Adelaide to Darwin Railway, 
soon to be a · reality, will pass through that place; 
the line from Western Australia will naturally intersect 
there. It is the natural junction of north-south and 
east-west lines of communication by road or rail. 
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In fact, the proposals set out in the new North 
Australia Bill (which cuts up the Territory into two 
areas, north and south of parallel 20 of south latitude), 
it is looked upon as the future capital of North 
Australia. Its location as a junction point bears this 
out and, above all, it is situated on the plateau of the 
Interior, where climatic conditions are more suitable 
for white folk than at the present capital, Darwin, in 
the low coastal area. At present there is a station 
homestead, a police station, and a waterhole. Some 
day Newcastle Waters may be the Canberra of the 
North. Who knows ? 

On August 28, having replenished fuel, from supplies 
laid down at the homestead, we set out once more. 
As the cars drew up at the house for a final fare
well, the Station book-keeper showed great aptness. 
He brought their gramophone out to the veranda 
and, best of all, put on "The Covered Wagon." To 
the strains of this tune we buzzed away, sorry indeed 
to part with such hospitable folk. 

As was his wont, Wag did not rest till he had 
plagiarised this song to more suitable words. At camp 
that night he concocted the following : 

IN A COVERED WAGON WITH TRACKS. 
In a covered wagon with tracks 
Scaring all the spinifex rats, 
Jolting gaily on in the moonlight! 
Wishing we could light upon a b1llabong to use our 
Sunlight on our dirty shirts, 
.Gone greasy rolling along. 
Still we know there's heaps of fun 
Ignoring stumps and boulders 
In a covered wagon with tracks. 
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When beastly flies are worrying 
And the mosquitoes are stinging, 
That is when you wish you were buzzing 
In Gelaben or Maililma or Gwalowa, fleeing 
From the pests which love you so. 
If you're in tribulation 
And you want relaxation, 
You'll sure get recreation 
In a covered wagon with tracks. 

Having crossed the Victoria to its northern bank 
near the police station, we went north for some miles. 
Close to the Black Gin Hills, the route turned west
wards. But what an improvement the travelling was, 
compared with the faint indications that had had to 
suffice in 1923. A fireplough had been taken over the 
route the whole way to Flora Valley Station, near 
Halls Creek in Western Australia. Where we had 
worried through, making slow headway two years 
earlier, on this latter occasion there was a well-marked 
fireplough track for guidance. 

The fireplough is a species of huge plane drawn over 
the ground by a team of horses. It cuts off the tufts 
of grass, sweeps stones from its path and generally 
removes debris, leaving a clear black track in its wake. 
At least, this is the theory of its operation, which varies 
considerably with the efficiency of the machine. The 
most primitive form is an isosceles triangle of logs, 
the two equal sides being faced with steel cutters. 
Heavy weights are loaded on it to make a good contact. 
The more advanced type is a rectangle of steel girders, 
supported by four wheels. Between the axles there 
are two long steel cutters, each placed so as to be, 
roughly, at 45° across the track. The cutters are 
attached to a framework, whose height is regulated 
by screw adjustment for coarse or fine ploughing. 

The fireplough, as far as I know, originally came into 
being in Queensland as a means of creating breaks in 
the grassy Downs to check Bush fires. However, it 
has been found that its wake makes a very decent 
track, so in the Territory it is in use primarily as a 
road-maker. 
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After leaving Wave Hill, it was obvious, and the 
falling barometer bore this out, that a steady upward 
trend was being experienced. Night camp by the side 
of a steeply sided lagoon was pitched some 14 miles 
on the way, at least 250 feet above the station. 

Next morning the travelling, having been excellent 
the day before, changed for the worse. Miles upon miles 
of stones strewed the track; we were often reduced to 
walking pace. There were a number of cattle in the 
locality, which, instead of fleeing from us, hurried on 
to the track ahead. In a long file, in twos and threes, 
they trotted ahead for miles at a time. Why the silly 
idiots did not get off it and watch us pass, is more than 
one can say. They seemed to think we were pursuing 
them, and, though obviously blown, would continue 
along the track. Not until every bit of wind had left 
their systems would they realise there was nothing to 
hinder them going Bush out of our way. Towards 
middle day we picked up one such mob, following them 
for a long while. During our midday halt, they also 
camped under the shade of some trees farther on. 
Then, when we started on again, the wretches also ran 
on to the track. They set off again at a jog-trot, 
impeding us till dead beat. 

While having a short halt to let Gwalowa catch up, 
Elusive, in his usual way, fossicked about round the 
stones. He found some very pretty crystals of 
violet-stained quartz; also signs of somewhat opal
ised stone. He remarked that evidence of opalisation 
was increasing as we moved westwards, and, although 
no real opal was found, it was his opinion that the 
chances of a find were increasing. 

Later in the afternoon, we came across "desert 
country." The open black soil plains were superseded 
by sandy soil covered with scrub and trees of every 
description. It bore not the smallest resemblance to 
a desert; it had simply been so named to describe a 
type of pastoral country wherein one may not expect 
surface water. The soil is porous, so rains do not 
gather on the surface; on the black soil it rests in 
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hollo~s or depressions, so long as wind and sun 
perm1t. 

This desert country is a most valuable adjunct to 
the Downs. It provides shade for the stock and a 
reserve of scrub feed for lean times when the grasses 
of the plains have been eaten out or dried up. Also, 
this type of country being slightly higher than the 
plains, forms a refuge for stock during floods that may 
occur during the monsoons. And desert country is more 
plentiful on the western half of the Territory; that is 
one reason why I am more keen on the pastoral value 
of such a part as the Antrim Plateau as opposed to 
the acknowledged assets of the Barkly Tableland. 
When sheep arrive in these parts one may look for a 
higher percentage of lambs where desert country is 
more common; the shade is the factor in favour of 
this, I contend. 

Soon after quitting the Downs, we folk on Maililma 
found we had hurried ahead of Gwalowa and Gelaben. 
Soon they came rumbling along, winding through the 
trees. But what struck us most was that the noise of 
their coming was for all the world like the rumble of 
an express train through the night. It is not meant 
there was an inferno of sound mounting to the heavens 
in a volume of noises ; there was a subdued sound 
among the trees like a distant train. As a matter 
of fact the tracks used to run very quietly, for, being 
cushioned by rubber dampers on the sides of the 
sprockets, they lost the ear-jarring clatter that soldiers 
remember so well of the war-time tanks. 

Perhaps more remarkable still was the way voices 
were carried ahead of the car. As we three stood be
side Maililma, Jock and Professor could be heard talking 
clearly for some seconds before the noise of Gwalowa 
arrived. This sounds like a tall yarn, but it is a 
fact noticed on more than one occasion. 

At camp a sorry party ceased work. We must 
have got a touch of food-poisoning, for everyone had 
aches of varying intensity in head and tummy. Those 
that could be persuaded were given a tablespoonful of 
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bicarbonate of soda in a quart of warm water; with 
Wag this had the desired effect at short notice. He 
hurried away behind a bush and, like the dog that 
has dined well but not wisely, left his mark upon 
Mother Earth. He was relieved but, like the rest, he 
felt that a drink of tea was enough before turning in. 

Next morning, however, all was well, and a hearty 
breakfast by moonlight made up for the fasting the 
evening before. 

When creeping onwards once more, deep red dust 
was stirred up by the caravan. It boiled up around 
the cars in dense clouds, drifting away between the 
trees, pierced by shafts of sunlight like the murky 
atmosphere of a smoky suburb. The impression given 
to Gwalowa was that her mate was on fire. The 
banks of red dust might have been smoke tinged red 
by the ruddy glow of flames in their midst. 

During a halt to film this sight, Joker saw a big 
lizard in the grass bordering the track; a blue
tongued, or sleepy lizard, and harmless, too. It was a 
blackish-grey and measured about 9 inches body, with 
3 inches tail. Its long blue tongue kept darting out, 
catching flies and such things, upon which it lives. 
Its cousin, the iguana, a much more active person, was 
also seen very often. 

It is a versatile reptile that can run like a horse, 
can swim and dive, shin up a tree, digs its burrow, and, 
when necessary, it will fight like a demon. It may 
go down its hole to sleep for months, it can go foodless 
for weeks; at other times it will eat or swallow any
thing. Snakes, old socks, or even an unopened tin 
of jam are alike to it, when its throat can gulp down 
such tasty morsels. The oil of these iguanas is greatly 
sought after by the blacks for its alleged healing 
powers. It will soak through the pores of a glass 
bottle; it must be kept in a tin. Incidentally, the 
iguana lays its eggs in the hot sand and has a skin 
that, when properly tanned, makes excellent bags and 
tobacco pouches. In reality it is a sort of land 
crocodile, being fashioned similarly; a usual length is 
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18 inches from tip of tail to snout, although along the 
banks of the Fitzroy River, in the Kimberleys, a larger 
breed known as the " bung-arrer " is found up to 12 
feet long. The large ones are not afraid of you, but 
should they be scared they will run up the nearest 
thing. If this happens to be your companion on 
horseback, he should dismount quietly and lie on 
the ground. Otherwise Mr. Goanna will make use 
of his jaws and inflict a bite that is said never to 
heal. 

Soon after, just before crossing Grave Creek, we 
passed by a grove of lancewood. This tree is a valu
able adjunct to the local timbers, as it provides straight 
poles of great length. It is used for the horizontal 
rails joining the large upright posts of a stockyard. As 
a pole for a buckboard or buggy it is hard to beat. 
Assuredly of the hardwood species, it grows to 30 
or 40 feet high ; these trees are not found inter
mingled with other kinds; they grow in definite 
groves of their own. Usually there is one main trunk, 
not more than 12 inches in diameter, free from branches 
till high up where a number of sprigs shoot, bearing 
long green petal-like leaves. The bark is thin and 
curly; the wood is dark brown with yellow rings as 
well. It is so prized, that one homestead carted a load 
of "rails" 100 miles rather than use less suitable 
timber far closer. 

The following day the caravan arrived at Swan 
Creek. This is a tributary of the Stirling Creek, 
which, in its turn flows into the Ord River, over the 
border of Western Australia. At this spot we camped 
for a couple of days, in an environment that rivalled, 
if it did not excel, the charm of Montijinnie. Beneath 
the shade of a thick grove of pandanus, the cars 
were driven, not easily, but at the expense of a lot of 
juggling to get them between the maze of palms. 
However, at last they were worried right into the centre 
of the grove, close by the roots of three gigantic native 
fig trees-the largest trees we saw on the entire 
journey; their roots grew out from the trunks some 
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feet above the ground. They reminded me very 
strongly of the forest giants one sees in kiddies' books 
depicting the Babes-in-the-Wood. These three fig 
trees were growing along the bank of a pretty little 
brook, noisy with running water. Fed by springs 
higher up the creek, it poured into a large billabong 
zoo yards below our camp. The edges of this water 
were covered with lovely water lilies. Yellow, violet, 
blue and other colourful shades caught the eye 
where pretty buds rested on broad leaves. At one 
end, a thick cluster of tall green reeds; at the other, 
water trickling over stones, continuing on its happy 
quest. Thickly-leaved gum trees leaned over the 
water's edge; screw-palms shot out their gaunt 
stems supporting great tufts of verdant green over the 
beds of water-lilies below. Birds chattered in the trees, 
fish broke ripples on the still waters where incautious 
flies had rested ; ibis stalked to the edge for a drink ; 
finches and painted sparrows, full of excitement at 
our arrival, thronged the bushes. It was indeed a 
wonderful spot. 

Where the cars had come to rest, we made our 
temporary home. The ground, thickly carpeted with 
brown layers of fallen palm leaves, had to be cleared 
for room to light the fire in safety. Then mosquito
nets were rigged, fearing these pests, at least, must 
be the penalty of sojourning in such a charming place. 
However in this there was error; the night was 
free from their whine and hum. 

During the quiet smoke after tea, this place, because 
of its tropical foliage no doubt, stirred memories in 
Elusive. 

"I can't help thinking of the times I've had at 
Rum Jungle. I had one camp very like this. I'd been 
into Darwin with a bit of gold I'd got, and had been 
celebrating something or other. Well, I go bac~ to 
my camp-it was during the wet-had a final dnnk, 
and then dropped off to sleep. The next thing I 
knew, I found myself lying by a tree on a small 
island with the flood roaring by me; and a great 
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big alligator was eyeing me, looking as hungry as 
a lion. I had a devil of a shock when I woke up, 
as you can guess, but how I got landed there without 
being drowned, I'll never learn. God must love those 
that follow the elusive weight, I reckon. I had to sit 
there for half a day till the flood went down, and then 
I managed to get back to the camp, or, rather, where 
it had been. I remember another time the blacks 
raided my camp. I was away for several days prospect
ing, and when I got back the brutes had destroyed 
everything, and burnt the camp to hide tracks. What's 
more, one tried to entice me to follow him, as he said 
he'd show me the camp of the raiders. But by good 
luck, my old camp lubra appeared at the same time. 
She warned me not to trust him, as she'd heard them 
planning to get me to a lagoon. They were going to 
knock me on the head and let the alligators do the 
rest. As she said,' Suppose'm alligator swallow' em up 
you all about, white fellow no more savee.' And I 
reckon I know the boys that did it; I'll not forget as 
sure as my name's Elusive. But the worst of the lot 
was that they speared my pal-Prince-the best old 
horse that ever walked. They pushed him down a 
hole, and it fair broke my heart to see him lying there. 
I'd done nothing to them either ; it was pure devil
ment.'' 

The moon was shining in all its brilliance when 
blankets were sought-a night too wonderful to be 
lost in sleep for a while. I, for one, deliberately laid 
awake to get my fill of its beauties. Strong shafts of 
moonlight pierced the gloom of the camping ground, 
forcing their way through the dense canopy of palm 
leaves overhead, striking the earth in tiny pinpoints 
of white, in large slabs of clear light. They picked 
out the ground in dark and clear patches, forcing upon 
one's mind the simile of a giant checker-board. The 
black palm trunks were the pieces; the players some 
giants of old. Meanwhile sweet sounds were borne 
on the breeze, pleasant to ear as the scene was to eye. 
The long palm leaves rustling their dry sides against 
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one another in the breeze, gave forth a perfect replica 
of gently falling rain in the woods. And all the while 
the noisy running water was whispering its mysteries, 
mysteries only to city folk, an open book to the lover 
of the Bush. With this sweet music in your ears it 
was to be expected that thoughts should drift to the 
happy times in life. Romance soon steered this gamut 
of emotion to the pleasant isle that is woman! 
Thoughts leapt from year to year, from this fair 
charmer to that bold friend till ... it was morning 
time. To the merry call of three kookooburras laugh
ing at the sleepy camp I awoke, gave out the great 
cry-" Wakee, wakee, day-li-ight." A new day of 
sunshine was born; a holiday, too, it had been 
de.creed. 

While breakfast was on, Jock voiced a worry in his 
mind. 

" I'll bet you what you like there are Joe Blakes 1 

in this camp. It's just the spot for them." 
" Go on, tell that to the blacks." Joker, like all of 

us, had in mind the dry season and their hibernating 
habits. 

Still the canny Scat was not moved from his belief ; 
he clung to it despite ridicule. Dishes washed up, he 
wandered around the camp, spying here, there, and 
everywhere for one of his precious Joe Blakes. 
We chaffed him as he searched, till . . . 

"Come over here all of you and see who's the mug 
now. See that," he pointed up at a dead limb of one 
of the fig trees. 

We watched. A wicked head, with sharp eyes, waved 
to and fro in the end of the limb. 

"By gosh! he's right after all. Wait a minute 
while I get my shot-gun" (Joker). 

Soon he was back, took a hurried sight, let fly and 
missed. That damned snake seemed to draw back 
inside its hole whenever he fired, till, at the instigation 
of Wag, and with the spirit of mischievous school
boys, we decided upon drastic measures. Some oily 

1 Slang for snake. 
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cotton waste, soaked in kerosene, was attache~ to a long 
pole, lighted, pushed into the mouth of the lim~. . 

Not until the dead wood was actually burmng, did 
our quarry decide to leave its abode. Dispensing with 
any preliminary look-about to see other danger ahead, 
it slithered out of the hole, dropped a few feet to a 
branch, coiled round, hanging with sava~e head wavi~g, 
ready to strike. While we watched It, ere dealmg 
the death blow with a stick, there came a cry from 
Wag. 

"Look out there's more coming." 
Back from' the tree each sprang in alarm. And, 

sure enough, four other members of the family 
descended to Mother Earth. Two were quickly killed 
by blows on the head ; the rest slithered down the 
bank to the water. Professor yanked one out with 
a long stick, throwing it back on land, too near us 
for our pleasure. Elusive dealt with it summarily. 
The two remaining fugitives proceeded to swim the 
narrow creek with their heads under water. Wag 
pursued one to a stone at the far bank, under which 
it hid ; he jabbed underneath till his quarry was a 
mere pulp. That accounted for four. The last remain
ing one swam under the roots of a tree at the edge of 
the water, where it secreted itself so well that it could 
not be searched out. 

Meanwhile Girlie was enjoying the sport immensely. 
Her excited barks made the camp ring. She pranced 
round the dead snakes, nipping them bravely till 
Joker threw one at her. Whereupon, with tail between 
her legs, she fled. I am sure I would have done like
wise, for a dead snake feels every bit as nasty as the 
livest cobra. 

Soon, to cease Jokerfrom his games, these trophies of 
our chase had to be burnt. His first victim was the 
last who should have been selected-Jock. Holding 
a snake in his hand, he called the poor unfortunate 
to look round. In turning his head, Jock brought 
his face into contact with Joe Blake's chilly head. 
Away he leapt, as I'm sure anyone would have done. 
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Joker simply laughed, fit to burst his sides, while 
Jock plastered wrath in terms far from polite, upon 
his erring head. 

Soon after we wandered to the billabong on fishing 
bent. Jock, no doubt with memories of Highland 
moors and well-stocked trout streams, took the lead 
in this pursuit. He tried every kind of bait; floury 
paste, fat meat, lean meat-none gave him the bite 
his perseverance deserved. 

Towards evening, Elusive returned from a round of 
prospecting. He had circled the locality without find
ing anything at all encouraging. His report was that 
the " country " had a nor' -west and sou' -east trend. 
It was composed of long broken ridges of basalt over
crowding ironstone, jasper, opalised stone and sand
stone. In one place he had found fiat slate and some 
limestone. There was very little quartz and, except 
traces of copper, no mineral of any kind. In his apt 
phraseology, "it was hungry country." A specimen 
taken back to Perth was reported on . . . '' this is 
a dark brown melophyre. It is evidently part of the 
great basaltic overflows, typical of that part of Aus
tralia. Under the microscope it consists of minute laths 
of plagioclase set in a dense ground mass studded 
with magnetite. The amygdaloidal cavities are fi.lled 
with quartz and other material." 

Having refreshed himself after his long walk, he 
too went down to the billabong. He sat on the bank 
watching the persevering Scot, till his patience gave 
birth to a brain-wave. 

" See here, Jock, I'll show you how to get as many 
fish as you want." 

" Oh, will you." The fisher was irritated that 
anyone should presume to excel him at his pastime. 

" Don't get sore. I don't mean by using a line. 
I don't know anything about that, but I do know 
how to make a bomb. If you'll wait a bit, I'll be 
back with something that will fix the fish all right." 
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WATERY AND FIERY ADVENTURES 
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ELUSIVE hurried back to the camp to collect 
the materials for. his demonstration. He sought 
out the progemtor of all bombs, undying in 

the memories of Anzacs on Gallipoli, an old jam tin. 
Next he got out two plugs of gelignite, into one of 
which he pushed a detonator that had already been 
slipped over one end of 8 inches of fuse. The fuse he 
nicked at the other end, and inserted there a flake 
of gelignite, looking like solidified almond paste. 
Then both plugs were put into the tin and well tamped 
down with earth; the agent of destruction was ready. 

We assembled to see the event; Wag set up cinema 
at the water's edge. All ready, Elusive put a match 
to the fuse ; it fizzed for a second before giving out 
an angry hiss. The flame was speeding on its quest. 
He hurled the bomb well out on to the billabong ; 
it sank out of sight. We waited for an eternity. 
At last came a deep muffled explosion; as if a great 
torrent of rain had descended, the surface of the waters 
was torn into confusion. An eruption of black mud, 
like a giant mushroom of oily ripples, rose to sight. 
Meanwhile the fast repeated click of Wag's camera 
spoke its own tale of pictorial records being made. 

While the slime was still dispersing and settling, 
several white specks appeared among the darkened 
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waters-inert fish, killed by concussion or merely 
stunned for a time. Some floated to the surface and 
remained there; others swam feebly in crazy circles, 
slowly at first, then with increasing vigour as their 
faculties were regained. I plunged in to retrieve, but 
their slippery bodies were too elusive to clutch ; only 
two or three were brought to the bank. The net reward 
of the experiment was too small. 

«This is not half what I expected! It would be 
much better if we had a repeat with a larger bomb. 
Will you make a bigger one, Elusive? " 

« All right, Wag, you wait here, I'll be back in a 
minute or two." 

He hurried among the palms, was gone some minutes, 
and reappeared this time with four plugs of gelignite 
in a good-sized container. 

«Look out you don't blow us up as well as the 
fish with that depth charge of yours" (Joker). 

« This will make them sit up and no mistake," 
laughed the destroyer bold. "Are you ready, Wag? 
Then here goes." 

Though he lighted the fuse, the hiss did not 
follow. Elusive cut another nick, tucked in another 
flake of gelignite, lit it. This time the fuse responded 
without hesitation; the bomb was hurled away 
from the bank. It alighted on the water, with hissing 
fuse-but stayed afloat. With wartime discretion in 
mind, we "others" bolted for cover. Crouching 
behind trees, awaiting the whine of pieces of tin 
tearing through the air, we "others" failed to realise 
anything was going on. But something was going on, 
steadily and without demur; this something was the 
rapid click of the camera. During the general stam
pede for cover, Wag was remaining at his post, turn
ing the handle, calm and unconcerned as the boy 
Casabianca on the deck of the burning ship. 

" Hi there, drop, you fool ! " 
"All right, don't get excited "-never ceasing the 

twirling of his handle-(( it's just sunk. Come back 
or you'll miss the show." 
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We rushed back (I, for one, feeling rather ashamed 
at this exhibition) in time to see a great mass of water 
flung up, a mighty eruption of slime, followed by, 
praise be to Allah, simply dozens of fish coming to 
the top. 

Joker plunged in, grabbed a big black bream, and 
swam back with it, even as the dog retrieves the grouse 
-its tail between his teeth. I followed with a hat 
as fish basket, clenching the chin strap in my teeth. 
Swimming about, grabbing here and there, fish were 
dropped in till the floating hat was full. Alas I swim
ming to the bank was no easy matter. The fish simply 
floated out of the basket as fast as they were piled 
in. Two bream arrived at the shore where fourteen 
had been collected. Meanwhile Joker was doing 
gallant work. The sensible fellow was throwing fish 
out of the water, one at a time, landing many more 
among the grass than I, with my wholesale endeavours, 
should ever have. So I followed his lead till too 
weary and cold for more. Had proper rr{eans for 
collection been made, enough for a feast of many 
days could have been collected. Although many 
drifted away among the water lilies where it would 
have been suicidal to venture, the water was still 
loaded with bream when we left the billabong for 
our camp. 

But oh, what cold mortals we swimmers were. 
Teeth chattered with excess of cold; one shivered as 
though in ague. Crouching over the fire did little to 
restore circulation; I opened the medical stores and 
issued two good nips of rum. It's tingling warmth in 
our veins soon put matters to right. 

" Fish-oh ! fried fish-oh ! chipa-da-fried-fish-oh ! 
All hot and oily-oh! " So sang Wag as the spicy smells 
from his frying-pan were wafted to our well-pleased 
nostrils. We hurried to the fireside with plate and 
knife and fork, speared a well-browned morsel, settled 
down in happy expectation. Sad though the telling 
is, the fact remains this thrill of expectation was, 
in the main, all we enjoyed. In careless abandon 
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forks were plunged into that which smelt so good, in 
happier anticipation loaded forks were plunged into 
those which led to the aching voids; in mortification 
same were evacuated in great rapidity. The wretched 
fish were a mass of bones. They caught in your throat, 
playing hide and seek among teeth as well. Though 
the careful Professor dissected his with the diligence 
of one dining at the Berkeley, even he could not reduce 
it to that state of filleted-ness compatible with enjoy
ment. I had to issue bully beef as the price of this 
lesson so unfortunately learnt. 

As my diary says, this was indeed a day of adven
tures. The finale took place after tea. At Joker's 
suggestion it was agreed to attempt a film record of 
camp by night, illuminated by the glare of burning 
pandanus. Close by our fire there stood two tall 
palms, trunks thickly coated with many layers of 
tinder dry leaves, drooping and withered. Having 
grouped ourselves to the satisfaction of Wag, Elusive 
and Joker each took a blazing firestick out of the fire 
and touched off the two beacons. Thereupon they 
returned to. the stage, ready to carry out their parts 
as rehearsed. 

The lowest leaves caught the flames of the fire
sticks, spluttered awhile, small streamers of white 
flame run up their sides, jumping from leaf to leaf, 
climbing always. Suddenly, as though a furnace door 
had been opened, the fire sprang to life. With a 
hiss and a crackle, spluttering and scorching, the 
flames rushed up the beacons. In an instant the erst
while black night was changed to day. The two 
flaming towers of light forced back the darkness, far 
from ourselves. 

And no sooner had the flames rushed up the palms, 
than another rush took place. Away from the intense 
heat of the blazing pandanus we leapt, all obligations 
to Wag forgotten. Never shall I forget the heat of 
those fiery palm leaves; they made the fierceness of 
burning celluloid appear a quiet glow beside the 
intenseness of this conflagration. 

I 
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Meanwhile long streamers of half burnt leaves were 
falling to the ground, around our camp and around a 
black object over there. Good God! It was Wag 
in a veritable shower of fiery hail. As before we had 
taken the line of least resistance, leaving him to his 
handle-turning. And there he was, braving heat, 
terrible in its intensity, with the ground catching 
light round him from the fiery hail, quietly turning 
that damned handle. It seemed li_ke some narcotic, 
lulling him to oblivion of everythmg but the quest 
after pictures. 

With this fine example before him, Elusive gamely 
rushed back to the scene that should be in the camera, 
sat down with most admirable disregard for his bodily 
comfort, and chided we laggards back to our abandoned 
duties. By this time, however, the light was on the 
wane ; Wag having ceased his turning, came back to this 
world. At the same time, as the fiery hail was achiev
ing more than was safe, an assault was made on the 
line of flames eating into the brown debris of leaves 
about the camp; 

Scraping feet to and fro we cleared a break round 
the fire, to which it burnt, then died. In a few minutes 
all that remained were two glowing palm trunks, 
blackened and bare, standing in a sea of smoking 
smouldering debris at their feet. Ever and anon the 
breeze caught the spluttering tops of these dying 
beacons, making the night lurid with showers of 
falling sparks. For many hours great clouds of dense 
black smoke were wafted through the palms unburnt, 
away from our camping ground, thank heaven, for 
the wind was in the south. 

And so to bed, as Pepys would have written, with 
sufficient to dream on till the morrow. 

On the morrow we set out for the last 30 miles to 
Inverway Station. Some difficulty was experienced in 
extricating the caravan from the palm grove. There 
was, of course, no room to turn. The cars had to 
be driven in a circle through gaps between the trunks, 
enlarged where necessary by axe work. Cutting 
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through the pulpy wood of the palms was easy ; not 
so the felling. They simply remained suspended by 
their leafy crests caught in the roof of heavy foliage 
about them. In one instance three adjacent pandanus 
had to be felled ere the obstructing trunk could be 
cleared from the path. 

Just clear of the grove there was an overflow of 
the creek. In it there grew a dense mass of tall grass. 
Brushing this down, fearing a concealed pitfall every 
foot, Gwalowa and Maililma soon got across. Along 
this cleared path Gelaben followed, Joker at the helm. 
His head piece, a small hat spotless white in the dim 
and distant past, was all you could see of him and his 
bird. It looked almost uncanny to see this whitish 
blob passing over the grass, without visible means of 
support. 

In a few minutes the caravan rejoined the fire
plough track, continuing along the eastern bank of 
the Swan for many miles. The travelling was speedy 
and pleasant. Sometimes passing through groves of 
pandanus, often between stately trunks of tall gum 
trees, seldom without hundreds of squalling white 
cockatoos to herald our approach, not a few times with 
glimpses of long billabongs in the bed of the creek. 
In this fashion the miles passed in variety and ease. 
Considerable areas of silver leafed box, alongside the 
track, at first I mistook for the West Australian 
turpentine bush. The silvery sheen of the leaves 
and the strong perfume of a crushed handful brought 
this plant strongly to mind. Among the leaves there 
grew a number of large green berries about I inch in 
diameter. One of them I split open for curiosity and 
found in the very centre a cavity containing a nice 
fat grub. This inhabitant of the berry eats its way 
out when maturity is reached; the hungry blacks 
relish these grubs. 

Just before midday the caravan paused at a notable 
point. Having climbed more or less the whole way 
since Wave Hill, steadily, albeit very gently, and in 
particular since leaving our late camp, we had arrived 
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at the edge of the Antrim Plateau. Looking back 
over the recent miles from this point of vantage, it 
was not hard to discern where they had led us 'between 
the scrub-covered hills. To the west of this halting
place, distant half a mile, was a prominent bluff; behind 
it the Swan had its source. 

Also this spot marked the crossing of the line of 
watershed separating the waters flowing to the sea 
from those running to join Sturt Creek on its way to that 
wide inland sea discovered by the intrepid explorer 
A. C. Gregory in r856. This drai~ing place for the 
one and only inland river system m North-Western 
Australia, named Gregory's Inland Sea, marks the 
furthest point to which he penetrated the interior 
during his expedition commencing the year previous. 
He set out from the mouth of the Victoria River, 
traced it to its earliest beginnings, found the com
mencement of Sturt Creek which he bravely followed to 
its bitter end. There he saw before him a sea of rolling 
sand hills, dry, desolate, inhospitable. Having accom
plished so much, with the record of much discovered 
country to his credit, he left the task of solving 
the riddle of the farther inland to others less taxed 
than he with the months of work already past. It 
was not till 1872 that Col. Egerton Warburton added 
to our knowledge of the scene glimpsed by Gregory 
sixteen years before. Setting out from Alice Springs 
o~ December 21st, 1872, this grand old explorer set 
his name indelibly on the map of Australia by per
severing against overwhelming odds, of sickness, of 
drought, of all that could hinder, till he arrived at 
the Oakover River, more dead than alive, after twelve 
months in durance vile. His book, Across Australia, 
appeals to me as one of the greatest monuments to 
human endeavour unthwarted that has ever been 
published or, in fact, ever may be. He passed by the 
end of Gregory's route some twenty miles to the south, 
thus missing the inland sea where a sadly needed 
relief could have been afforded him. A relief wherein 
the natural bounty of game and water would have 
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soon re-equipped him with the strength he so badly 
needed, and without which he collapsed more than 
once. 

* * * * * 
At this point I took over Gelaben from Wag, hurry

ing ahead to the homestead to tell of our approach. 
Spinning along a bonzer stretch of well ploughed 
desert soil, hard and smooth, I became lulled into a 
false sense of security. Having approached a corner 
too speedily, i.e., about 30 m.p.h., I had to cut it to 
avoid a skid. In doing so the side-car wheel caught a 
small ant-hill. Up went the side-car in the air, throw
ing us into a precarious position. To have endeavoured 
to continue round the corner spelt disaster, so I had 
to swing off the track to regain balance. We just 
had room to flash between a menacing ant-hill and 
an all too solid tree trunk. Swiftly followed an 
agonising turn to avoid a hole, a bad skid in the 
dust, a horrible lurch-crash. Gelaben charged a 
huge prickly bush sideways, hit it, swung round 
head on and deposited me in its midst. A very sorry 
being extricated itself from this thorny couch unhurt 
although scratched. It was a thankful being too, for no 
worse an ending to this escapade. 

Thoroughly sobered and in subdued style Gelaben 
was conducted along the track thereafter. Very 
shortly she was halted at the gate in the fence sur
rounding the homestead at Inverway. A short dis
tance over the plain, the first entered since a few miles 
from Wave Hill, there lay a group of two tall white
roofed buildings, a thatched slab hut, some minor 
erections-the home of the Farquharson brothers. 
Surrounded by barking dogs and before a small audience 
of inquisitive blacks, I drew up beside the kitchen. 
Archie Farquharson and Joe Brown walked over to 
bid the time of day. 

"Have you fed?" What thoughtful folk Bush 
people are! 

"No, I haven't." 
"Then come on in and have a bite." Even though 
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the midday meal had passed an hour ago, another was 
knocked up without the smallest hesitation or sugges
tion of inconvenience. And when I told of the early 
arrival of the outfit, preparations to accommodate ~his 
unexpected descent of five more were made forthWith. 
God bless this spirit of hospitality, may it never die ! 

Hardly had the meal finished ere a distant buzz, 
growing intermittently, heralded the approach of the 
others. We stood outside watching Maililma and 
Gwalowa slow to a halt ; handshakes all round, names 
exchanged, an invitation to feed; the ice was broken 
easily and without fuss. 

The original intention had been to travel on that 
day, but the wish of our latest hosts to show more 
hospitality, very marked, decided us to tarry over 
night. It was well that we did so, for much infor
mation of real value was gleaned. Another thing, it 
was preferable to sleep in the shelter of their veranda. 
Apart from a marked feeling of being high up, there 
was a distinct keenness in the air. Woolly jackets 
were welcome all day, and after nightfall the cold 
was not pleasant. As usual, Professor made use of 
his boiling-point apparatus ; he fixed the elevation at 
1,530 feet above sea level. This was the highest 
camp on the journey to date. 

From Joe Brown, the well-known overlander whose 
explorations of the unmapped country to the east and 
sou'-east of Inverway have placed him as possibly 
the greatest pioneer of that locality, I learnt details 
of a lake out in the blue. It was he who found 
a water named by him Warburton's Swamp, in April, 
192r. He camped there for six weeks, built a bough 
shed, leaving this clear sign of his advent to the locality. 
Mention is made of this because, I understand, a sub
sequent visitor in late 1922 or early 1923 has been given 
credit for this important discovery. This swamp, so 
J oe assured me, is some 250 miles west of the Overland 
Telegraph line measured from Bounie Well, between 
Barrow Creek and Tennant Creek telegraph stations. 
Upon his arrival there was a sheet of fresh water I2 
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miles long by 4 miles wide, going to a depth of 30 
feet. Game of every description was on and around 
the waters; mobs of blacks were living there as 
well. Tee-tree marshes, spinifex and low sandhills 
surrounded this swamp, mainly filled by the flood 
waters of Warburton and Launder Creeks entering 
from the south. Good pastoral country, with a large 
variety of top-feed or edible bushes, was there for 
many miles around. 

The sequel is that in February 1925, when he re
visited Warburton's Swamp, it was all but dry. She 
had lasted for four years. Now, it will be asked, this 
being the case, what value can be attached to this 
information? To me the answer seems to lie in the 
scope for tapping subterranean water supplies, arising 
out of the seepage from this occasional replenishment, 
that is suggested. Wells should not be hard to locate; 
sub-artesian waters may be there as well, and who 
knows that artesian water itself may not reward the 
borer some day? Surely there lies around Warburton's 
Swamp, when the Adelaide-Darwin railway becomes 
a fact, the opportunity for a large station? 

Archie Farquharson, too, gave me details concern
ing Inverway station, in which his two brothers are 
partners as well. They selected the country in 1896, 
stocking it from Creswell Downs, a station near 
Anthony's Lagoon on the Barkley Tableland, with 
cattle on April 2nd, 1902. It comprises 2280 square 
miles, and carries 9000 cattle and 6oo horses. The 
rainfall is from 16 to 17 inches per annum ; in 1907 
there was a record fall of 32 inches. One bore has 
been put down to III feet, yielding good water, though 
slightly hard. The temperature ranges up to !20° 
Fahrenheit during the summer, nevertheless a maxi
mum of II0° is the usual. On the other hand, there 
are plenty of frosts during the winter, especially in 
July; the five that occurred in 1925 wrought havoc 
with his garden. 

Every half-year a return of stock has to be completed 
and taken to Wave Hill police station, over roo miles 
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away; a quarterly census of blacks, accompanied by 
complaints from blacks and whites against each other, 
has to go in as well. No doubt these records are 
necessary to fulfil the careful administration of the 
Northern Territory, but, to me and others, they do 
seem to place rather more onus on outlying cattle 
men than is consistent with the easing of their diffi
culties. To quote the opinion of a prominent private 
stock-ownerin the North : (( ... To settle the North, 
give up treating the pioneer as a pigeon to be plucked. 
Tax him less, not more, than the Southern dweller. 
Tax and rent the man who goes out-back when he makes 
some money, don't make him mortgage to pay Govern
ment dues. Two income taxes are always with us. 
Bear in mind that he is 1000 miles from the Govern
ment departments. Give him assistance, not inspec
tors. The filling of the empty North is of more impor
tance than the filling of Form D (iii), and if not, why 
not ? " 



CHAPTER XI 

OVER THE BORDER 

The Ragged Thirteen-They are checkmated-We become speed 
merchants-3LO at Wallamunga-The blackwood tree-Bitter 
cold-We see freaks of the mirage--We enter another State
Elusive excited-A sea of yellow grass-A memory two years old 
-An escape in the dark-I meet a multitude-We arrive at 
Gordon Downs-Dual radiators are fitted-We make an excursion 
-We cross the Denison Plains-Developments since 1923-" It 
costs too much to get it to market "-The foundation of the 
future of the North-Bush bowsers. 

DURING the evening of the stay at Inverway, 
conversation turned to past history, to a 
topic that was always cropping up; an epic 

that is worthy of its place in the record of the North
the doings of the Ragged Thirteen. 

When the Halls Creek gold-rush broke out in r886, 
men from all parts of Australia hurried to this first 
find in Western Australia. Among them was this 
band, so picturesquely named. Various authorities 
assert they started from Alice Springs and from Queens
land, meeting about the time of the rush in the vicinity 
of the Roper River. They formed themselves into a 
unit, travelling at speed across the North on horse
back, procuring supplies at stations-by persuasion. 
Their persuaders were the time-honoured muzzles of 
their guns. However, an instance is on record in 
which they were forestalled. 

I~ customary fashion, the store at the Ord River 
StatiOn received their gentle attentions. But a man 
not less gentle was awaiting them. He was Bob 
Button, who, so the story goes, put his gun on the 
counter and so checkmated these sweet folk. When 
the gold cut out at Halls Creek, the band dispersed, 
many of them returning to the Eastern States. To 

P? 
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the best of my knowledge, these scanty facts are true 
as gossip can tell. I believe a paper did collect, and 
publish, some account of the Ragged Thirteen; I 
only wish it was within reach. What a vision of 
romance is opened up by the bare suggestion of this 
episode; it would make a wonderful book on its own. 
It should put "Robbery under Arms" in the shade! 
I know the names of several of the band; one, at 
least, is living. Some day it may be possible to 
learn more and put the whole tale on record. Who 
knows? 

Soon after setting out from Inverway, we joined 
Sturt Creek. The travelling along the hard even flats 
bordering this inland waterway, appeared to us the 
peak of perfection; it was monotonous in its smooth
ness. With a dark line of timber bordering the creek 
banks to the east and with great grassy black-soil plains 
of yellow rolling to the western horizon, the caravan 
hummed along sweetly and at leisure. Some record 
speeds were achieved. By this you must not picture 
a caterpillar and a centipede romping along with hair 
streaming in the wind. Far from it; the greatest pace 
did not exceed zo miles per hour. But after the slow 
wandering along such places as the Dry River, it made 
us feel very speed-merchants to manage an average of 
some ro miles per hour; a net average of 3 miles in 
an hour had only too often been the maximum pos
sible; hitherto, 7 or 8 miles hourly change of position 
had been the best . 

. This apparently insignificant addition of. I or 2 
~rules per hour was far more gratifying in reality t~an 
It suggests on paper. It meant that a steady run, JUSt 
within the police limit let it be remembered, was only 
hindered on occasion by a slow-up to cross some. creek 
or washaway. Then on again, frisky as lambs m the 
spring. Had throttles been open full, it is certain 
that even greater deeds had been done; but it must 
be remembered that our machines were coaxed every 
mile of the way, so as to give them the greatest oppor
tunit_y of performing in true British style. The real 
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test of the journey still lay ahead; it must not be 
prejudiced by speeding when temptation beckoned. 

It was interesting to note, remembering always the 
bad season in progress, the fine condition of the 
stock on this Plateau. As said earlier, the western 
portions of the North appeal to me more than the other 
half, but what I have not said before is that about the 
finest area seen on our journey was this country 
along Sturt Creek. The grass is short and sweet and 
one cannot help remarking that mitchell and flinders 
grasses show up in better form under rainfall less than 
20 inches per annum, than in parts blessed more heavily. 

The caravan paused that night at Wallamunga-a 
long narrow water-hole in the bed of Sturt Creek. Here 
the fire-plough bears away in a south-westerly direction, 
to rejoin the creek when over the border of Western 
Australia. Professor picked up 3LO in remarkable 
strength. The aerial was barely 30 feet high, supported 
from two trees roo feet apart. Yet the programme, 
during the last hour, despite the great distance, was 
readable on two valves alone. 

While travelling down the Sturt I had noticed 
an unusual tree-peculiar to this Creek. A fairly 
tall acacia with dark green foliage, it stands out 
among others of its kind by virtue of the unusually 
widely spreading branches. About 7 or 8 feet from the 
ground they grow out in a horizontal manner ; here 
also the main trunk breaks up, like a river delta, into 
a number of branches radiating in every direction. 
From a distance the effect of a squat toadstool is 
imparted. The local name is blackwood ; it is rather 
similar to gidyea. Its correct botanical name cannot 
be discovered, so it may be an unnamed species. 

It is interesting to quote my diary for September 
4th: " . . . Awfully cold last night as driving S.E. 
wind blowing. The air both yesterday and to-day 
was fresh and crisp, so much so that we all wore coats 
or cardigan jackets all day." 

After some excellent travelling onwards from Wal
lamunga, the caravan passed Gordon Downs Well, Eva 
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Creek, Camel Hole, and Alice Creek, the last geo
graphical features in the Northern Territory . 

. The scenery was similar t? tha.t of the Vict?ria 
River Basin. At times unendmg v1ews across plams, 
at times hemmed in by trees and scrub, while hum
ming through desert country. Th.e only ad<;]ition of 
note_ was the mirage that threw 1ts fantastic cloak 
over the Bush. Distant trees danced in ghostly fashion 
on the yellow plain. Sometimes they were high in the 
air, supported on a streak of glistening whiteness 
above the ground. Others appeared as a low black 
line on the horizon, apparently squat bushes. Yet 
on arrival we found tall trees, shady in their midst. 
Where promontories of desert country jutted out into 
the yellow sea of grass, the waving mirage was at its 
best. It hid the trees for long distances, except where 
this screen of hot air held back, letting them stand 
out in bold relief, tall and enormous, far beyond their 
real size. It caught up the forms of wandering cattle, 
magnifying them into beasts of enormous proportions, 
all legs and no body. Needless to say, lakes of tempt
ing water were painted throughout the landscape, 
moving as we did, no faster, no slower. They lived for 
a while, then died mysteriously as they had been born. 

At 2.30 p.m. on September 4th the caravan crossed 
over the border into Western Australia. Although 
a memorable occasion for all of us, for Elusive it was 
the event of a lifetime. The only sign of this man
made border was a survey post embedded in a heap 
of stones, roo yards south from the track. It bore 
the legend C 13. 

I have seldom seen such excitement as our noble 
prospector took unto himself. 

"Seventeen years ago to-day I entered this Territory 
of ours. At half-past eleven in the morning I landed 
at Darwin from the Kalgoorlie Goldfields after I'd 
trekked up the West Australia Coast to Marble Bar. 
Come on now, Joker, stand in W.A. That's right. 
Now shake hands with me over the border. See these 
stones? " he continued, bending down. "I'm going 
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to take two from either side and keep them as a memory 
of this crossing." 

Elusive stood a-straddle the line, having shuffled 
sideways several times till satisfied the border-line 
really lay between his wide-spread legs. He talked 
excitedly, as a flood of old times surged through 
his memory. He would have had us talking there 
yet of the good ship "Gabo" that brought him to the 
West, of Father Flanigan's Nugget, of the time he 
was shanghaied in Broome, of the dash he made from 
Nullagine to Marble Bar when the blacks were bad, 
if a call from Wag had not brought us back to present 
times. He was waiting to "shoot" the crossing. 

Having performed this ceremony, I took unto 
myself the wings of the black cockatoo and flew ahead 
on Gelaben. The next homestead, formerly called 
Soakage Creek, now known by the more dignified 
appellation Gordon Downs, because it has a new 
house maybe, lay some 40 miles away. Having 
hurried down the northern bank of the Sturt till oppo
site Mount Wittenoom, I crossed over near a water
hole called Sweetwater. Twelve miles of the flattest 
sea of yellow grass, treeless and unending, were tra
versed rather slowly, for the black soil was bumpy and 
rough. While the sun-a ball of molten iron-was 
touching the horizon Gelaben quitted the openness for 
another 12 miles of heavy red sand among stones-the 
desert country before the homestead. Entering it, 
thoughts flew back to the time Y ockney and I had had 
such a narrow squeak, not far away. Two years earlier 
and, curiously enough, on the same date, I had lain 
perishing, some r6 miles to the east, while Yockney 
made his heroic struggle to reach Soakage Creek. Now 
that I knew the lay of the country and, moreover, had 
such a wonderful guide as the fire-plough track to follow, 
it seemed incredible that we could have got adrift. 
At a later date Joker made it clear that such thoughts 
were puzzling him as well. It took a long time to 
try and explain what one is up against in country 
free from the tell-tale scars of man, and, in endeavour-
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ing to enlighten, I began myself to feel that Y ockney 
an~ I had been almost guilty of carelessness. It's 
cunous how hard it is to reconstruct events, and the 
uncertainties attached to them, when the scene has been 
so totally changed as is the case with Sweetwater. 

Darkness descended with tropical rapidity as we 
hurried through the scrub to the homestead. No 
lights were being carried, so, in the dusk preceding 
actual starlight, it was difficult in the extreme to 
avoid a crash. The track, strewn with stones and 
washouts, twisted in exasperating curves. Poor little 
Gelaben got some nasty shocks. Mile after mile passed 
by; it seemed the homestead must be a mirage 
too, moving away the faster we hurried. Eyes began 
to ache, legs to get sore, with the struggle to get 
through that night. When almost despairing of ever 
getting any closer, the stony descent from the Plateau 
arrived. Rough stones and rocky steps, hidden in the 
darkness, forced us to a mere crawl. Bumping and 
jarring over hidden obstacles we felt our way to the 
plain by the homestead. The white roof glowing dull 
in the bright starlight was welcome as the light of a 
port. With this beacon in view, the throttle was 
opened, quite forgetting caution. It did not occur to 
me that fences might have been built since earlier 
times ; this fact was driven home with a bump. 
Gelaben speeded up a bit. Something black and 
uncertain appeared across the path. Brakes were 
jammed on hard, she slid in the sand, bumped the 
something, luckily not hard. Sure enough, it was a 
gate of wooden slabs! 

I~ a minute or two we pulled up at the homestead, 
havmg narrowly missed running down several blacks 
and their dogs. They did not know which way to 
run from the black debil-debil coming, with a buzz, 
out of the night ! 

In the darkness, with pipes glowing, I was surprised 
to see an enormous crowd standing by the house. It 
was embarrassing to meet a dozen men all at once ! 

Having been told names by Moray, a feed was put 
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before me, a smoke and yarn, then bed. It was surpris
ing to learn that the telephone was being extended from 
Halls Creek to the homestead. Next day, the station 
truck, going to No. 3 bore, was kind enough to send 
word through to Flora Valley Station. Constable 
Flinders, who had been collecting blacks further down 
Sturt Creek for a corroborree, was awaiting word of 
our arri va]. 

At sundown Maililma and Gwalowa arrived a day 
after Gelaben. There had also arrived two spare 
radiators, direct from the Guy Works in England, so 
next morning we spent several hours experimenting 
how to fit this extra cooling convenience to each car. 
It was bad enough to decide how dual radiators 
should be placed, but it was far worse to carry out the 
job. Such was the absence of old iron that some long 
time, rummaging around the stockyard, the garden 
and outbuildings, elapsed before enough scrap metal 
could be collected. 

The extra radiator on each car was eventually 
mounted on a bridge, of I inch X ! inch angle iron, 
across the frame above the back cylinder, and just clear 
of the dashboard. The bridge was stayed by a side piece 
of flat iron bolted to a hole near to top of the upright 
portion, to a hole in the frame below the ordinary 
radiator. The stay-rod from the front radiator was 
carried to the base of the back radiator and fitted 
through a hole in the flange of the base chamber from 
which the bolt and nut had been removed. The back 
radiator was kept upright by a stay on either side, 
from the dashboard support, to a hole drilled in the 
web of the radiator upright. This was kept in place 
by a nut, on either side of the web. 

Plenty of large rubber hosing had been shipped 
out with the radiators, but the sharp turn it had to 
make when joining the delivery pipe from the cylinder 
block to the back radiator was too sudden; it kinked 
badly. After a long delay the necessary metal pipe 
bend!; were procured and this is how the circulation 
system was linked up afresh. 
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The front radiator was not disturbed, although the 
hole in the top chamber, when the water from the 
cylinder block entered, had to be sealed with a blank 
flange. Two zt-inch pipe bends attached to the top rail 
swept the water round till it forced the back radiator. 
This had been mounted with the return and delivery 
pipes facing forwards. Connections with rubber hose 
and clips did the rest. 

The top water connection was coupled, with hosing, 
to the front radiator cap. Thus a direct flow of water 
was ensured, aided as far as possible by thermo
syphonic action, both radiators facing the breeze 
without fouling each other. Needless to say great 
extra cooling resulted and, although successful in the 
main, minor troubles arose. The back radiator used 
to get filled up more rapidly than it delivered to the 
front one, with the result that the overflow pipe was 
continually submerged when the water got hot. Thus 
undue wastage occurred, and a gallon catchment tin 
had to be made for clipping on the bridge beside the 
radiator. Otherwise, apart from water loss, number 
3 plug used to be treated to a shower bath, with con
sequent shorting to the cylinder block. 

From a theoretical point of view, it might have been 
better to have taken the delivery from the cylinder 
block to the top of the back radiator and to have 
led the water from its lower entrance to the front 
radiator. However, this could not be effected, due 
to the sharp bends involved and the inability to secure 
the required metal curves to overcome these obstacles. 

While we were hung up for pipe bends, the station 
truck arrived back with news that it was going to re
visit Halls Creek, the township roo miles to the west. 
Accordingly, I made arrangements for three of us to 
become p_assengers; Wag and Professor went .on Gela
b_en, Elusive elected to stay behind. He put m a busy 
time duri~g our . joy-ride, making vegetable boilers 
and utensils for the cook. He was an excellent tin
smith, and I greatly appreciated his industry ; it 
helped to repay the hospitality to all of us, and not 
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many men would have made a job for themselves 
while others were holiday-making. They would more 
likely have spent the time yarning and smoking, as 
fancy dictated. 

Some 7 miles west of the homestead we crossed 
Sturt Creek again. Its course was so poorly marked 
that it had to be pointed out. All one saw was a 
wide shallow depression with bushes growing in it
the outcome of a very gentle flow through almost 
level country. The Creek in flood-time spreads its 
waters over a width of a mile, or more, of actual bed. 

At that time we were emerging on the Denison 
Plains, still on the Antrim Plateau. They are typical 
of the black-soil grassy spaces for which the North 
should be famed. Their openness is only rivalled by 
the great Downs of Western Queensland. At times, 
with hardly a tree in sight, the horizon ran in one 
unbroken ring all round. Without a point to judge 
by, it was hard to realise movement at all. Only 
when trees were passed, did the speed of the truck 
thrust itself clearly on your perception. 

After 30 miles of such travelling, we arrived at 
No. 3 bore, marking the limit of the telephone. Being 
thus brought into touch with the outside world again, 
a thousand and one questions flew to one's ljps. How
ever, these had to be suppressed till Halls Creek; there 
was plenty of urgent business to talk over tl~e wire. 

The presence of this telephone so far off the beaten 
track and the numerous bores 1 being put down by the 

1 No. of Depth. Supply in Gallons 
Bores. per day. 

Manbaloo 4 From 212' to 382' Average 20,000 

Wave Hill . . IO " 
72' to 254' From rg,ooo 

to 2g,ooo 

Gordon Downs . 4 " 
r28' to 564' From 14,000 

to 5o,ooo 

Flora Valley. I 500' g,ooo 

K 
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Northern Agency Ltd.-the new name for Vesty's, 
the big cattle people-is of great credit to them. 
They are killing two birds with one stone; for, as well 
as improving their properties, they are making no 
small conveniences for the travelling public. Likewise 
their fire-plough tracks are contributing to the solution 
of the greatest problem inthe North: communications. 

The boring has been speeded up by the exceptionally 
poor rainfall since 1923, culminating in the dryness 
seen during our journey. It has been found that good 
supplies of sub-artesian water can be obtained about 
300 feet down; it seems to be an understanding that 
after the drill has descended 500 feet, should no water 
be obtained, another locality is to be tried. With 
a few more of these bores yielding water, the country 
will be comparatively immune from drought, a rare 
occurrence in the North, but a contingency that must 
be borne in mind. 

After careful enquiries and observations, the convic
tion is arising in my mind that wool production is 
going to play the large part in the development of 
this sparsely settled land. Apparently we saw miles 
of country where sheep will thrive, and whose carry
ing capacity may be as high as a sheep to four or 
five acres. Of course there are problems to be faced, 
and maybe factors affecting this question remain 
unknown, but, above all, there is one factor which 
brings every castle tumbling to the ground- com
munications. Could cattle be only trucked to Dar
win from the Victoria River, could wool be but railed 
to Derby from the far inland, then would the future 
of the North be assured. Everywhere one hears the 
same tale-" It costs too much to get it to market." 

A network of lines is not essential to achieve this 
improvement, for it seems that once a single steel 
link is forged between Broome and Queensland, perhaps 
joining at Camooweal, then affairs will be so materially 
altered that ordinary road transport can cope with 
the feeding of this trunk line. On the other hand, it 
is hard to see how this land can be opened up by 
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motor transport without railways, for nothing short 
of concrete roads and bridges over every waterway 
would allow a truck to operate for much more than 
three-quarters of the year, due to the heavy rains. 
Certain types of machines, such as the ones we used, 
might continue to run, but not as a commercial pro
positi~n with the present price of fuel up North. 
Also It must be borne in mind that development 
means t~e ingress of white women, and that every 
commumty needs moderately rapid and at least regular 
means of movjng from district to district at all seasons 
of the year. The cry of the pioneers, steadily batt
ling away, far from the ken of the outside world, is 
"Give us a railway and we will show you what the 
North can produce." 

While on this subject a suggestion may be put 
forward. The North possesses a strong appeal to 
leisured Australians wishing to travel further afield 
than usual, and to many wishing to see for themselves 
the actual conditions in this much-discussed land. 
The motor-car is their means of travel. Also there 
are many anxious to have cars in the North, but 
unable to do so owing to the uncertainty and cost of 
benzine. Many men have said to me: " Oh, I'd have 
a car, but I can't get the benzine." At present it 
does not pay the storekeepers to stock it, owing to the 
wastage on the teams or pack animals from the sea
port. 

The stations have meagre supplies for their own 
use, which they sometimes have to reduce even more 
when some passer-by is stranded. Should anyone 
desire to make a journey it is necessary to have 
petrol dumped months before, an uncertain procedure 
which deters all but the most determined travellers 
from '?s~ting these parts. Perhaps you see ~hat I 
am dnvmg at. I wish to advocate the formmg of 
definite petrol stations at a number of points along 
the main routes of travel. These would probably be 
sufficiently numerous if placed about every zoo miles 
apart to commence with. I have no idea of recom-
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mending the formation of picturesque bowser stations 
in lonely grandeur amid the solitude of the Bush, 
but it seems that by co-operation with the requisite 
homesteads or stores the necessary sites could be 
found. The fuel would have to be brought inland 
in 40-gallon drums, the small 8-gallon drums are 
too prone to wastage. It could be best stored 
in underground tanks, constructed-as everyone is 
familiar in the cities, to contain, say, rooo gallons. 
Replenishing might take place directly the wet season 
passes, and the selling of supplies need not involve 
the employment of special men. The tanks would 
be where others regularly employed could, with the 
necessary inducement, be free to dole out the precious 
fluid. The initial outlay for building the " stations " 
and stocking them should fall upon the Government, 
who by some understanding with the oil companies 
ought to be able to greatly reduce their financial 
burden. And, finally, it seems that the money in
volved in this scheme would be small compared with 
the sums spent around the cities on, apparently, far 
less beneficial enterprises. This great convenience 
to people in the North and those wishing to travel 
there, would have a large bearing on the present blight 
of isolation, also a decided influence on the speeding 
up of development. 



CHAPTER XII 

NORTHERN CONTRADICTIONS 

We struggle among the hills-We arrive at a lonely township-The 
Australian Inland Mission-A valiant Bushman-The Canning 
Stock Route-Ill-famed Libral-Another inland lake discovered 
-Wyckham's find-What our creepers were like-Two-fellar 
house-We are nearly shot-We see an apparition-Black fellows 
at play. 

NOT far past No. 3 bore we left the Denison 
Plains for the first of the low hills bordering 
on the Albert Edward Range. Across the 

western horizon, like the blue ramparts of a castle in 
Spain, there extended this great vanguard of the most 
mountainous area in Australia-the Kimberleys. 
Right at their foot, tucked away among tall trees, 
there lay the homestead of Flora Valley Station. 

After a late lunch we hurried on to Hall's Creek. 
At first the track led southwards along the foot 
of the range, so all was well and travelling easy. 
However, matters soon changed for the worse. We 
had to mount a stiff climb, between towering peaks, 
where the hills were entered. While making the 
ascent, we took the opportunity of glancing back
wards at the country lately traversed. It was a 
great conglomeration of hills among wooded hollows, 
fading at last into a mass of blue, tinged at the horizon 
by . a yellow streak, denoting the beginning of the 
plams. At the top of the divide, a descent lay 
ahead. Once through the pass, it seemed a new world 
had been entered. Hills and hills and hills, razor
backed and red, carpeted with a mosaic of spinifex 
grass t.ufts, gaudy in their greenness. Rough crags, 
steep-s1ded valleys, towering peaks. These insignia 
of mountainous country caught the eye wherever it 

14g 
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wandered. The car dived down into creek beds, 
struggled across their stony bottoms before the short 
sharp ascent to the next crest . It was a veritable 
see-saw. Not a hundred yards of level going; break 
or accelerator hard at it all the while. Progress was 
slow, for we often had to leap off and push for dear life 
to get over a particularly tough climb. Then a short, 
swift gallop downhill, a rush across a gully, another 
narrow pass to mount. It was like battling through 
a sea of gigantic waves, petrified to rock by Nature 
of old. 

A brief respite was allowed at The Palms. In a 
pocket of soil among Nature's bulwarks, two persever
ing men were tending a lovely grove of bananas, where 
tall palms grew as well. A trickling brook, fed by 
springs which watered their habitation, made a muddy 
blot on the track where we passed through the green 
forest of bananas. 

Then on again along the rock-strewn track, up hill 
and down dale, twisting this way and that among these 
battlements of nature. Wonderful scenery sprang 
to vision for a while-was torn from our eyes as we 
plunged into the next gully. As evening fell we 
appeared on the top of a high ridge. Ahead there lay 
a great bay of towering crags, blue and mysterious in 
the failing light. At their feet, smaller hills surrounded 
a level place among their numbers. On this sanctuary 
there gleamed half a dozen white roofs-the township 
of Hall's Creek. 

We soon descended to this most isolated outpost 
in Australia, drawing up outside the hotel. And that 
which passed therein has no real place in this story, 
so I pass on to less personal matters. 

Hall's Creek came into being when a prospector of 
that name discovered gold in the creek upon which the 
present habitation subsists. His find resulted in the 
great rush of r886, culminating in the arrival of some 
6ooo men. However, the gold soon worked out; 
deep reefs that make company mining possible have 
not been located. The population has dwindled till 
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in these days one may find a bare dozen permanent 
inhabitants in this erstwhile thriving town. Many 
have taken up cattle country; others still fossick away 
in forgotten corners in the ranges, searching for the 
fortune that comes of optimism. 

Perhaps the most important building in the town
ship is .the hospital. The old gold-miners' institute 
has been converted into a small but very comfortable 
haven for the sick and broken. The sick are seldom 
there, for the climate is healthy above all; the broken 
are brought from cattle camps where broken limbs 
are not unknown. Two nurses, girls belonging to the 
more civilised parts of the South, volunteer for a three 
years' term of duty. They bring a stronger contact 
with the outside world and are worthy of great honour 
for their unselfish isolation to ease the lot of the hardy 
Bush folk in the far North. This hospital is only one 
of many that are being established in corners, buried 
deep in the remotest Bush, by the Australian Inland 
Mission. To me it will always be a source of regret and 
sorrow that the work of this admirable branch of the 
Presbyterian Church should be almost unknown to 
the average citizen down south. It is most emphatic
ally appreciated by the Bush people, whereas, once in 
the rush of the city life, one seldom hears of their 
endeavours. They are doing more to encourage settlers 
to strike out into the wilds-and remain there-than 
all the promises of Governments. Once a man, and 
especially a woman, realises that medical aid is within 
measurable reach, perhaps the greatest burden of all 
is lifted from the shoulders of the pioneer. 

Over a gully by the hotel there rested a store replete 
with everything the overlander requires. There I 
bought a load of stores at prices which spoke a lot 
for the fair play of local business. Considering the 
cost of transport from Perth, thousands of miles away, 
everything was more reasonable than anticipated. 
These goods were loaded on the station truck which 
left the following afternoon for Gordon Downs. I 
remained behind with Gelaben awaiting replies to 
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various telegrams, and for the monthly mail due 
from Derby on the r6th. 

During this stay I had a long yarn with Tom Cole. 
It was he who took the first lot of cattle down the 
Canning Stock route in rgn. He was six months on 
the way, preceded by two oth~r drovers, follo~ed a~so 
by Jimmy Wyckham close behmd. Cole had With h1m 
about 350 head of mixed cattle; he landed them 
at the Southern Goldfields in excellent condition, 
having crossed the " desert " of the interior with only 
one or two losses. This, in itself, presents a contra
diction to the appellation of that part. It should 
not be that stock can travel through a " desert" and 
quit it except as bags of bones. However, the fact 
remains, that soon after entering the great sand plains, 
all ticks disappeared from the herd and they thrived 
on the feed by the wayside. 

This stock route was built by Mr. A. W. Canning 
in rgo8-g-ro, from Wiluna to Hall's Creek. Cattle
men in the Kimberleys were thus enabled to overland 
their beasts to the southern markets and avoid the 
cost and deterioration of the long sea journey from 
Derby or Wyndham. Since then, however, a Meat 
Works has been built at the latter place and the 
route has fallen into decay. 

Canning's party constructed wells, with buckets, 
windlasses and troughing every 15 to zo miles. They 
either opened up existing native wells, or put down 
bores. The most outstanding fact is in the proved 
presence of ample subterranean waters from a few 
feet below the surface to a maximum depth of roo feet. 
It was seldom necessary to sink more than 30 feet. 
Mr. Canning has assured me there is no better watered 
part of Australia-just beneath the surface; and, 
therefore, it seems, once transport is improved, there 
will be only a very minor area of the whole "dead
heart " that will not, some day, swell the wool 
stores and cattle markets of Australia. 

The pity is that, since this isolated instance of drov
ing down the Canning stock-route, no cattle have 
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moved past its wells. Two or three men have travelled 
up with camels-that is all. In rgzz the Locke Oil 
party were the last to make the journey. They, like 
the drovers, met trouble from blacks, and, curiously 
enough, at the same place-No. 37 Well, known as 
Libral by the natives. 

When Cole set out, Thompson and Shoesmith were 
some days ~head with their stock. On nearing Libral, 
Cole was dismayed to learn from the blacks that his 
mates had been murdered at this well. Information 
gleaned from these informers was that a large body of 
blacks, maybe a hundred, had followed the party for 
days, just out of sight behind the sandhills. Thomp
son's diary, found at Libral, showed he had no 
idea of their presence, for no mention of blacks was 
written. Yet all the time he had been followed. They 
set upon him when it suited their convenience; a 
peculiarity of the treacherous nomads of the far interior. 
Unlike the savages of other countries, they do not 
stand on the hill-tops waving spears amid shouts of 
defiance; they follow the traveller unseen, telling 
each other of events by tall columns of smoke. One 
may travel without ever seeing a black, and pass 
through unharmed; one may travel in similar blissful 
ignorance to the spot their dark minds have decided 
upon and there meet-an untimely end during sleep 
in the night. 

The overlander without cattle has far greater chance 
of a safe return ; it is the drover who runs the risk, 
for his beasts are a rare temptation to the cupidity of 
these wanderers of the inland. 

While yarning with Cole over his experience.s away 
from settlement, I was glad to get first-hand mform
ation of a lake he found. His story, apparently true 
in every detail, is that, in March, 1907,. he was 
exploring the country south-east of Tanann. When 
distant some 75 miles from that place, during a 
hurried reconnaissance, accompanied by Dick Kil
martin and with 25 horses-r8 heavily packed-he 
stumbled upon his discovery. Although the lake was 
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dry and boggy, the appearance was that water lay in 
the centre. This could not be determined for a fact , as 
he was in a hurry to return to his base at Tanami. 
It must also be remembered that mirage may have 
been responsible for this apparent water. So far as 
Cole could judge, the main lake measured rs to 17 miles 
long and 7 to ro miles broad. There were clay pans 
lying alongside, the whole having a S.S.E. by N.N.W. 
trend. As well, he saw two red rock pinnacles on the 
north side ; on the top of one he found two gnamma 
holes (or rock holes) each holding about 40 gallons of 
water. From this point of vantage, Cole surveyed the 
scene before him. To the east there were hills, but no 
signs of creeks ru!lni~g int? the lake; to the south 
" big blue mountams. This seems to be the greatest 
importance attached to the find, for mineral discoveries 
should surely rest .in thei~ f~stnesses. The surrounding 
country was typical spmifex and scrub land with 
patches of mulga and salt bush-good pastoral country. 
There were plenty of emus and turkeys but few signs 
of other fauna except, of course, numerous blacks. 

In December, 1924, Wyckham, when on a walk
about after gold, reported a similar find. He returned 
to Wyndham and was financed to return for further 
investigation; this he did in March, 1925, with Gordon 
and Sedatory, and a black boy called Boxer. Although 
only a few months had elapsed between the two visits, 
Wyckham found the lake, where earlier he had ridden 
into it up to his saddle flaps, almost dry and the water 
brackish. 

In connection with this water, some confusion 
appears to have arisen. It is said that Wyckham got 
colours of gold near the lake. From several sources 
one is led to understand that he makes no such 
claim, but has been burdened with it owing to his 
specimens from the locality of Tanami being confused 
or misplaced in the local minds. 

The location of this latter find is apparently in the 
same district as that in which Cole made his discovery. 
It is hard to dissociate the two, and yet, if such be 
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the case, it only goes to prove the openings lying for 
those who wish to take up stock country farther and 
farther away into the interior. Like the water that 
Joe Brown found east from Inverway, these two, or 
perhaps one, may be the base of a future prosperous 
squatter. At any rate, they serve as additional 
evidence in contradiction of the useless waste, so 
widely set upon the map of Australia's interior. 

With the mail arrived a letter from Waif. He had 
talked with Professor Talbot, at the oil-boring plant 
at Mount Wynne, concerning the sand plains which 
the caravan was soon to enter. Talbot's opinion was 
that the country, with its interminable high sand 
ridges, is not nearly so bad as it is painted. Other 
opinions as to our chances of getting through were 
most strongly divided. Some said it was totally im
possible ; a few led me to believe it might be done. 
However, the consensus of opinion was that if the 
cars could cross the three high sand-hills on the track 
before Billiluna station, the last point of settlement, 
they would be sufficiently capable to negotiate the 
country we planned to traverse. And, on another 
matter, all were in agreement, namely, that the success 
or failure to get through depended on that governor 
of all travellers-water. · 

Having sent final wires, on Thursday, September 17, 
with Flinders as passenger, Gelaben and I set out for 
Gordon Downs. We spent the night at Flora Valley, 
and got to the station by the middle of the next day, 
after some high speeds over the plains. 

By the following Tuesday the fitting of the double 
radiators had been completed, stores loaded up and all 
in readiness for the next departure. We were setting 
out with three months' supply of food and heavily 
laden with petrol and oil. Maililma was carrying 32 
cwt., of which ro cwt . was on the trailer. Gwalowa 
had 31~ cwt. on board, including half a ton 
on the trailer. We had arrived at Gordon Downs 
with 17i cwt. on Maililma and 3i cwt. on her trailer; 
Gwalowa had been carrying 17 cwt. and pulling 3 cwt. 
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And yet the remarkable fact noticed on this occasion, 
as well as on others, was that the increase of half a 
ton in the load made little or no difference to the drag 
on the engine, nor had it any real effect upon petrol 
consumption. If rear wheels had been in use it is 
certain considerable difference would have been noticed. 
This small effect of varying loads is one of the outstand
ing features in which the half-track machine differs 
from the all-wheel vehicle. While on this subject it 
might not be out of place to give a general description 
of the roadless all-steel track used, if only to show how 
it differs from the other type, the all-rubber or Kegresse 
type as fitted to the Citroen cars. 

In the first place it can be fitted to a standard vehicle 
with only very minor changes. The principal one is 
that the axle is bolted to the frame by webbed pads 
instead of being sprung in the usual manner. These 
pads are provi~ed wit~ sh~ckle bolts to hold the rear 
end of the spnng, which IS supported by a floating 
shackle on another bracket bolted to the frame forward 
of the live axle. In real.ity the back spring is simply 
moved forward so that It can be used to spring the 
track axle. The ordinary disc wheels are removed 
from the rear axle break drums and steel sprockets 
using the same studs fitted in their places. The track 
axle is a steel tube supporting two four-wheeled bogies, 
rubber-tyred, which swivel on ball-and-socket joints; 
a hemispherical ball is pegged into the bogie body. 
The bogies have steel flanges on the inside which, 
bearing on the sides of the track plate teeth, serve as 
guides to keep them in place. Four spindles are 
driven into the bogie body, on which ball bearings are 
mounted for the four bogie wheels. 

The whole bogie assembly is allowed to oscillate on 
the track axle, so it can swing backwards or forwards 
according to the unevenness of the country. 

There is an extension of this assembly to a point 
below the front of the spring where the idler wheel 
rotates on a plain bronze full floating bush. This 
idler is mounted on an eccentric bearing to allow for 
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" Motor-car longa station ? " 
"No more, two fel lar h u e," a the er ptic and 

humorous reply he r c i\ d. 
So different from th con ntional r did our 

machines appear to thi black f ow that h ould 
not associate the two. Th bra nopi h d . ug
gested to him th y mu t b n w kind f d mi il . 
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Likewise Gelaben, the first motor-cycle most of them 
had seen, was a similar riddle. She was dubbed 
"Piccaninny longa motor-car "-the spawn of an 
automobile. So there you have the caravan in the 
language of the black-" two fellar house and their 
piccaninny ! " . . . 

One day, memories of war-times were forcibly stirred. 
In a true Wild West manner the weekly bullock was 
being procured for the homestead. One of the stock 
boys climbed up a tree near the yard so that his mates 
could drive a mob of steers to him for selection. 
While the herd passed beneath, he picked out the 
one most suitable and took a pot at it with his rifle. 
Meanwhile, standing upright and care-free a hundred 
yards away, we were watching this performance. But 
care-free and upright we did not long remain. The 
bullet missed its m~r~ and went whining through the 
air too close for our likmg. Even as we looked, another 
report rang out-we dropped on the ground as one 
man. 

As we lay on ~he ground, .Joker began to laugh 
heartily. Wondermg what might be tickling him

" What's the joke? " (Professor) . 
" Don't you see what's happening ? Look at poor 

old Jock. He's the only one who has put on his clean 
clothes the lubras washed for us. And there he lies 
in the dirt. Ha-ha." 

" I don't think that's at all funny; I only hope 
next time you put on clean trousers you get bogged 
in the blackest slime. Some of you fellows have no 
more care for others than--" 

Bang ! Another shot rang out ; this time the angry 
whine of a bullet close over our prone bodies made me 
glad none were upright. Even a fourth report rang 
out, and just as we were picturing un pauvre blesse, 
a bullock dropped like a log. Its confreres were 
rather a wild crowd, fresh from the Bush, and had 
refused to be driven quietly to the marksman. If 
any of you have tried to shoot a prancing steer from 
an arboreal perch, you will agree it is no easy task. 
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Towards sundown that day a picturesque sight 
stalked to the homestead. It was a train of pack 
camels in the charge of Afghan camel men, arriving 
with stores from Wyndham. In a long winding string, 
tied nose to tail, they appeared out of the Bush, glow
ing as if on fire in the setting sun. In fact it seemed 
they were really walking straight out of the sun, a 
magic apparition from the sands of Egypt. With 
white men, and horses and cattle around, one is apt 
to forget that Northern Australia is really a part of 
the Orient, that it is even east of Suez. It is only 
when the camel 1 in the far inland or the shuffling 
dhobie on the coast crosses your path that a sudden 
flash of the truth tears away this veil of forgetfulness. 
Here is the only land North of Capricorn where Eastern 
ways and its coloured folk do not play their usual 

partl. 1 · h d' 'fi d · h · d 't Sow y, wit Igm e mien, t e tram cease Is 
paces by the homestead. Quietly the Afghan camel 
men walked down the train, catching nose lines, 
murmuring the inevitable "Whoosta." Tired beasts 
sank to earth, chewing the cud leisurely, gazing in 
supercilious disdain on all around. Up and down 
the line of recumbent animals the Afghans moved, 
slipping a knot here, slacking a rope there. Packs 
dropped to the ground; camels rose up, free to roam 
the night through. They marched away a step
a pause-a step-a pause, without hurry or fuss, 
leaving two lines of merchandise near discarded pack
saddles as testimony to their labours ended for a while. 
Here was none of the bustle of the white man, here no 
touch of the twentieth century. Instead, this clear 
monument to the unchanging East, this picture of 
ancient Arabian ways. 

Close by, loud shouts and sounds of glee drew atten
tion to blacks at their games. A collection of twenty 
to thirty tall men and boys were romping on an open 
space. They were throwing a large ball high into 

1 Camels were imported from Afghanistan about r85o. There 
are now over II,ooo in Australia. 
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the air, scrambling and jumping up, each outvying 
his neighbour to catch it first. There appeared to be 
two sides who would separate, leaving a narrow lane. 
A sort of referee used to throw the ball-large as a 
football-into the air. With loud shouts and great 
springs the sides at once became a confused mass of 
humanity, leaping skywards. This seemed to be 
repeated time and time again, till the players sat down 
exhausted, their black bodies glistening brightly in 
the red light of sundown. Every evening about this 
time the game was played, but I could not discover 
their name for it, nor whence the idea had come. 



CHAPTER XIII 

DOWN TO BILLILUNA 

We have an adventure with a snake-A dangerous practice-A plucky 
woman pioneer-A foundation rock of White Australia-Gelaben 
suffers again-Fleeing cattle scare us-We are thrilled by Clay
pans-We find the blacks have gone Bush-The country changes 
-Spinifex-How it affects transport-! arrive at the Clay-pan
hole-With Kilmartin-I talk with Kimberley-Bush telegraphs 
get busy. 

I T WflS interesting to see the place where our fuel 
supplies had been dumped at this homestead. 
At my previous visit, the holy-of-holies-the 

manager's house-had been a small humpie consisting 
of four stone walls capped by a tin roof. Now there is 
a double-storied house built on piles, palatial in com
parison. And the place that had once housed the lord 
of all he surveyed has become a roofless shack, wherein 
were stacked rows of red benzine drums and debris. 
What a change wrought by fate and progress in such 
a short space of time. A sanctuary changed to a 
store place and nesting resort of hens. On the day of 
departure, the cars were driven thither to be fully 
loaded with precious fuel. 

Some days previously, Dick Kilmartin had loaded 
up his horse dray with thirty drums of benzine; he 
was going to deposit them as an advance dump at 
Billiluna Pool, no miles further on our way. By this 
provision we could set out into the remotest interior 
fully supplied with petrol at the most distant point. 

On Tuesday, September 22, Maililma and Gwalowa 
set out for the Lower Sturt Station. At the same time 
Gelaben took me for a final run to No. 3 bore, where 
the telephone could repeat late messages lying for 
us at Hall's Creek. As passenger I took Mr. Giles, 
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managing Gordon Downs during the absence of Mr. 
Manderson, who had been laid up in Hall's Creek 
hospital, with an injured back, foll~wing a spill at a 
cattle camp. We slipped through m an hour and a 
quarter. On the way back, humming along with 
throttle well open, I saw something lying on the track. 
Upon nearing it I realised in a flash that a large snake 
was barring the way-" barring the way" because it 
would have been suicidal to have run over it . Had 
that been attempted, it would either have become 
entangled in the front wheel or thrown up on to the 
machine. One of the most risky things is to run over a 
snake with a car or side-car. It is certain to wriggle 
away and upset your judgment at the critical moment. 
Thus, instead of crushing its head or forepart of the 
body, you are more than likely to run over its tail. 
In the latter case the snake rears up and is flung up 
by the wheel as well. I have experienced two instances, 
and know of several others, where this lack of caution 
has resulted in the snake being deposited on the run
ning board of the car and in one case right inside it! 
Down in the northern part of New South Wales I was 
lolling, partly asleep, in the back of a large service 
car, when-horror upon horrors-! suddenly realised 
a large black snake was in the car beside me ! Wide 
awake in a flash, I scrambled out on to the running 
board while the driver slowed to a halt ; there was 
great pleasure in dealing the coup-de-l!,race with a jack 
handle . 

Another time, during the heat of the day, I was 
drowsing-propped up in the corner in another service 
car-to be rudely brought to the present by a long 
black snake thrashing about on the running board 
a foot or two from my head ! The same thing had 
occurred; its tail had been run over, and it had reared 
back on to the car. 

With these memories flashing through my mind 
Gelaben was swerved in an alarming loop off the 
track. Fortunately it was all smooth going; we halted 
a few yards on, unhurt, although Giles-who had not 
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seen the snake-had been almost slung out by the 
manceuvre. 

" What's the matter ? " 
"Didn't you see that on the track? It was a seven

foot diamond snake." 
" Hell! " 
" I'm going back to finish it " : I turning Gelaben 

round, approaching the enemy within a few feet. 
" You be careful, they're bad, these diamond snakes. 

Wait here, while I get a stick from those bushes over 
there." 

He ran to the thicket; I stood by at a safe 
distance, watching the evil glint in its wicked eyes. 
Scenting danger, it began to uncoil. In long ripples, 
the loathsome thing commenced to slither away to
wards the bushes. Fearing it was about to be lost, 
I threw stones to deflect its course to Gelaben. These 
did not have much effect, so, remembering a yarn 
in the Bulletin that a hat thrown in front of a snake 
has a hypnotic effect upon it, I cast my hat in its 
path within a few inches of its head. I had expected 
the snake would be unable to move, and remain a 
fixture till Giles returned. Not so, with a hiss it 
reared up angrily, striking at my hat with all the 
malice it possessed. Gosh! it looked savage. How
ever, the hat had the desired effect of deflecting the 
quarry to Gelaben, under which it slithered and began 
to coil round the side-car frame. What a photograph 
the sight would have made, but the opportunity 
could not be seized. The camera was in the side
car! 

"Come on, Jack! The snake is taking possession 
of the bike." 

((All right, I'm coming." 
The snake, seeing the return of the armed warrior, 

loosed its hold on Gelaben, then swiftly glided away. 
We pursued it; just as Jack was going to smash its 
head to a pulp, the snake swung round angrily, ready 
to strike. 

11 Look out," was my unnecessary call, as he leapt 
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away. "For God's sake don't run a risk of getting 
bitten." 

"I'll be careful. Leave it to me. They're savage 
brutes, these diamond snakes. Get ready, it's going 
your way." 

And, sure enough, it began to mo-ye on again; I 
took the opportunity and slammed 1t on the head. 
The stick broke with the force of the blow. 

It is worth recording, that this poisonous snake bears 
the same name as a harmless species found on the 
eastern coast of Australia. The latter is covered with 
yellow and brown scales of diamond shape; the 
former has light green scales of the same form-hence 
the confusion of names. 

This incident being over, we were soon romping over 
the plains, chasing mirages, to the homestead. Next 
morning at a special request I took Giles out to the 
Sweetwater Plain. He wanted to talk with Mr. Gory, 
who was boring for water there. Plump in the middle 
of that great treeless space, Gory and his wife had sat 
down. Teams had brought the steam-boring plant, a 
derrick had been erected, and near by a lean-to of 
corrugated iron housed the family and their two 
children. What I could not help admiring was the 
cheerful tolerance Mrs. Gory-an Englishwoman
exhibited towards the shortcomings of their camp. 
As a man's abode it was all that could be expected, 
the best that circumstances would allow. But as such, 
by force of conditions, it meant far less hardship for 
the man than for the others. Needless to say, Mrs. 
Gory would never have admitted her home was not 
all-in-all, and it was marvellous to note the cheery 
optimism she was spreading in that temporary home on 
the plain. Would to God there were more women like 
her, willing to follow their man off the beaten track, 
with that smiling feminine touch which turns the 
wilderness into "paradise enow." 

When discussing White Australia-in which I am a 
firm believer-all one hears are the doings, the needs, 
the possibilities of white men in the far North. So-
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and-So will argue that the success of white cutters in 
the Queensland cane fields, proves our adaptability; 
another will quote other instances that men can work 
unhurt by climate anywhere above Capricorn. And 
so on ; evidence piled on evidence to satisfy the sceptic 
that white men can and do thrive in the Australian 
tropics. This is good work, but it does not go far 
enough. The public champions of this great ideal are 
men, and we men are too prone to forget another side 
of the question. Is it not a fact that very seldom 
does one hear man's mate and loyal supporter men
tioned as an equal in this matter? In this, maybe, 
lies a danger to White Australia. The ultimate estab
lishment of a thriving and widespread community of 
our brethren up North will rest upon the foundation 
of contented womenfolk. All the healthy men in 
the world cannot remain and continue long, wherever 
they wander, without an equally healthy female 
population with them and of them. For the species 
must be propagated of pure white blood. Any provi
sion, any legislation, any inducement to increase the 
white folk in the North is too likely to be jeopardised, 
unless the case of the women is made an equal or, 
better, a greater factor in the determination for this 
welcome change. And, above all, the findings of the 
medical profession, drawn from reports of congresses 
and by private discussion, make it abundantly clear 
that the other foundation rock of successful White 
Australia up North is that of intelligent and applied 
tropical hygiene. 

It seems absurd to us now to read letters, in papers of 
a hundred years ago, in which it was pointed out that 
the white man could never live and thrive in such 
latitudes as that of Sydney-in another hundred years 
it will seem as absurd to say that he cannot do so in 
Rockhampton, Townsville or Cairns. 

If a larger population is to be established, and there 
seems to be no reason why this should not indeed 
number as great as the present population of all Aus
tralia, unceasing education in diet, housing, sanitation, 
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in all matters involving adaptation, is needed. Men 
may succeed and disregard these ; the average women 
cannot follow in their steps and bear children fit to 
continue the work without a fair chance. And this fair 
chance rests in the offerings of thermantidotes-cool 
houses, fans, ice, etc.-and hygiene. 

Much has been done towards this, but much more 
must be achieved to induce women to go North will
ingly, impelled not alone by love of their menfolk. 
Many instances of women who live and thrive in the 
North can be brought to light; they are just as much 
stout pioneers as the men they accompany. When 
the less virile follow we shall realise even more clearly 
their value and the great demands upon the resources 
of those responsible for administration. 

In spite of external display of Eton crop and monocle, 
women are, and always will be, the weaker sex. At 
least pray to God it may never be otherwise! 

Having thus opened up on one of my pet beliefs, 
controversial subjects will now be dropped to tell you 
more of what was seen. 

Before forgetting Gory's camp it is worth recording 
that the day before our visit a buffalo had been shot 
at Sweet Water. It had therefore wandered some five 
hundred miles from the regular haunts of its kind. 
The nomad buffalo are almost always old bulls driven 
out of the herd by a band of young bloods. These 
ejected ones roam, often with cattle, for huge distances 
and have been shot near Derby on the West Australian 
coast and as far east as Alroy Station on the Barkly 
Tableland. It is interesting, too, that they do not 
cross with cattle. 

That afternoon we returned to the homestead, where 
Giles remained; I proceeded after the cars without 
delay. Towards evening the car tracks crossed to the 
western side of the Sturt, close to the Figure-of
Eight Windmill and Well. Thereafter they ran parallel 
to the creek for some miles, but oh, what terrible 
travelling it was! For a long distance we battled 
through the most awful debil-debil black soil swamp 
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imaginable. Gelaben was severely punished; she 
bore like a Briton. Not once but many times she 
collapsed on top of me. There was a narrow winding 
pad, itself rough beyond words, leading through a 
maze of high tufts of grass, deep holes, stones and 
such. These encroached so closely on the pad that 
the silencer was caught a number of times, sprung out 
of place, battered and bent. Meanwhile the poor 
side-car wheel was being horribly abused. At a speed 
of about 6 or 7 miles per hour, it was dropping into 
holes before mounting tufts high as the holes were 
deep. One moment the side-car was almost beneath 
me; the next it was up in the air, wheel clear of the 
ground. After the initial crash when the side-car 
overbalanced Gelaben on top of me, an endeavour was 
made, when the side wheel was thrown up off the 
ground by a bump, to balance the whole and keep it 
off the ground for a few yards. By this, a series of 
bumps were missed. What a precarious proposition 
it was, for the winding pad fought against balance
several times with success. The penalty in these in
stances will not be forgotten in a hurry. 

By good luck, Gelaben left the debil-debil just as 
the last red shades of sundown were replaced by the 
blackness of night. There is hardly any twilight up 
North; thirty minutes after the sun hides itself behind 
the trees, the stars can be read. Standing black and 
sharp against the light-blue sky-line to the south, could 
be just discerned the tower and sails of the Twenty
mile Windmm. I decided to make there for the night. 
It was terribly hard to follow the pad in the dark
a lighter coloured streak along the black ground. 
Upon nearing the mill it was indeed cheering to see 
the bright flicker of a camp fire. It might not have 
been cheering unless I had expected to meet J oe 
Brown at this camp. Otherwise the beacon would 
have spoken the tale of blacks camped ahead. 

As Gelaben neared the long water-troughs beside 
the mill, dark shapes began to.scatter.befor~ us. T~ey 
were cattle, disturbed at their evemng dnnk, fieemg 
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back to the plain. Even though we veered away far 
clear of the troughs, the drinking beasts took frjght 
at the bark of the open exhaust. It was somewhat 
unnerving groping towards the bright firelight with 
steers galloping across your path, half hidden in a 
white mist of dust. 

One even appeared to be about to ride us down. 
Just as I swerved off still further it propped, slid to a 
dusty halt, snorted, swung round and set off at a full 
pace the other way. Quite close enough for me. 

It was a relief to halt beside the haven of refuge, 
in the flickering light of the camp fire. Sitting among 
the bushes, which were casting ghostly shadows, Joe 
was having his meal. 

((Hallo, Joe! I've darned nearly been mobbed by 
those cattle ; they're a wild lot." 

"I bet you have. It's risky mustering cattle in the 
dark on that machine of yours. Come on, get your 
quart pot, and have a bite." 

"Thanks, I only want some tea, I've got plenty of 
tucker. Have some tomatoes ? " 

Alas! when I came to look for these choice extras, 
they were there all right, but in a sad and sorry state. 
The rough passage in my quart pot had reduced them 
to a pulp; still, being too valuable to be wasted, it 
was eaten with a spoon! 

Next morning ere the sun was up, Gelaben and I 
were trundling along. And much more pleasant it 
was too, for the going steadily improved. At last 
we ran out of the scrub, on to a series of broad clay
pans, wonderful in their smoothness. Over great 
stretches of sun-baked red mud flats-clay-pans
unfolding in front, I let Gelaben have her head. 
Following the wide-ribbed tracks of the caterpillars 
belonging to the '' two fellar house,'' we tasted the 
joys of speed to the full. Thirty, forty, even fifty 
miles per hour. Gee ! it was exhilarating to see the 
landscape romping by, while the tears streamed down 
your face. 

By nine o'clock nearly 30 miles had been covered. 
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The clay-pans ceased; we entered heavy red sand. 
Speed dropped to a crawl, appearing almost a negative 
quantity after the rush through the air just ended. 
Soon we mounted a stony spur, whence the gleaming 
white roof of the homestead and the canopies of the 
cars were in full view across the creek. But we could 
not go straight to them; a broad sheet of water lay 
between. We had to run down the Sturt for over a 
mile to the hard baked mud below the water-hole, 
sometimes many feet beneath a raging torrent of 
flood waters. 

At the homestead everyone was at morning tea. 
Having greeted Jack Barry, the manager, I returned 
to Wag. 

" Well, how are the pictures going ? " 
"They aren't going at all." 
" Why, what's up ? " 
"That's quite simple to explain. The wretched 

blacks, that Jack has been to all the trouble of collect
ing, went Bush the day before yesterday. He killed 
two bullocks for them a few days ago, but even that 
wouldn't hold them. They just got restless and sick 
of waiting, as we are a lot behind time. I'm afraid 
it's a washout." 

" Damn ! that's sickening" ; turning to Barry : " Can't 
anything be done to get them again? I want to 
have that corroboree very badly." 

" I'll send some boys out into the Bush to see if 
there are any hanging about. But I don't expect any 
luck. Most of them will likely have gone on down the 
Sturt to Billiluna or thereabouts." 

"Right you are, and many thanks. I suppose we 
should know by midday to-morrow if there is any
thing doing. If not, I'll hurry ahead on the bike 
to try and catch them at Billiluna. I only hope 
there'll be someone at the homestead and that Rowan 
will not be away mustering." 

"Got anything interesting to report, Joker, since 
I saw you last ? " 

"No, the cars have gone very well, and the double 
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radiators are a great success. Gwalowa keeps flooding 
a bit and Maililma is rather stiff in the steering. I'm 
going to grease it after tea." 

" Anything else, Jock ? " 
" The only things I noticed were smoke signals 

when we were near the Twenty-mile. You remember 
those hills to the east, over the creek? Well, soon 
after leaving the mill, Wag saw a column of smoke 
go up almost opposite us. Then I saw a0:other g~ up 
almost straight ahead where that large h1ll runs mto 
the creek. About five minutes later, a third went up 
from the point of a headland, I should say 15 miles 
away down the creek. And what's more, the whole 
sequence was repeated a quarter of an hour later and 
from the identical spots too." 

"They'll be watching you all right. I know those 
myalls. 1 They don't let anything go on without talk
ing to each other about it. I'll lay an even fiver they 
know all about you down at Billiluna, hours ago" 
(Barry). 

That evening Giles and Flinders arrived on horse
back, having cut across country from Gordon Downs. 
Flinders was as disappointed as ourselves that the 
blacks had gone Bush, for he had sent word out into 
their camps several weeks earlier to arrange for the 
assembly. And when next morning the searchers 
returned without any encouraging message, it was 
evident the Lower Sturt must be washed out for good 
and all. 

That afternoon Gelaben and I went Bush again. 
The cars, with Professor in charge, were going to 
follow at their more leisurely pace. 

There was no sign of a track to follow, except the 
newly-made wheel track of Kilmartin's team. Con
sequently, we could not hurry, and not seldom this 
guide was lost. In stony places it was hard to see 
where the wheels had passed; many valuable minutes 
were lost now and again circling round about to pick 

1 Wild blacks or Bush blacks, as contrasted with the civilised 
ones working at the Stations. 
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up the guide. The regular black soil was being left 
behind; red sand and red loam were replacing it more 
and more as the miles passed. The wide treeless 
plains were lost for ever among scrub and bushes of 
all sorts. The grasses changed, too, they were almost 
totally represented by spinifex. 

This grass varies from a light green to a dirty grey, 
in accordance with its age, which, in its turn, is con
trolled by the time elapsing since the last Bush fire 
swept it into a roaring bank of :flame. It grows in 
circular tufts from I foot to 7 or 8 feet in diameter ; 
the height rarely exceeds 2 or 3 feet. The grass is 
thin, hard and wiry, except during the tender growth 
following a fire. The top of each tuft resembles the 
back of a porcupine; it is a mass of sharp thorn-like 
prickles-the sun-dried ends of the grass. Stock and 
blacks pick their way carefully between these tufts; 
the less careful white who does not exercise this caution 
quickly gets his legs pricked and sore. In fact, leg
gings are a great benefit, and I would be the last to 
recommend anyone to walk among spinifex in shorts ! 

There seem to be three main varieties : soft spinifex 
grows up to a few inches high, is light green and is 
good stock feed. Ordinary spinifex that I have 
endeavoured to describe is the next, and almost 
useless too. Then comes buck spinifex, or, as it is 
sometimes called, porcupine grass. This is usually 
green on the outside of the tuft and a dirty grey in the 
centre. Long grassy shoots stick out from the centre, 
reaching up to 6 feet from the ground. These shoots 
bear a seed at certain times of the year which is better 
for fattening horses than oats. 

Buck spinifex grows out of the ground in many, 
many little shoots, all combining to form the_ roundness 
of the tuft. Ordinary spinifex rises in a thick central 
root, which about 6 inches from the ground splays 
out into a mound of grassy shoots. This is important 
to mention, for the success of transport is largely 
affected by the type of spinifex on the country. Where 
the buck variety grows, one may drive a car in a gently 
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bouncing fashion, straight through and over the mounds 
of spinifex. It is a rather pleasant motion, not unlike 
the surge of a small boat on the waves. On the other 
hand, in ordinary spinifex, a wheeled vehicle has a 
terrible time-till the track is cleared. The hard 
roots, projecting immovably out of the sand, are 
rougher even than debil-debil country. It is impossible 
to go at more than walking pace, that is, if one hopes 
to keep the vehicle off the scrap-heap. 

Through country such as this, Gelaben and I hurried, 
whenever possible, towards the Clay Pan-hole in the 
Sturt. It had been calculated that Kilmartin would 
be camped there that evening. Indeed in this strange 
country, with wandering blacks thronging the local
ity, I was not too anxious to camp on my own. 
So it was a pleasant sight to behold a bank of dark 
smoke rising from the trees not far away-his signal 
of arrival. It was clearly not a black's smoke, for 
they keep theirs more together and do not let it get a 
spreading face like the white man. Soon, among tall 
trees in the heavily-wooded banks of the Sturt, I 
pulled up at Kilmartin's Camp. He had a half-caste, 
Dave Bickley, and two boys with him. 

"Good day, Dick; what sort of a trip are you 
having?" 

" Oh, not so dusty. The trouble is, the team hasn't 
done much work and they're soft. I'm afraid one or 
two of the drums are leaking. They're getting a 
rough passage over this spinifex." 

While having tea, after a bathe in the creek, I asked 
about the way ahead: 

"Can you tell me how to strike Billiluna without 
running the risk of going too far down the Sturt ? " 

" Yes, I can. This is what you had better do. 
I'll lend you a boy, if he'll ride on the bike remember, 
to show you where to cross over the creek some 9 
miles from here. About a mile from the place where 
he'll show you to cross, there should be some wagon 
tracks left by the teams that took the loading down to 
Rowan in July. Once you are set on them, just 
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follow your nose to the homestead. You'll leave the 
Sturt and strike away east at the old homestead. 
There should be four poles standing there to mark 
the spot-the remains of Condren's bough-shed. But 
what's the idea of going on by yourself and leaving 
the cars ? You might strike trouble, you know." 

"Yes, I'd rather be with them, but you see the 
corroboree at the Lower Sturt turned out a dud. So 
I'm hurrying on to Billiluna to try and get a mob in 
from the Bush to corroboree for us." 

" If that's the case, why don't you get hold of 
Kimberley and put him on the job ? " 

He drew my attention to a small group of blacks, 
naked except for the proverbial fig leaf, arriving 
in a silent file to camp near us. Several tall men 
carrying two or three long spears, with boomer
angs stuck in their waist belts, were leading the pro
cession in long light strides, graceful and not tired. 
Behind them their lubras hurried, loaded to the eyes 
with coolamons, 1 dilly bags, fire sticks and all the 
paraphernalia of camp. They were indeed a series 
of walking emporiums, ugly, misshapen, repulsive. 
As though insufficiently loaded with all this bric-a
brac, their toiling bodies were crowned like Sindbad 
the Sailor. Squatting high on their mothers' shoulders, 
clutching hair tightly with both hands, the piccaninnies 
rode in ease and comfort. They looked like satanic 
imps straight out of Dante. 

The march ceased; the chattering began. Lubras 
shrieked and laughed at each other; chivalrous men 
squatted in silence, waiting for them to get the meal 
ready. 

Dick, who had recognised Kimberley, sang out for 
him. 

" Orright, Dick." 
In a few minutes he was standing beside us, smiling 

the black fellow's smile, as I tried to make my meaning 
clear. 

1 A vessel, shaped like a boat, cut from bark or hollowed from 
wood. It is for carrying water or other things. 
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" You savee Billiluna-cardiah (white man) sit down 
longa house ? " 

" Yu-i" (yes). 
"Cardiah longa two fellar weel-barrer 1 longa me, 

him close-up sit down longa Billiluna watch'em black 
fellar make'rn big fellar corroboree. Weel-barrer him 
sit down this way to-morrow, him sit down longa 
Billiluna next day. Orright ? " 

" Yu-i." Kimberley smiled. 
" Suppose'rn you talk longa rnyall, rnake'rn yurnpi

yurnpi warloo (big smoke) tell 'ern big fellar corroboree 
longa Billiluna quick fellar. Big mob tanjungu 
(tobacco), big mob rnee (tucker), big mob tarrnba 
(flour) longa weel-barrer. Me give'rn longa black 
fellar suppose'rn rnake'rn corroboree. You talk this 
one all about longa rnyall. Orright ? " 

" Yu-i." 
This interview was ended ; word would be tele

graphed through the Bush for many miles around. 
Tell-tale columns of smoke would spread the news 
at daybreak. 

1 Universal name for all wheeled vehicles. 
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INTO THE SAND-HILLS 

Gelaben crosses the first neck of the sand plains-Frog-holes-! am 
delayed at Kura Soak-Gelaben sticks in the sandhills-Weary 
and dry, ! (walk to Billiluna-Rowan-Terrified blacks-We talk 
about fertile downs-! join the others again-Gwalowa triumphs 
-Fighting the sandhills-We learn the value of creeper tracks
The blacks filter in from the Bush-A horde of ghouls-The 
defence value of wireless. 

SOON after daybreak, Gelaben took the pilot
lent by Kilmartin-and I farther on our 
journey down the eastern bank of the Sturt. 

Progress was slow, for we could seldom go direct; 
we were for ever circling round clumps of timber, 
thickets of bush and the like. Whenever possible, we 
kept close to the bed of the creek, among the clay
pans and smooth fiats along the banks. 

Crossing the creek was a simple matter, for the 
sandy shingle in the bed was firm. On the western 
side, however, we entered a region of tall grass, where 
unknown pitfalls made cautious groping essential. 
At last the wagon tracks were intersected. Their 
wheels and the hoofs of the horse teams had broken 
down an avenue through the spinifex; bushes were 
scarred by the wheel hubs, lying crushed testimonies 
to the passing. 

Here I dropped the pilot, who thereupon commenced 
to walk. back along Gelaben's tracks, expecting to 
meet Kllmartin later in the day. Soon we left the 
Bush and buzzed out on to wide spaces, hard and 
treeless, the dried swamps of the wet season. Unex
pected chances for speedy bursts, let us romp along 
in a good old style. 

Just before reaching Lake Stretch-a long wide billa-
175 
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bong in the bed of the Sturt-the wagon tracks led 
us away from the creek, across an arm of the" desert," 
jutting into the domain of the swamps. There we 
found deep red sand thickly carpeted with tufts of 
spinifex. Bushes and trees dotted this type of land 
their greenness drab and dull against the emerald 
hue of the spinifex. The redness of the sand, peeping 
between the round tufts of this grass, rendered a 
colourful contrast, austere and hard, which once seen 
cannot be forgotten. 

On the top of a low sand ridge I almost lost my Gela
ben. Right where the wheel tracks had left their 
deep ruts among the crushed spinifex, we almost ran 
into, and down, several huge holes. With a childish 
disregard for convention the innocent blacks had opened 
up great cavities in the roadway! The purpose was 
not to entrap unwary travellers; they were simply 
tell-tale signs that frogs had been added to the pot 
not long since. These frogs bury themselves deep in 
the ground ; the blacks prize them for the food and 
water they provide. I have read of one species that 
lives in the Macdonnell Ranges in Central Australia. 
When dry times are coming, it burrows out a hole; 
takes a deep drink and then enters its home till rain 
comes again. It seals itself in this tiny cavity. But 
the best part of the story is that the water it drinks 
exudes from its body, collecting in a pool around 
it, I suppose; thus Mr. Frog can never go short of a 
drink. I'd hardly like to drink my own perspiration; 
it would be too salt for one thing, still these quaint 
animals seem to thrive on the diet. Let them, dear 
things; their fortunes are not mine, thank Heaven! 

Some way past Lake Stretch we were hung up for 
an hour or more at Kura Soak. The tracks split up 
close to this water-hole and, as the majority led in 
towards the creek, I decided to do likewise. They, 
however, disappeared shortly; just faded away in the 
most exasperating fashion. We found ourselves among 
a thicket of bushes, interlaid with avenues where the 
wagons might have gone. After fruitless endeavours 
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to pick the tracks up, I returned to where they had 
split up, intending to follow those that did not go into 
the soak. Even these cut out among bushes. I was 
distinctly puzzled and worried. It either meant the 
wagons had crossed the creek somewhere handy, or had 
struck away to the west. The disappearance of the 
tracks was cl.early explained by signs that spoke of a 
shower of ram subsequent to their making. 

Before setting out on a further quest, I had a simple 
lunch of meat and bread. Beneath the shade of a 
bush, with Gelaben standing patiently by, I boiled 
my quart pot. All was still in the noonday heat ; 
even the birqs scarcely stirred in the trees. A yellow 
and brown Goanna whisked out from the shelter of 
a neighbouring bush, stared at the intruders, and 
dashed away. A small long-tailed lizard ran down my 
bush, looked at me with head on one side, snatched 
a morsel of bread I threw it, scurried away, was 
gone. In the quiet and breathless air, I leant against 
Gelaben, smoking peacefully after the meal. Then a 
final sip out of the deep quart pot; the siesta was 
ended. 

Concluding the teams had remained to the west of 
the creek, we ran down stream for half a mile or so, 
drove close into the bank, veered round and headed 
straight out from the creek for a long distance. 
Almost despairing of ever picking them up, I was 
overjoyed to see where a wheel had grooved the side 
of a tussock of earth and grass. We turned sharp 
left ; by following the direction of the groove, we 
soon found ourselves on a well-marked way once 
more. 

By early afternoon we had arrived at Billiluna Pool 
in the Sturt. The tracks led across to the eastern bank, 
just above it. By remnants of the old homestead a 
better-marked track led away to the east, presumably to 
the new homestead. A few miles on the way, Gelaben 
~tailed on. the first sand ridge. With wheel spinning 
Impotent m the soft sand, she refused to mount the side. 
Fortunately, the ridge petered out close by; I took her 

M 
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off the track, pushing her struggling self round the 
base. Once on the track again we had a bad time, 
for the red sand got softer and softer ; top gear was 
impossible, in first or second she battled gamely. My
self sweating with the heat and Gelaben smoking with 
her efforts, we soon arrived at the foot of the big sand
hill. I stopped to survey it before attempting the 
ascent. The fiery red glow of the ?rest, unshrouded by 
bushes and spinifex that hid the s1des, seemed to shout 
defiance to the scaler of its steepness. Some sixty or 
eighty feet above me, there rested the point Gelaben 
must reach if she was to continue. Having cooled 
off beneath the shade of a bush, I girded my loins for 
the task. Gelaben was turned round, driven some 
yards away from the hill and then, like a horse at a 
high jump, I slung her round and opened the throttle 
full. She speeded up in low gear, her open exhaust 
set up a mighty roar. She gathered way somewhat. 
Upon reaching the base of the hill, I jumped off, 
shoving with might and main. Hot and panting, 
sweating and struggling, engine roaring fiat out and 
wheel spinning uselessly, I tried to force my trusty 
cockatoo up the steep sand. 

Alas I it was of no avail. The loose sand clutched 
her wheels more firmly than glue-there it ended. 
Only the shortest way towards the summit, the task 
had to be abandoned. I turned my back on my 
valiant partner, rather bedraggled and woeful. After 
a final drink out of the water bag, rifle slung over 
shoulder, I set out on the 6-mile walk to the home
stead. 

And oh ! how I missed my Gelaben. Trudging 
and pl?dding through deep loose sand, in the blazing 
sun, Wlth the temperature over roo0 in the shade, soon 
ma~es the blessings of mechanical transport apparent. 
I did t~at .walk in two hours, arriving weary and 
extraordmarily dry at Billiluna. 

Living in a tiny shack on the crest of a stony rise 
was Mr. F. J. Rowan, no doubt the loneliest dweller 
in the Commonwealth. He had not seen another 
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white man since his helper had gone away on some 
quest, two months ago, I think he said. 

"Good-day. I suppose you're Dick Rowan. Good. 
I'm Terry, with those caterpillar cars. I've come on 
ahead to fix up a matter." 

"Anyway, you'd better get a drink of tea first; 
you must be dry after your walk." While refreshing 
myself, the subject so dear to my mind was carefully 
approached. 

" You know we've had bad luck at the Lower Sturt. 
Jack Barry couldn't hold the blacks till we got there, 
as we were a lot later than expected. So that's why 
I've hurried on to you here, to see if you'll help me." 

" You want to get a corroboree ? All right. It's 
just as well you mentioned it at once "-he jumped 
up from the table, hurried outside and bawled to the 
house lubras, squatting with their piccaninnies under 
a bough shed. "Nelly, Poppie, Louie." 

They hurried to him. 
" You go quick fellar longa camp," he told them. 

"Talk 'em all about black fellar no more go longa 
bush. Tell 'em sit down this way. This one," point
ing at me, " no more big fellar gubbermint man. Him 
got 'em weel-barrer. Go on now, hurry." 

As they ran over to the camp among a clump of 
bushes half a mile away, Dick proceeded to explain: 

"I wouldn't mind having a bet the whole camp is 
clearing out. They get scared at a new arrival. 
They're not half tamed yet. They'll have watched 
you coming, and having that rifle they'll probably have 
decided you are a police trooper. That was why I 
told them you had vehicles, so I hope they'll guess it's 
your tractors that are coming." 

Soon three breathless messengers arrived back at 
the house, chattering to each other fifty to the dozen. 

" Well, you bin fix 'em all right ? " 
"Yu-i, boss," they replied, and proceeded to explain 

to him, mostly in their own language which I could 
not follow, that they had been only just in time. 
They had found the camp in a state of excitement. 
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Lubras were grabbing remnants of food, treasures, 
bits of ochre, yam sticks, piccaninnies, coolamons
everything. They were loading up their bodies in 
frantic haste ; men folk were collecting spears, boomer
angs, woomeras, fire sticks. The community was in 
a whirl of frenzy to quit the camp and disperse in the 
fastnesses of the Bush. And the reason for all this 
was simple, amusing, childish. They thought the 
stranger was one of the police from Hall'? Creek, 
arriving to carry out the law. Therefore, 1t seems 
they must have had guilty consciences! 

Return messengers were then sent to the camp to 
tell of the big corroboree about to take place, and to 
get word sent out into the Bush requiring all to 
assemble directly. 

At daybreak several bucks set out to scour the 
neighbourhood. A short distance away they put up 
smokes ; answering signal columns told of messages 
being exchanged and the spreading of the news. 

That day, incidentally a Sunday, was a spell. 
" How do your stock do in this country ? " 
"I've not seen better country anywhere in the 

Kimberleys. You see we have no tick here and 
there's plenty of salt in the feed and in the ground. 
If you go down to Gregory's Sea, you'll see country 
that can't be beaten in its class. When Canning was 
around here he classed it as ' very good pastoral 
country,' and I'm proving he's right. You ought to 
see my horses-they're mud fat. And you won't 
taste more tender beef than I can give you." 

"There is quite a change in the country this side of 
the sand-hills from the Sturt," I ventured. 

"Yes, there's no doubt about that. And what's 
more I've traced these well-grassed Downs for 50 miles 
to the east. I wouldn't be surprised if they stretched 
a lot further. Some day all this country will be 
taken up. Water is not hard to get either. The four 
wells I've sunk gave a very good supply of fresh water 
between 20 feet and 40 feet; and this is the country 
they call a ' desert ' ! '' 
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On Monday afternoon he lent me a horse, on which 
to ride back to Gelaben. Shortly after sending it back 
in the care of a black who had accompanied me, the 
welcome buzz of cars coming through the Bush told 
all was well and to programme. 

" Hullo! Professor. How's the world? " 
"Oh, pretty fair. We've had a good trip and 

no trouble. We camped at Lake Stretch yesterday 
afternoon and went duck shooting. There were thou· 
sands of duck, but as wild as myalls. Joker got a 
good bag. We passed Dick Kilmartin to-day and he 
should be at Billiluna this evening." 

"What do you think of this beauty? " I asked 
Jock, pointing at the high sandy barrier across the 
way. 

" Looks pretty fearsome, doesn't it. Anyhow, I'll 
try Gwalowa at it and we'll know the worst." 

"This test will mean a lot. For they all say if 
we can get over it, we can battle through to Marble 
Bar. Come on and try our luck." 

Jock put his caterpillar into the lowest gear, speeded 
the engine up to a great rate, beginning a slow crawl 
up the steep loose sand. With exhaust buzzing like 
an aeroplane, Gwalowa moved upwards at less than 
walking pace. While she mounted, her front wheels 
and those of the trailer, in spite of their huge pneu
matic tyres (32 x6), began to bite deeply into the wind
driven sand. She went even slower. Then to cap the 
lot the wheels ceased to turn. As though each had a 
brake hard on, they ceased to revolve ; they were 
forced through the sand, piling it in great heaps almost 
to the hubs. 

Although the tracks did not bury themselves, so 
m.uch lo~se sand was piled before the wheels, t~at, 
w1th engme beating rhythmically and full of v1m, 
Gwalowa, shuddering all through, was gradually 
brought to a standstill. With slipping tracks she 
tore the fine sand from under her, piling it in great 
heaps behind the creepers. She was almost at the 
crest; another foot or two would have allowed the 
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front wheels to drop-her struggle would have been 
over. As it was, she stopped at. sue~ an angle that 
we could only plod around her w1th difficulty. With 
her nose cocked up in the air, she seemed a fixture, 
to disappear in time beneath the drifting sands. 

This did not dismay, however, for the contingency 
had been anticipated. The tests to which the cars 
had been put, before deciding to use them, had satisfied 
me that, without trailers, they could do what was 
expected of them. In consequence, a 120-foot coil of 
steel rope had been brought. 

The modus operandi, it was planned, would be to 
get one car on its own over the hill. That would 
permit it to give enough tow to the other, with its 
trailer, to get it past the crest without difficulty. 

Now to put theory into practice. 
We unhooked the heavy trailer from Gwalowa; it 

stayed put, wheels embedded in sand. This done, 
Jock took his place at the wheel once more. Withal
most bated breath we stood by, for within the next 
few minutes the success of the expedition was going 
to be in the balance. He let in the clutch with infinite 
care; Gwalowa began to shudder. I feared some
thing must be torn in two by the awful stress. The 
engine slowed as it got the full load ; tracks slipped a bit 
as the great power was transmitted to them. Then, 
little by little, a plate at a time, she began to move. 
Another shudder and she was clear of the holes she had 
dug. Very slowly she crept upwards, gathering way 
almost imperceptibly as the crest was neared. What 
a relief it was to realise the task was within her 
grasp. 

Once on the top, Gwalowa hurried up, or rather, 
down. One could almost imagine a laughing note in 
her exhaust, telling of triumph and her pride. It 
reminded me of the hard-pressed locomotive that, 
climbing the steep grade, pants-" I-think-I-can 
-1-think-I can." And who has not heard its quick
ened breath, as it romps down the other side, shouting 
" I-knew-I-could-I-knew- I -could." 
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Jock was smiling as he quitted the driver's seat. 
His was the first car to negotiate the big test. 

" You're not a bad old thing," he patted Gwalowa. 
"Come on now, Joker, see if you can do as well. 
That old rattle-trap Maililma isn't a patch on my beau
tiful Gwalowa." 

"Oh, isn't she, my lad, I'll show you." Joker put 
Maililma,.with throttle wide open, at the steeply rising 
sand. L1ke Gwalowa she stuck before the crest. 

"There you are, my bonny boy," Jock crowed. 
"What did I tell you? Now you'll have to come to 
me for help. I've a good mind to leave you where 
you are to cool that pride of yours." 

Meanwhile, a silent Joker was prowling around the 
trailer of his car. In a minute no silent Joker shouted: 

" Come and look at this, ma hieland laddie. Look 
at your trailer now. Stand over here."-He moved 
the Scot to the side where he could see the front 
of his trailer alongside that of Maililma-" What did 
I tell you ? " 

"I don't see anything. I'm afraid the desert must 
have gone to your head." 

" Oh, don't you? " calling everyone over. "All of 
you have a look where I point. See that? Gwalowa's 
trailer is behind mine." 

We had a careful look, Professor suggested a micro
meter to decide the case; Elusive lifted the draw
pole of Jock's trailer to put both fronts into line. 
Still the great and glorious fact could not be denied
Joker had won by 6 inches ! 

" Come on, you fellows. The sun is getting low. 
Give a hand with the tow-rope." 

A few minutes later, Maililma, assisted by Gwalowa, 
out of sight beyond the hill, had no difficulty in reach
ing the far side without detaching her trailer. Gwalowa 
then backed almost to the crest, hitched on to Gelaben 
and landed her safe and sound over the hill. Her own 
trailer she assisted in similar manner, backed up to 
it, coupled up and away with Gelaben in tow. 

While this was going on, Joker had been experiment-
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ing with Maililma, mainly in endeavouring to climb 
the hill in a long sideways approach. At first, success 
appeared to be about to reward him. Near the crest 
however, the tracks began to slip; Maililma slewed 
sideways. Her front axle also began to slide down the 
loose sand. It was clear that a head-on assault would 
be the only way to conquer the sand hills. 

This demonstration had proved the terrific drag 
an ordinary wheel meets in sand, and how much the 
trailers retarded the cars. Still, unfortunately, they 
seemed to be the lesser evil, for the whole load on the 
cars would, I feel sure, have been far more detrimental 
than the drag of the trailers. Anyhow, this test had 
shown the need for, together with the advantage of, 
track-equipped vehicles for this type of country. 

Soon the caravan was buzzing its way through the 
spinifex towards Billiluna. Two minor sand-hills, that 
would have blocked any wheeled motor, were crossed. 
They were severe, but not bad enough to make us 
get out of the cars or assist them in any way. As 
black night descended, we drew up at Rowan's home. 
He, poor man, was somewhat bewildered by the 
names he tried to remember, and the host thronging 
his dwelling-so lonely of late. 

The next few days were full of interest and novelty. 
The blacks with their weird customs and curious habits 
were an unending source of amusement. Wag, the 
busiest man in the camp," shot" everything that would 
add to our store of interesting pictorial records. 

We got numbers of them to throw kylies en masse. 
By a series of still photographs we were able to record 
the various movements in the act of throwing. Incident
ally, it is worth mentioning that the boomerang and 
kylie are similar to look at, but quite different in action. 
The former is only a play-about or toy which returns 
to the thrower. It is not made to do this so that the 
hunter may have a second chance if his shot is a bad 
one! The kylie, used by the hunter, goes straight out 
and stays out. It continues in a straight line till its 
energy is expended. In connection with boomerangs, 
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it may be new to some folk that there are right-hand 
and left-hand ones. This was conveyed to me by the 
merriment when I once tried to throw an ordinary 
boomerang with my left hand. The shrieks of laughter 
to which this gave rise, made me feel an awful fool till 
the reason of it all was learnt. 

Towards middle day, several smokes were observed 
to the south and to the east. The bucks told us these 
were being sent up by Bush blacks to say they were 
coming in for our corroboree. I also learned that 
Kimberley and his retinue had arrived; it was indeed 
encouraging to anticipate a goodly gathering within 
a day or two. The only trouble would be to hold 
them. Having mentioned this to Rowan, he, in the 
most sporting spirit, proceeded to ride down and 
shoot a bullock. Among a clump of gum trees on the 
far side of the small plain upon which the homestead 
sits on its stony rise, the deed was did. 

It was fascinating to watch a long string of eager 
blacks, hurrying between bushes and among the grass, 
like vultures to the feast. Half an hour later they 
began to wander back to camp in twos and threes. 
Hugging great hunks of raw meat, shouldering fleshy 
bones, they reminded one of a horde of ghouls re
turning with prey. 

That evening, Professor-having rigged his aerial 
high upon lengths of piping screwed together, got Mel
bourne clearly and at strength. He regaled us with 
the latest news and, perhaps most fascinating of all, 
gave us the pleasure of listening-in to the children's 
hour. How quaint it seemed, how unreal, to hear 
Uncle Caractacus, or whoever it was, telling his bed
time stories to a lot of sunburnt men, hard with the 
realities of life, amid blacks and Stone Age customs. 
Needless to say, Rowan was enthralled with his first 
wireless concert, nor was Elusive any less keen to 
explain every detail of the set and what was happen
ing. He had developed a terrific flair for wireless, 
and often gave huge amusement by his anxiety to 
hear everything and to learn still more. Perhaps his 
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vision of a set in Rum Jungle has even now become 
solid fact. I hope so. 

To the blacks, this wireless, as might be expected, 
was indeed magic. After some persuasion, one was 
induced to listen-in. Instead of leaping away with 
a howl, fleeing in crazy madness to the Bush, he took 
it all very quietly and in philosophical manner. At 
Elusive's suggestion some explanation was given to 
aid an artful purpose. 

"White fellar longa big fellar Gubbermint, him talk 
longa you--" 

"Yu-i." 
I continued: " Suppose'm black fellar mak'em 

trouble longa weel-barrer, big fellar Gubbermint him 
hear 'em you all about. You savee? " 

Again, understanding was signified by 11 Yu-i." 
11 Big fellar Gubbermint him send 'em big mob police, 

make'm big mob trouble." 
Once more came the inevitable 11 Yu-i ." 
After all, this logic was reasonable to their simple 

minds. No doubt they reasoned that if a man can 
talk t? them he can also hear them planning good
or evil. 



CHAPTER XV 

THE ARTS AND CRAFTS OF THE BLACKS 

We see fire made--Gentle folk lore--More of the lost tribe !
The mouthpieces of the nomads-Telepathy and Bush gossip
We visit the blacks' camp-Their great affection for dogs-Mobile 
bed-warmers-Of cannibalism-We see the dancers making up
"Him blood "-An ancient custom still lives-The magic of the 
medicine-man-Black conventions-At a wild corroboree--We 
see a mystery symbol-An issue of trade--Caring for the blind
We see shingling with a stone--Kimberley makes a glass spear
bead. 

ONE of the most interesting incidents at Billi
luna was the art of fire-making. 
Having collected a few twigs and some grass, 

a black fellow, Louie, made them into a heap ready 
for lighting. Some more tinder dry grass was gathered 
into a small heap between his legs-he was squatting 
on the ground. On this heap Louie laid a short 
round stick of soft wood, held firmly in place by the 
instep of his left foot on one side of the heap and by 
his right knee on the other. Having nicked this stick 
the demonstrator inserted the blunt point of a hard
wood stick, held vertically between the palms of his 
hands with fingers splayed apart. Immediately he com
menced to rotate the firestick rapidly, rubbing hands 
backwards and forwards. Up and down the stick 
Louie's hands ran, twirling at great speed. Very 
shortly a streamer of blue smoke appeared where the 
sticks met; he ceased turning, leaving the hard stick 
standing upright and embedded in the soft one below. 
Having peered at the result of his grinding, Louie 
pulle~ t~e sticks apart, carefully twitching t~e soft 
one, hppmg the smouldering powder on to the tmder; 
much had trickled down already. By a very neat 
speedy movement, the fire-maker imprisoned the 
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hot wood powder in the tinder. This he held up 
to the breeze, supplementing the draught with gentle 
puffs from his mouth. Watching Louie at this part of 
the business, reminded me strongly of a collector 
viewing a rare piece before accepting it for his 
collection. His head, moving this way and that, direct
ing the puffs, brought the memory of a connoisseur 
searching for some flaw in a priceless crystal, held high 
to the light in a dingy curia shop. His pronounced 
Semitic features made this illusion even stronger! 

These wandering thoughts were quickly brought 
to the present, for the curia was not long in emitting 
streamers of smoke, swiftly followed by a flicker of 
flame as the whole caught fire. This burning grass 
Louie stuffed under his prepared fire ; in a moment a 
merry little blaze gave testimony to his skill. 

We got him to repeat the whole operation several 
times, but it did not take longer than three or four 
minutes from start to finish. A slight variation of this 
system of making fire is to be found among the coastal 
blacks. Instead of holding the" curia" to the breeze, 
they adopt a more violent method. The bundle of 
grass is swung rapidly to and fro till it bursts into 
flame. Possibly occasions when the tinder is damp 
-more common on the coast-have given rise to 
this better system of fanning. 

While talking about fire-making, it is nice to recall 
a gentle piece of folk-lore, telling how fire came into 
the world of the black fellow. 

About the Bush one sees two pretty little birds, 
known to the whites as flame birds, because, no doubt, 
of their bright plumage. The blacks believe they 
flew from a distant land, far over the sea, on which 
there is a high mountain. On the crest of that high 
place, two old women are for ever busy piling wood 
upon a great fire. It must never die or the world will 
know heat no more. One day, two little birds swooped 
down to the flames ; each seized a tiny burning twig 
in its beak. With these they hurried to the black 
fellows, thus bringing the first germ of heat from which 
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all fires have sprung. As may be expected, I learnt 
this allegory from coastal blacks; I cannot vouch that 
the inland ones have the same belief. 

While Louie was amusing us, several of his confreres 
collected to view the performance. Amongst them, 
was one worthy of particular attention ; his pro
nounced Semitic features were even · more developed 
than the tendency noted in the faces of the rest. In 
fact, the more one becomes acquainted with the East 
Kimberley blacks, the more one must acknowledge 
this characteristic. But let it not be thought that I 
am seeking a place among the aspirants to the honour 
of discovering the Lost Tribe in still another curious 
locality. My observations are to give interest, not 
suggestions ! 

At midday smokes were seen, as tall black columns, 
to the east. They were the mouthpieces of wandering 
blacks gossiping to their neighbours. These nomads 
set up such signals by applying light to clumps of 
spinifex. This highly combustible grass burns with 
great fierceness, giving off dense clouds of the blackest 
smoke. 

The whole subject of smokes is one of intense in
terest, for the volume of detail that filters in great 
rapidity through the Bush seems to be greater than a 
mere smoke could carry. I have not very great inti
mate knowledge with the creation of the various types 
of smokes, but we all know that broad ones, narrow 
ones, tall ones, short ones, and even the mysterious 
curly smoke, are distinct varieties that, in varying 
combinations, tell a long story briefly. A theory is 
advanced in certain quarters, which I support, that 
when long stories are about to be passed over, the 
smoke signals serve only to make contact between 
the recipient and transmitter. Once this link has 
been formed, it is claimed that a bond of thought 
transference takes place. 

Many will scoff at this suggestion, but-on the 
other hand-! have found several experienced Bush
men who subscribe to it. For how else can the speed 
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and the detail of Bush gossip from points hundreds 
of miles apart be explained ? 

The blacks, however, are not the only users of these 
Bush telegraphs, or, as some call them, mulga wires. 
White men make equally good us~ of the spinifex 
to tell each other when they are commg or where they 
may be. As a traveller nears the homestead, a train 
of fires, lighted by matches thrown in the spinifex, is 
easy to interpret. Likewise a continuous smoke put 
up from a distant point is the usual pre-arranged 
signal of arrival. 

Sometimes it is agreed at a certain time each week 
to talk between camps 30 or 40 miles apart. By an 
agreed code, one man can tell the other if he is well 
how food is lasting ~mt, or some other simple message: 
This system of talkmg between whites is almost dead 
on the eastern ?alf of. t?e ~ontinent ; it is only in 
Western Australia that It IS still recognised as orthodox. 
P.robably the danger of .Bush fires among the more 
highly-developed properties and the greater sophis
tication of the Easterner have been the death-blows to 
his mulga telegraphing. 

That afternoon, as the sun began to weaken, we 
trooped over to the blacks' camp. Unlike the abori
ginals of other countries, the Australian does not make 
any habitation or permanent shelter. The inland 
black just tears down some leafy tree branches, which, 
interwoven with spinifex, he uses as low wind-break. 
On the lee side, he scrapes a tiny bare patch, clear 
of twigs, burrs, grass and the like. Here he sleeps 
unclothed beneath the stars before his tiny fire. Com
munal fires are not used ; private hearths are most 
rigorously guarded by tribal lore. 

On the coast, where rains are more frequent, one 
seldom sees the wind break; a low hovel, 3 feet high, 
a framework of sticks supporting long strips of tree 
bark serves to keep out the wet. Into this the family 
crawl ; father, mother, piccs., dogs, fleas, smok~ and 
the rest. The smoke is from a tiny fire so deeply m the 
entrance, that it is almost inside. 
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The black fellow's love for dogs is extraordinary, 
but in one way it is easy of explanation. They are 
warm bedmates. Before now, I have disturbed 
a black in his gundhi, wurly, or mia-mia (varying 
names for hut). This worthy did rise up from a verit
able couch of mangy yellow flea-bitten canines. They 
had been snuggling round his recumbent form even 
as pups nestle to the bitch. I might have been 
tempted to follow his cosy example and procure a 
pack of mobile bed warmers for myself, had it not been 
for the thought of their irritating adjuncts. Why, 
the very thought of myriad fleas hopping over the 
sleeper, even now makes me itch like a mosquito
bitten new chum. 

It seems to be a well-rooted belief that, as the 
number of his canine followers increases, in the same 
ratio will the post-mortem happiness of the black 
fellow descend upon him. So they cultivate and tend 
these miserable curs more than their lubras' piccanin
nies. Horrible though it is to relate, I have learnt 
of an instance wherein, during a dry stage, the lubra 
suckled her dogs to keep their filthy bodies alive. 
That dogs should have preference over piccaninnies 
is, even for a savage, going over the fence. 

While on the subject of piccaninnies, I would like 
to set dow;n the answer to an oft-repeated question. 
When the blacks are mentioned, it's seldom that some
one fails to ask whether cannibalism is practised. I 
tried my best to learn something of this subject among 
the tribes met during the journey; the sum total of 
information is that it is not practised, except during a 
highly acute time of food shortage. Then, I believe, 
they may resort to piccaninnies when in desperate 
straits. I have not a concrete incident to prove 
even this, for, apparently, such things occur so rarely 
that hearsay is all one can glean. 

To return now to the camp, the sight of which has 
led my pen far away from the scene. 

On arrival it was seen that the dancers were just 
finishing preparations. Some were in the proud state 
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of complete disfigurement, others had not far proceeded. 
Thus the whole series of beautification could be 
watched. 

The dancers, fourteen in number, were grouped 
together, surrounded by an audience that chanted 
witho~t cease. I~ perfect tin;e with the clapping 
of kyhe.s held upnght, they whiled away the tedium 
of preparation in musical fashion-as it seemed to 
them. 

The first process was the sm.ea:ing of the body all 
over with a coloured mud, cons1stmg of red ochre and 
water. 

Close by, upon large pieces of bark, there was a 
quantity of white flax collected out of the Bush. This 
had been pounded up between stones, till it resembled 
cotton waste with which the engineer cleanses his 
hands. 

On another _Pie_ce of bark there was a small pool 
of sticky red hqmd. 

Wondering what it might be, we asked: "What name 
that one? " ' 

" Him blood." 
" Longa bullock ? " 
"No more, longa black feller," was the surprising 

information. 
These wretches were actually using their own blood 

as gum for adhering flax decorations to their bodies. 
Wondering how it was obtained we asked that a demon
stration should be given. 

The volunteer tied a piece of hair string round his 
left arm above the bicep. With this ligature in place 
he proceeded to incise the main artery in the fork of 
the elbow, by the crudest agent of all-a piece of 
sharp stone. He did not seem to make deliberate 
cuts, rather by sharp prods did he dig through the 
flesh. Directly the artery was pricked, a squirt of 
blood shot out. Calmly sitting on the ground, with 
tightly clenched fist, he allowed the bleeding to con
tinue till a small pool collected on the bark at his 
feet. It was noticeable, too, that whenever the flow 
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diminished, he made two or three sharp incisions to 
speed it up. , 

In a few seconds he stopped the leak by pressing 
a small stone over the cut; he secured this in place 
by undoing the ligature and tying it over the stone. 
He just twisted the string round a few times and tucked 
the loose ends under. One could not help noticing 
he evinced not the slightest sign of feeling during the 
entire operation. 

Forthwith, attention was turned to the beauty
parlour.. We saw how the dancers, dipping their 
fingers m the gum naturelle, traced lines over their 
bodies. On these tracings they stuck small blobs of 
white flax, till the common or garden black fellow had 
become a fantastic apparition, lined with symmetrical 
designs. Several of them smeared a paste of yellow 
ochre between the markings, on either side of the chest 
and on the abdomen. Nor were these markings put 
on purely as fancy dictated, for now and again it was 
clear that arguments were taking place over the correct 
design. One old man with a grey beard, who wore a 
head-piece made of a strip of bark 9 inches wide, 
lapped round and tied with hair string to look like 
a quaint pork-pie hat, seemed to be the principal 
authority. He was really the medicine man of the 
camp. While decorating was in progress we got 
him to do something typical of his skill. His "star
turn" appeared to be one repeated several times. 
The title must have been: "Watch me swallow this 
stone, thus; now here it is, straight out of my tummy." 

He pretended to swallow a tiny pebble, which he 
cleverly hid between his fingers. After several "magic 
passes" he felt under the most conveniently-placed 
hair belt round his middle and found, to the wonder
ment of his dusky audience-the stone. 

It was too ridiculously simple to be even amusing; 
on the contrary, the blacks were highly impressed. 

After seemingly endless titivating, vanity at last 
was appeased. They were ready to perform. Tufts 
of gum leaves were tied round legs just above ankles; 

N 
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weird and wonderful head-dresses of leaves, feathers, 
string and the like were donned. . 

Meanwhile the audience was collectmg. A hetero
geneous assembly of all sorts was seated in the usual 
fashion, packed tightly like a block of dates. The 
bucks were squatting, with airs of perfect complacency, 
in the front row; the lubras were severely relegated 
to the back stalls. Piccaninnies were allowed a free 
run of the house, and the choice of anybody's knee. 

This audience was the orchestra as well ; their 
task is to carry on the correct chant and supply the 
time for the dancers. Men clapped kylies together; 
lubras slapped thighs with hollowed hands, raising a 
most impressive sound which, if not seen, would have 
been attributed to the stamping of the dancers' feet 
on the ground. The stamping and the slapping syn
chronised perfectly. The signal for the curtain to rise 
was given when the audience began its orchestration. 
Would to Allah that civilisation's conventions were 
the same! 

The dancers, fourteen in number, were partly 
hidden behind some bushes, whither they retired 
when ready for the show. They issued on to the 
stage-a clear piece of ground-before the audience. 

Stamping hard, and stepping high, they left the 
"wings." With set faces and in great earnestness 
they kept a regular formation, not unlike we whites 
at the Lancers. 

In the first movement they formed into an arc, knelt 
down on one knee, stamping with the other foot. This 
lasted for a minute or two. Then they formed into a 
square, advancing to the audience like soldiers at drill. 
They broke up upon reaching them. 

Immediately the orchestra ceased the actors re
tired off the stage. 

Shortly the orchestra began a similar chant with 
changed words; actors responded promptly. This 
time they stamped round in a narrowing circle, dis
entangled themselves, reversed the circle and danced 
off the stage. 
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In the first dance, at arms' length, each had carried 
a length of hair string, about 3 feet long. First one 
end was held high ; every few steps the top end was 
lowered to the hips, and the other end raised to about 
the height of the forehead. We could not learn the 
significance of this symbol, except that it had come 
from some tribe, " big mob Cuckera," this is, far away 
to the east. 

Afterwards the dancers each carried two kylies, held 
at arms' length, crossed and vertical. Subsequently, 
other symbols were used. 

When four or five series had been gone through 
fatigue was apparent. 

Insistent demands of the audience were only res
ponded to by one or two of the more enthusiastic. So 
the curtain fell on the first day's show. At this time 
we happened to walk to the lee side of the "wings," 
but changed plans hurriedly. The fumes of sweating 
bodies, unwashed and stained, were not safe for any
one without a gas-mask ! 

To recompense the performers for the corroboree they 
summoned all to the cars, where each received some 
token. Our trade consisted of tobacco, beads, cloth, 
mouth organs, pocket knives, mirrors and so forth. 
They brought smiles ; we all know a smiling black 
will do his utmost for you. Perhaps the most successful 
were the cheap coloured spectacles, after the pattern 
of those worn by the popular screen comedian, Harold 
Lloyd. 

Next day more camp life was viewed. We saw a 
blind buck behind, led about by his lubra, each hold
ing an end of a stick. Clearly this afflicted one was 
the best fed person in the camp. He was mud fat, 
having been given the best the hunters could procure. 
The blacks are kind indeed to these folk, although 
I must say, one ofthem had erred recently. The blind 
one had been given a nice young lubra, with whom 
some dirty dog had eloped ! The deserted one asked 
us, flattering our sense of potency, to bring her back. 
Alas! We could not become his knights-errant. 
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Close by, the local string factory was in full swing. 
Kind and gentle husband was grasping a fistful of 
loving wife's matted locks. With less concern than 
a ~airdresser using sharpest scissors, he was sawing off 
this raw material with a sharpened stone. Having 
collected a handful, he proceeded to work it into a 
ball. Held loosely in his hand, h.e drew out a t~in 
~hread, ready for twisting. Then hk~ a s~ddler .tv.:m
mg thread, he rolled it up and down his thigh, twisting 
it into coarse string. Stuck in the ground by his side 
was a small cross of two green twigs, one split to hold 
the other. This he pulled out time and again, twisting 
it rapidly, using it as a bobbin to retain the triumph 
of his skill. 

It is interesting that one of the chief duties of the 
lubra is to keep unto herself a regular supply of hair, 
on which the husband has full call whenever he is in 
need. Also the husband has full right to his mother
in-law's hair. Suppose we poor whites, by the simple 
process of marriage, could have this satisfying power 
of retaliation vested in us. Surely the expectation 
of a Sunday afternoon visit by an irate son-in-law 
intent on bobbing with a very blunt stone would 
silence many a noisy tongue. I feel like having this 
clause brought into our Christian marriage service, just 
for the sake of peace ! 

Another industry is the chipping of spear heads. 
When the black is out of contact with whites, he 
makes these from stone or flint, but whenever a glass 
bottle (black for preference) or a porcelain insulator 
from a telegraph pole is within reach he will use them. 
In this instance a big thick bottle was handed to 
Kimberley, who, by careful tapping broke it up into 
several large pieces, 3 inches by 4 inches. The piece 
he selected was tapped round the edge by a stone, 
lightly held between the ends of his fingers, till it had 
become oval. Between his legs-he was squatting
a large stone was embedded in the ground, covered 
with a few layers of rag. On this soft support 
the rough head was held on its edge. Kimberley 
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proceeded to " pressure flake " off tiny chips of glass 
with a length of sharpened fencing wire. It was some 
time before he completed manufacture ; by then ~he 
crude article had become a beautifully symmetncal 
pear-shape. It glistened all over, especially. along 
the serrated edges, except at the base, where 1t was 
left rough. 

Meanwhile his lubra had kindled a small fire. She 
handed him several lengths of stick (ro inches long) 
with knobs of wax, collected from the resinous spinifex, 
moulded on one end. Having chosen one, Kimberley 
set about warming it over the fire till the wax had 
become soft and pliable. He embedded the head in 
the wax, laid the whole on one side to cool, and 
looked with a pleased smile. 

During hunting, a number of these shafts are car
ried by the lubra. She supplies them to her lord and 
master, who fits the dart into the end of his long spear 
shank. This is often a bamboo, ro or rz feet long, 
that is thrown with a woomera or spear thrower. 



CHAPTER XVI 

DOWN TO THE SEA ON TRACKS 

How the North and South blacks differ-" No more plurry Allelujah " 
-Prison heroes-Bush hungry-How we copy the blacks-We 
visit two lonely graves-! have a lesson in botany-We see round 
the corner-A pugnacious hen-We make an excursion to Gregory's 
Sea-Maililma the juggernaut-White, immense, mysterious
We see a fantastic moonlight scene-" Him all about no good 
longa night." 

I T is not disputed that the angle from which a sub
ject is approached, the perspective in which it is 
seen, affects more than aught else one's judgment 

of the whole. I believe this can be applied more strongly 
in the study of the Australian aboriginal than in most 
other anthropological enquiries. It is not meant that 
mine has been any study; to the contrary, it is solely 
as a most interested amateur that I may be regarded. 

In approaching this matter one should bear in 
mind that the black fellow is a primitive person and 
by no means a degraded one. At least the genuine 
type can be so classed, it is only those contaminated 
by our so-called civilisation who can be labelled 
degraded. Scientists are well aware of this, so the 
distinction can he only of interest to the layman. 
But it is probably the most important factor in the 
whole question. 

The absence of any attempt at cultivation, the 
popular belief of strangers in their diminutive stature, 
their nomadic habits, their preconceived lack of intel
ligence; all these have combined to support the lay
man's determination. So perhaps it may not be out 
of place to deal with this question. 

In the first place, there seems to be a marked differ
ence in thti Northern and Southern tribes. The con-
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trast in physique presents the greatest gap between the 
black seen by so many folk only during the Trans
continental railway journey and those up Nor~h. 
If those at Billiluna may be taken as typical, which 
seems reasonable, one may say that most men are 
over 6 feet high. The average height must surely be 
about 5 feet ro inches. They have splendid broad 
chests, large as bullocks, better developed heads and 
thin muscular legs, longer than most. Foreheads are 
more prominent, in fact from a physical standpoint 
they are a superior people, bearing small resemblance 
to the undersized cousins of the South. However, 
their lubras are considerably smaller, bearing a greater 
similarity to their southern relations. The exception 
to this appears to be in the Nor' -west of W.A., where 
I have seen some huge women among even taller 
men. 

Attempts to instil Christianity into their minds 
have not met with general success, for they seem unable 
to grasp its rudiments. In endeavouring to do so 
they lose contact with their own beliefs, surrounded 
by a highly complicated totemic system, and, being 
unable to land on the new shore, fall into the gulf, 
shall we say, of atheism between the two. The myall 
lives straight and at a high moral plane according to 
his standard, whereas his missionised brother becomes 
deceitful, treacherous and lazy. Drink and opium 
speed him on the way to hell. 

An excellent anecdote in the Bulletin, Australia's 
world-famous paper, may be quoted to illustrate this. 

A parson is talking to Jacky, about to be moved 
from his care to a Government compound. Jacky, 
listening to the tale, asks : 

" No more flour, boss ? " 
" No more flour, J acky." 
" No more tucker, boss ? " 
"No more tucker, Jacky." 
"No more clobber, boss? " 
"No more clobber, Jacky." 
" Orright, boss, no more plurry Allelujah ! " 
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The system of punishment for offences such as cattle 
spearing, murder among themselves, etc., is detention 
on Rottnest Island near Perth, or, maybe, at other 
places. There they become more familiar with the 
white man, begin to doubt h"is superiority, and 
return a greater liability to the Bush folk than before. 
They are almost lionised by their own people and make 
no bones about boasting of their holiday down south. 
Kimberley was an instance of this ; he was quite a 
hero for his experiences in civilisation. 

The rare instances of trouble with the black 
fellow can nearly always be traced home to the 
influence, direct or indirect, or the actual hand, of a 
civilised black. The very boys you are working with 
day in and day out are those most likely to turn on 
you without warning or deep-seated grievance. The 
myalls, when they can be found, are either friendly 
or hostile right from the start. In connection with 
this, Rowan told. me of. an illuminating experience, 
recently befallen h~m. H1s tale wa~ that, being anxious 
to do some explonng, he had obtamed from his blacks 
a passport of safe conduct, an oval piece of thin wood, 
carved with lines and figures, wrapped in bark. It 
had been given to him as a special mark of esteem, for 
he knows how to handle blacks and gain 'their respect. 
Armed with this talisman he had made con tact with 
numerous nomads, who, in every instance, had con
ducted him to water and assisted in many ways. 

Although the arithmetical powers of the Northern 
blacks are limited to counting from one to five, then 
"small mob" and "big mob," they show intelligence 
in picking up the white man's ways and routine. They 
make excellent stock boys, if sufficiently supervised; 
a tendency to enjoy a quiet sleep under a bush 
rather than muster cattle is not unknown. The 
hindrance to their wide employment as labourers is 
that overpowering" Bush-hungry" feeling which seizes 
them not seldom. For a short time they will work 
steadily and then one morning the camp is empty. 
They have gone overnight on a walk-about. 
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It has been put forward that a contract, signed in 
the presence of a protector of aboriginals, usually a 
police trooper, might instil some idea of obligation 
into their minds. However the station managers solve 
this problem at present by allowing a large camp to 
remain in proximity to the homestead, from which 
the necessary nucleus of working boys and lubras can 
be recruited. 

The half-caste question is a vexed one in the North. 
These unfortunates are educated at the mission stations. 
A few lose their blood consciousness and live among 
the whites; most end up, sooner or later, with their 
dark brethren in the Bush. Those that do remain 
make good house servants, the men in particular 
having a strong inclination towards engineering. I 
have seen some excellent self-taught motor mechanics 
keeping the station cars in good running order. But 
it is noticeable how th€( most sophisticated, women 
especially, will listen to the call of the wild. I remem
ber one girl, sent to Perth to be educated, who returned 
well dressed, very good looking, in fact, a real asset 
to the homestead. Why, she even put white powder 
on her dark face. Yet one night she went; she was 
seen some weeks later primitive as the wildest myall. 

And the blacks are not the only ones who change 
their ways to those of others. It may even be said 
that we are under the black influence ourselves. Take 
language, for instance. When a black says someone 
has" bin kill 'em," he means someone has been knocked 
about or hurt; he says "bin kill 'em dead fellow" 
when he refers to death. And who has not read our 
newspaper scare headlines of the latest tragedy saying 
so and so has been " shot." But when we read the 
account it becomes clear that "shot" means only 
"shot at " ; the headline says "shot dead" when 
death has occurred ! 

Let us return now to the caravan, perhaps almost 
forgotten after these driftings. 

While at Billiluna we made an excursion to see the 
graves of J. Condren and T. Sullivan (who incidentally 
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was mate with Elusive at Rum Jungle for some time), 
two men murdered by a black called "Banjo" in 
September, 1922. Some 4 miles higher up Butcher 
Creek, on which the homestead lies, we saw the stock
yard where these men had been finished. Unarmed 
and busy they were branding calves, when Banjo 
called to ' them. They looked up and found him 
pointing a ·44 rifle, one that he had been to the 
camp to fetch. With little ado the mu~de~er fired 
several rounds with fatal consequences, mCidentally 
wounding Louie, our fire-making demonstrator, in the 
thigh. However, he remained with his masters till 
they died, whilst other blacks soon got word to the 
Halls Creek police, 150 miles away. Meanwhile Banjo 
had " gone Bush," fully armed, sending cheeky messages 
to the whites that he would shoot on sight any he 
came across. However, his career was short lived, 
for a band of police and stockmen hunted him down 
after several weeks' hard travelling; he died fighting. 
Although several versions of this tale may be heard 
through the channels of local gossip, I think the main 
facts are truly stated. 

It made one realise once again the debt that is due 
to the frontiersman, as we stood for a moment in 
silent thought, with bared heads, round the wooden 
palisades surrounding the mounds whose tale is 
eloquent. 

Rowan kindly lent four of us horses for this excur
sion; he and I went on Gelaben. On the way back 
he gave a most interesting lesson in local botany. 

"See that thick clump of green-topped bushes 
with many black stems. They're worth watching, as 
they're an excellent sign for water. The name is 
scrub mulga.~' 

We continued to drive along, winding in and out 
of the flowering shrubs, whose brilliant yellow, purple, 
blue and red flowers were pleasant to see. 

"Look at that very tall thin wattle scrub, surrounded 
by a clump of low shoots at the ground. That's 
water-wattle and another very good indicator of water 
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too. By it you can see the bloodwood tree with its 
curly mottled bark. The round black things hanging 
among its leaves are bloodwood apples-excellent 
blacks' tucker." 

" Why, those look just like unripe tomatoes," I 
pointed at several yellow-leafed streamers straggling 
along the ground. Among their prickly leaves were 
a number of yellowish-green balls, large as golf balls. 

" Sure, you're right, they are bush tomatoes . Still 
another of Mr. Black's delicacies. When they are 
yellow all over they are ripe, and inside," he paused, 
while cutting a tomato open, "there is this pulp of 
black seeds which they eat. Try it if you like, but 
you'll find it terribly bitter." 

I did so. Hurriedly I spat this " delicacy " out. 
It was horrible ; like bitter aloes. 

Rowan picked out other edible bushes that stock 
thrive on. Bu~hes bearing many varieties of gaudy 
yellow and black bean pods, lavender bush, supple
jack, milkwood, saltbush-all sorts of valuable top 
feed passed in array as Gelaben hurried back to 
the homestead. 

Next morning just before sun-up, Gregory's Inland 
Sea was clearly visible, some I5 miles to the south
east. Also many hills to the east, amongst which Mt. 
Wilson was judged to lie, stood out in bold relief. 
The sea stood out as a wide splodge of whiteness 
among the dark expanse of scrub surrounding it. It 
seemed we were standing on a high place well above 
the sea, looking down on a wide panorama. We 
could see its southern shore, almost 30 miles away. 

But the curious part is this, as the light increased, 
so did the scene melt away I The sharp outlines of 
the sea became hazy, the hills lost their clear contours. 
The sea began to shrink slowly, the hills to lower 
their summits, and by the time the sun was well above 
the horizon, furthest vision was cut off by a line of 
trees not a mile away, edging the plain where the home
stead lay. They defined the limit of vision for the 
remainder of the day. 
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This faculty of being able to see over the horizon 
in the light of early morning is one not easy of ex
planation. It is simply a fact the traveller in the 
far inland may see at times-and remember. Some 
Bush folk claim the view is really with~n. normal range 
and that it is hidden directly the nsmg sun gives 
birth to the daytime mirages. Others feel sure the 
scene is really below the horizon and that some re
fraction in the weak morning light does really throw 
up the scene above its true level. This theory is 
supported by the height readings Professor took at 
the homestead and on the surface of Gregory's Sea. 
They show a difference of only 120 feet. When this 
drop in the country is spread over nearly 30 miles it 
is clear it does not play a big part in aiding visibility. 
So the conclusion must remain that, under certain 
conditions, the human eye can really see round the 
corner! 

After breakfast the live stock became all hot and 
bothered. An inquisitive pup, not over cautious, was 
indiscreet enough to take violent interest in a hen. 
Moreover, she was tending her valuable offspring. 
The pup did not understand the ire latent in every 
proud mother, so with joyous yapps it fooled around 
-in blissful playfulness. The hen tolerated its atten
tions for a while ; the young thing increased its nosings. 
Shortly, the tender mother began to show signs of 
displeasure. Naturally the attender became more 
delighted in consequence. 

Suddenly the climax came with fluttering swiftness. 
From out the commotion we saw a thoroughly intimi
dated attender fleeing for its life; tender mother, 
now an irate avenger, vicious in pursuit. To cap 
the lot agonised squeals arose from the pup as its 
tender little rearguard was stung with sharp prods by 
a beak far from blunt. We roared with laughter at the 
pup, tail between legs, scurrying away, yelling its pain 
to the four winds of heaven. Fortunately, for the 
late attender's sake, fond mother did not believe in 
neglecting her chickens long. Otherwise, one fears it 
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W?uld be fleeing still. When allowed to, it sat down 
Wl.th care and gentleness, a wiser and, so its whimpers 
said, a more tender being ! 

The same day we set out on Maililma less trailer, 
for ~ visit to Gregory's Sea. Louie acc~mpanied us 
as pilot to show t~e e~siest passage through the dense 
boree scrub that hnes Its shores. Not until over half
w~y ther~ was it encountered in any thickness. And 
this was r';lst as well too, for it was a slow, difficult 
task worm!ng our way through its thickets, among the 
heavy white sand on which these trees take root. 
They were tall as 30 feet and so close together, that, 
had it not been for dead trees, axes would have 
been in constant use. As things were there was just 
sufficient room between the living trunks to worry a 
way, once fallen limbs, rotten stumps, bushes and other 
debris, had been crushed down or brushed aside by 
Maililma's strong bumper-bar. It was somewhat novel 
to drive up to a tall bush, see it disappear beneath the 
radiator with limbs cracking, and look backwards at 
a heap of leaves and limbs where the creeper tracks 
had just passed. Fearsome noises used to tell of the 
struggles of rotten limbs lying in our path. They 
would rear up their ends in a last throw of agony as 
the car broke their backs, lying afterwards shattered 
testimonies to the passing. In fact, Maililma became 
a veritable juggernaut, tearing her way through the 
groves of this boree to the sea. 

Boree is a very tough wood, possessing a thin, dark 
curly bark. It seems to grow in one main trunk, or 
occasionally in a pair separating at the base, not more 
than I2 inches in diameter, usually much less. In 
both cases branches are absent till well up the trunk; 
there a number shoot out, bearing long dark green petal
like leaves. The lack of foliage, except at the top of the 
tree, produces a noticeably bunchy top, well rounded 
on the outside. With a stretch of imagination the 
groves might be taken to represent a collection of 
giant toadstools. 

After several hours' battling through the Bush, often 
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backing and filling, often reversing and juggling, the 
trees began to thin out. Maililma found herself 
running over a species of white sandy dunes to the 
precincts of a freshwater lagoon near the sea. Ducks, 
corellas, brolgas, turkeys-birds of many a . kind 
thronged its waters in great numbers. At a distant 
part many cattle and some horses were watering; 
they fled in dense clouds of dust upon our app~oach. 
It was not surprising to see them, for the quality of 
the country, from a pastoral point of view, had in
creased noticeably since the homestead. There was 
plenty of nice low salt bush in evidence. 

Past the lagoon all timber ceased, giving place to 
open grass and a low growth of bush. Quitting the 
trees, a great view was unfolded. It was the wide 
bed of Gregory's Inland Sea, stretching across the 
background to the horizon, white, mysterious, immense. 
Driving Maililma out from the crescent of the boree, 
one's thoughts wandered to those that must have 
filled the mind of Gregory, when some seventy years 
ago he reviewed this scene, possibly from the same 
point of vantage. According to his diary he found 
it partly full, with much bird-life about its waters. 
Now we latter-day travellers were greeted with a great 
expanse of sun-baked salt bog that glistened brilliantly 
in the late sunlight. 

It is interesting to quote from Carnegie's book 
Spinifex and Sand 1 to show what this sea looks like 
during a normal season. 

" The lakes and creek [referring to Sturt Creek] abounded in 
wild-fowl of all kinds, and fish by the hundred could be caught 
below our camp. Seen from our camp the estuary had so much 
the appearance of a low-lying arm of the sea with the tide out. 
that we could understand why Gregory called it a "sea" rather 
than a lake. Numerous sandpits stand out in the middle, on 
which, in early morning, so dense was the crowd of shags, pelicans, 
snipe, small gulls, whistling duck, teal and other birds, that to 
say that there was acre upon acre of wild-fowl would not be wide 
of the mark ; but in spite of their abundance they were not easily 
shot ; for not only did their numbers ensure watchfulness of 

1 Page 371. 
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some of the :flocks, but after the first shot the whole lot rose in 
a cloud and settled away out in the middle of the lake, beyond 
reach. . . . The lake is nearly thirty feet deep in the middle, 
and, from its area, is capable of holding a vast amount of water." 

In a normal wet season there is sufficient rainfall 
to make the Sturt flow, so that a large volume of water 
enters the sea yearly. Again referring to Carnegie's 
book 1 we read, " Mr. Stretch tells me that it takes 
eight days for the water from rain falling at the head of 
the Sturt to pass his homestead, which gives it a rate 
of I mile per hour.'' 

By this annual replenishing the losses from evapora
tion and soakage at Gregory's Sea are made good and 
sufficient reserve established to last till the subsequent 
rains. However, the country was beginning to get 
dry in 1923, and since then there has been only the 
most diminutive rainfall. So for three years the Sturt 
did not flow, and at the time we saw the North a three 
years' spell of very light rains was culminating in the 
poorest season on record. 

Billiluna statim1 was not taken up till 1922, as close 
observation of the vagaries of Gregory's Sea does not 
date back very far. Still, by cross-questioning an old 
black, Rowan was able to gather that it had not been 
dry for a very long time, for at least ten or fifteen years. 
Owing to the black's inability to count over five, one 
can only obtain "ancient" history by associating the 
date with some event whose occurrence is known. 

For over a mile from the trees we drove among a 
carpet of low bushes. These ceased at the beginning 
of the sea bottom proper. On to it we moved with 
the tracks biting deeply into the crusted salt at our 
feet. The air was pungent with the aroma of drying 
salt ; the breeze that greets one by the seashore could 
not have been more faithfully reproduced. But 
Maililma was only driven a short distance out to sea, 
lest the crust should be thin and collapse, landing her 
among depths of treacherous salt bog. In the dim 
distance to the south a thin black line across the horizon 

1 Page 363. 
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showed where the boree again fringed the salt . End
less sand ridges and interminable spinifex are reputed 
to arise not far from the distant edge; the great sand 
plains continue without a known break for hundreds of 
miles to the far away goldfields of the South. 

This main portion of the sea upon which we feasted 
our eyes is, according to the map, about rz miles 
long and ro miles broad. At its south-western corner 
a passage leads to two other smaller lakes. At the 
northern end of the second the Sturt flows in. 

While Professor took barometrical readings and 
busied his learned mind with such things, Girlie seemed 
to become infected with the exhilaration of the salt 
air. Scampering round about us, barking joyfully, 
smelling the salt, leaping up at us as terriers do, she 
seemed to appreciate the event. And it was an event, 
too, seeing that the first mechanical contrivance had 
wandered so far upon Gregory's trail. 

Having searched the scene on all sides, in the failing 
light of evening, Maililma crept back to the shelter of 
the boree. Beside Salt Pan Creek we settled down for 
the night; ducks shot at the lagoon were roasted 
and found to taste like stale sardines. 

There appears to be slight confusion over the 
naming of the creeks in the neighbourhood of Billiluna. 
Some believe the homestead lies on Sesbania Creek, 
whereas Rowan assured me his home was alongside 
Butcher Creek, on which we saw the graves some miles 
higher up. The lagoon near the sea is likewise part of 
this creek. The watercourse shown on some maps as 
running into the sea well to the west of Butcher Creek 
is Sesbania Creek, crossed, I believe, near the sand-hills 
on the way to the Sturt. Salt Pan Creek rises some
where near Mount Wilson and enters the sea just to 
the east of Butcher Creek. To anyone on the other 
side of the world these minute details of the topo
graphy of an area hardly on the map may seem un
worthy of mention. But one can never tell what 
service they may render to some particular person 
visiting this part in the time to come. 
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It was full moon that night by the Salt Sea. In 
the strong bright light, smoking quietly beside ~he 
flickering camp fire, we gazed upon the glistemng 
whiteness of the dry bed. The changed light imparted 
to it the appearance of a vast sheet of water, and the 
sharp contrast where the dark shore rising at our feet 
ended at the white salt brought to mind many visions 
of surf-bound coasts. 

Unforgettable memories of Sorrento, Wykiki, Mount 
Livinia and Ostend passed in array through one's 
mind. And the thought came of the life at those happy 
spots. Could anyone there be thinking of us at our 
seashore, buried deep in the Bush ? 

Just before rolling into blankets it chanced that we 
took notice of Louie. He had removed his civilised 
clothing of shirt and trousers ; beside his little fire he 
was lying nude and unsheltered from the cold night 
breezes. When asked why, he replied: 

"This fellar clobber, him orright longa sun. Him 
all about no good longa night." 

His philosophy amused us. Clothes were worn in 
the daytime for the sake of show; comfort at night 
demanded the nude. It is a general practice to dis
robe at night, and herein must lie a strong reason 
why clothing brings such liability to chest complaints 
among the blacks. They fall easy victims to every 
sort of chest trouble once misguided civilisation has 
set its hand upon them. Only a few of the clothed 
blacks we saw did not suffer with coughs, some of 
them irritating and insistent. 

0 



CHAPTER XVII 

OUT AMONG THE GREAT SAND PLAINS 

A warlike cavalcade-We trek again-We lose our Gelaben-A disas
trous drink-Besieged by ants-Another sign of drought-We 
pick up a black pilot-The joys of clay-pans- We fight the spini
fex-Curious sunlight-We struggle in a tee-tree swamp
White water at C 25-We pass Urlyelyea-Four miles of perfect 
bliss-Wallaby gets slewed-We arrive at somewhere--Weriaddo. 

BEFORE striking camp next morning, Joker, 
Wag, Louie and I went over to a salt pan farther 
down the creek. Here we collected half a bag 

of brilliantly white salt crystals, with the idea of using 
them for coming beef. 

However, at a later time we learnt that it could 
not be used, for several impurities of magnesia and 
sodium had brought dire results to Rowan, also pre
viously smitten with the same idea. 

Close to the lagoon in Butcher Creek we deposited 
Wag, with Louie in attendance, to await the cattle 
musterers. They were going to pick him up on their 
way to Guda Soak, a waterhole in an overflow of the 
Sturt, where a round-up and branding was to take 
place. Rowan had most kindly agreed to alter his 
plans to suit our movements, so that Wag could get 
a film of the rarest method of Australian cattle work
" broncoing." 

A few miles on our way we met the "plant" of 
the musterers-a large cavalcade of dusky riders and 
pack horses, with Rowan and Trenouth, another white 
man who had come over to help him from his place 
roo miles away, at its head. Quite a retinue of blacks 
on foot carrying spears and kylies, of lubras heavily 
laden, gave a wild and warlike touch to the outfit. 
This young army, threading its way through the 
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Bush, was one of the most picturesque sights I have 
seen. The camp followers had attached themselves 
not for any motive of volunteering help ; the sure 
knowledge that a bullock would be killed spurred 
them on. For they knew one would be the portion 
of the camp during the branding. By such acts of 
benevolence the presence of black labour is assured ; 
they hang around like vultures for the gleanings, and 
from out the multitude a few reliable workers can be 
gathered. 

Passing homewards through the boree on our old 
tracks, although the way was somewhat cleared, was 
not without incident. Many of the more supple 
bushes had not been crushed down by the passing ; 
they lay with bent stems, bowed but unbroken. Many 
times one caught in the bumper-bar or elsewhere, riding 
up beside the engine and radiator like a great spear. 
In such cases Maililma had to stop, go back a pace to 
allow us to extricate the stick. Care had to be exer
cised too, lest one should ride up and pierce the radiator. 

By middle day, Maililma had joined her mate at 
Billiluna. We loaded up again, and next morning, 
Sunday, October 4, continued the trek. 

Crossing the sand-hills to the Sturt was managed 
without any delay. Their eastern stopes, the wind
ward side, were far more gentle. Even the drag of 
Gelaben behind Maililma did not stop her from getting 
over, trailer and all fighting their hardest to halt her. 

At the gaunt uprights where the old homestead had 
been we found the precious benzine dumped by Kil
martin neatly stacked beneath a thick covering of 
spinifex to shade it from the sun. Tanks were filled 
to the brims. The thirty-six spare drums were opened, 
charged to capacity from others, caps screwed home 
again, threads plastered with shellac and paint to stop 
leakage. Having filled up Gwalowa, Joker jumped up 
to move Maililma to the dump. As her tracks moved 
forward , a crushing sound told of something amiss. 

" Whoa, there ! " I sang out, but too late. 
" What's up ? " 
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"You'll see in a minute." I walked to a shattered 
remnant, recently my pride and joy. 
"Ha, ha! you'll have to starve now~" ~aughed the 

heartless wretch, when I held up for h1s mspection a 
crumpled mass of tin and enamel-my p~ate !. Cer
tainly he gallantly volunteered to share h1s With me 
henceforth, but I was able to find a better solution. 
One of the frying-pans served as a plate for the rest of 
the trip. 

Although it had been intended to push on that day, 
the sun had fallen too low by the time all was ready. 
So we camped on the spot. 

Here, too, our valuable and trusty Gelaben had to 
be left behind. She had done her task like a true 
Briton, never faltering once in the arduous duties 
demanded of her. She had been worth her weight in 
gold as a scout, but one cannot hope to achieve the 
impossible, however good the machine. The soft 
sand, the ridges, the scrub that we knew must hence
forth be our portion would be more than was fair to 
ask her face. No machine, unless equipped with some 
species of track, should have a chance of fighting its 
way through the spinifex as a useful member of a 
caravan, although it may struggle along painfully. 

Therefore as the cars were already fully laden, heavier 
than planned owing to an extra margin of safety in 
water due to the obvious dry time in being, they could 
not be asked to hump their picaninny as well. Kil
martin's helper, Dave Bickley, who had come over to 
Billiluna while we were there, had been so taken with 
her that he jumped at the chance of taking this child 
unto himself. Wag had given him lessons on the flat 
by the homestead, so, once over the sand-hills, he was 
able to carry on unaided. He left us at the dump and 
the last we heard of Gelaben was the hum of her exhaust 
speeding away to more civilised parts. 

At a later date we learned she became in such demand 
that Dave sold her, and that within three weeks she 
changed hands three times, each time at fro profit to 
the vendor. She is now the only motor-cycle in 
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the Kimberleys 1 and a worthy monument to British 
engineering skill, unhurt by the trials of our wanderings. 

That night by the Sturt turned out to be a disturbed 
one for at least two of us. To start with, after tea 
came ti;te di~covery of quite undue, and unwanted, 
populanty w1th ants. During the evening meal there 
had been no sign of these pests, although shortly after
wards everything in the food line was overrun. Their 
scouts must have taken word to headquarters. This 
state of siege became known in a fashion unpleasant 
as it was surprising. 

I left my quart-pot, half full of tea, on top of one of 
the tucker boxes; darkness, except for the uncertain 
light of the fire, hid thousands of tiny black ants 
swarming everywhere. I lifted the long tin mug in 
pleasant anticipation of a deep quaff to my eager 
lips: 

" Hell ! " I yelled, dashing the pot away. 
My face felt as if a cobweb of the finest wires, all 

red hot, had been pressed upon it. With eyes sting
ing smartly and skin tingling, I could not guess what 
disease had smitten. Jock had the sense to throw 
a pile of spinifex on the fire ; in the bright light Joker 
was able to see my face. It was simply swarming with 
ants, hardly larger than the head of a pin. Evidently 
the stings so liberally bestowed upon me were the 
outcome of surprise and fright no less than mine at 
this unexpected acquaintance. 

Then we searched. Ants were in the jam, ants were 
in the sugar, in the meat, over everything, a scurrying 
black scum. For many minutes we brushed and 
cleansed the tucker boxes, ere placing them on their 
usual resting places-the tracks. It was funny that 
a stick leant in careless fashion agains ta car would be 
used as a bridge of assault by these pests and yet our 
beasts of burden were safely insulated by their tyres 
and tracks. Why these obvious points of contact 
were refused by the ants I cannot tell ; the fact remains, 
that is all. 

1 Gelaben is now at Tanami. 
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That night blankets were spread on the warm sand 
away from the cars. Still, hardly an hour after turn
ing in I was brought back to this world. Turning 
drowsily in bed, I dimly sensed that all was not well; 
some new sensation was occurring round my head. 
Then I sat up with a start . The cursed ants, not 
content with daytime wanderings, had taken unto 
themselves nocturnal roamings. Being delighted with, 
let us suppose, my tasty physogg., they had pursued 
it to dreamland ; my blankets and self were a 
scurrying mass of tiny black ants. In hair, in ears, all 
over my defenceless body, the wretches were hurrying 
in aimless speed. 

Having stripped to the skin, I brushed myself clean, 
shook all garments (including bedding), and moved 
to fresh quarters. This time a new couch was chosen, 
far away from camp, close to Elusive, whose peaceful 
snores spoke of untroubled repose. Stretched out on 
the warm sand I fell to sleep again ; secure in the 
belief that nightly worries were past. However, this 
was not to be. 

Scarcely an hour later the brutes tracked their 
victim down once more, who, to put it mildly, was not 
at all flattered by this sign of preference. So rather 
than experiment further, the victim fled to sanctuary 
on the front seat of Maililma. He wooed sleep and 
won, albeit wondering how long it would be ere some 
other persecuted being came to dispute possession of 
his haven. 

Next morning, enquiries told that all others had 
spent an untroubled night, that is, with one exception. 
And that exception was Elusive. 

"What sort of a night did you have? " 
" Perfectly horrible," was his cryptic reply. 
"Why, I heard you snoring like a grampus!" 
" I guess you did-once. But the ants got to me 

and they never left me all night." 
It turned out, having lost their treasure, they had 

attacked the next best victim en masse, with such 
success that he had fled to another couch among the 
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spinifex. There, like me, he had fancied himself impreg
nable, but likewise had erred. So far as we could 
make out our trusty Bushman had occupied himself 
during the wee sma' hours making frenzied rushes to 
new resting places, where brief snatches of sleep had 
rewarded him between the deadly assaults of the 
enemy! 

Having mustered sufficient courage to tell him who 
was the root and reason of his ghostly amblings, there 
ensued certain very pointed remarks, unparliamentary, 
so better imagined than set on paper. 

Soon after sun-up the caravan got going. Two 
blacks, Wallaby and Noble, commissioned by Rowan 
to pilot us to Weriaddo Well, 30 miles away, were 
better than maps and compass. As Wallaby could 
not speak the "white fellar jabber" Noble came as 
interpreter, also as companion for the walk back once 
the task had been carried out. Blacks will not wander 
singly. All Wallaby could be made to understand 
was that he had to take us to Weriaddo; whenever 
this word was said to him he pointed with outstretched 
hand. It was remarkable that only two fingers were 
used to point the way; Wallaby used to hold out his 
arm with the first and second fingers extended, the 
two others and thumb being clasped together some
what as the Boy Scout makes his salute. 

Before leaving camp we went over to the bed of 
the Sturt, intent on seeing the pools marked " very 
deep." There we found a string of small billabongs 
holding muddy water, whose greatest depth did not 
exceed 12 inches. Certainly signs were there that a 
considerable quantity of water had been held, so one 
must conclude they were put on the map during a far 
better season than it was our luck to experience. It 
seemed they would shortly become sun-baked mud
holes if rain did not shortly arrive. 

Directly after leaving camp, Wallaby, sitting very 
diffidently on the extreme edge of Maililma's seat 
(clearly ready to leap off at the smallest excuse) directed 
us across the Sturt just below Billiluna pool. For the 
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ensuing 5 miles he took us down the western bank of 
the creek, till where it made a noticeable sweep to 
the sou' -east, he switched off in a sou' -west direction 
towards C 25. This is a series of three water-holes 
in the overflow of the Sturt which leaves the main 
channel just below Lake Stretch. The actual point 
of separation is not fixed, for the level nature of the 
country allows the water to spread over a wide area, 
leaving no clearly marked course. C 25 wa~ located 
by Canning who blazed a boree tree there w1th these 
letters. 

Down the creek, and for the first few miles away 
from it, the travelling was quite fair. Much of it was 
over small clay-pans, whose perfectly fiat surfaces gave 
pleasant relief from the racketing among the necks of 
spinifex and scrub separating them. Not seldom the 
strip of sand between clay-pan and clay-pan was so 
narrow that Maililma's front wheels rested on the new 
hard-baked mud fiat, before the trailer wheels had 
been pulled off the one just crossed. Meanwhile, the 
tracks were several feet above the level of either, 
perched, for a second, high on the crest of the sandy 
barrier. 

Most of these clay-pans had a milky-white surface; 
some were blessed with a tinge of red. Still all of them 
had this in common, namely, a concrete-like crust on 
which the Guy cars made little or no impression. In 
fact quite often, when glancing back to see how Gwa
lowa was faring we could not pick out the tracks made 
by us only a few minutes before. 

Apparently, these clay-pans are formed by rain in 
fiat country, converting the sand into pools of shallow 
bog, beneath a foot or two of overlying water. Owing 
to the flatness of the locality they cannot drain, and 
so remain during the wet, also for some time after
wards, reservoirs where the traveller may fill his 
canteens and water his horses. As the season draws 
on, days of sunshine dry up the water, steam the 
moisture out of the bog and at last produce that hard 
racing-track surface so pleasant to machines. These 
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mud flats vary from tiny round things 20 yards across, 
to great expanses 2 or 3 miles wide. 

Such pleasant interludes did not remain with us 
long. Shortly the caravan entered continuous heavy 
red sand, littered with the roughest tufts of spinifex 
and typical of the task ahead. The cars did not drag 
very badly nor did the wheels make a great impression 
in the sand, but, all the same, second gear was the 
highest speed possible. Thus we progressed at little 
more than walking pace, and mighty monotonous did 
this become as the hours slipped by. This terrible 
slowness had to be, so that all possible ease should 
be afforded to the cars. With bumps and shocks 
innumerable the poor springs had to wrestle, while 
the wheels and tracks fought their battle with the 
spinifex, so resolutely defending its domain. No 
cobbled pave in France, no devil-devil black soil in 
Australia, no pot-holed by-roads in England, ever tried 
harder to stop the passage of anything over its surface, 
or more nearly succeeded, than the spinifex of that 
day and many others. 

Grinding along at this slow speed (if one can rightly 
call it speed) was even further blackened by a tail 
wind. It was blowing with just sufficient force to 
carry our dust, not forgetting the heat from the engine, 
in a hovering cloud about the crew. Also the sun was 
regaining, in no uncertain manner, its wonted summer 
heat, and it goes without saying that cloudless skies 
were the order of every day. Certainly the real heat 
of summer had not yet arrived, still, it was seldom that 
Professor's thermometer did not reach roo degrees 
Fahrenheit some time during the day. In fact, 
periodical halts, to let the engines cool or for other 
reasons, came as pleasant reliefs for both cars and 
crews. Sitting in the shade of a tree facing the breeze, 
hot and dry though it was, was infinitely more pleasant 
than travelling. 

Up to this time we had been more troubled with 
the cold than the heat. During the daytime a south
easterly wind was general, more responsible for the cool, 
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invigorating days than any weakness or lack of beat in 
the sun. In fact, whenever windless spells occurred 
one was only too glad to discard the woolly jackets 
most certainly necessary throughout the normal days. 
While admitting an exceptionally long cool season was 
found, this observation is worthy of record, for it must 
come as a surprise to many people to learn that any con
dition except heat is experienced so near the Equator. 

Something else connected with this subject may 
have an even larger importance. Photographic ex
posures point towards a noticeable weakness in the 
sunlight, for at times of brightest light there were many 
instances of under-exposure. Wag found a far larger 
lens aperture to be necessary in Northern Australia than 
in similar latitudes in other parts of the world known to 
him. Also none became half so sunburnt as might have 
been expected after several months of daily exposure 
to the sun. In fact, until the end of October, when 
the heat arrived suddenly, I did not trouble to wear a 
hat at all, unless bending over a car during the middle 
of an exceptionally hot day. The curious part is that 
I became little more sunburnt than the rest, although 
my hair had bleached nearly white. Perhaps this 
absence of depth in the sunlight can be accounted for 
by the elevation of about r,ooo feet above sea·level. 
However, this is unlikely, for usually one burns much 
deeper upon a tableland than in a coastal area. This 
is very noticeable when moving from Grafton, on the 
low-lying lands of the Clarence River in N.S.W., to 
the New England Tableland at Glen Innes, about 3,500 
feet above the sea. It is interesting, too, that many 
a time when the sun was beating down on my head in 
no uncertain manner I went about uncovered without 
fear of sunstroke; yet, had it been present in similar 
strength in the south of Australia, experience has taught 
that a headache, at least, would be courted by so doing. 
The interest attached to this matter seems to lie in 
the manner in which it may affect the growth of 
crops or even the quality of wool when either of these 
desirable developments prevail. 
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As Wallaby led us away from the Sturt, scattered 
clumps of boree began to appear. Many could be 
dodged; others had to be passed through. However, 
by relying on the bumper bars to clear a way, as in 
the trip to Gregory's Sea, a passage was forced without 
axe work. Close by C 25 the pilot led us into soft 
dusty sand gleaming white and most trying to the 
eyes, amongst thickets of tee-tree and paper bark. 
This dry swamp was troublesome, for the sand made 
steering very difficult . The front wheels used to bite 
deeply into it and, at the smallest chance, would tear 
the steering-wheel out of the driver's grasp. They 
would then swing on to full lock, being pushed along 
sideways, heaping sand in front of them; Maililma 
would continue in the same direction as that when 
the steering had been la~t of value. Normally, Joker 
could reverse his centipede for a short distance 
straighten up wheels, and go on again armed with 
every faculty . But this swamp was not normal. 

It usually happened that steering was "lost" when 
going round a bush. This meant that Maililma and 
her pup, the trailer, were on a curve. Thus any back
ward movement caused the pup to swing round and 
jam itself beside the car. Unless wheels had by that 
time become straightened, there was nothing for it 
but to dig away the sand-heaps by them and force and 
strain them straight again. One did not mind doing 
this once ; it was a repetition every few minutes that 
wearied us of the swamp. 

Did not a certain wise person say " these little 
things are sent to try us" ? Well, we were tried, and 
not found wanting ; the caravan succeeded in worm
ing its way through the swamp after several con
tretemps. 

Shortly after, well hidden among boree and scrub, 
invisible till right on top of it, the oasis that is C 25 
marked another stage gone by. The holes contained 
a good supply of white water, looking like dirty milk. 
This colouring is probably due to sediment, for boiling 
seems to clear it somewhat. It does not make good 
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tea: the leaves send the water black and curdy, 
also denying one the satisfaction of a draught that 
tastes right, even if it does look all wrong. However, 
the caravan was entering a land where every drop of 
liquid would be precious, so six empty petrol-drums of 
the vintage C 25 were taken on board. 

After a spell for lunch, during which Elusive and I 
got even warmer in heating Maililma's bent bumper 
bar over a large fire before straightening it, we cranked 
up still again. Into the red sand, bumpy spinifex, 
clumps of boree, thickest of scrub and occasional tall 
gums we plunged. Three and a half miles on the 
south-west course towards Weriaddo there lay before 
us a large dry Freshwater Swamp. By great luck 
Wallaby had led us to the northernmost end, putting 
within our grasp 4 lovely miles of perfect bliss. Over 
the hard even surface Maililma and Gwalowa fairly 
purred their delight, speeding along at 12 to IS m.p.h. , 
happy as new-born babes. It was more than nice 
to loll idly over the steering-wheel, making for the 
distant line of dark trees where the white edge of the 
swamp ceased at the feet of the boree and its sand. 

About half a mile down the swamp, close by where 
its narrow neck broadened out till it was over a mile 
wide, there grew a clump of reeds. 

While passing them Wallaby sang out, "Nappa." 
I looked round to him rather surprised, asking: 
"Nappa krudangaba?" that is "Water full up?" 
He shook his head, replying : 
"Nappa nagida," i.e. water finish. 
Using Noble as interpreter after this experiment 

with the black-fellow language, we learnt that among 
the reeds there lay a soak where the blacks get water 
for some time after the swamp has dried. Having 
had the name repeated several times, it seemed they 
call the place Urlyelyea,-at least this is the closest 
phonetical rendering. 

Over much of this swamp there grew a curious soft 
shrub, usually r8 to 24 inches high. It had a main 
green stem, with offshoots on alternate sides about 
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I inch apart. They looked like adhering chrysaldes, 
soft and watery, of a purple hue. One tasted was 
just like blackberry jam, well flavoured with salt; 
the blacks are said to boil this stuff as a vegetable, 
and it is said to be good cattle feed. 

After a struggle, arduous after the pleasant swamp, 
past 3 miles of horrible spinifex, the caravan arrived 
at another dry bog. But this had a surface soft and 
powdery over which for I;f mile we crept without 
bumps, albeit at a slow speed. Its shape was some
what after a boomerang ; where it curved to the 
sou'east Wallaby directed to the far side. 

Having crossed two or three low sand ridges, the 
pilot landed us on a broad fiat with a thick grove of 
boree to the west, close to the last sand ridge the 
cars had crossed. Here he hesitated when asked 
"Weriaddo" ; he began talking rapidly with Noble. 

I looked at Joker, obviously bothered with the same 
thoughts that I felt. 

" By gosh ! if Wallaby's up to any game, we'll be 
in a pretty mess. The cow may not really know 
where Weriaddo is and be only bluffing for a free 
ride in the car. He's really more myall than anything 
else." 

" That's the worst of these wretches; if you take them 
on to show the way, you're absolutely in their hands. 
They can land you anywhere and bolt. Still, we'll 
give him a bit of time to pick up his bearings, that 
is if he means to, before doing anything." 

Even as Joker finished, the black stopped talking, 
Noble told me : 

" Orright now. We close up longa Weriaddo. 
Him sit down that way," he finished, pointing 
back over the sand ridge we had crossed and farther 
to the west as well. 

Having crawled along its base to a good crossing
place, I put Maililma straight at it. She mounted 
easily and there, as we topped the rise, a few yards 
ahead lay our goal. A length of rusty troughing over
grown with grass, a windlass with frayed rope, a bucket 
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that the bottom had fallen out of, a well that held a 
foot of undrinkable water. And yet none of these 
things mattered, for the welcome sight proved we 
had arrived at a definite known point where white 
men had been. Our wanderings that day for 30 
miles over trackless spinifex, unscarred by a sign 
of man, had always been towards a tiny speck in the 
blue, a jumping-off point for the next stage. Had we 
landed up that night away from Weriaddo we would 
have been " nowhere," besieged with divers haunting 
worries. So it was indeed a comfort to arrive " some
where," even though the sole difference between some
where and nowhere lay in the sight of a decaying sign 
of man, useless and invisible a bare hundred yards 
away. 

No wonder Wallaby had got "slewed," as they say 
locally, before reaching the well and had taken us over 
half a mile to the sou' -east before realising his error. 
There is simply no sign to tell where the well lies. 
It is secreted among low sand ridges, running east and 
west, that completely hide the woodwork of the wind
lass until one has actually entered the " valley " in 
which it lies. Even then, unless you hit it off dead 
accurate, you are no better off, for the wattle scrub 
and bushes growing therein shield it from the traveller 
who passes a hundred yards away. There is not one 
single track or pad leading towards the well to drop 
a hint of its presence. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

BRONCO-ING IN THE WILDS 

Noble gets a 'possum-A monster of ferocious mean-The merdi-jibil 
-Maililma goes off to Guda-I have barcoo-rot-Wag tells his 
story-His ash-tray-in-waiting-A mulish mule--" How I 
laughed; how I swore "-Cutting out, bronco-ing and branding
Wag sees a raging Bush fire-" So we sold them to the blacks"
The tired snake--Our advance-guard sets out-The use of black 
pilots. 

WARNING. had been given concerning the 
water at this well; that it might not be too 
good had been expected. This we found to 

be the case, only more so. Thirteen feet below the 
level of the ground there lay about a foot of water too 
brackish and intensely bitter for drinking; also, its 
value for washing was practically nil ; it would not even 
lather. After a plain douche your hair became matted 
and horrible. This may be due to the large proportion 
of gypsum in the earth dug out during the sinking. 

Everyone drew attention to the excellent workman
ship in this well, especially the neat and precise timber
ing of the shaft. It was interesting to see the snake 
ladder-simply a sapling laid against the wall of the 
shaft, one end in the water, so that any snakes that 
happen to fall down may climb up again. Otherwise 
they would die there and pollute the water. 

While preparing camp, Wallaby and No~le went off 
to collect firewood. When near camp agam, we were 
surprised to see Noble carrying some animal. 

"What name, that one, Noble? " 
"Him 'possum." 
And sure enough it was, as nice a specimen as 

New South Wales could produce: mud fat beneath 
its lovely thick fur of mottled grey. Nor was it under-
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sized like most of the other growth, animal and arboreal, 
in this part. In fact, Joker was so taken with it that 
he got Noble to save the skin (they feasted on the 
flesh) ; he carried this treasure throughout the journey, 
having sprinkled white-wood ash on the wet skin to 
preserve it. 

"What name black fellar talk longa that one?" 
I asked Noble, pointing at his find. 

" Him ' j angadna ' ." 
Some minutes later, Girlie scampered up to camp, 

chasing a small lizard-like creature. It hid itself so 
cleverly beneath a tuft of spinifex, round which she 
leapt barking, that the tuft had to be uprooted before 
we saw her prey. Even then we were none the wiser; 
a strange denizen met our eyes. While conferring over 
the creature Joker sang out to Elusive by the fire : 

" Come over here and give us your opinion on this." 
Even he was somewhat puzzled, till, in a flash, he 
realised our capture was a mountain-devil, or, as the 
blacks call it, "merdi-jibil." 

This was the first one we had seen. Its name had 
suggested some ferocious monster, hideous to look 
upon, likely to rend you in pieces without mercy. 
Yet before us there lay a poor, harmless-looking thing, 
8 inches long; three-quarters body, one-quarter stumpy 
tail. Large, thorn-like spikes covered its flat oval 
body; on its head were two little horns, for all the 
world like a tiny domestic cow. Above its shoulders 
was a large lump, about the size of a big cherry
stone, looking more akin to a fungus growth than part 
of the body. It was attached to the backbone by a 
flimsy coupling, almost out of sight. The curiosity 
had large ~mploring eyes and a big sorrowful ~outh, 
so whence m the name of all that is wonderful did the 
fantastic idea of this mountain-devil's ferocity and size 
arrive ? Certainly it was about the most ugly thing 
anyone could wish for, and had its wee body been 
multiplied many times it would have become a fit 
companion for the dinosaurus and pterodactyl of Lost 
World fame. 
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Its colouring was most striking-and effective. No 
soldier-artist during the recent strife ever excelled the 
skill Mother Nature has used to help her ugly duckling 
make itself scarce when danger threatens. Red, 
yellow, and greenish patches, aptly interplaced, g<l;ve 
the most perfectly natural camouflage. It is a we1rd 
being, too, for it does not drink in the accepted way. 
Instead, as Elusive demonstrated, it draws moisture 
into its body through the pores of its belly, swelling 
visibly during a good intake. Having poured a little 
water into his hollowed hand, he laid the merdi-jibil 
there. It was uncanny to see it expand and get 
bloated. I believe this provision has been made by 
Nature for some animals that exist in rainless places. 
They can absorb the dew and collect moisture where 
an ordinary drinking beast would perish. 

Reflecting on the day's travelling, the memory came 
of several big fat mice, scurrying among the tufts of 
spinifex. Jock told me he saw a large blue-tongued 
lizard, and Elusive-perhaps the keenest observer of 
all-reported a few small emu and kangaroo tracks. 
It is wonderful how much there is of interest in the 
Bush, every day in every way, if one just cares to take 
notice. 

Next morning Maililma, less trailer, with everyone 
except Elusive and I, set out for Guda Soak. It lay 
ro miles to the east and, though Wallaby knew the way 
the greatest tyro could have arrived there safely, for 
the cattlemen had been kind enough to put up a big 
smoke at sundown the day before. By it, Professor 
got the exact compass bearing. 

Elusive and I spent a quiet day, doing a small job 
on Gwalowa to the trailer draw-pole. It was, how
ever, a most unpleasant day for me, due to a touch 
of u barcoo-rot," a kind of blood disorder. My face 
started to break out in small white blisters, which 
burst, and for several days discharged. Then, to cap 
the lot, flies descended in multitudes, alighting on the 
sores in dozens. I had to wear a fly-veil all day, 
bathing them in antiseptic wash (blue stone) and 

p 
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dabbing it with boracic every few hours. Smiling was 
disastrous ; food had to be dashed in through an 
uplifted corner of the veil ; smoking was denied. It 
was a miserable overlander that passed the next few 
days, horrible to look upon and knowing it. 

Towards middle-day on October J, the day after 
leaving us, Maililma appeared through the Bush. 
Out of her tumbled the departed throng, to which 
Wag had been added. Also a goodly quantity of corned 
beef, salted after a kill at Guda, lay in bags inside the 
body. Rowan had most kindly given this supply, 
nor would he consider payment, for it is the custom 
not to charge for this food. Would to goodness the 
same custom extended to cities where the beef that 
pays the handsome return of two or three pence a 
pound to the poor cattleman is retailed to the harassed 
housewife for almost the same number of shillings ! 

During the spell after the midday meal, Wag was 
questioned : 

" Tell us something of what has happened since we 
left you at Butcher Creek." 

"When Maililma and you disappeared into the Bush 
and the rumble of the tracks had died away, I thought 
how peaceful is the Australian Bush. Now for a quiet 
time till the musterers arrive. I set about fixing up 
my ground sheet as a shade over my sleeping-bag, 
thereupon to while away the hours of waiting. This 
done, I lighted my pipe and settled down to explore 
the treasures of a two-year-old magazine. But, believe 
me, where you dumped Louie and I was no peaceful 
place : it was a hive industry-curse it! Flies above 
and ants below, all of the species 'ever-ready '-ever
ready to bite! 

"As you can guess, I had no peace until I rigged my 
mosquito net-then it was too hot. For the sake of 
comfort I ought to have been fashioned like an octopus 
-a hand for pipe, another for book and the remaining 
twenty to swat flies. My antiquated black courtier, 
'old Louie,' provided entertainment by taking unto 
himself the role of 'ash-tray-in-waiting, ; whenever 
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I made a move to fill up my pipe, each time he 
religiously thrust out his hand-for the leavings. 
You know I'm a wet smoker and I don't smoke to a 
finish, so there is always a good sized-plug of tobacco 
at the bottom of the bowl. Gee, how Louie enjoyed 
this juicy morsel; he chewed it, rolling his eyes with 
the pleasure of it all. Ugh! 

" About middle-day the cattlemen rode up and 
hiked me off to their camp, half a mile away, beside 
that fine stretch of water where Jock shot the ducks 
that tasted like stale sardines ! ! There we did the 
Omar Khayyam stunt-' a pot of tea, a shady tree 
and-sleep.' We awoke in time for tea, which was 
when we awoke. 

"The next morning, as they say on the films, I 
was given a Sanger's Circus display (unintentional of 
course) by a pack mule that felt more of a mule than 
the other mules. It had thoroughly made up its mind 
to have a day off, unburdened by pack saddles or 
anything else. His arguments with a courageous 
black trying to unmake his mind, were straight to the 
point-a very smart bit of footwork indeed. No 
damage being done, we all joined in the said argument, 
and after quite an hour's hard work and scrambling 
we got the arguer trussed up. Head tied to tail 
-around a tree-he was left to ponder upon his future, 
to think things out afresh, whilst the rest of the pack 
animals were fixed up and our swags rolled. 

"And then 'to horse.' This sounds quite O.K. 
on the stage, in books, in fact anywhere, except in 
the Bush ; when a poor mortal who cannot ride finds 
himself so placed, and without other means of locomo
tion, he is given furiously to think. Still, our song 
goes,' I am a bushman 'cos I wear a bushman's hat,' 
so I bravely seized the bull by the horns, or, rather, 
the horse by the reins. I prepared to mount. Alas ! 
directly I got my foot in the stirrup that confounded 
brute started to go round in circles. Oh, I did feel a 
fool, hopping round. Why can't horses be taught to 
sit down like the camel? 
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"Rather grim and desperate I applied the sack of 
flour method. Flinging caution to the winds I leapt 
at the brute and arrived up there in an upright position, 
no less surprised I lived to tell the tale than delighted 
at the feat. 

"We set out over undulating, lightly timbered 
country, all ups and downs,like the movements of my 
charger, very pleasant to the eyes- the country, I 
mean, not the horse. Nor was I backward in admiring 
these scenic beauties, subjects impossible to appreciate 
on the move. Really, it must be confessed, I didn't 
give two hoots for the scenery- ! wanted to rest my 
saddle aches. 

" ' Now what's the matter ? ' was wrung from Tre
nouth as a terrific hullabaloo started in the van. 
Through the trees we could see animals and blacks 
rushing about; we arrived on the scene to witness 
the mule at it again. Rushing in and out of the other 
animals, chased the while by blacks, he was scattering 
paraphernalia from the fast-emptying swag on his 
back. Boots, shoes, hairbrushes, shirts, going in all 
directions. 

"How I laughed! 
"'Some poor blighter's swag going west. Haw! 

haw ! haw ! Hell of a joke ! ' 
" ' Yes, it's a hell of a joke all right, for it's your 

swag that's doing the turn.' 
" How I swore ! 
"'Hat or no hat, old son, it's time you learnt how 

to roll a swag that won't come unput.' 
"'Sure. And if you hadn't packed my swag on 

that go-darned mule, I should have gone through life 
an ignorant ass. Now let's see how it's done.' 

" Three minutes and Trenouth had re-rolled my 
swag-a most interesting three minutes I found it. 
Off once more. 

"A little later on we overtook the relations and 
families of the black stockmen, trudging along in 
single file. The men, in their best bib-and-tucker (a 
piece of cloth or a skin sporran on a length of hair-
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string round the waist) were carrying accoutrements 
of the chase-throwing spears, kylies, etc.-whilst the 
women had all the various household utensils slung 
about them, plus a piccaninny or two. It is infra 
dig. for a black fellow to carry any of the latter, nor 
would I, I'm sure, do so on a jaunt down Bond Street. 
Fancy me with a kid on each shoulder and draped 
about with frying-pans, coal-scuttles, brooms, front 
door-bells and sundry unmentionable what-nots! 

"At the cattle yards we arrived, dusty and thirsty. 
The last of the ride had been across red sand country, 
which tried our animals not a little. All beasts and 
men were ready for gallons to wash the grit from their 
mouths. Every time I breathed, there was a sand
storm." 

" A sandstorm? " (Professor). 
" Yes ; I reckon I was full up with dust." 
"Never mind, if Wag wants to be funny, let him. 

He wouldn't be happy if he-couldn't make a joke out 
of a murder! " (Joker). 

" When you've finished, I'll get on with the job. 
Of course, the first thing to do was to get tea on the go 
-not the meal but the drink-and I think there's 
nothing more refreshing when you are hot and tired 
in the Tropics. Still, I'm afraid an ordinary afternoon 
tea boozer would have bucked at the brew produced 
this day. Having filled my quart pot, I lifted it for a 
draught, saw something unusual and ceased half-way. 

'' ' Wherever on earth did the milk come from ? ' 
"'That's not milk,' said Rowan, 'that's the natural 

colour of the water. It's due to cattle, when they 
drink, churning it up and stopping the very fine sedi
ment brought down by the rains, from settling.' 

" 'Anyhow, it looks like tea and it tastes like tea, so 
down it goes-cheerio.' 

" I was glad when the sun went down. I could 
lay me down on my soft couch of Mother Earth and 
gaze up into the sky, watching the starry myriads, 
with every now and then a shooting star lighting up 
the sky like a Very-light. 
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"On the morrow, Rowan and Trenouth got off camp 
early to muster a herd of cattle, so that I could shoot 
them cutting out and branding. Whilst they were 
away I amused myself tightening u~ o~d screws in my 
camera. It's surprising how the ]Oltmg of a horse 
will slacken screws, ordinarily difficult to undo with a 
screwdriver. As you already know, the vibration of 
a motor-car does this just as well and even better. 

"At last the musterers returned, driving before 
them a noisy, bellowing lot of beasts. Without delay 
Trenouth demonstrated how to cut out. This is not 
done with a knife, neither is it a killing operation. 
It is the separating of the calves and cattle unbranded 
from those already bearing the station's mark. The 
cutter-out rides into the herd and, having spotted a 
beast, endeavours to drive, hustle and generally 
forcibly eject it from the others. This done, he passes 
it to other riders who chase it away to a minor assembly 
being built up of the cut-out ones. The noise of the 
shoutings, the cracking of the stock-whips, the bellows 
and cries of the cattle, the chasing and redoubling swell 
to a general pandemonium, worth travelling thousands 
of miles to witness. Not the least impressive etcetera 
is the lurid French of the stockman when one of the 
calves escapes from the small mob and mixes itself up 
again with the main herd. 

"When all the clean skins (those that have escaped 
branding) have been sorted out, they are driven to 
the branding-yard-renewed pandemonium. The ma;n 
wh~ does the 'bronco-ing' (the local term for this 
ropmg of cattle, only found in the most bushy out
Bush stations) rides amongst the mob, casts his lassoo 
over a calf's horns, and gently rides towards the brand
ing rail. Far from gently does the calf follow. Not 
only does it lift up its voice unto the hills but its heels, 
amid clouds of choking dust-an awful waste of energy. 
Protesting with every atom of him, the calf, nose to 
ground, is hauled to the rail. Black demons dash 
at his off-side fore and hind legs ; in a twinkling ropes 
are round them, hauled fore and aft; the calf, truly, 
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hasn't a leg to stand on. Down he goes on his side, 
on goes the hot brand, up rises a waft of pungent 
smoke, off go the ropes and-up jumps the calf, bellow
ing and looking for the bee that stung him. One 
clean skin wasn't at all sobered by this treatment. 
Oh no, not at all. After the operation he jumped up, 
eyes blazing with obvious challenge to take on all 
corners, any weight. And we didn't-didn't what ? 
-didn't wait ! ! 

"Having got all the film to make an interesting 
picture, Trenouth suggested a walk towards a bush 
fire, whose smoke was blackening the sky beyond the 
hill. So we set off, oh no, not walking, believe me we 
took horses to do that part of the business. For 
about an hour we sat on their backs before the fire was 
reached. To me it was a wonderful sight. Flames as 
high as a house leaping along at an alarming rate. I 
saw sparks ignite grass 30 or 40 yards ahead of the 
main fire. Once it sprang up behind us and we had 
to do a hurried skedaddle to save being encircled. And 
all the while great clouds of dense smoke, black as 
Hades, were pouring upwards and away to spread the 
news of the destruction. The heat was terrific-! was 
not sorry to depart to cooler climes. However, the 
picture I got was worth all the pints of sweat I lost 
in getting to the fire and in chasing about amongst 
smouldering grass and trees. 

"The day was brought to a pleasant close by a 
swim in the water-hole and a general washing of clothes. 
Having only what I stood up in, I laundered first, 
then bathed before wandering back to camp, no more 
coy than Adam. There I spent the time while clothes 
were drying-wrapt in thought. 

"Earlier that afternoon, Maililma bearing Joker, 
Professor and Jock had turned up, so round the camp
fire we fought our battles again, washing all the tall 
yarns down with quarts of tea. Yes, and enjoying it, 
but willing to go up to thirty bob for a pint of nut
brown ale ! Alas ! the nearest pub is hundreds of 
miles away! l" 
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"The fellow's got the gift of the gab, hasn't he? 
Anyway, Wag, you've given us a fine yarn-for which 
many thanks." 

"Have you heard our latest song? It's about the 
cars. Wag has started it and we're getting it going in 
great old style" (Professor). 

(( Mon, it's verra guid. We'll sing it if ye like." 
" What do you say about it, Elusive ? Could we 

stand it? " 
(( Oh, we might as well as they're so pleased with 

it." 
Thereupon three manly voices gave vent, with the 

tune of "She wouldn't do," to these words: 

"They wouldn't do what we asked 'em to, 
Though at first we wasn't sure; 
They wouldn't do what we asked 'em to, 
So we drove them just once more. 
They wouldn't cross the hills, they wouldn't smash the scrub 
They wouldn't try to take us down to Godfrey's Tank ' 
They wouldn't do what we asked 'em to ' 
So we sold them to the Blacks." 

Jn: ~[ n o® ttt£t#rr:J a~i~1 
'-' '-' . ,........-..... ... ~ 

t~\ ~ t ; ; ; I f' ' S ; I ; • t LJ~ 
"' '--"...._... I'--" 

"Good-that's fine. We'll have to get Wag a job 
on the stage after this." 

u He'll get one as a comedian, at any rate. You 
know he calls this place (Tired Snake' " (Joker). 
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" Tired Snake ? " 
" Yes, we couldn't see daylight till he told us 

W eriaddo ought to be Weriadder-hence Tired Snake ! " 
"Ha! ha! ha! That's the best I've ever heard" 

(Elusive). 
Later in the day a mob of pack mules arrived. It 

was the plant of Flinders, who had arranged his move
ments to coincide with ours. 

Having unsaddled mules and horses, he tried to 
get them to face the Weriaddo water. But they were 
so reluctant to drink it that seven drums of Guda 
water brought by Maililma had to be given them. 

In the afternoon we talked over plans. 
" I think it will be best if I ride on to Godfrey's 

Tank this evening. I conld manage to arrive before 
daylight and surprise any blacks camped there. If 
we wait till those tractors of yours come along, they'll 
hear you hours before and go Bush before ever we've 
got a chance to make contact" (Flinders). 

" If you can round up one or two it would be a 
regular godsend. There must surely be one there 
able to pilot us to Johanna Springs. That's our next 
stage, you remember." 

" Right you are." 
"Oh, and before you go, what about a pilot to 

Godfrey's Tank? Of course we can follow your 
tracks easy enough, but if we can get someone to 
show us the easiest way through the sand-hills it will 
mean quicker travelling." 

"I think I can manage that, because I got a boy 
from Guda to come over here in case you wanted him. 
You saw those three walk in soon after I got here ? 
The tall one should do you." 

"Good, that'll be a great help." 
"Freeman," Flinders sang out, calling over one of 

his police boys; "call over that tall young buck with 
a face like Iky Mo." 

"All right, Jack." 
Using Freeman as interpreter, Flinders told the 

Jewish one that, on pain of everlasting torment and 
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such dire penalties, he was to safely conduct tbe 
tractors to the South Esk Tablelands by the easiest 
route, avoiding the highest of the sand-hills. Having 
banished his court, the all-powerful Flinders gave 
orders for his outfit to set out in the cool of the 
afternoon. This done, he delved into the vast collec
tion of his memoirs and regaled us from that fund 
of incident by which he has achieved local fame as 
a raconteur. 

Shortly before sundown he saddled up and set out 
in the cool on his long ride. 

Perhaps at this juncture it is best to explain that in 
making use of blacks as pilots, once open country has 
been entered, the precedent set by earlier travellers 
was being followed. Although by survey equipment 
in Professor's excellent hands any position could be 
found exactly and the bearing thus fixed on which to 
travel ~o the next o bj ecti ye, . all the same you realise 
the gmdance of someone mhmately acquainted with 
the lie of the land make.s it f.ar easier to worry out 
the best way. Also the pilot will certainly know soaks 
and rock-holes. If he can be trusted to show them, his 
services will become doubly useful. The trouble is 
that these uncertain children of nature are liable to 
slip away from camp, just when their services are 
most needed. 

The black enlisted by Flinders had had next to no 
contact with whites; consequently he might leave us 
in the lurch. Still, being the only one available for 
the job, we had to be content with the luck of getting 
a boy at all. 



CHAPTER X,IX 

THE CASUAL BLACK 

Jimmy-The pipe of peace-And afterwards-We have a lesson in 
Socialism- Cumbera-yando Lumba- We approach the desert 
oaks-A greatforest-We enter the region of the sand-hills-Their 
austere beauty-" Like battlements"-Jimmy makes us anxious 
-Nappa, nappa-We talk by mimicry-Jimmy leads to a wonder
ful gorge-We find water-A great scare--Limpoo, not Lumba
The signal fire-" A tiny bright world "-We find a valuable rock
hole-We see black artists' work. 

A s the latest adjunct to the caravan did not bear 
a name given by the whites, we dubbed him 
"Jimmy." To him this was highly amusing, 

wherefore, no one could tell. He certainly started off 
at his new job in great style, and this is what happened. 

During the final squaring up next morning, before 
quitting camp, Jimmy-with surprising confidence
took his place at Maililma's steering-wheel. You 
would have thought he had owned an automobile 
all his life. Some moments later he was noticed 
sucking a very respectable pipe, almost brand spanking 
new. We wondered where he had hitherto hidden it, 
for his raiment was no more than the proverbial fig
leaf. However, as Jimmy made very obvious signs 
that his dearest wish was to smoke, humane instincts 
were aroused. Dismissing every doubt from mind, 
in the spirit of brotherly love I filled his pipe with 
cut tobacco. Moreover, this is a luxury few blacks 
even see, far less have the good fortune to use. 
Then, on top of the lot, a box of matches was handed 
to the smoker. He lit up and after a few puffs, sat 
back contentedly ; a pleasing sight that filled me with 
virtuous complacency. How thoughtful I was; how 
Jimmy must appreciate me. 

235 
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In this happy frame of mind the smoker was con
templated-till Joker came round the front of the 
car. He also was attracted, but by the strangely 
familiar shape of the pipe. 

" Funny thing you know, where these blacks get such 
good pipes from. They're just as content with a dirty 
old cob and yet some folk go and give them a flash 
thing like that. That boy is enjoying-- Heavens 
above ! where did he get it ? " 

" Get what ? " 
" My pipe ! " 
"Good God! You surely don't mean he's smoking 

yours ? " 
"Yes, I do, and what's more, I'd like to know who 

the hell has given it to him." 
And then the story came out. Jimmy had picked 

up Joker's pipe lying on the seat and I, in blissful 
ignorance, had added fuel to the fire or, more accur
ately, tobacco to the pipe. However, he took the 
whole thing in good part, especially as he had no 
substitute for his lost comforter. When the incident 
was over, he boiled the pipe in hot water and, contrary 
to advice, for we feared he'd contract some germ, used 
it again. 

Meanwhile, the smoker continued to puff at an 
enormous rate. Others were called to see the sight of 
our boy in a cloud of smoke--quite unconcerned as 
to whose pipe he was enjoying. Nor might it be 
impressed on him that he was committing (to put his 
action in the mildest terms) a faux pas. He could 
not understand us, not even the canny Jock, who 
conjured up a weird lingua of his own to bridge the gap 
of tongues. What with Celtic, English and aboriginal 
cemented by words that cannot be written, the 
discourse was impressive, if not intelligible. 

By this time Jimmy was almost out of sight in a 
veritable smoke screen. Rather wondering whether 
he would blow up or subside peacefully, we watched 
the phenomenon. 

As might be expected, the end was not long in coming. 
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Signs of distress soon appeared. Little intermittent 
coughs and a wateriness about the eyes told that all 
was not well. Soon, with eyes streaming and body con
vulsed with terrible coughing, he capped the incident, 
to our huge merriment, by handing the offending pipe 
back to Joker. The laughter greeting the recipient's 
amazement did not in the least disturb the bland inno
cence of our dusky companion. His expression said : 

"Thanks, I've had enough, carry on if you like." 
What a lesson in Socialism! Even one's pipe is 

common property, according to the customs of the 
black fellow. 

After this interlude we set about getting on the move. 
At 6.30 Jimmy was given the order : 

"Cumbera-yando Lumba" (go straight in the lead 
to Lumba). 

He pointed with outstretched fingers to the west; 
we swung the cars round for another battle with the 
spinifex. 

Lumba, the intermediate objective on the way to 
Godfrey's Tank, was the next well on the Canning stock 
route. It was supposed to lie about 30 miles slightly 
to the south of west. 

Having crushed a way through a wide belt of 
wattle scrub close to camp, leaving a lane where just 
before there had been no scar, we came out on to a wide 
space, recently burnt. A low growth of bright green 
spinifex, with occasional bloodwood trees here and 
there, let the cars get along rather more quickly. 
We actually got into third gear. 

The country began to change. The last of the 
boree petered out ; the first outliers of a forest of 
desert oaks came to sight. Black-limbed, gaunt, tall, 
prominent, these trees could be picked out a mile 
away. They grow to 30 or 35 feet high, having a thick 
black bark that looks very like over-cooked beef. In 
fact this bore a strong resemblance to the beef tree 
of Western Queensland. A few scanty petal-like 
leaves, long and green coloured, adorn the branches, 
but do not provide much shade. 
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This forest was reported by Carnegie and again 
mentioned by Professor Talbot during his report on 
the Canning stock route. Rowan, and others, said 
that about 6 miles west of Lake Stretch there is a belt 
8 to I2 miles wide. Its southern limit is slightly 
to the north of the level of Guda, but where they cease 
in the north is not known. More than likely the forest 
extends close to Wolf Creek. However, taking for 
granted they are in reasonably thick numbers, there 
must surely be a valuable reserve of timber lying 
here. All over the district desert oaks may be seen 
some stunted, others well proportioned. There are ~ 
few near Billiluna, from which Rowan cut the timber 
for his house. It is no . trouble. to get logs m~asuring 
r6 feet long and squanng ro mches . The timber is 
about the same weight as jarrah, and a sample sent 
to Perth has received very favourable comment for 
furniture uses. Its greatest asset lies in its immunity 
from the ravages of the white ant. Like other hard 
woods, it is ~ery difficult to ~ork, and, un~ess shaped 
while green, It has to be specially wetted If tools are 
to have any effect upon it. The pity is that, in 
common with most other assets of that part, the dis
tance from market, till a railway is built, kills any 
commercial value it may possess for the outside world. 

About this time many varieties of top feed appeared . 
Bushes carrying beans, from the skinny little things 

small as a match, to pods large as tough old broad 
beans, were in profusion. Flowering shrubs with 
gaudy buds of violet, purple, white and blue, lay 
around us. Yellow shades were, maybe, the most 
common. And everywhere between them lay the 
interminable green carpet of spinifex, a mosaic of red 
sand and green grass. Just at times the arid nature 
of the country was forcibly driven home. Where a 
recent fire had swept away the mantle of shrub and 
spinifex, the sand lay a glaring red waste. 

Some 9 miles on the way the region of the sand-hills 
proper was entered. Running in incredibly straight 
lines, on a bearing of 92°, three or four hundred yards 
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apart, with straggling trees along their crests, they 
were in unending numbers. To the north and to the 
south, in lines upon lines to the dimmest horizon. 
Here and there the even monotony of the landscape 
was broken by an isolated fiat-topped hill not more 
than roo feet high. Occasionally a belt of timber 
running up the side of a ridge, across its crest, through 
the valley beyond, over the next wave and many 
others helped a little to add a note of colourful variety. 

To within a few feet of the crests, the sides of the 
ridges were coated with spinifex and bush. On the 
actual top even the hardy spinifex was unable to grow. 
Just an occasional tuft, hardier than the rest, had 
successfully fought the wind and obtained root . With 
crests glaring red in the sunlight between green-coated 
sides, these ridges were not without a peculiar austere 
beauty-when first seen. Intimate acquaintance soon 
banished this sole claim to your affection. 

Gazing upon this vast scene, many metaphors sprang 
to tongue. 

" You would think someone had pulled a huge 
harrow over the country" (Jock). 

"They remind me of battlements" (Wag). 
" You could not have a better reproduction of the 

rolling waves of a high sea, could you? " (Professor) . 
"What I can't get over is that they are perfectly 

parallel and even along the top. I'm only sorry I 
didn' t bring my spade and bucket. Could have played 
at sea-shores while you fellows worked." 

" Yes, Joker, you always think of something childish, 
don't you? " 

" I'm so considerate that I'm always thinking of 
you, Jock." 

These two fellows were the greatest pals, therefore 
they loved to carry on wordy warfare. 
"Come~on,sou two, cut it out. We've got to punch 

these machines of ours over this sand. Hop on board. 
Hallo, Jimmy, Lumba ? nappa ? " 

Having got the direction afresh the caravan con
tinued. 
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But thoughts about the sand-hills remained. Why 
they should be, and how they came, formed the 
topic round many a camp-fire since first seeing these 
curiosities of nature. The theory of their wind forma
tion seems hard to believe, else surely they had been 
across the line of prevailing wind. ~nowledge of 
the country points towards a regular wmd from the 
interior, perhaps westerly at times, but seldom for any 
duration from the other points of the compass. As it 
is, their direction is most consistently east and west 
with a slight trend to the north. As a layman it is 
hard to associate them solely with wind; can it be 
they rose as they are when, during" recent 11 geological 
times, this part of Australia became land? Another 
point is that a species of soft sandstone was seen at 
times in the sand-hills, and, if they are of the moving 
variety, why do trees grow on them? On these and 
many other questions total ignorance must be pleaded. 
Whenever opportunity offers I am only too anxious 
to learn. 

Soon after entering the sand-hills Jimmy took the 
caravan to the foot of an ominously high one. By 
sign language an endeavour was made to convey to him 
that one could not go willy-nilly over such sandy 
barriers. He remained adamant, pointing over the 
hill, calling " Nappa, nappa, Lumba ! 11 

We set about finding a place to get over. In a few 
minutes Maililma had buzzed to within a wheel's 
width of the crest. Here the trailer had to be un
coupled and the procedure carried out near Billiluna 
repeated. Not long after she towed Gwalowa to safety, 
past the obstacle; they were ready for more adven
tures. 

Under way once more, it was rather perturbing 
that Jimmy should continue to point over the next, 
and many other hills. According to anticipations the 
route should have run practically parallel with the 
hills. Also he appeared to be leading too much 
south; still, being under his guidance, there was no 
alternative except to follow his outstretched fingers. 
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However, interminable though these sand-hills appear, 
they are not without breaks; by keeping a sharp 
look-out the caravan was able to spot and dodge round 
the ends of several. 

In this fashion the journey continued till late after
noon, giving rise to some anxiety. We were making 
too much southing. All the same, Jimmy's cries of 
"Nappa, nappa" were being accompanied by increas
ing signs of assurance that water was very much 
closer. Therefore it was decided to put the acid test 
on him. Holding council on the crest of a high ridge, 
along whose base the caravan had been creeping, 
Jimmy was questioned further by sign language. 

Having said "Nappa" to him several times, while 
I looked about in very apparent dismay, he replied 
by pointing at the sun. Making a very good imita
tion of the buzz of a car, he traced with his arm 
its descent to the horizon; bent down to the sand ; 
dug some handfuls; made an action of drinking. 
Clearly, he meant if the cars continued his way until 
sundown they would arrive at water. 

By further pantomime he told that the .water would 
not be a well (he imitated the action of winding a 
windlass and then shook his head), but a "natural" 
water, i.e. a soak or rock-hole. Now this was bad, for 
Lumba was another of Canning's wells, equipped like 
Weriaddo. The upshot was that, by more mimicry, 
Jimmy understood I would walk to water with him if 
we could make it by sundown. He grasped this at 
once, gave a pleased smile, started off toute suite 
towards high ground to the south, where there lay a 
belt of trees, thicker and greener than usual. His 
enthusiasm had to be restrained for a moment till I 
had buckled on a revolver and had given directions to 
the others. 

"Joker, while I'm away will you take the cars east 
again to the end of this sand-hill, and drive south across 
the next two valleys. Start west again till you 
are more or less in line with this place and that high 
ground where I'm going. Light a big fire when you 

Q 
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camp, in case I have trouble getting back, and don't 
mind putting up a Very-light if I'm late." 

"Good-bye and good luck." I trudged down the 
loose sandy side of the ridge after Jimmy; Elusive 
warned:" And be careful, the smokes we've seen to-day 
show that myalls are about." 

By sundown, after crossing several hills, Jimmy led 
to a fiat among sand ridges. It was interesting to 
watch him walking ahead. Like a horse grazing, 
he was for ever gathering handfuls of berries or beans 
and so forth from the bushes around. Always eating; 
always walking. 

On the fiat he led to an old blacks' camp, whence 
he pointed out very faint tracks leading still farther 
on. By this time I was beginning to lose most faith 
in him ; either we were off on a walking tour through 
Central Australia, or I was to be ensnared among his 
wild brethren. However, as he led on towards two 
low hills, I continued to trudge along. At intervals, 
I told him plainly he was playing false. Nevertheless, 
these manifestations did not deter him; every time I 
halted, he beckoned onwards. At last, just about 
satisfied some game was in the air, I turned round to 
go back, shaking my fist at him. Seeing this he 
ran back, catching my arm, calling out his perpetual 
"Nappa, nappa." His confidence deterred me: we set 
out to go a bit farther. 

When the vivid hues of a glorious sunset were fading, 
Jimmy led to a narrow gorge between tall gaunt ~and
stone rocks. The magic sheen of sundown pamted 
them red, blue, yellow, grey-full of wonderful 
qualities pleasing to the eye. They seemed quiet .and 
gentle, in repose after the glaring heat of the daytime. 
Up the dark sandy bed of a creek we plodded, ever 
getting deeper into the narrowing gorge. I began to 
marvel at this confidence in my black fellow, for to 
what goal he was leading one could not conjecture .. He 
might lead straight to a camp of spear-wa vmg warrwrs, 
or his brothers might be waiting on the rock-to~s to 
shower boulders or blessings on my tender cramum. 
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Still, on we went, twisting round the curves of the 
defile. At last, in the narrowest neck of all, lay 
before our eyes-Jimmy's vindication-two small 
pools of water. With a whirr of many wings a bunch 
of bronze-winged pigeons scattered from their evening 
drink. They alighted on the rock-tops, walking to 
and fro, speaking plainly their agitation. A dozen 
white cockatoos, in the branches of a tall fig tree close 
by, .set up an unmusical squall. But oh, how delight
ful It was to hear their notes, unheard for many days. 
Two or three galahs, some finches, a bat, a grey
crested pigeon and a couple of other birds, :flew from 
niche to niche, alarmed at this intrusion. With little 
ad?, I bent down and sucked a good drink; Jimmy 
qmckly followed suit. Crouching like animals at their 
evening drink, my heart almost stopped ! A rush 
of sound disturbed the air close over us, something 
big and white :flashing through the air. God! I went 
all pins and needles inside, leaping up ready for 
desperate times. Blacks, ghosts, the unknown, chased 
each other through my scared senses. Jumping round 
to meet the terror, I beheld nothing worse than an 
equally alarmed thing :flying away-an owl ! From its 
nest of twigs, in a cranny close over our heads, it had 
fled, almost touching the drinkers in its rush for safety. 

Thirst quenched, Jimmy was cross-examined. 
With over-acted pantomime, looking everywhere in 

search, I cried "Lumba, Lumba." He understood. 
He pointed at the water, saying " Lumba " too. Then 
I acted the movements of one turning a windlass. 
He got me again. Slightly to the north of west he 
pointed; tracing the path of the sun in the sky from 
east to west, he buzzed like a car. At his sundown he 
imitated the turning of a windlass, saying ({ Limpoo, 
Limpoo." I understood. He meant that in a day's 
travel the cars could arrive at a well called Limpoo, 
slightly to the north of west of this gorge. 

Thus it was fairly clear that he had brought us to 
his Lumba and not the Lumba of the map. The well, 
known to the whites after Canning as Lumba, was 
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evide~tly known to the blacks as Limpoo. Hardly 
any difference in pronunciation, but the reason of the 
mistake. 

By now, darkness was falling apace. We set out 
for the cars again. An hour later, more or less follow
ing· our old tracks in the starlight, the noise of travelling 
told the caravan was just over the next sand-hill. 
The noise ceased; in a few minutes a bright glow 
sprang up-the signal fire. 

Trudging up the last steep slope of sand, the next 
valley slowly unfolded. Standing on the narrow crest, 
I beheld a sight that lives for ever in my memory. 
Below us, in the strong red-yellow light of a blazing 
fire, lighting in bright scene and ghostly shadow, 
stood Maililma and Gwalowa. Black figures were 
hurrying to and fro. You could see Elusive and Jock 
carrying the tucker boxes to the fireside ; Joker was 
singing some tuneless song of his own as he and Wag 
tumbled swags out of the cars; Professor was rigging 
his theodolite for the nightly shooting of the stars. 
A tiny bright world, throbbing with activity, like one 
solitary planet in the vast blackness of the universe. 
Elsewhere silence, Bush without limit, wild, empty as 
the heavens themselves. 

To tell of safe arrival a shot was fired; each black 
figure halted in his tracks-surprised, wondering. 
Joker gave a long-drawn "Coo-ee" ; I replied. Re
assured, the life of the planet continued. We walked 
thither, one after the other in single file, twisting in 
and out of bushes and high tufts of spinifex, to its 
brightness. 

"What luck did you have? " Joker asked, as I 
entered the circle of light. 

"Far better than I expected. I've been about 
3 miles away to a wonderful gorge right by those hills, 
and Jimmy has taken me to water all right. You'll 
love the place, if only for the shooting. There were 
lots of birds at the water, and the gorge looked wonder
ful, for we got there at sundown. To-morrow we can 
shift the cars to it and have a day sight-seeing." 
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., You scared us when you let off that shot ; we 
wondered what the deuce was up" (Wag). 

"Well, I thought it was best to let you know I 
was close. Otherwise if you'd heard people coming 
through the Bush close to you, you'd have been all 
the more worried." 

"Yes, there's something in that." 
Next morning, camp was shifted close to our gorge, 

to a high place overlooking the creek that issued 
from its mouth. On the way Gwalowa's crew spotted 
some troughing, near a few tumbledown posts and 
rails . They went to investigate and found that it was 
the remains of No. 50 well, fallen in and useless. This 
was the one we had intended to miss by going straight 
to No. 49, known to us as Lumba. 

Without delay, everyone went to visit the gorge
in bright daylight-far less attractive, less mysteri
ous, less colourful ; still, as a respite from the flatness 
since the Sturt, it had a charm of its own. Scrambling 
around the rocks, prying here and there, hoping and 
hoping to stumble on something, was relaxation and 
change at least. By the two pools, Jimmy pointed 
out a narrow fissure in the gorge side, 40 feet deep, just 
wide enough for one to walk in without swinging arms. 
Between two sides of sheer rock, towering 30 or 40 
feet above, radiating heat like the hot walls of an 
oven, we entered the cleft. And there, beneath the 
blunt end, tucked away where sand met rock, lay a 
far larger pool of water, closely hemmed in, just enough 
room to bend down. Elusive dipped in a billy; the 
water tasted icy cold, for the sun can never reach 
it. 

In the quiet light of the place one saw where the 
blacks had lighted a fire; its smoke had blackened 
the walls. Also native artists had been at work. 
Some designs were very ancient; others freshly 
inscribed. High up the face of the sandstone walls, 
concentric rings, a crude human figure, some snakes 
and curious symbols, had been carved with a blunt 
instrument. White splodges on the rocks-birds' 
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droppings-showed that humans were not the sole 
users of this oasis. 

Returning to camp, we got an excellent view, looking 
eastwards, of the flat among the sand-hills, over which 
the creek from the gorge disperses delta-fashion. 
From this distance it resembled a huge lucerne patch. 
It was a mass of low bushes carrying broad green 
leaves-the yam bush or native potato. Never have 
I seen an area so freely strewn with this most valuable 
of Bush tucker. In fact, there had been some difficulty 
in getting the cars to the gorge, for the ground, where 
lubras had rooted it up with yam sticks, was a mass of 
gaping holes. Its scarred breast was akin to a shell
torn battlefield. 



CHAPTER XX 

THE LURE OF THE LUBRA 

We go mountaineering-Jimmy makes yumpi yumpi warlloo-He 
deserts us-We toil as water-carriers-We take precautions-
Like a shark on the line--Our noonday halt-The flies are persis
tent-The camp has tummy-aches-We find spinifex rats-We 
arrive at the South Esk Tablelands-A majestic view-We get 
down to a well-We are caught by a dust-storm. 

A FTER lunch it was decided to go mountaineer
ing on Gwalowa. We wanted to spy out the 
landscape from the summit of the taller of 

two stony hills, half a mile to the south. The steep
ness of the ascent was more akin to climbing than walk
ing. Though loose slippery stones on the hill-side made 
foothold unsafe, yet Gwalowa crawled to the summit 
without demur. On this stony perch there was just 
room for her to rest on an even keel. The view was 
immense as it was unvaried. To the north fiery
capped sand-hills in row upon row till they dipped 
beneath the horizon, broken in one place by three 
dome-shaped sandstone hills. To the south sand-hills, 
vast as the rolling sea. To the east fairly open country 
with, in the farthest distance, a large whitish patch 
among thick dark timber; possibly Gregory's Sea, 
30 miles away. To the west the continuation of our 
gorge, sweeping in a wide arc round us to the south, 
where it ended : beyond this open country to the feet 
of two prominent ironstone hills, close together; past 
them, so the binoculars said, sand-hills once more. 

We returned home to meet expressions of amaze
ment from the two guardians. 

" However did you get Gwalowa up there ? When 
we saw you climbing the hill-side it looked positively 
uncanny. She looked like a great fly crawling up ; 
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I couldn't believe my eyes. And wh~n yo~. got to the 
top, I thought she'd topple over anymu:~ute (Elusive). 

"I've never seen a funnier sight m my life. It 
reminded me for all the world of one of Heath Robin
son's ridiculous cartoons. There you were, the highest 
thing in the world, perched like a monument on the 
peak of that hill. I never thoug~t you'd get down 
again except as a pile of wreckage m an avalanche of 
rocks" (Joker). 

"Funny how you get that impression from here, 
because it's not nearly so steep as it looks to you. 
Certainly I had to go carefully, but there never was any 
real danger of a crash" (Jock). 

While they talked, I sang out to Jimmy: 
"Yumpi- jumpi warlloo" (big fire). He under

stood, borrowed matches and crossed the creek to set 
about lighting the spinifex. And this he did only too 
well, for he set alight most of the countryside. Dense 
clouds of the blackest smoke rose to the heavens, great 
sheets of flame burst upwards from the resinous grasses. 
The fire was 70 yards away, you could feel the immense 
heat at the camp ! 

This signal smoke was in return to a continuous 
one arising most of the day from the direction of 
Godfrey's; so we reckoned Flinders was talking to us, 
he was answered thus to tell him our position. 

While at this job Jimmy disappeared for a moment 
into a gully. Upon quitting it, a narrow intensely 
black smoke column arose straight into the air. 

"What's the cow up to now? I'll bet he's up to 
some game " (Joker). 

"Go on; you're always imagining something. 
He's all right." 

"Never mind, that's a signal. I'll put my shirt 
on it." 

Jimmy must have wandered zoo yards away, lighting 
spinifex near the top of a sand ridge. When about 
half-way back, he stopped suddenly. He began to 
point, with gesticulations, over the ridge, singing out 
lustily, "Lubra, lubra, lubra." 
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Where he had seen any was a complete mystery, 
but when the wretch began to wander away, matters 
took a more serious aspect. I hurried after him a 
short way, singing out at the top of my voice, shouting 
imprecations on his head. Whenever he turned round, 
signs were made which he could not fail to interpret 
-pantomime was becoming second nature. Neverthe
less the traitor only eased his pace to turn round, point 
over the ridge, shouting" Lubra, lubra, lubra." Being 
useless to chase him, there was naught for it except 
to let him have his way, trusting he would return. 
The last we saw of him was a hurrying figure dropping 
out of sight over the sand ridge. He never returned. 

Thus we lost our Jimmy to that most ancient and 
unfailing of masters-the pursuit of Eve. 

When the sun began to lose its strength, Maililma 
was taken to the mouth of the gorge, right down on 
to the bed of the creek where trudging was an effort. 
There she was left while each seized an empty benzine 
drum, for her water-tank had to be refilled. It was 
some three or four hundred yards up the gorge to the 
rockhole, mighty tough walking in the loose sand, 
littered with rocks. 

An hour later, after five trips each, the last weighty 
drum was thumped down on Maililma. Sighs of relief 
and perspiring faces spoke eloquently of the toil of the 
portage. All had discarded most clothing; I had 
stripped off altogether, using folded trousers as a wad 
to cushion the heavy drum on my shoulder. We 
made one last journey to the water for a delicious 
bathe. Grime was washed off, sweat banished; we 
returned new beings and-clean. 

We agreed we had never known harder toil than 
this lumping of water at our gorge. A good nip of 
whisky issued before tea helped to make the task worth 
while. 

Joker followed on to camp by himself, with a nice 
handful of pigeons his shot gun had retrieved after a 
quiet wait behind us. 

That night we moved the cars parallel to each other, 
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just far enough apart for blankets to be spread out. 
Like kids in a dormitory we slept side by side, with 
Girlie on watch and arms handy. For if Jimmy had 
really found more of his sort, there was a chance he 
might bring them back to get our treasures of food 
and raiment. 

Some folk may think one is erring on the side of the 
theatrical, to mention sleeping with arms anywhere 
in orderly Australia. So far as the r.ule ~s ~o~cerned, 
none can dispute that such a precaution ~s nd1culous; 
but our circumstances were a rare exceptiOn. For we 
had entered an area where one must be careful, at 
least anyone with the responsibilities of several lives 
on his hands. They who know the Canning stock 
route will bear out that precautions are necessary, and 
had no mention been made, they-assuming none were 
taken- would be right in criticising this head-in-the
sand neglect. 

The following day, by compass bearing, we wandered 
on towards Godfrey's Tank; Professor had become 
our navigator. The general line of travel was west, 
with a tendency towards south. In other words, the 
troughs between the sand-hills were used; the left, or 
southern, fork whenever a new one appeared or the one 
being followed petered out, was availed of to gain 
sou thing. 

A short time on the way the caravan passed between 
the two ironstone hills seen to the west yesterday from 
our perch. Thence a line of low stony ridges, just what 
we wanted, were made the next objective. They were 
about 5 miles away. Having selected the correct 
" valley " to get to them, we descended to the depths 
of the sand once more. One could not help noticing 
the absence of signs of sand being shifted by the wind 
in the valleys. In fact, it was a great deal firmer than 
had been expected. There was a distinctly solid 
caking on it, which, although thin and unable to support 
the cars, was a great help to the foot-walker. Where 
the toes of each boot were pushed in at the "kick
off" at the tail-end of each stride, one's boots just 
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bit through to the soft red sand beneath. Heavy 
though it was beneath this crust, the engines were 
caused far less effort than had the country been more 
akin to the loose untidy piles of sand dunes. There 
is no doubt that so far as the heaviness of the sand 
was concerned, quite a decent pace could have been 
kept up. However, as already mentioned, the tufts 
of spinifex made progress beyond a walking pace 
impossible; it would have been only a matter of brief 
time before the cars fell in pieces. The part of the out
fit which appeared to resent the conditions most was 
the trailer. In spite of the spring draw-bar, it stugs 
and jars could be felt throughout the car. Twisting 
and bumping over the high tufts of grass, the trailer 
felt more like an r8-foot shark on the line or a power
ful dog on the leash than the obedient follower of 
earlier miles. 

Soon after passing by the ironstone hills Wag called 
out that Gwalowa had ceased to follow. A more care
ful scrutiny revealed the awful fact that her trailer 
had parted company with her good self. Fearing a 
broken draw-pole, we hurried back; happily Jock 
was able to dispel anxiety. No damage of any con
sequence had been done, though the trailer frame
work had been sprung and the draw-pole cracked. 
Being strengthened along each side with strips of steel, 
there remained ample strength to carry the load. The 
cause of the detachment was a nut that had come 
unscrewed from the rear end of the draw-bar. At 
Weriaddo the original bar had been djscarded, for it 
had begun to show signs of weakening. The sub
stitute, composed of two long bolts screwed into the 
same nut and thus joined together, was perfectly satis
factory after this one and only failing. A little judi
cious work with hammer and chisel made the nut's 
chances of coming off again very remote. 

Being close to midday, a halt was called on the spot. 
A refuge from the biting rays of the sun, as erected at 
the daily halt in the heat, was soon in place. To do 
this, the cars were placed parallel; the canopies un-
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lashed from the facing sides were roped together an.d 
held horizontal by two cross-supports. Beneath th1s 
awning the meal took place, and a ~arrr;t affai~ it was 
at times, despite this shade. The still sh1mmermg ~eat 
of the powerful sun did its best to melt everythmg. 
Afterwards a smoke and a spell, either leaning back 
against the tracks or on the broad of one's back, dis
cussing whatever topic might be raised. Peaceful 
though this lazing was for the body as a whole, the~e 
was always something to keep a h~nd busy . . Th1s 
part of Australia seems to breed a particularly ms1stent 
and determined fly, which, having swarmed over t~e 
face in an irritating fashion, at last comes to rest m 
the corners of the eyes. Here it lodges snug and 
content. Mere waving of the hand has no effect ; it 
has to be gouged out, for the fly sticks to its abode with 
no less determination than a tick adheres to its steer. 

During the afternoon Gwalowa's crew put up a line 
of smokes to let a possible watcher near Godfrey's 
know of our progress. About every quarter of a 
mile lighted matches were dropped into the spinifex. 
It was rather awesome to glance back and see dense 
clouds of the blackest smoke belching forth, rent now 
and again by spurts of red flames in their midst. One or 
two of these smokes died quickly, a few got a good 
hold, filling the air with signals no watcher could fail 
to understand. 

Among the sand-hills one could not help noticing 
that by far the most common tree was a stunted blood
wood. This may be significant, for this tree (eucalyptus 
corymbosa) carries water in its .roots and demands 
more moisture in the soil than most other gums. 
At times in hollows another tree was seen, remark
able for its height-that afternoon one over 40 feet 
high was blazed T-and thick trunk covered with 
white bark like that of a coolibah. In the distance 
it appeared all the foliage had been stripped off, 
like trees swept by a bad hailstorm, yet on close 
observation there were clusters of dark green, ivy
shaped leaves, along the upper limbs. Generally 
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there was a thick cluster of bushes, much greener 
than usual, round its base. Perhaps this tree is a 
sign of water. It is undoubtedly the most prominent 
in the whole region. White cockatoos seem to like 
it, for the only two seen in the sand plains flew away 
with screeches from its branches. 

That night camp was pitched about r6 miles nearer 
Godfrey's. When the stars had attained their usual 
brilliance Professor took a " shot " with his theodolite. 
Shortly afterwards, following voluminous calculations 
and consultings of tables, he pronounced that, with due 
regard to possible errors in the half-chronometers, for 
the time signal had not been picked up for two days, 
we should be 6 or 7 miles east of our destination and 
half a mile north of it. Events next day proved him 
accurate. 

Oh, what a miserable camp it was that night ! 
Except myself, no one could eat, for tummy aches, 
sickness and diarrhcea had seized each one. Whence 
the trouble came was not certain, although probably 
the water from the gorge was at the root of it. It had 
a tinge of pale green and was very frothy when poured, 
so maybe it had become stale in the rockhole or 
perhaps birds watering there had contaminated it. 

Next morning all hands had recovered slightly. 
Creeping along in the cool of the early day, we dis
turbed a number of spinifex rats. These marsupials 
bounded away at an amazing rate, never slackening 
speed till they disappeared over the nearest sand-hill. 
Speeding away between the tufts of spinifex, their 
flight was marked by spurts of dust kicked up by their 
small but powerful feet. The way they kept to the 
tortuous fairway between the grassy islands was 
wonderful, and we do not recall having seen one, not
withstanding the high speed, hop over a tuft. Dodg
ing here, dodging there, they flashed in and out of 
view with bewildering suddenness : sometimes hidden 
by the grass, sometimes tearing across the bare red 
sand. To have shot one on the move would surely 
have been by luck, not skill. However, by taking a 
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~ost u~sporting sitting shot, we got a rat; the excuse 
Is-anxiety to have a close look. 

These spinifex rats are, in their bodily proportions, 
almost identical with the ordinary domestic rat and 
about twice its size. The real difference lies in the legs 
and tail, which appear powerful and out of proportion 
to the rest of the frame. The tail itself is nearly as 
long as the whole body and, when in movement, it 
is carried in a long gentle curve, end pointing upwards. 
Herein this marsupial differs from the ordinary kan
garoo, which carries its tail straighter. Also they 
appear to touch the ground with it some distance 
from the extremity, whereas the others of its species, 
according to repute, use the .tip in balancing at the 
kick-off of every hop. The s1ght of the first of these 
long-discussed beasties prompted Joker : 

"Gosh! you're a nice sort of man to run an expedi
tion. Do you know what you've done ? " 

" No " (in fear and trembling). 
"You haven't brought any rat traps! Just think 

of the food we are missing through your carelessness. 
With all that cheese you got at Hall's Creek we could 
have baited traps every night and had fresh meat for 
breakfast . I reckon spinifex rat chops would be far 
nicer than corned beef, don't you, Wag? " 

" Of course I do," that worthy chirped, by this 
time firm pals with my tormentor and a ready partner 
in his schemes of devilment. 

An instance of the need to keep a bright eye on 
the country occurred shortly after camp. As usual, 
Maililma was fighting along a broad valley between 
high sand-hills, brushing down wattle scrub, worming 
in and out of larger bushes too hefty for her ministra
tions. Attention was riveted on high ground ahead, 
along whose crest there ran a line of uneven hills. 

" Do you think they can be part of the Southesk 
Tablelands? " 

"They may be, Joker, for they are about the right 
distance away. I wonder if there will be water among 
these thick gums near them." 
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" So do I, because the sooner we get rid of that 
darned frothy water from the gorge, the sooner we'll 
get rid. of this sickness. Anyhow, we should get a 
good v1~w ~rom the top of those hills, for we have 
be~n cl1!llbmg, the whole way since breakfast. I 
thmk Fhnders smoke went up from them, so if we 
aren't at Godfrey's Tank, you can bet your life it isn't 
far away" (Wag). 

"We're a bright lot, anyway. Look over there 
to the left. While we're worrying about Godfrey's, 
I've taken Maililma on the wrong side of that sand
hill. It's between us and that big one we've been 
skirting.'' 

This was only too true, for another ridge, invisible 
till it had risen above the scrub about us, had come to 
life a few yards away. This was one of the surprises 
for which a sharp look-out had to be kept. One can
not wander down a valley between high ridges, keeping 
to the centre, oblivious to other guides than the two 
main boundaries; small sandy necks rise up now 
and again. Some live for a few hundred yards before 
sloping into the level sand again ; others continue to 
rise up and up till they are veritable sand-hills. Thus 
the traveller, unless he is very wide awake and zig-zags 
to the left of each new neck, may find himself cut off 
from the main high ridge by two or three minor ones. 
In this instance, close to the hills, we had to cross over 
the ridge, an effort that could have been avoided by a 
sharper watch. 

Barely half a mile from the hills the sand ridges 
petered out. Across their ends the caravan moved 
southwards, making for a gap between the two most 
prominent peaks. Through this it had been expected 
to drive, when lo and behold, a great surprise gave 
greeting. Instead of ground between them, the !learer 
we got, the more clear did it become that a~r was 
between them. We had actually arrived at the 
western extremity of the South Esk Tablelands; the 
two prominent hills were high peaks separated by a 
huge gulf. Our tracks ceased at the head of an enor-
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mous V formed by rugged walls of rock linking the 
headlands. 

And what a scene lay before us and below us. And 
what a mighty breeze swept up from the plains. 
Like the sails of a brig the hoods of the cars bellied out 
in the strong westerly that welcomed the caravan. 

Running north and south, for over 40 miles, these 
tablelands, according to their discoverer, Carnegie 
(r8g6), were so far the most remarkable geographical 
feature on the journey. As he so aptly likens them 
in Spinijex and Sand, they do indeed bring to mind 
a rugged coast-line indented with bays and inlets. 
Three hundred feet below the endless plains started 
again. At the feet of th~ cliffs the.ground was open, 
strewn here and there w1th trees, m parts burdened 
with clusters of thick bushes, no doubt around spots 
where the ground was moist. Glancing farther west, 
attention was caught by red streaks on the bosom of 
the plains ; field glasses showed they were the glaring 
crests of new sand-hills arising in their countless 
numbers, for the journey that does not cease till the 
Indian Ocean is all but reached. 

About ro miles away, slightly to the north of west, 
Mount Cornish stood out prominent and clear. Well 
to the south of it a collection of smaller hills was 
deemed to be "The Cliffs," also named by Carnegie. 
According to his diary he did not visit either of them, 
being content with assigning names, nor is it known 
that the few other travellers who have passed along 
the Tableland have done otherwise than glance towards 
these landmarks which, being off the direct route to 
the south, they have passed by. 

Having drunk in this view, majestic and wide, for 
a considerable time, minds were turned to more press
ing matters. First and foremost the cars must be 
landed on the "shore" beneath; the jump-down 
directly in front had to be ruled out as distinctly 
unhealthy for machines, even adaptable ones like 
ours, for only a lucky human could have achieved 
the descent unharmed. We cranked up and crept 
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northwards behind the hills crowning the escarpment. 
A couple of miles along "breakaway" country was 
the reward; down it between tall hills, manceuvring 
this way and that among rocks and stony ledges, 
a descent was worried out. At the very last the 
caravan was halted by a sheer drop of about 20 
feet to the bed of a rocky creek. Luckily, it was 
but a soft shaly sandstone, that crumbled under the 
pick, really most accommodating of it, we thought. 
On this one and only instance when a real preparation 
had to be made before moving the cars, we had to 
spend some time breaking down a causeway. How
ever, they were soon '' down below,'' dodging across 
spurs and around hill-sides, following the creek. 
Except for a few nasty gullies, steep and treacherous, 
the balance of the descent to the plains was without 
event. Having quitted the hills, steps-or more 
correctly tracks-were retraced along the sea-shore. 
Just past the bay, at whose head we had arrived" up 
there," we switched off to the west, and a short distance 
out to sea arrived at No. 48 well, on the Canning stock 
route. 

Here we found Flinders again. Beneath the shelter 
of his tent-fly he was sitting, more in sorrow than in 
anger, for a nasty sharp wind, springing up during the 
morning, was whipping up sufficient sand and dust 
from the west to make matters unpleasant. 

As the afternoon wore on its force increased, until 
towards sundown a good gale was blowing. 

The scene carried thoughts to the wandering Bedouin, 
crouched beside his camel. However, being unwilling 
to follow his time-honoured example and swathe heads 
in garments, we crouched in the lee of cars, yarning 
and trying to smoke. 

With all tied down as securely as possible, we sat 
down waiting till the wind got tired. The canopies 
bellied out in the wind, every loose thing was streaming 
in the breeze, and, worst of all, banks of sharp gritty 
dust and sand bore down on the camp in endless waves. 
Wag erected his camera, wrapped in a cloth for pro· 

R 
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tection, on its tripod, ready to " shoot " the scene if 
it got bad enough. 

" This ought to make a good film, shouldn't it, 
Wag?" 

"No, I'm afraid it's not bad enough to make a good 
photographic effect." 

" What ! not bad enough ? Why, if it gets any 
worse we'll be suffocated." 

"Not on your life; it isn't half what I've known in 
Persia. You wait till you can't see your hand before 
your face, then you can say it is bad. I only hope 
it does get bad, for we'll have something to show the 
folk at home." 

"Oh, you and your badness are enough to have you 
certified insane." 

We were somewhat short-tempered, for the present 
circumstances did little to promote the spirit so 
cherished by the League of Nations. 



CHAPTER XXI 

UP AGAINST DROUGHT 

News of dried-up waters-We discuss the situation-The risk is too 
great-Mosquitoes swarm upon us-We search for Godfrey's Tank 
-A wonderful view-Dry-Oh-Hell-We sign the visitors' book 
-We visit Kunningarra-We find a large blacks' camp-A beau-
teous sunset-Girlie warns us-Huge centipedes in camp-We 
set out for Mount Cornish-Smoke signals very near-We see a 
new range--Joker starts his pranks-We have our last view to 
the west. 

FLINDERS took up the tale of his doings since 
Weriaddo: 
" When I got here I found an old buck and 

a couple of lubras camped by this well. Freeman, my 
boy, questioned them and learnt there are hardly any 
blacks about these parts. The old black said all the 
rockholes about here are dry, and they've never known 
a worse time. All, except a few old stickers like him, 
have left the sand plains for better-watered parts, and, 
so far as I can gather, most of them are in on Christmas 
Creek, far away to the north. He'd never heard of 
any of his tribe going over to J ohanna Springs, nor of 
any blacks from there coming to the Tablelands. 
So far as I can make out it's a stage they don't take 
on, perhaps some tribal boundary prevents them, or, 
may be, because the waters are too scarce. Anyhow, 
Freeman reckons from what he asked, that about 

' 30 miles west of here there is a large clay-pan that 
has water in a normal time, but it's almost a sure 
thing that it's dry now. You can't expect any waters 
this side of Johanna." 

"That's not very encouraging, I must say. And 
what about Godfrey's Tank? " 

"My boys have been to have a look, and the hole 
259 
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they found was dry. Anyhow, you'd better satisfy 
yourself on this, for they didn't see the mark left by 
Carnegie, so they may have got the wrong place. 
And if you take my advice you'll not go any further 
than here, or you'll do a perish as sure as I'm talking 
to you now. If your tractors break down, you haven't 
a hope of getting back. Have you worked out how 
your water will last ? " 

"Yes, we went into that at Billiluna. If we manage 
on a gallon a man a day, two gallons per car and one 
gallon for cooking damper, etc., that works out at 
77 gallons a week. We can carry rg8 gallons all told, 
or enough for zt weeks. As .near as we can tell it is 
153 miles to Johanna, to wh1ch must be added a bit 
for detours, etc., say r8o miles in all. 

" Our present rate of travel is ab.out 15 mi.les a day, 
owing to delays to get compass beanngs, co~kmg meals, 
attention to tracks and so forth. Thus It will take 
at least 12 days to get there unless there is some good 
hard travelling without scrub, which is too unlikely 
to be considered." 

" You've answered my question better than I could." 
" I'm afraid I have, because it is too damnably 

clear that if Johanna's dry, we cannot get back to this 
well." Here Elusive broke in: 

" I'm prepared to risk it if you want to go ahead." 
" Oh, I want to all right, and so do all the others, 

but it's a terrible responsibility to go against the facts 
as they are.'' 

" I reckon there might be a sporting chance, because 
Johanna is marked as a spring" (Wag). 

"That's the only hope there is. Still, you know 
as well as I do that in a drought like this, which is 
borne out by the condition of Gregory's Sea, Billiluna 
Pool and these Tablelands, also by Flinders' reports 
from the blacks here, the chances of J ohanna being 
dry are too great. What do you fellows say? " 

" .Professor, Jock and I have talked it over, and 
while it hurts like hell to have to admit it, the chances 
are too heavily against us" (Joker). 
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"What's your opinion, Wag? " 
"I suppose I'll have to say' No' as well. You see 

I've got a wife and kiddies and I mustn't forget that." 
" And you, Elusive ? " 
" I hate quitting anything and I'm game to give it a 

go, but perhaps it's best to play for safety." 
The ballot had been taken. Oh, how it jarred to 

abide by it. It would be out of place to enlarge upon 
the meaning of this decision, for everyone must realise 
what it meant to each of us. At the very threshold of 
new country, hands must be torn from the plough. 
It was a quiet and depressed lot of men that turned 
in that night. 

Towards evening, with pleasing suddenness, the 
violent wind fell to a murmur. While the sun sank 
below the horizon, glowing red and faint, one began 
to wonder if this change was for the better. The air 
became charged with the singing of countless small 
mosquitoes, whose stings hurried each to the sanc-
tuary of his mosquito net. , 

The "pleasure" of the following day may best be 
conveyed by quoting direct from my diary : " Wind 
40 to so miles per hour. Impossible work, so laid in 
shelter of cars, trying to avoid sand and dust raging 
from west. Cooking impossible ; water thick with 
sand directly lid taken off billy. Eyes full of grit, sore 
and irritating. Tempers short. Sun faint, due dust 
and atmosphere thick and yellow like a London fog!" 

Wag wrapped his mosquito net round his head; 
Girlie was quite pathetic the way she burrowed into 
you to gain shelter. Elusive rolled himself in his 
ground-sheet and was soon a low mound beneath the 
scudding sand. Round Maililma we others built a 
barricade of sheets and blankets, and fancied it was 
an improvement. 

At sundown the storm ceased as before. A light 
south-east breeze sprang up, bitterly cold, giving
praise be to Allah-freedom from the mosquitoes. 
Cooks hurried to their jobs and soon had ready the 
first good meal since breakfast the day before. 
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Next day being fairly normal, Flinders set out 
for civilisation; we clambered aboard Maililma to 
search for Godfrey's Tank. Having approached the 
base of the Tablelands we drove southwards, making 
for a prominent "cape." Just round this we turned 
into a deep and narrow " bay," continuing till the 
going became too rough. Everyone set out on foot 
to follow up the creek, hemmed in by its high rocky 
sides, expecting to locate the Tank at its head. How
ever, after a detailed hunt, it was clear that a try must 
be made elsewhere. While rambling about, I climbed 
to the top of the Tableland, and from the crest of 
the cape separating the bay being searched from its 
southern neighbour, there was a most glorious view. 
At that time I was standing on the very edge of a 
sheer drop, easily 300 feet down. Before me lay a 
panorama that will long be memorable-remarkable 
not so much for its beauty, but rather for that in
definable air of austere majesty peculiar to rugged 
scenery unshrouded by the greenness of vegetation. 

The array of hills was without shape or form. They 
just appeared to have arrived and plumped themselves 
down wherever there was room. Some were ranged 
in strings, others were grouped in twos or threes, 
odd ones stood apart from the crowd in lonely 
isolation. Still, in spite of their disjointed appearance, 
they possessed one feature in common; each had a 
horizontal capping of yellowish-brown sandstone. On 
som~, this had broken away to a mere pin point, 
~akmg the hill distinctly conical. On others it rested 
m great slabs, suggesting that a Colossus of old 
had swept off the untidy hill tops with a scythe. In 
fact,. one line of these fiat-topped hills, with their 
cappmgs all on the same level was like a sequence 
of dots and dashes. The manne~ in which the capping 
protruded over the softer material beneath, empha
sised its part in preserving the hill. At many points 
there were distinct cavities where the rubble-like 
formation beneath had been weathered away, falling 
in steep even slopes to the ground below. At such 
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places it would be only a matter of time before the 
overhanging sandstone broke off, tumbling in great 
chunks down the hill-side. In fact one could see 
where that had occurred in many instances. Around 
the bases, or caught on the slopes, were huge blocks 
of this capping. 

With the aid of field-glasses this, and much else of 
interest, was clear. 

At my feet, running east and west, lay a wide valley, 
down whose centre a string of green trees wound, 
intermingled with a pleasant green carpet. Sweeping 
eyes eastwards, I saw these trees bear round to the 
north and disappear into a cleft in the cliff on which 
I was standing. With such an excellent lead towards 
water, one could gamble Godfrey's lay where the 
arrow vanished. 

Having collected at the car again, Maililma soon 
crept along the side of these trees, following them till 
the creek in their midst entered the hills. At a fork, 
Elusive and I took the left-hand branch, worming our 
way through prickly bushes and over rough stones, 
expecting at any moment to arrive at the Tank. 
However, we drew a blank, for some minutes later we 
heard a rifle shot from the other branch. This was 
the signal that the goal had been reached. Jock was 
the lucky man to get the first view of Godfrey's Tank, 
but a poor kind of satisfaction it was. Instead of 
being the first to plunge into its waters, he could only 
grub about in the sandy bottom, conjuring up visions 
of all that might have been. 

"Now where is the swim you've been talking about 
so much, Jock ? " 

"Oh, all right, you can chip me as much as you 
like, Joker, but I know you are just as sick as any of 
us that this place is dry." 

" 'Course I'm not. Just watch me write a pretty 
verse about the beauty of a dry Tank." 

This new-born poet had found a piece of chalk, with 
which he proceeded to inscribe, on a rock that should 
have been many feet beneath the surface of God-
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frey's placid waters, these words so neatly summing 
up our chagrin: 

DRY-OH-HELL. 

Meanwhile, with hammer and chisel from Maililma, 
after the fashion of a scribe of Ancient Egypt, our 
initials were entered in the visitors' book. On a fiat 
face of rock, to the right as one approaches, were 
marks left by previous visitors, including the sign of 
Carnegie, cut afresh by Canning's party, for the rock 
upon which the original is has fallen down. Beside a 
large C with g6 carved inside, there was a broad 
arrow surmounting C 23, Canning's signature in this 
book. Trotman, his second in charge, had also signed 
near Rae, the police trooper from Fitzroy Crossing, 
who called in rg22 while after Banjo. Certainly it is 
known that other whites had been past, but I cannot 
find record of more than about twenty in all. The 
only claim we can make is, that we got the first vehicles 
of any kind to the Southesk Tablelands, for no wheeled 
traffic has been closer than Billiluna Pool, nearly a 
hundred miles away. Others have used packs on 
camels, mules or horses. 

Godfrey's Tank was discovered by one of Carnegie's 
party, called Godfrey Massie-hence its name. Be
hind it the ground is fairly level, being in truth a 
large basin whose draining creek suddenly finds itself 
plunging over a stony edge, emptying into a rocky 
cavity some 20 feet below. This is the picture nice 
to conjure up-a small cascade into a swirling pool 
-and, irrelevant as it may seem, nevertheless it's 
the tale told by the water-worn rocks. Having 
filled the Tank, when sufficient rain brings this happy 
vision, the waters flow down the creek, out into the 
valley and away towards a large lagoon 1to the nor' -west 
of Twin Heads. 

The following morning Professor and Jock developed 
great energy. They climbed to the top of the Table
lands to spy out the land, and there found a small 
cairn of stones, possibly left by Carnegie. We others 
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took Maililma to have a look at Kunningarra, or 
Breadon's Pool (after another of Carnegie's party), the 
other rock hole nearly a mile south of Godfrey's Tank. 
It is reported to hold zo,ooo gallons, half its partner's 
capacity. However, Godfrey's has broken away and 
is now, apparently, unable to hold the larger amount. 
On the way to either of them you pass three hills. 
whose cappings read dash-dot-dash. For Godfrey's 
you take the left valley; for Kunningarra you take 
the right branch, passing beneath the "dot" ere 
finding it at the top left-hand corner of the valley. 

On a grassy flat before the hole there were remains 
of a large blacks' camp. Low brush wind-breaks were 
grouped in three and fours. Never before have I seen 
so large a collection; there must have been accommo
dation for at least one hundred. This was specially 
interesting as proof of the importance of these rock
holes; seldom do more than a score camp together, 
so in normal times this must be quite a concentration 
centre. 

We collected a most interesting grinding stone, with 
which the lubras make flour out of seeds from spinifex, 
nardoo, box or pepper grass. By rubbing a small 
stone backwards and forwards across a sandstone 
slab they soon make a groove. Into this the seeds are 
fed, soon to become a fine powder for baking as a 
kind of scone. A hefty digging stick, used for un
earthing yams, hardened by fire at the flat point, was 
another treasure. Bark twine, a couple of kylies and 
an old shield completed the collection 

The day was by no means warm, for a strong 
S.E. breeze was blowing. The air was as clear 
as crystal, cleaned, it might be said, by the sand
blast of the previous two days. Our return to camp 
coincided with one of the most glorious sunsets on 
the journey. Brilliant hues, from brightest yellow 
where the sun had been, to a mantle of the darkest 
of bluey-purples enshrouding the high tablelands be
hind the camp, coloured the sky and landscape more 
vividly than any human artist ever dared. At the 
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same time the sun fell below the skyline, the wind fell 
to silence. But peace was not vouchsafed the camp, 
for in this stillness wretched mosquitoes swarmed upon 
us again. Tea was hurried through and bed sought 
early. As Elusive unrolled his swag, a long green 
centipede, with yellow head and white horns, scurried 
away from his blankets. It was nearly 8 inches long. 
Fortunately he pinned it under his heel, grinding its 
squirming body into the ground. It was good that 
he rid us of the pest, for these vermin are most pois
onous and can give a nasty bite. 

While the camp was settling down, there came from 
Girlie a sharp warning growl. Each ceased movement 
at once, halting rigid and tense to catch the sound 
she had heard. Eyes were directed to the trough 
by the well, where, in the bright starlight, we beheld 
the dim forms of two blacks' dogs lapping greedily 
at the water remaining from our evening washing. 
Never have dogs drank so long or so greedily. It 
seemed they would never stop ; poor devils, they must 
have been terribly dry. Needless to say, this inci
dent put us on the qui vive; if they were thirsty, 
odds were their masters were too, nor probably far 
away either. 

Soon the wind sprang up once more and continued 
through the night, whipping up enough grit to make 
matters unpleasant. Mosquito-nets kept most of it 
out; at reveille there was a young sand-hill against 
each pile of bedding. Moreover, another centipede 
ran away as the sleepers stirred, this time from my 
blankets. Although it was not nice to have these 
bedmates in the camp, in one way we were rather. gl~d. 
Usually they are not seen in the daytime, only qmttmg 
their holes when the rains come, or a few hours before 
a storm arrives. Consequently there was some hope 
the drought might be about to break and, with it, 
the cloud of disappointment over the party. 

This day, Thursday, October the rsth, the caravan 
made a last move westwards. On a bearing of 288° 
we set out for Mount Cornish, actually just over 9 
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miles away. Half-way, sand ridges arose once more; 
so rough were they that in worming her way among 
the high tussocks on the crest of one, Gwalowa had to 
move several feet with one front wheel easily r8 
inches off the ground. 

The sight drove home to me the need for a different 
type of front axle for cross-country work. In order 
to allow both wheels to be on the ground at all times, 
thus aiding steering and saving the frame much stress, 
the axle should be sprung transversely, with the spring 
pivoted about its centre to allow maximum articu
lation. Also this day a strong tail wind drove dust 
and heat ahead, or during lulls, in a cloud about 
the crew. This meant the engines were sucking 
in air heavily laden with dust, no doubt playing 
Old Harry with their insides. Here a grave oversight 
must be placed to the discredit of all concerned with 
equipping the cars-myself in particular. The car
buretter air intakes should have been fitted with 
air filters. While admitting that exceptionally bad 
conditions of dust were the lot of the party, all the 
same it is now my conviction that no machine is 
complete for the overseas market unless so provided. 

In the distance Mount Cornish seemed to be of 
considerable height, yet its ascent took one only roo 
feet above the plains. This deception can, no doubt, 
be placed to the account of the mirage. 

From the northern extremity, where a cairn was 
erected, we had a good look-about. To the east, need
less to say, the Tablelands were the most noticeable 
feature. Elsewhere, a sea of rolling sand-hills, one of 
the nor' -east being especially prominent and apparently 
well over roo feet high. Here and there, hills of 
inconsiderable bulk or height broke the monotony of 
the landscape. To the sou' -sou' -east, a chain of stony 
ridges led to some higher hills-The Cliffs. 

The only really remarkable feature :vas a string. of 
flat-topped hills, away to the west, restmg blue and m
definite on the farthest horizon. By cross bearings 
from the cairn and another point, Professor has been 
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able to fix their position as 30 miles west of Cornish. 
From the cairn a prominent three-peaked hill, at the 
so11:t~ern end of the rang~, wa_s on a bearing . of 26t. 
Ma.kmg allowance for distortion by ~he mirage, it 
seems that the eight big hills composmg this rangei 
are, in all, from 5 to 7 miles long and about 200 feet 
high. Being not marked on any available map, pos
sibly this is an addition to the map of the region. 
However, in justice to some unknown Bushman, one 
hesitates to make this claim, for the interior of Australia 
is traced with tracks of men who, on quests without 
record or known objective, wander where surveys and 
charts are not. These men see and conquer-or lose 
-making, except to their intimate friends, no mention 
of their deeds. Accordingly, information does not get 
to the outside world, which behoves the new-comer 
to go warily when he talks of new country or the 
sighting of something fresh. Still, we would like to 
know of others who have climbed Mount Cornish, or 
who may have counted the hills to the west. 

In a sou'-sou'-west direction the glasses revealed 20 

to 25 miles away what appeared to be an extensive, 
though low, tableland, whose edge ran more or less 
W.N.W. by E.S.E. 

In relation to this a theory can be put forward. An 
escarpment marking the junction of the Fitzroy Low
land with the desert plateau, 2 extends eastwards from 
77 miles S.E. of Broome, till it can be found parallel 
to Christmas Creek, about 30 miles south of it. 
Assuming it extends to N.N.W. of Cornish, possibly it 
sweeps south in that locality. If so, the ranges we 
saw are in reality not hills but a continuation of 
this escarpment. Also possibly this theoretical jump
up to the plateau is broken away at the southern 
end of the range, and again comes to life in a minor 

1 Authority has been received, just as this book goes to press, 
from the Lands Department of Western Australia sanctioning the 
naming of this range. It is now going on the official plans as 
" Dummer Range," after my old family home, Dummer Hall, 
near Basingstoke. 

2 F. G. Clapp, Geographical Review, April, rg26. 
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fashion where we saw the low tableland. This break
away must be admitted, for Warburton does not record 
having encountered any notable change in elevation 
on the way to Johanna Springs. 

As we stood on Cornish, Wag sang out: 
" Hi ! you fellows, look over there ! " 
We stopped, we looked, and sure enough we saw

a thin column of jet-black smoke arise from the sand
hills not a mile to the west. 

" Yon's the myalls all right watching us, the cun
ning deils.'' 

"It's rather uncanny, I must say, to know by signs 
such as that one that we are being watched; apart 
from those lubras you thought you saw, Jock, at the 
Gorge when Jimmy bolted, we haven't seen a sign of 
one. I remember when I was in Papua--" (Pro
fessor). 

"Gosh! look at that and that and that. They 
must be answering smokes. Why, that last one at 
the horizon is surely 30 miles away. The way they 
spot a smoke and answer it is so marvellous, and I 
would not believe the quickness of the whole show 
unless I had seen it like this. Come on, Wag, take a 
photo of us at the Cairn" (Joker). 

This over, humming "So we sold them to the 
blacks," Joker hurried down the rocky side of Cornish, 
throwing little things into the spinifex about him. 
These little things, so jets of smoke told, were lighted 
matches. 

"Cut it out, Joker, do you want to burn us out? " 
But the miscreant ceased not his incendiary pranks; 
the flames soon spread and in no time a cloud of 
pungent smoke rose up. We had to hurry along the 
hill-top and descend speedily, lest we should be en
trapped. 

" You're a silly goat. You're like a great kid with 
your practical jokes. They'll come back at you harder 
than you expect, some day." With most bland 
expression he replied : 

"Well, if I hadn't done it, you'd have been up 
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there all day; and, what's more, someone may want 
to know we have arrived, so it's best to tell them. 
Come on. Girlie, Girlie, skitch 'em-out." 

" Oh Lord! what's he up to now? ~· In a minute 
he had Girlie rushing to and fro, barkmg excitedly at 
a clump of spinifex. 

" What have you got there? " 
"Come and see, Professor. It's a very large fat 

mouse. Quick, it's running to another clump-stop 
it, you idiot." 

The terrified quarry tore this way and that, pur
sued by six brave men, full of laughter, and one 
terrier, very thrilled. At last it dashed beneath a 
certain tuft of spinifex, which Professor quickly 
kicked off its roots. Instead of laying bare our 
crouching prey, he laid bare its hole; it had gone to 
earth-and safety. 

Beneath the somewhat imaginary shade of a small 
blood wood tree which we blazed T, tucker boxes were 
opened and a light meal prepared. This tree was at 
the nor'-west base of the hill. Waiting for the billy 
to boil, Jock pulled out the tool-bag of his Gwalowa; 
he was about to adjust her tracks. He began to 
rummage about for spanners, when--

" Och, ye deil! Mon, there's a green beastie of 
a centipede among ma tools. How the deil did yon' 
get there ? " 

He flung the bag on the ground, waited for the 
centipede to run out, stamped on it viciously, looked 
round at us all-suspicious. His withering glance 
riveted on Joker, assiduous in a creditable anxiety 
over the boiling of the billy. 

"Joker, it's verra funny that Maililma wasna' bur
dened wi' beasties in her kit. Don't ye agree ? " 

"Oh, I suppose you've been leaving your bag of 
tools lying on the ground at the last camp--" 

"No, we haven't" ; this in chorus from Jock, 
Professor, and Elusive, clansmen at once when the 
honour of Gwalowa was at stake. 

" Perhaps it climbed up by itself--" 
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"Climbed up by itself! Pooh !-that's a good 
yarn. What ~o you say, Elusive, don't you thi~k 
1t m?re t~an h~ely that Joker put it there? It's m 
keepmg With his usual devilment" (Professor). 

"Listen to them, Wag. They are actually sug
gesting that l-one of we honourable men on Mail
ilma-haye descended. so low as to try to poison the 
noble Highland Laddie-- It's too slanderous for 
words!'' 

Just the? t~e billy boiled over, providing the 
necessary diversiOn. 

After lunch Maililma was driven to the western 
limit of the stony ridges lying beyond Cornish. Here 
also there was a considerable step-down in the country. 
From them we got the last view into the Never Never 
Land from which, when barely on the threshold, fate 
decreed we must turn away. 

Concerning this denial of a passport to J ohanna 
Springs, it is of interest to refer to a tractor expedition 
after oil that tried to reach Johanna Springs from 
Broome twelve months earlier. 

In the Geographical Review of April, 1926, Mr. F. G. 
Clapp writes : 

" Carnegie and Warburton proved the possibility of 
crossing the desert during an ordinary summer
though Warburton nearly perished in the attempt
but they could not have succeeded in the winter or 
dry season of 1924." 

Further on he says: "The writer's expedition tra
versed the area at the close of its second year of 
drought in the longest dry period ever known in 
Western Australia, when most of the water-holes in 
the desert area were dried up and those on edges 
were rapidly disappearing." 

This was in 1924, and by the time we had penetrated 
to Cornish, conditions had gone from bad to worse. 
Not alone is Clapp in his opinion of the previous 
season; for Bushmen who know the North intimately, 
have assured me that the beginning of the summer 
of 1925 found the driest season within the last forty 
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years, .i.e. within the knowledge of whites, for beyond 
that hme no settlement existed. 

The land to the west did not look hospitable, far 
from it, it rather glared defiance from its red-topped 
sand-hills. It did not appear a country where great 
geographical discoveries might be made; it did not 
suggest other than a battle for the traveller; it 
spoke not of vast mineral wealth. None of these 
Sirens raised a finger to beckon onwards. But some
how it was a very sad moment, when backs for the last 
time were turned on the scene. It was more the 
feeling of abandoning an uncompleted task than the 
fear of leaving a discovery awaiting beyond the 
horizon, that made the world seem dull for a while. 



CHAPTER XXII 

INTO THE RANGES 

Elusive reports hungry country-We become speed merchants-A 
bathe at 4 a.m.-We see willy-willies-At play on the F.W. 
swamp-A discourse upon deserts-New name wanted-Six fat 
ducks-We endure an uncomfortable night-" See what I've got, 
Daddy "-A mysterious denizen-We arrive at Beaudesert
We enter auriferous country-Oliver's famous duff-It bursts
Quark-quark-quark-Wireless settles a dispute. 

ON the way back to Mount Cornish, Elusive 
jumped off Maililma several times to knap 
the rocks. He examined specimens, refusing 

to say anything for a while. 
"What do you think of the formation; any change, 

Elusive? " 
"No, I'm afraid not. It's as 'hungry' country as 

I have ever seen-not a trace of minerals anywhere. 
I've been hoping all the time we would cut the con
tinuation of the Hall's Creek gold belt, which runs 
sou' -west through the Cummins Range. But I suppose 
it must dip below the sand somewhere about Christmas 
Creek and stay below till she comes up again around 
Marble Bar. There is always the chance this belt may 
come up somewhere and outcrop in the sand plains. 
Anyhow, it must be a good way south of here, if it 
does, because I reckon we are about far enough west 
to have cut it if it had been showing." 

The examination by Dr. Larcombe in Perth, of a 
sample of stone collected from the top of Cornish, 
says: "Under the microscope this is a fine-grained 
sandstone consisting of small irregular-shaped grains 
of quartz sand, stained around their margins by yellow 
hydrated oxide of iron. Some small flakes of mus-
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covite were noted. In hard specimens it is a yellow 
fine-grained sandstone." · 

At 3 p.m. the caravan started back to the Table
lands. The wind, which had been blowing so hard 
from the east during the morning, vanished for an 
hour or so at midday; at the time a nice facing breeze 
was wanted for the journey back, it sprang up from the 
west. Apparently the wind demon was deliberately 
playing a game, for no matter in what direction the 
cars moved, it always managed to follow them. A 
watch was kept upon the vagaries of the wind, from 
which, if our experiences can be taken as typical, it 
is clear that it blows in force from the east or sou' -east 
during the first half of the day, vanishes at midday 
and in the early afternoon springs up at moderate 
strength from, nearly always, due west. On the 
other hand, if it sticks to the easterly quarter, except 
for a brief lull directly after sundown, it blows with 
fairly consistent force throughout the twenty-four 
hours. 

Next morning we drove to the causeway made 
during the descent on arrival, eased it a bit and got 
up with little difficulty. To make up for the dis
appointment of returning, there was consolation in 
following our old tracks. Progress was far quicker, 
generally with a head breeze. Consequently there were 
no continual halts to replenish water, no delays to worry 
out a route, no turnings back on false scents; just 
follow your nose as hard as you like. In 6! hours the 
cars did 2r miles, that had taken about r6 hours on 
the journey out. We felt regular speed merchants. 

The Gorge came so quickly that we camped there 
for a half-day. To the north of it, about a mile away, 
a temporary home was made among the shade of a 
clump of gum-trees. Instead of remaining in camp, 
Joker at once took up the chase. He had seen a 
number of bronze-wing pigeons flying about which, so 
the reports of his shot-gun said, were being hunted. 
He arrived back with a goodly bag of pigeons which 
we curried for tea. 
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At 4 a.m. Joker and I arose from blankets, seized 
towel and soap and walked to the rockholes in the 
Gorge for a bathe and shooting. We left in the dark
ness; on arrival at the water there was enough grey 
light to see by. And oh, how delightfully fresh and 
cold it was, We splashed about for quite a long time 
in enjoyment of this first good bathe for several days. 
A brisk rub down set the body tingling with quickened 
veins and a sharp walk back landed us at the camp 
fire at 6 a.m., hungry as the proverbial hunter. 

The day became thick and sultry; plenty of clouds 
had worked up during the night . Gone was the fresh 
clean heat of preceding days; in its stead a sticky 
atmosphere that made one feel slack and listless. 
Surely this heralded the coming of rain; we fondly 
hoped so. 

On the way back, more for something to do than 
for the benefit of botanists, we collected a number of 
flowers from shrubs apparently typical of the district . 
Examined in Perth by Mr. Gardiner of the Depart
ment of Agriculture, they have confirmed his belief 
in the paradise awaiting the pioneer botanist who 
wanders to the far inland. Most of them are rare, 
and one is a new species of phylotta.1 

By middle day, having avoided crossing one single 
sand-hill due to plotting a new route, the caravan 
saw again the Tired Snake-Wag's Weriaddo. Some 
miles before arrival, burnt country had been entered; 
the nre from Guda had spread past this well. How 
miserable the red sand looked without its veil of 
herbage. Blackened stubble where grass had been ; 
gaunt trees, leafless, withered. Ever and anon great 
clouds of ashes rose up into the air; the willy-willies, 
or water-spouts of the land formed by bursts of heated 
air rising from the hot ground. Some sprang to life 
exactly as a big shell fills the air with smoke; others 
grew as tall narrow columns of ash-charged air moving 
rapidly across the blackened ground, twirling violently, 
sucking up every light thing within range, carrying 

1 See list at the end of the book. 
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the refuse high into the air where it was discharged and 
left as a pall of smoke and dust, hundreds of feet above. 
Their roaring was most impressive; it was no small 
relief that our caravan and these gigantic "vacuum
cleaners" of nature did not get together. 

The woodwork of Weriaddo well was still burning. 
Part of the shaft had fallen in ; for all practical 
purposes this oasis has ceased to be. With its 
customary waywardness the wind veered to the west 
after midday, making the cool engines of the morning 
become more akin to locomotives than internal corn
bustion motors. From this, however, respite was 
granted upon reaching the long dry swamp near C 25. 
On its speed-way surface the hand-throttle was set 
to fix the speed of Maililma about 8 miles per hour 
and the bonnet headed for the distant edge of the 
boree scrub. This done, with the spirit of school
boys, Joker, Wag and I jumped off our mount, leaving 
her to continue as she pleased. 

Armed with kylies we romped beside her, throwing 
them at Gwalowa whose crew returned them with 
glee. Alas ! this nearly ended in tragedy ; for delay
ing to collect a kylie, thrown wide, Maililma was 
allowed to get too far ahead. After her we raced, 
clambering aboard at the last gasp. Only one had a 
still more narrow escape-Girlie. Like her men 
folk she leapt to the ground scampering beside Gwa
lowa, barking at the sport. Their joyful air changed 
abruptly to fear-due to a whirling piece of wood 
slithering across the snow-white surface, unpleasantly 
close. She let out a yelp, tucked tail beneath legs, 
leapt neatly on to the seat and so to safety among the 
cases behind. 

After a record day's run of 27 miles, between 8 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. (with over 2 hours lost for lunch, etc.), 
camp was pitched at the top of the Swamp. 

Passing back over our tracks, one could not fail to 
notice, during this short absence, how the ground 
had been rooted up. Every few feet some animal 
had burrowed into the sand ; not seldom, the broad 
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tracks of the creepers were nearly obliterated by 
a maze of wavy lines where lizard-like creatures 
had crept. Everything seems to live beneath the 
surface in large airy burrows, refuges from the heat 
if from no other danger. And airy they are too, for 
it was amazing to see a tiny lizard 3 inches long flip 
down a hole large enough to house a rabbit. The 
sand plains team with millions of long-tailed lizards. 

Upon reaching the Sturt, one thought over the 
experiences since last seeing this waterway. A most 
curious type of country had been seen, popularly 
designated "desert "-an unfair label, since desert 
is commonly associated with a barren waste of sand, 
treeless, lifeless, waterless, akin to the worst of the 
Sahara. Certainly it is sand, its chief claim to notoriety 
as cousin of the home of the Bedouin. From observ
ation and every source of information, I have gleaned 
that everywhere one finds spinifex and, in places, 
grass. Stunted trees cover the land ; scrub or bush 
is seldom absent. One must admit surface water is 
quite insufficient to support graziers; to counteract 
this we have the testimony of men like Canning that 
there is no better watered part of Australia-just 
beneath the surface. And every year the West Aus
tralian pastoralists are pushing further and further 
into the sand plains, proving that areas of good 
stock country abound. One has only to glance at 
the Canning stock route map to see that more good 
pastoral country than poor is marked. I do believe, 
once railways are extended further inland, making 
transport economic, only a very minor portion of the 
so-called "dead heart of Australia" will, some day, be 
unable to swell the wool stores and cattle markets 
of the world. And that minor portion will be a blessing 
in disguise, a national playground wherein .the wan
derer, "tired of the everyday," may find sohtude and 
peace ; torn by spinifex, weary . with ba~ing black
fellow soaks, tried by heat, worned by flies-but at 
peace. A curious peace you will say, you who look 
for green trees beside running waters. Yet peace it 
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is to the Bushman-mental peace-fighting a clean 
fight with hard nature, untrammelled by convention, 
acknowledging no master, free to go and come as the 
will dictates. 

I am always seeking a more correct, and brief 
name to displace " desert " on the map. It is not 
prairie, nor desert, wilderness, downs, veldt, steppes 
-one can only say it is an unusual type of country 
peculiar to the inland of our great island continent, 
possessing no counterpart. Briefly, it is arid country, 
well supplied with shallow subterranean waters, most 
of it carrying stock feed sufficient for cattle, and, in 
places, sheep. Moreover, it is well elevated land, up 
to 2,000 feet above sea-level, not at all the depression 
below sea that it is popularly supposed to be. Surely 
a new and more suitable term should be coined ? 
As a move in the right direction, " sand plain " has 
been used in this book. Will not someone go further ? 

On Monday, October rg, the caravan laid down to 
rest beside the waters of Lake Stretch. Despite the 
dry season it was still about 150 yards wide and a 
third of a mile long-we did not bottom it in the 
centre. At sundown thousands of duck, in batches 
of 500, flew over the camp on their way to settle, 
with mighty splashings and scurryings, at the far end. 

"Wag, will you go and stir up those ducks in a 
few minutes ? I 'm going to get my gun and take 
up position at that other lagoon a short way down 
the creek. I reckon they will fly to it when you put 
them up." 

"All right, Joker, and mind you bring us a good 
feast, for we want a change from corned beef-badly." 

Soon swift repeated bangs told that our hunter was 
hard at work. He returned with two handfuls of legs, 
from which dangled many ducks. The camp became a 
busy place and a feathery one, too. Some pillow maker 
would have reaped a great harvest from the piles of 
down and feathers whipped away by the breeze. Into 
the camp oven they went with fat and a little water ; 
on went the lid. Six hungry men sat down to smoke 
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in pleasant anticipation of six fat ducks. It was a 
late tea, but oh such a good one, eaten with d~ipping 
~ngers to the tune of many sighs eloquent of mward 
JOy. . . Contrary to Its usual cooling off after mghtfall, 
the evening remained hot and oppressive, even 
increasing as the night wore on. For the first 
time on the trip we slept on top of blankets. ~he 
atmosphere was steamy, banks of dark threatemng 
clouds rolled up, behind them vivid flashes of lightning 
flickered about the horizon. The air was still, por
tending a violent storm. A few big spots of rain, 
large as shillings, fell-that was all. By morning the 
sky had cleared, but as the wind was southerly, I 
decided not to move camp. Bathing, washing, mend
ing, idling, we spent a pleasant day; a welcome 
interlude after battling in the sand plains. 

Next morning we were on the track by six o'clock ; 
by noonday C 21 had been reached. Incidentally, 
it is worth noting that Mount Bannerman, roughly 
40 miles west of C 21, marks approximately the north
ern limit of the sand hills adjacent to Sturt Creek. 
Soon after Lake Stretch we found frog holes opened 
up by blacks ; near one a creeper we knew well. Down 
the hole it vanished, ending in a priceless find-a real 
live water melon. 

Thinking of that charming advertisement of Fry's 
chocolate, which shows a chubby kiddy welcoming 
father home, I cried: " See what I've got, daddy! " 

"Hooray! "-the daddies stampeded to me, mouths 
watering, clawing hands ready to seize the treasure. 

"Whoa, there; not so fast. This isn't a charity 
bun fight. Give me a chance, I'm not going to bolt 
with it." 

I pulled out a knife, sliced the beauty into six 
portions-seized the largest, being the finder-and 
left them to it. It was too good, this burrowing into 
juicy red melon, spitting out the black pips, dribbling 
happily down one's shirt front. With the tragic speed 
that hastens the end of all good things, the repast 
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finished. The last piece of rind was flung away, 
contented "Ah's " uttered, engines cranked up and 
onwards again, another happy memory stored away. 

It was puzzling to find this. melon o~ a ridge of 
barren dry sand without a vestige of mmsture-yet a 
veritable oasis in itself. 

Beside Wolf Creek, despite warnings of rough going, 
travelling was most excellent. In fact there. could 
not have been better surface in virgin bush Without 
a track. Along well-grassed fiats beside the. creek, 
among tall gums with stately trunks of white, we 
buzzed at ease, cooled by a pleasant N .N .E. breeze. 
On either side of the creek, distant a few hundred 
yards, stony ridges encroached bearing a far too fami
liar burden- spinifex. 

" Look at that, quick, over there, running up that 
slanting tree trunk" (Wag). 

"What the deuce is it? Looks like a huge black 
cat." 

"Come on, we'll soon see. Get your gun, Joker. 
Tell Gwalowa to stop and join the hunt. I saw it 
disappear inside the hollow limb it ran up." 

Girlie grasped at once something was on foot. Be
side us she ran, barking for the adventure about to 
be. She got the scent, ran up the tree, to sniff 
excitedly at the hole where it entered. In a fervour 
of thrill she slipped down the limb, tore round the 
neighbourhood on dozens of purely imaginary scents. 
Meanwhile, there being two entrances to the home of 
the denizen, Wag set fire to a pile of grass and leaves 
to smoke it from the lair. Smoke poured inside 
in healthy volumes-we stood by, tense, to assault 
whatever might appear. Alas! it must have literally 
gone to earth, deep down in the roots of the dead 
tree, for it could not be routed out. 

" Curse it, I've got a good mind to chop the whole 
darned tree down. This is a have." 

" It's a hard life for the hunter," moaned Joker. 
"Might have had a lovely skin for the study." 

Midday on following day the cara,van pulled up at 
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Beaudesert Station-the homestead of Messrs. Weaber 
and Trenouth, cattlemen. 

"Good day. You are Weaber, I suppose. I'm 
Terry. Do you mind if we stop the night here
want to do a bit of a job to one of the cars." 

"Sure thing, you stay here and make yourselves 
at home. Wait while I put the billy on and we'll have 
a bite of tucker. Mary, you good-for-nothing lazer, 
make 'em fire, catch 'em water." 

" Orright, Bill." The lubra hurried to her task. 
This lonely man and his tiny world were all bustle 

to show us hospitality. We were charmed with his 
self, we revelled in his fresh food, most of all we fell 
for his newspapers-two months old. We plied him 
with eager questions of the outside world till-

" Do you men think I'm straight from George 
Street, Perth? You'd think I was a pavement plodder 
the way you expect me to know all what's going 
on. Remember, I haven't been to town for six weeks 
myself, and my last mail came three weeks ago, and 
that takes over a month to come from Perth." 

"Sorry. Anyhow, you can guess how keen we are 
to get news, for half the stuff that comes through on the 
wireless is about nothing of interest to us." 

Just one thing is worthy of especial note in th~s 
conversation, the "going to town." Town in th1s 
instance being Hall's Creek, an outpost of a doz.en 
folk, more isolated than any in Australia, yet to h1m 
the social centre of his world. 

During the afternoon he produced a piece of black 
ore, which Elusive examined. 

"What do you make of this? Bill reckons he 
found it near here. It must be rich, for it's darned 
heavy." 

Elusive turned it over and over, tapped off a corner, 
spat on it, rubbed the place dry, felt its weight. 

"This is manganese all right. Do you reckon there's 
much of it about here, Bill ? " 

" I've found a fair bit of it and I dare say you colJ].q 
locat~ a ~ood deposit .. " · · 
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"Do you mind if I take a lump to Perth and have 
it looked at? It might be more interesting than we 
think." 

Subsequ~nt exa~ination. says it .is "bla~k oxide of 
manganese-pyrolusite-with small vugs and patches 
containing crystallised acicular needles of black oxide 
of manganese." 

. . . 
"How are you off for water here? " 
" Oh, pretty good. You see we've only bee_n ~ere 

four years and we haven't done much well-smking. 
That well by the house is pumping water from 8o feet. 
We have it going hard; can't pump it dry, although 
the level may be lowered a bit." 

"Hallo, what are those three smokes down the 
creek where we came ? " 

" I reckon it's probably a signal from George Tre
nouth to say he's coming along. He's been over to 
Billiluna and should be here any day. We've got 
to move cattle, so I want him." 

"Oh, by the way. We found a water melon in 'a 
frog hole near Lake Stretch and I've been wondering -
how it got there. Are there many wild ones about 
here? " 

"No, you won't find any others. The one you found 
must have grown from seeds dropped by my mate. 
He took some to Billiluna for Rowan a few months 
ago and he mentioned to me that he'd left a coupl~ 
there out of curiosity to see if they'd grow." 

Next afternoon the caravan made an easy stage to 
Ruby Plains Homestead, only 25 miles away. Now
adays travelling was easier. A well-marked wagon 
track twisted through the bush, leading into the scat
tered hills outlying from the McClintock Ranges. 
Beaudesert was just on the edge of the fiat country 
to the east of them. Eight miles on the way a great 
event occurred-we saw the first auriferous reef. 
Elusive became all excited. He leapt off Gwalowa, 
pick in hand, hurrying to a tall line of rocks out-
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cropping beside the track. It reminded one of a half
finished breakwater, whose untidy piles of rocks extend 
seawards among quiet waters. We could not really 
expect signs of gold, for the area has been pretty 
carefully combed. Still it was interesting to poke about 
the rocks, cracking pieces here and there, learning from 
Elusive where to look and how to look. 

At eventide the cars ceased at the home of Messrs. 
Oliver & D'Arcy, where we stayed for several days, 
writing up records. To celebrate the arrival of such a 
multitude, Oliver undertook to make one of his famous 
plum duffs. Having collected many pounds of flour, a 
mere dozen eggs, many handfuls of currants and raisins, 
fat and sugar, he proceeded to compound the lot into 
an enormous pudding. 

This he sewed into a 50lb. flour-bag and dropped it 
into an eight-gallon petrol drum filled with boiling 
water. It was thereupon forgotten. 

A couple of hours later, while yarning in the shade 
of the veranda, a considerable report startled every
one. It came from the open fire on which the cook
ing was proceeding. Alarm was quickly displaced by 
curiosity-whence had it come? Speculation was rife 
as Oliver walked over to the fire to regard his forth
coming treat. Yea, verily, it was forthcoming too, in 
fact it had "forthcome" already. His cries of dismay 
drew all in a quick rush to behold-an awful sight. The 
duff had risen so conscientiously that the bag had been 
unable to withstand its ardour; the report, heard 
twenty yards away, had signalled the bursting of 
the duff's moorings. By a dispensation of Providence 
the cookery was not ruined; water was drained away, 
the debris collected. In spite of this contretemps we 
feasted upon the most glorious example of culinary art 
it has been my good fortune to meet by the hand of 
man, yes, even woman. A quiet and silent collection of 
men smoked their pipes that evening after tea; sure, 
and sleepy too. Oliver's duff was at work! 

Next day Oliver drew attention to a slow deep 
quark-quark-quark : 
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"Listen to that. That's my pet frog in his hole 
by the tree in the garden. He's the best friend I've 
got, because he sings out when rain is coming just 
five days before it arrives, and I've never known him 

" wrong. 
" Go on, tell that to the blacks. I can tell you a 

better one about a snake that bit a frog, which after
wards poisoned everyone it licked ! " 

" All right, have it your own way. You can laugh 
as much as you like, but mark my words, it will rain 
within five days. Look at the calendar, to-day's 
Sunday, October the 25th. Remember that and see 
if I'm wrong." 

" Sunday the 25th ? What are you talking about ? 
To-day is Monday the 26th" (Professor). 

"I tell you it's Sunday. The mail came out from 
Hall's Creek four days ago. We always get it on a 
Thursday because it gets in from Derby on a Wed
nesday and we send a black in who fetches it out the 
day after. Besides, I book up my diary and it says 
to-day is Sunday." 

"Just a minute, I'll look at my log. You're begin
ning to frighten me, for if I'm wrong, all my calcula
tions of stars will be out. . . No, I'm afraid I can't 
agree with you; I make to-day the z6th." 

"I'm certain it's Sunday. My diary can't be 
wrong.'' 

" Oh, well, we can soon settle it. To-night I ought 
to get Melbourne and that will decide the question." 

In the evening there came weather forecasts, social 
news and racing. Ah! That fixed it, for who in 
Australia does not know what horses are running and 
when, and where ? Oliver had to admit defeat, still, 
in a way it was better for him. It gave his frog 
another day in hand for the vindication of its fore
cast! 



CHAPTER XXIII 

CHASING THE ELUSIVE WEIGHT 

We camp where an 8o oz. slug was found-Elusive gets a colour
Wag gets the fever-Elusive blows up a reef-Frogs serenade us
Wet-wet-wet-Butterfly pilots us-Visions of a shattered dream
We have a field day after gold-The start of a trying day-Joker 
makes it worse-Elusive gets back almost perished-We help 
him to camp--His story-A violent tropical storm bears down 
on us-We hurry to prepare-The deluge-And after. 

FOUR and a half miles from the homestead we 
crossed the Divide. Really a chain of hills form
ing the highest ridge, it marks the separation 

of the waters flowing inland, i.e. joining Wolf Creek 
and those that go to the Indian Ocean, after entering 
the Mary River. This, in its turn, joins the Margaret 
and, latterly, the Fitzroy. The Inland Divide, running 
sou' -west and nor' -east where crossed, takes an abrupt 
sweep to the S.S.E. just north of Ruby Plains home
stead. About half-way to Beaudesert it changes 
direction to the N .E., crosses the Denison Plains between 
N. 3 bore and the foot-hills on the way to Flora Valley, 
at that time bearing about N.N.E. It passes the 
homestead approximately ro miles to the east, continu
ing thereafter about N .E., passing the head of the Swan 
some miles north of Inverway. This latter stag
marks the continuation of the jump-up forming the 
edge of the Antrim Plateau. 

Once over this Divide, Elusive became more wide
awake than ever, for it is known that gold is not 
found on its eastern slopes. Four miles on the way, 
the first prospecting camp was pitched. Although 
the country has been gone over many years ago, one 
can never tell where a fortune may lie. Every 
nugget is not cleaned up, however systematic the 

285 
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combing. For instance, this halt was called at a 
deep hole where an eighty ounce ((slug "-local for 
nugget-was found, while teamsters' wagons were 
passing not a hundred yards away, to and from other 
workings. There was a rush to the spot, a deep shaft 
was sunk, many workings opened up-all to no avail. 
No other richness could be traced. 

The gold fever seized each of us. Elusive went on 
a tour of inspection, cracking rocks here and there, 
shovelling a bit of dirt into his dish at likely spots 
for dry-blowing.1 We hovered around like vultures, 
ready to swoop down on the first panning with 
traces of the elusive weight. 

((Come here, you men. I've got a colour." 
Gosh! how we thrilled to the cry. Stampeding to 

the sight, picturing a beautiful yellow lump of real 
gold, we found-a tiny flake ! With moistened fore
finger our prospector probed among the pay-dirt, re
trieved a minute speck, held it to us in triumph. 

"There you are, my bonny boys, we've got on it." 
" You don't call that gold-why, you can hardly 

see it! We want chunks and chunks." 
" The sooner you get those romantic notions out of 

your fat heads, the better. That's all story-book dope. 
Take it from me, who's been chasing the weight for 
over thirty years, that just a colour or two to a pan 
is all the average man gets who's getting on to good 
stuff. You may follow it up for days, only getting 
traces now and again. You may get spurred on by 
an odd colour or two to stick to a place for weeks and 
then get no forrarder. On the other hand, you may 
strike it rich in the first panning. That's the beauty 
of the game and what holds you- the great gamble. 
Why, !f you. could get enough to cover the top of a 
trey 2 m a d1sh of dirt, you'd be on first -class stuff." 

Never mind, imaginations were fired-Wag's most 
of all. He seized two ordinary eating plates and a 
shovel, hastening to distant parts, sampling wherever 
fancy, founded on advice from Elusive, prompted. 

1 See Chapter III. 2 Threepenny bit. 
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Everyone followed his example. For isn't it the 
history of gold mining that the new chum blunders 
on the rich stuff ? 

Half an hour later a yell, almost a scream, nearly 
frightened us out of our wits. Dropping all we pos
sessed, we ran to Wag, waving excitedly. Hooray ! 
he must be on it ! 

"Say, come and look at this." In the palm of 
his hand he displayed three flakes no larger than 
pins' heads. 

"Heavens! Is that all? We thought you'd got 
a ten-ounce slug at least." 

"Well, what's wrong? That's gold, isn't it? and 
more than you fellows ever found." 

Not a bit crestfallen, he wandered away fairly 
bubbling with enthusiasm. We returned to our special 
haunts, grubbing about till sundown. In all, I sup
pose the product of a busy day of six men was a 
sixth of a pennyweight-value 8d. ! Still, it was 
something. 

The following morning Elusive blew up a useful-look
ing reef beside the Mary River. In a crevice he placed 
some plugs of gelignite, into one of which the detonator 
had been pressed. The charge was tamped down with 
stones, wedged tightly in place. He lit it and bolted to 
safety. Some seconds later came a loud report, a 
cloud of smoke, much dust, a shower of small stones, 
an avalanche of large rocks down the hillside. We 
returned to find a gaping rift; alas! it showed no 
cheering streaks of gold. 

Nothing dismayed, the remainder of the day saw 
everyone doing his best, certainly an ignorant best, to 
aid the systematic sampling directed by Elusive. 

That night there were noises to vindicate Oliver's 
frog. After dark the Bush almost rang with the 
songs of many frogs, so numerous that it seemed 
alive with them. Not one was seen, yet their voices 
were myriad. They took Elusive back to The Terri
tory. 

" Hear that old one growling his slow deep, ' quart-
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pot, quart-pot, quart-pot.' Now he's stopped, and 
you can hear another singing out the quick ' hot
water, hot-water.' But listen to the best of the lot 
-my old friend calling out his drawling 'wet-wet
wet-' He's a sure sign of rain and many are the 
nights at Rum Jungle I've listened to him warning 
me to prepare for a downpour. I reckon Oliver 
isn't going to be so far wrong, after all." 

A few miles ahead we issued from the ranges on to 
the plains once more. At Ezzy's selection, or small 
station, this man was awfully kind in fixing up some 
tucker for midday. At his homestead we joined the 
main track to the coast from Hall's Creek. There
after, travelling was wonderful, the 20 miles to Lambo 
Station being done in less than three hours. The 
owner, F.C. Booty, described a feasible route to Mount 
Dockrell in the Cummins Ranges, whither Maililma, 
less trailer, wandered next day. 

Under the guidance of a black fellow, rejoicing 
in the incongruous name of ((Butterfly," we made 
good time towards the ranges. Despite the way 
being rough, littered with stony creeks and steep
sided gullies, camp was pitched soon after lunch 
amongst the ranges at the foot of Dockrell. 

Having put our temporary home in order, it was 
evacuated for a visit to see the remains of a stamping 
battery erected on the south side of the mountain. 
Walking in single file, carrying picks, panning dishes 
and water bags, it must have been a curious sight 
to see we six people wending our way across stony 
creeks, up steep gullies, between trees, brushing through 
scrub to a small open space among the hills. There 
we found the battery stamps erected in lonely 
state, gear wheels, shafts, great chunks of steel 
scattered round about. It was rather weird, and 
sad as well, to come across this sign of earlier 
man in the fastnesses of wildest nature. It spoke of 
great effort spurred on by greater optimism, stilled 
at length to silence by the keeper of the secrets of 
the reef. Through one's mind there flashed the 
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picture of the first excited rush to break the news of 
the find, the stampede for shares in the embryo com
pany, straining horse teams lugging the unwieldy 
machinery into the ranges, busy days erecting it, 
the great excitement of the first crushing, the 
few months of rich yield, the gold escorts to the 
coast, then-anticlimax. Crushings that dropped from 
dozens of ounces to a meagre pennyweight or two, 
the losing on the reef, men drifting away with shat
tered visions of a thriving mining town, a few old 
diehards clinging to the slender thread of hope, the 
last shafts sunk and the final costien cut to pick up 
the rich ore that has ended at last in-acknowledg
ment. The genie who holds the secret of the fault 
in the reef has triumphed again. 

A few heaps of stone and some pieces of rusting iron 
are the sole testimony of the working, in the early 
'nineties, of the richest leader ever found in Western 
Australia. A deep hole, ro feet by 12 feet, partly 
filled with debris, whence fabulous value of gold was 
blasted, is the drab scar that tells of short-lived 
hopes. Not much work has been done to pick up 
the reef again; it would pay someone to risk a few 
hundreds in a careful search, for rich will be the reward 
of the lucky gambler. 

Sundown saw us preparing the evening meal. Hav
ing eaten heartily, Butterfly filled a jam tin with water, 
took a stick of tobacco to chew during his walk, and 
set out for the station with less ado than one of us 
about to cross a narrow street. 

Everybody was off camp early the following morn
ing, :fired by the gold fever to make the day one of 
event. Professor and Jock climbed Mount Dockrell 
to spy out the land ; we others put ourselves under 
orders from Elusive who, as was natural, became king 
of the day. Water-bags and tucker for lunch, dishes 
and picks, drills and gelignite were divided between 
we four ready for the fray. About 2 miles from camp, 
and a mile past the old battery, Elusive left us to 
sample the pockets in a small creek. He set out, a 

T 
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sack over ~is shoulder containing prospecting tools, 
water bag m hand, prepared to be away all day on 
a quick reconnoitre of the district . 

Wherever little banks of silt were caught by a 
rocky bar across the creek, we dug deeply, laying bare 
the hard packed dirt of the actual bed. Here the 
gold should lie, for being heavy it percolates through 
the silt and lodges in the crevices of the bed. Scratch
ing with a pick Wag grubbed out enough dirt to fill a 
pan. Having scrambled out of the shielded depth of 
the creek, he began to dry-blow in the breeze. Luck 
was with him, for a few enticing colours lay among 
the residue. 

"Gosh! it's going to be a regular stinker to-day. 
Why it's only half-past seven now, and the thermo
meter was at go when we left camp an hour and a 
half ago." 

"My oath, it's getting hotter all the time. Do you 
see those clouds working up from the north? I 
reckon they are rain clouds." 

And so the morning wore on. Up the creek we 
worked, sampling washes now and again. Not with
out reward were our amateur endeavours, for many 
pannings yielded one or two specks of yellow ore. 
The day became steamy and sultry; the oppressive 
air made bones ache with that tired listless feeling 
which heralds the coming of rain. It was almost 
an effort to plod up the creek, in fact a few minutes' 
slack beneath the shade of a tree was far more 
attractive than chasing the elusive weight. 

As though nature had not accomplished ehough to 
our discomfort, Joker did his best to roast Wag and 
I. Not once, but many times, did the heartless 
wretch wait till he saw us fully engrossed with pick 
and pan. Driven by the devil of practical joking, 
of course against his own will, for he was too "naice," 
to wish to harry his fellow-sufferers , we shall say 
he was forced to drop lighted matches among the 
tall dry grasses about us. 

' 'Funny-! smell smoke. It's beastly hot too." 
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Wag looked up from the deep narrow channel where 
work was in progress, to behold-that he was right. 

"Cut it out, Joker, you silly goat. You're worse 
than a school kid with your pranks. Why the deuce 
can't you help us to find gold instead of acting the 
lunatic ? " 

"Well, I'm doing my best to help you, only you 
are too blind to see it. Every bit of grass I burn 
off may lay bare a reef." 

" Oh, I know all about that. You don't give two 
hoots whether any gold is found ; you only want to 
play the giddy idiot. Come on, Wag, get out of this, 
or that poor fool will cremate us. This spot is no 
good either, for there's not been a colour in the last 
three dishes." 

We had a smoke, moved onwards to another hope
ful place, settled down to fossic, aided with suspicious 
diligence by Joker. Soon he walked away to a tree 
to drink from the water bag. Barely had he left, 
ere more smoke and more heat bore down. 

"God stiffen the crows. Will that maniac never 
leave us alone ? " 

" Joker, if you don't quit, we'll not be responsible 
for what happens to you. For the sake of law 
and order go on those hill-tops and burn to your 
heart's content, but leave us alone or there'll be 
trouble." 

"Ha, ha, ha," roared he-and dropped another 
match. 

" Come on, Wag, that's done it. Up Guards, and 
at 'em! " 

The enemy was driven off with a volley of stones, 
but the effort cost the Guards their last remaining 
energy. A truce was called for a meal and a snooze 
in the ever-increasing heat. 

"Stir yourselves-it's beginning to rain." 
"Good, that'll cool the air a bit. I wonder how 

Elusive is getting on. I don't think he'd have. gone 
away so full of pep if he had dreamt we were m for 
a day like this. Phew! it's hot" (Wag). 
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"I'm going home-Dnly a black fellow could work 
on a day like this." 

"No, you don't . Come back, Joker." 
The miscreant had begun to saunter away-un

burdened. He was trying to slip off and leave us to 
hump the kit back to camp. With the blandest of 
smiles he returned : 

"Oh, sorry, I'm getting forgetful. Here, give me 
the lot-I'll show you how it's done." 

We let him hump the whole burden as penance 
for his attempted cremation. And so in desultory 
fashion, wetted at times by huge thunder drops, hot 
on the skin, between halts to dry-blow washes that 
had been passed by, way was slowly wended to camp. 

During a final try in the creek before quitting it 
for the battery, en route to Maililma, bending over a 
residue, with a considerable start we sprang upright. 
A hoarse croak had come to our ears. There we 
beheld poor Elusive stumbling nearer us-dead beat. 

"Good God, he looks bad. Thank heavens we've 
kept some water. Here, lend a hand. Get him down 
in to the shade of the creek." 

Poor fellow, he was a sight. Except shorts and 
boots he had abandoned all his clothes and tools. 
His body was blackened with dust from dry blowing; 
his face gleamed pale where trickles of sweat had 
scored lines in the grime. Breath came in short 
d~stressing pants; he staggered as he moved. Laying 
h1m on his back beneath the shade of an overhanging 
bush, we gave him water slowly, increasing the allow
ance as he was able to stand it. All too soon the bag 
was empty. 

Joker hurried back to camp for more; Wa~ .collected 
the gear; I supported Elusive back to Ma1hlma. A 
l~ng drink on the way, brought out by Joker, pulled 
h1m together sufficiently to make the last stage home. 
There he drank about three quarts of strong tea, had 
a quiet rest till sundown, and after a good meal was 
able to give an account of what had happened. 

" You know after I left you I followed up the creek 
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and crossed over the divide. I followed along the 
gold belt for 6 or 8 miles, panning now and again. 
It was some of the roughest walking I've ever known, 
what with stones and spinifex. I saw an old camp 
where some alluvial had been worked and a few places 
where bits of pot-holes have been tried. I went down 
to Willy-Willy Creek but I did not find that soak 
Butterfly reckoned was there. As you know, it got 
hot as hell, but I had a good drink and set out to 
go further. I crossed over the belt and went on 
prospecting more than I should have done. You 
see I was among a mass of blue quartz leaders and 
reefs-some of the best gold country I've ever seen. 
It is worth a lot more prospecting, but this will take 
a lot of time and money. The gold belt seemed to 
improve as I went along it, and it still runs sou' -west 
as far as my eyes could see." 

"Hang the gold, let's hear how you got on. It's 
all the gold with you-nothing else seems to count." 

" Oh well, I'll tell you then if you want it. I 
kept a last drink in my bag, enough I reckoned to 
see me back at sundown. What with the excitement 
of such good country, and one thing and another, I 
must have made a twenty-mile round till I saw you 
at the creek. When I came to get a moistener to 
see me home, I found-air. You know what it's like 
to suck a water bag expecting a drink and to suck 
only air. My last drop had evaporated. 

" I was feeling terribly dry, so I set out for camp 
as quick as I could. By and by I found myself getting 
drier and drier. I planted the gear; that helped a 
bit. Later I slung off my shirt and hat to get cool. 
I dumped the water-bag. Soon after, I began to feel 
myself going and like a real perish, so I set out at a 
jog trot to run home as long as the thirst would let 
me. The sweat began to pour off me, which didn't 
help much, as you can guess. Well, I knew I was 
on my last legs when I struck the creek, but I just 
kept poking along to get as near camp as possible 
before I dropped in my tracks. I was really all in 
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and feeling in a very bad way. I couldn't have made 
to camp-when I stumbled on you fellows in the 
creek it was the most blessed sight to see you there 
and to know I'd be having a drink in no time. I 
reckon I'll be fit to go after the gear to-morrow, for 
you'd never find it ; it would take a smart black 
to track me over the stones." 

"Oh, damn the gear-it's not worth going back for. 
We are going to make tracks for the homestead to
morrow, for you'll not be fit to do much for several 
days, and it's waste of time trying to carry on with
out your guidance. And, what's more, with all these 
heavy dark clouds about, I'm ready to bet the drought 
is not far off breaking. If we get a good storm and 
those creeks come down between us and Booty we'll 
be in a devil of a mess. Lord, it's close and ... " 

''There she goes-look at that. That's vivid 
enough, isn't it ? " (Joker). 

"We're in for a storm all right. There's the first 
roll of thunder, and listen, can't you hear the wind 
coming through the trees? " (Professor). 

"Come on, you fellows, we'll have to shift Maililma 
away from this tree." We scrambled to pack every
thing aboard; in a few minutes she was moved to 
a clear space away from timber. Bags were put over 
the bonnet to keep off the rain ; every receptacle 
placed in the open to catch water, swags unrolled, 
oilskins donned ; firewood placed under the car to keep 
it dry-all this at top-speed, hurrying about in frantic 
haste. Wind tearing through the trees with ever
increasing force, smelling wet and fresh with rain, 
foretold the storm. Lightning grew from distant 
flickers on the skyline to alarming bursts of blinding 
light-not gradually but with the violent speed of a 
big tropical storm. The thunder, once a low growl, 
became a never-ceasing roll, punctuated with sharp 
cracks and deafening crashes. It seemed the whole 
vault of heaven was discharging a torrent of fiery 
serpents amid the awesome crashings of mighty 
buildings. 
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No light was needed to help the hurried preparation 
of shelter-brilliant lightning never allowed the sky 
to darken an instant. Elusive spread his blankets 
beneath Maililma; Joker and Professor could be heard 
clearing a space among the load for their bedding. 
Jock and Wag ran to the trees, hacked stakes with 
an axe, hurried back, drove them into the ground, 
rigged their ground sheets. They soon had a bivouac 
ready. Seizing a tomahawk, I cut down bundles of 
leafy branches, piled them in a heap, laid blankets 
on top, spread ground sheet over the lot, staked it 
to the ground. This is an old dodge to keep your 
bedding off the wet ground; the waterproof above 
you keeps off the down pour. 

Meanwhile hot splashes of thunder rain descended 
spasmodically. The storm raged in greater fury, 
the wind blasted stronger and stronger-till the clouds 
opened in earnest. Down came the deluge, raising a 
regular fog on the ground where it splashed up again, 
lifting dust with it from the parched earth. 

Between the appalling thunder crashes we called 
to each other, keen to learn how each peculiar shelter 
was standing up. 

For a quarter of an hour rain beat upon the camp 
like the jet of a fire hose ; thunder raged; lightning 
blazed. Suddenly, as if a switch had been torn open, it 
ceased abruptly. A deathly stillness descended. This 
new-born hush, trying to the nerves as the just departed 
violence, put a certain strained tension in the air. 
Then, like the breaking of a sweet melodious rhythm, 
soothing the fierce crescendo of a great masterpiece, 
nature commenced her healing of the senses. By 
ones, by twos, by dozens, the hidden dwellers of the 
earth took up their gentle song. Crickets and frogs 
in countless numbers filled the evening air with a great 
volume of sound. Their welcome to the rain drove 
home the vast population that dwells silent in the 
earth till the wet season dispels its sleep, no whit 
less magically than the Fairy Prince awoke Sleeping 
Beauty. The fresh rich smell of newly wetted earth, 
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the savour of dampened grass, the cleanly odour of 
eucalyptus, wafted a perfume that spoke of the Bush 
revived to new life. The stars shone in brilliance 
a gentle breeze arose-peace and calm around. ' 

" Do you realise what this means ? Have you 
forgotten the warning of Oliver's frog? I had, but 
now I certainly realise he was right, for to-day is 
the 31st, or just five days since it sang out at Ruby 
Plains.'' 

"You know it's very wonderful that an animal, 
hidden in a hole in the earth, should know so early 
of the coming of rain . Five days is a long time ahead. 
It's one of the most wonderful things I've learnt" 
(Professor) . 

" I think we are going to have a fine night, but I 
must say it's not so terribly cool after all. You'd 
have thought the storm would have made a big dif
ference-Good night, you fellows, I'm going to turn 
. " m. 



CHAPTER XXIV 

THE INDIAN OCEAN AT LAST 

We hurry to the coast-A gallant frontiersman-We convert the cars 
-The Tanami outfit-Use of motor transport-We meet a hostess 
-Joker's demon drives him-We visit Tambulbudee-Elusive 
gets a real scare-Acres of flying foxes-Maililma is trapped in 
quicksand-Shower-bath free gratis-Jock ends in triumph
All aboard for Dixie--We arrive at the edge of the Continent
The outfit explodes. 

DIRECTLY daylight broke a start was made 
for the homestead. At first the ground was 
dry for the downpour had been greedily 

devoured, still as we neared the homestead it was 
clear more rain had fallen . In every depression lay 
pools of water:and at Garden Creek, where lunch camp 
was made among the tall timber, the creek had flowed 
to within half a mile of the crossing. We found a 
sheet of dark brown water, charged with leaves and 
debris, telling of even heavier rain in the direction of 
Ruby Plains. In it we bathed, a chilling dip, a 
most pleasant relief in a day that had turned out both 
hot and sultry. 

At the homestead there had not been any rain, 
nor any fall along the track to Cox's Station, where 
the caravan arrived two days later. The travelling 
had now become so good and commonplace that I 
feel it is unworthy of description. 

Having passed through some fine rugged scenery, 
strewn with mountains and rocky crags, on November 
5 we made camp beside the Margaret River near Black 
Hills. Being a day worthy of celebration two rounds 
of signal lights were sent upwards from our Very 
pistols, whose purpose for maintaining communication 
between main camp and a minor one had been antici-
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pated but not used. After nightfall a faint buzz, 
ceasing some distance away, brought word of other 
travellers selecting this spot for the night . To them 
Joker and Wag walked-to find two cars owned by 
Mrs. Bell and Mr. Warner, adventurous drivers with 
partners, coming from the coast and about to encircle 
the Continent. The strangers visited our camp for 
a billy of tea ; next morning they moved their machines 
to us, upon which we were pleased to do a few adjust
ments. 

Subsequent sundown saw the caravan, having crossed 
the Fitzroy River, beside the police station at the settle
ment aptly named Fitzroy Crossing. The constable 
in charge, Lisle Walter, was kind indeed and insisted 
on us staying overnight. A remark about his nasty 
scalp wound, just beginning to heal, prompted the 
telling of this story. 

" You see those blacks on the chain, over there by 
that tree. Well, they had been up to some mischief 
and I went out into the Ranges to get them. On the 
way back, while I was bending over my pack saddles, 
they rushed me, even though they were chained 
together. I pulled my revolver but it misfired twice, 
so they got to me and dealt me this crack on the head. 
Had it not been for a lubra distracting attention by 
a side attack, I wouldn't have been here ! " 

"You must have a head like a nigger to stand a 
blow like that-why it's a terrible gash." 

And so the incident was dismissed. An event 
worthy of huge black headlines in a newspaper among 
the pavement plodders described in three short sen
tences by this gallant frontiersman, who, like the rest 
of his kind, keep the frontiers open without talking 
about it . Yet, I ask you, think over the almost 
callous baldness of the telling of his tale, letting your 
imagination wander to the tragedy thwarted by so 
narrow a margin. Imagine him bending over his 
packs, the rush of six savage blacks chained together, 
yet not afraid, the glint of the drawn revolver, the two 
horrible clicks, the scuffle and blows, savage oaths, the 
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bleeding and-retribution, when it did fire. And all 
this hidden in three calm sentences, whose very 
conciseness gives them a value no book could build 
around the adventure. 

At the hotel, 2 miles away, the cars were converted 
to wheels. The creeper track attachment was dis
carded holus-bolus, the live axle unbolted from the 
frame, the rear spring moved backwards to other 
hangers so as to spring it and the trailer wheels fitted 
in place of the track sprockets. In view of the excellent 
travelling ahead, also the urgency to hurry lest rains 
descend in earnest, flooding rivers and hemming us 
inland for the wet, I decided to thus increase our 
ability to move quickly. Incidentally it would be 
interesting to compare the same machines under 
different conditions. 

During this work a heavy 4-ton motor truck and 
a light 30-cwt. one arrived from Derby on the coast; 
the transport of a syndicate about to erect a battery 
at Laurie's claim at Tanami. They hoped to stir up 
practical interest in this goldfield, and maybe to 
float a company on the strength of their pioneering. 
Their decision to transport with motor trucks, especi
ally at the commencement of the rains, was somewhat 
inexplicable, although private considerations no doubt 
justify this. Tanami is roughly 6oo miles inland, 
therefore to land 40 tons of equipment the large truck 
must do ro trips, equivalent to rz,ooo miles-a decent 
year's running; the small one was mainly a tender 
for petrol supplies. Apart from the question of cost 
per ton, several donkey teams could have done the 
job in a fraction of the time. Do not conclude any
thing disparaging is being said about the private 
affairs of a concern no whit my business. This 
subject is being touched upon solely to illustrate that 
motor transport, although economic in development, 
may be a facility of questionable value to the pioneer, 
i.e. before loading both ways is offering. The most 
devout advocate of motor transport knows that its 
sweeping application in a new land is likely to lead 
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to undue expense and, in a case like this, suggested 
loss oftime. It has been asked whether trucks cannot 
handle all freight once there is considerable productive 
activity throughout the North. To this it is hard to 
subscribe, for it seems there must be one main line of 
railway from coast to coast, say from Broome to the 
Queensland system at Camooweal. As feeders to 
this main artery, motors can well act, provided that 
considerable bridging and road formation is effected. 
Otherwise isolation of certain areas must arise during 
the monsoons, a contingency that cannot be allowed 
where there is population to any extent. For trans
port and communication at every time of the year 
is the right and the need of white people, womenfolk 
especially. At present, about Christmas time, the 
"lay-up" begins; people sit down wherever they may 
be till the rains cease and general movement is again 
practicable. It is not meant that, for these three 
months no light traveller may journey, but that as 
matters stand these days a general system of heavy 
road transport will have to admit defeat at the edges 
of the bog-holes and on the banks of rivers deep in 
flood. 

The days at Fitzroy Crossing were steamy and 
enervating, for we had descended from the inland 
plateaux to the coastal belt. Thunderstorms were 
never long absent, and at night the sky was a network 
of flickering serpents. Although little rain fell near by, 
the telegraph brought word of a considerable down
pour half-way to the coast. · 

One evening a violent dry thunderstorm created 
havoc down the river. Lightning set fire to the grasses, 
which, fanned by a steady breeze, spread till a wide 
face of burning bush filled the sky with dense clouds 
of smoke, tinged lurid by the glare of fierce flames. 
Two parties of men scrambled into cars and hurried 
thither, hoping to check it. Alas! the feat was beyond 
their powers, so it had to be left to Providence to decree 
how long the flames would live and the damage they 
would do. 
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A traveller, in from Christmas Creek, brought word 
that an exceptionally large number of blacks had come 
in from the Sand Plains to the waters in its bed. This 
was interesting in that it bore testimony to the word 
received at the South Esk Tablelands concerning the 
departure to better-watered parts. It was remark
able that from the Fitzroy one talks of "going up 
on to the desert." On many maps the area is labelled 
"Desert Basin "- rather misleading, for the country 
lies about 1 ,000 feet above sea-level. It is a basin in 
that the escarpment is the highest point; apparently 
the centre is lower than the edges. Really it is a basin 
on a plateau and not a general depression below sea
level. 

In some anxiety for the success of the experiment 
of converting Maililma to wheels, she was taken on a 
test run directly the work was completed. This fear, 
however, was unjustified, for she was a beauty in her 
new-found freedom. It was simply great to feel her 
pull away as you opened up in the gears, her springing 
was excellent, she rode like a limousine. Fast and 
powerful, she fairly romped along, hard to believe it 
was the same machine of earlier miles. This demon
stration filled Gwalowa's crew with enthusiasm to re
lease her from the shackles of her tracks-only shackles 
on good roads-for in roadless country they had made 
possible that which no wheeled truck could have 
attempted. 

Freed from mechanical duties, Wag and Joker went 
to photograph Geiki and Bickering Gorges. Mr. W. J. 
Wells, of Bickering Station, undertook with great 
promptitude to drive them to his homestead, to show 
them the gorges and to give them every hospitality. 
We wanted pictures of these places, not only for their 
scenic value, but for record of sites that may some day 
see the erection of a dam for irrigation, even a hydro
electric generating station. It is interesting to mark 
down such spots, hoping the future may hold vindi
cation of one's optimism. 

On Thursday, November 12, after a successful 
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test of Gwalowa, we began to hurry westwards. In 
a couple of hours the Jubilee homestead was reached 
where, although long after regular meal-time, our 
host and hostess (mark you) most kindly got a feed 
together. It was quite curious to sit down to feed 
with a white woman at the head of the table; after 
the recent scarcity one felt just a tiny bit not at ease. 
Forgotten little niceties at the table took birth again 
-you asked, instead of stretching! 

After a glance at the huge water-hole beside the 
homestead in the Fitzroy, where crocodiles, sharks, 
sword fish and stingerees-fish with stings in their 
tails-lived in its fresh waters, we set out early next 
day. Six miles distant we passed Quanbun, where a 
call was made for any mail for the coast. 

"Good day, Hymas, have you got any mail to go 
in? I suppose you remember us and that old Ford 
t ? '' wo years ago . 

"Course I do. No, I haven't any mail, but come in 
for a drink of tea-all of you." 

"But, man alive, we've had breakfast at Jubilee 
not an hour ago." 

" Never mind, have a billy of tea-it won't hurt 
" you. 

Seeing he would be hurt if we passed by without 
accepting his generosity, we descended upon him. 
His anxiety to show kindness, just as he had done to 
Yockney and I on that earlier occasion, was just 
typical of the camaraderie that binds the people of 
the North as no ties of convention hold the pavement 
plodders of the South. 

"What sort of a season are you having? " 
"Oh, pretty punk. If we don't get a good fall thi~ 

wet things will be bad indeed." 
,., It's rather funny to be among sheep again, for this 

is the first sheep property we've come across. What 
is your carrying capacity? " 

"A sheep to five acres-it's some of the best on 
the whole Fitzroy." 

"That's pretty good. Well now, we must push 
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along for we want to make a good stage to-day. Good
bye-see you again some day." 

The greatest delays were to open the gates from one 
paddock to another. At one the wicked demon in 
Joker whispered in his ear that he had a reputation 
to maintain. 

The cars stood side by side; Girlie made a mistake 
-on to Maililma she leapt. Instead of being shoved 
off, she was patted to silent obscurity. 

"Don't say a word-let them drive ahead this time. 
Won't Jock be in a fit when he finds he's lost her. 
Ha ha ! " (Joker). 

Some miles on, Gwalowa halted-why, we well 
knew. 

"Did any of you fellows see Girlie at the last gate? " 
(Professor). 

The blandest of denials was given. 
" Och mon, it's awful. Girlie's been left behind 

at yon gate. I'm going back to see if--" 
Eager yaps from Maililma's innards gave welcome 

to her master's voice. 
"Ah ! We might have guessed you'd be up to some 

game. Girlie, Girlie, Girlie." 
Around her master she leapt with eager barks. 

This distraction being in full swing, the unrepentant 
Joker slipped stealthily to the back of Gwalowa. 
Signing us to keep the others busy, he pulled out a 
swag for silent transfer to Maililma. No more was 
said-till evening. Then there was a rumpus of no 
mean order when Professor, having cried his dismay 
to the four winds, searched in our car-not fruitlessly. 

At sundown the caravan pulled up at Upper Liver
inga Station-renowned for its centipedes-having 
covered just about IOO miles. What a change after 
a maximum of 50 on tracks ! Storms had been around 
all day, and many patches of bog on the track were 
rushed at speed. The front wheels, bare of mudguards, 
flung up great dollops of mire, splattering the crews 
with mud. 

Civilisation was meeting us with greater force at 
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each halt. Here the manager fed us with real live 
table silver-well, not exactly fed us, for that was 
beyond our digestive capacities-anyhow these imple
ments were there for our convenience. 

Next day, after a speedy run over, was spent at 
Mount Anderson, where Mr. G. A. Rose took us to see 
a huge cave-the only spot where the antelopean 
kangaroo is said to exist . 

On the way to Yeeda Station, we met a team with 
fifty head of donkeys. Here word was passed of many 
alligators 1 in a large hole in the Fitzroy, called Tam
bulbudee. There we took up position in silence, 
hoping some would venture from the depths and 
allow Wag to film a "saurian monster." Despite 
plenty of tracks, where many had basked in the sun, 
our sole reward was a few pairs of black dots on the 
surface of the waters-the eyes of the alligators. Even 
with fresh tracks, one was inclined to doubt report, 
until Elusive returned to camp at nightfall, having 
visited the river for a wash. 

" I've just had a real scare. I was standing in about 
a foot of water, having a good wash, when something 
made me glance up stream. There I saw a horrible 
long snout slowly rise out of the water and then slip 
back again without a ripple or a sound. And mark 
you, it was no more than 20 yards away from me." 

et I bet you got out of the water pretty slick." 
et My oath I did. I've had enough to do with his 

kind to know the danger of being in the water at all 
when they are about. I've seen some beasts at Rum 
Jungle, but believe me they are pups beside the ones 
here. That is if the brute I saw is a fair sample, for, 
judging by his snout, I'll bet if he was an inch long 
he was close to 20 feet. There you are, listen to 
that! " 

A deep bark now and again came from the river. 
It was from our friends, whose presence Elusive had 
proved. Meanwhile screeches and rasping cries over
head drew attention to countless hundreds of large 

1 A locally misused term for salt-water crocodile. 
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black flying foxes flying among the tall trees along the 
banks. In dozens, in twos, in hundreds, squabbling 
and fighting among themselves, they passed for the next 
hour in one unbroken stream. Large as crows, they will 
indeed be a pest among the luckless crops that please 
their palate. Had this vast array not been seen one 
could not have believed so many of one species, beast 
or fowl, might be found in a single locality. 

The last stage to Broome presented just one real 
obstacle-the final crossing of the Fitzroy. At the 
limit of the tidal waters-about 25 miles up stream 
-there lay a crossing used by the touring cars. It 
was rather deep, still, as it had been crossed just pre
viously, we did not hesitate to put Maililma at it. Fear
ing holes hidden by the water, she was not pushed to 
a great speed. Directly she hit the water she slowed 
rapidly. Gears were changed at once-third-second 
-first-plomp! She had bogged deeply. The crew 
stripped off to dig her out, cursing wheels and, let it 
be noted, praying for tracks! Gwalowa stood on 
terra firma, a lucky circumstance, for as we began to 
dig away the sand beneath the water a great alarm 
took hold: 

"Good God! do you see what's happening? We've 
struck quicksand. Look, you can see her sinking. 
Come on quick, give a hand with the tow-rope or we'll 
never get her out." 

Even as we ran out the rope to Gwalowa, hubs sank 
below water. She was mome:utarily supported by the 
axle. Gwalowa took the strain, the rope vibrated 
taut, both engines in lowest gears fought with the 
task. Clutches slipped; engines slowed to a stall. 

"Damn! we're in for it. Let's have another try 
when the sand has been cleared away some more. 
It's worth the risk of sinking deeper if we can clear them 
a bit." 

In great haste, with hands and shovels, treacherous 
black sand was scooped away from tyres. Engines 
were speeded up again, wheels slipped a bit-then, 
praise be to Allah-Maililma began to move. A few 

u 
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more struggles and she mounted from the bog, gathered 
way and finally stood dripping on terra firma. 

" Gosh ! I'm glad that's over. I wonder why she 
bogged so badly, considering how the light cars get 
over." 

Probing about in the ford, Wag suggested: 
"There's a covering of ordinary sand some inches 

thick above the quicksand. I suppose the touring 
cars are light enough to ride on it. Maililma must 
have bitten through this crust on account of her bigger 
weight.'' 

" Anyway. It's no good sitting down to look at 
things. I'm going to try my luck with a real rush." 

So saying, Jock backed Gwalowa for some distance, 
started forward like a racing driver-second, third, 
top-down the slope she gathered speed like a touring 
car. At over 20 miles per hour she charged the water. 
Spray enveloped her and her gallant pilot, tossed this 
way and that, hanging on to the steering-wheel for 
dear life. Bucking and bounding about like a newly 
roped steer, she was carried by her momentum to 
the dry sand beyond. Dripping like a drowned rat, 
Jock slipped from the seat, bowing gallantly to the 
applause yelled at him. Wonder upon wonders, she 
gave a kick and a splutter when he cranked up. One 
more try and she was moting cheerily as ever. Jock 
moved her clear of the new passage ; Maililma backed 
for her rush to safety. In a couple of minutes I too 
descended at the far side of the ford, bedraggled after 
a thorough shower-bath free gratis. 

Across the river we bore away in a south-westerly 
direction, dodging around trees, in and out of ant
hills, towards the telegraph line from Derby to Broome. 
Along it is a well-marked track, whereon we speeded 
up. After many miles of heavy loose sand, along 
a dead straight passage cut through the pindan, we 
pulled up at the Government well-35 miles from the 
Indian Ocean. Pindan, peculiar to this part of the 
coastal area, is a dense scrub of light trees among 
tall bushes of every description. Generally the brush 
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is too thick for cattle to walk through; anyone who 
wishes to leave the track will have to cut his way 
by axe every yard he ventures. The ground is heavy 
reddish sand, in gentle undulations, long sand-hills in 
fact, forming in all no mean obstacle for the traction 
pioneer. 

On the last morning of the trip-November 22-
there was no hurry to get off camp. Everyone had 
something to do, and that something was the same in 
every case-titivating. From the soles of our boots 
to the i.ips of our heads we spring-cleaned. Faces 
shone in hairless glory, limbs were radiant in clothes 
of cleanly hue-gosh ! it was a swell lot of beings that 
packed up camp that morning. 

Joker, keen to have his last prank, laid a handker
chief retrieved from the depths of his swag, on the 
seat as Jock got up to drive his Gwalowa. 

"What's the game, the noo? " 
"Oh, nothing--just thought you might dirty your 

trousers." 
"Mon, your anxiety frae other folk's trousers is 

verra commendable-I'll keep this rag in case my 
engine needs cleaning.'' 

There set up a scuffle to decide ultimate ownership 
of the handkerchief, in which, needless to say, Elusive 
and Professor allied to aid their assaulted confrere. 
In this case Joker lost-his last joke had ended in his 
practical defeat. In unity is strength. 

"Come on, you idiots-you're wasting valuable 
time-think of the drinks we are missing-mucking 
around here." 

"My blooming oath "-this from Elusive, whose 
seductive licks betokened a dangerous thirst. 

" All aboard for Dixie, Alabama, Roebuck Plains, 
Broome-;any old where. Take your seats-ladies 
first . Mind the gate ; hang the gate. Gee up, 
Ned." 

Wag's patter was infectious. With abandon arising 
out of such nearness to the goal, we pushed onwards 
speedily. A short halt for morning tea at Roebuck 
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Plains homestead, a final fill up with petrol, and then 
away for civilisation . 

. Shortly before midday the caravan issued from the 
pmdan for the last time. At the foot of the tall wire
less-station mast lay a mass of low buildings, whose 
white roofs gleamed brightly in the sunlight. Hurry
ing along the sandy marsh we neared them at speed. 
Past the race-course where the wind-tell-tale gave 
note of the aeroplane landing ground, through the 
gate from the Common, on to a rampart of formed 
road, round a barrier of rusty kerosene tins barring 
you from an unformed culvert, on to the high road 
again, past the first houses with waving palms, between 
quaint little shops of Chinese tailors and Jap stores, 
viewed by groups of folk clustered outside dwellings, 
up a small rise we hurried to-the edge of the Con
tinent. Tossing idly among mangrove bushes many 
pearling luggers off duty; behind them sea- glorious 
sea-palest blue at our feet, deepest azure at the 
horizon. 

We were here ; we had arrived ; the trek was over. 
Back from the beyond, out from the Bush, in from the 
great wide spaces to the haunts of white men and 
-ah, that would be telling more than is good for 
you. 

''Come on, you fellows, it's my shout ! " 
. . . . . . 

A week later I left by the weekly aeroplane for 
Perth. About eighteen hours' flying in a big D.H. so 
over the longest aerial passenger service in the world
horribly air-sick over the bumpy Ninety-Mile Beath
landed me three days later. This rushing ahead was 
to make arrangements for the others and to get articles 
written in peace. They and the cars left Broome on 
S.S. Gorgon, arriving at Fremantle a week later. 

In ending it seems only fair to say a word of praise 
for the beasts of burden, Maililma and Gwalowa
not forgetting the part Gelaben pia yed-tha t served 
us so well. The standard part of the Guy-Roadless 
trucks performed excellently, with a remarkable 
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absence of trouble ; no spare parts were used, nor a 
spanner put on the engines. Considering the pioneer
ing they achieved, it is gratifying to have proved the 
ability of British products to lead the field under 
Australian conditions. 

At Perth the outfit exploded, that is, was rent 
asunder, disintegrated, dispersed. The cars went 
to other masters, equipment was sold, and each of us 
rejoined the sphere of life to which we belong. 

But the experiences of the months together will 
always be a memory, a happy one let us hope, for it 
does not come the way of many to join a caravan like 
ours and wander through the Bush. 

As this story draws to a close it is fitting to pay 
tribute to my companions. Each did his utmost at 
the task allotted him, and by sticking to the game, 
not always under pleasant conditions, showed that 
will to carry on, which not only makes expeditions 
possible, but has also made the British Empire what it 
is to-day. 

Even though the ultimate goal was not reached, 
much of value to the North has been and will be 
achieved; so, after all, the main purpose of our journey
ings has not been in vain. 

Since we left the North, the long dry spell has broken 
in the manner of such things-in floods. Flora Valley 
homestead has been washed away. Fitzroy Crossing 
hotel, 40 feet above the river-bed, has been perilously 
near becoming an Ark-water was knee deep in the 
dining-room; the post office, over z miles from the 
river, on high ground too, was surrounded by water. 

If only we had been six months later, think of 
it, we might have done the trip in motor-boats! 
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I T is to be hoped that this book makes it clear that 
Northern Australia is a land for the financier, 
presenting, as affairs are now, small if any attrac

tion to the pioneer hampered by small means. There
fore the message amongst these pages is addressed to 
the business men of the City of London, hoping that 
little by little their increased interest in development 
schemes on sound lines, side by side with Govern
ment encouragement, will grow. For all will agree 
that in the hands of private enterprise on a large scale 
lies the future of this country as a producer of no 
mean order. Once the way has been more generally 
broken in- from the transport point of view-then 
settlers can swarm the ramparts of the hitherto impreg
nable North-and assault to some purpose. Although 
by raising sheep we expect the best return, we cannot 
lose sight of the value of cattle grazing. 

In this respect the British Empire has a decidedly 
weak spot in its armour, for should the supplies of the 
Argentine be denied us in the next World War, our 
beef shortage will be uncomfortably acute. And it 
seems this next conflict is not too far distant. Cattle 
have always been the first stage in breaking in a new 
pastoral country, followed by sheep and latterly by 
mixed farming. Let us speed up improving (by 
fencing, watering conveniences, road making, pest 
extermination, etc.) the present production so as to 
make it really fruitful on the world's markets, particu
larly at Home. Then as the condition of the pastures 
improve, sheep may be depastured and the cattle pushed 
further into the wilds. In other words, increase the 
carrying capacity of the mitchell grass plateaux till 
they carry sheep to every mile- relegate the ousted 
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cattle to the great sand plains. Let private enterprise 
build the railway across the North on the Canadian 
plan ahead of population-not when overburdened 
settlers cry out for help. 

These, I make bold to suggest, are the lines upon 
which will be the successful exploitation of a land I 
love. 



RECORD OF POSITIONS FIXED BY ASTRO
NOMICAL OBSERVATIONS IN CONJUNC
TION WITH WIRELESS, AND OF HEIGHTS 
ABOVE SEA-LEVEL. 

R. A. PRESCOTT, F.R.G.S., F.R.C.I. 

I T would be difficult to imagine better conditions for 
astronomical work than those which exist in the 
Northern Territory and Western Australia during 

the winter and early spring. The nights are beauti
fully clear and very small stars can be picked out with 
the telescope, while there are no insects to distract 
the observer. 

The instruments which the Royal Geographical 
Society kindly lent to us were as follows : One 6-inch 
theodolite with micrometers in two cases; one pris
matic compass ; one aneroid barometer reading up to 
ro,ooo feet; one boiling-point apparatus; one 6-inch 
sextant and artificial horizon ; two half -chronometer 
watches. 

The wireless receiver we had was a three-valve set, 
with one stage of high frequency, one detector, and one 
stage of low frequency amplification. It was made by 
Messrs. Gambrell & Sons, 76 Victoria Street, who 
arranged it most compactly with spare batteries, in a 
shut-up box with no external parts to be injured. 

I used rubber-insulated wire for an aerial, rigged 
between two trees, by cords slung over branches. The 
earth consisted of 20 feet of ordinary wire netting, 
with wire soldered to it, spread out on the ground with 
sticks and stones thrown on to keep it flat. The 
receiver was a great success, and I picked up the time 
signals on most nights from Perth and Adelaide at 
distances up to r,8oo miles, but nothing could be heard 
in the daytime. 
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Dry batteries were used throughout-two Hellesen 
rt cells for the low-tension supply, and the spares were 
never used. Since I got back to England I have had 
well over one hundred hours of work from these two 
spare batteries, which were nearly nine months in the 
tropics, and I think that they would do excellently 
for lighting a theodolite. 

The observations were nearly all taken at night, and 
whenever possible results are by means of pairs of 
E. and W. or N. and S. stars. Stars were observed at 
an _altitude of from 30° to SS0

• The shimmer of the 
atmosphere made it very difficult to observe a point 
accurately during the day. 

The greatest difference between latitudes by N. and 
S. stars was s", while the difference between longitudes 
by E . and W. stars was rs", except in the case of" Swan 
River Water-holes," which was fixed by a.m. and p.m. 
observations of the sun, which differed by so". 

I observed for azimuth at intervals along the route, 
and the results approximated to the figures on the 
charts, and my last observation for azimuth near God
frey's Tank gave a mean result, from E. and W. stars, 
of 2° 34' 4" E., the two observations differing by 17". 

My last observation for longitude on our journey 
westward was at Well No. 48,nearGodfrey's Tank, which 
I made almost exactly I26° 31' E., which is further 
west of the position usually marked on maps. Mr. 
Canning's position is about I26° 37' E., while Mr. 
Carnegie, who discovered Godfrey's Tank (2 miles east 
from the well), gives that position by dead reckoning 
as 126° 2S' E . Our latitude positions agree very closely, 
about 20° rs' S. 

It was difficult to find a good place in which to keep 
the two half-chronometer watches. To begin with, I 
carried one in a pouch at my belt and the other in a 
box just behind the driver's seat of the car in which I 
travelled. Mr. Reeves handed over both these watches 
to me with a most satisfactory rate, but for some reason 
the one I wore began to give trouble as soon as we got 
out into the bush. This may have been due to the 
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jars it received whenever I made the 3-foot jump to 
the ground out of the car, a thing I had to do fairly 
often to take note of the mileage between places 
registered by the milometer fitted on the front wheel 
of each car. When the time signals began coming in, 
I found that this watch had a very large rate. 

Left with one watch, I decided to take no chances 
as to the cause of the trouble, and so left the other 
watch in its pouch hanging up inside the box, where 
it maintained a fairly good rate during the whole 
journey. Its companion never recovered. 

The aneroid was new and gave very good service. 
It was easy to read to hundredths of an inch, and 
seemed to be unaffected by the shaking and rattling 
it received. Having started its career with a certificate 
showing no error, it was pronounced by the authorities 
at the Perth Observatory to be still without error at 
the end of the journey. Furthermore, I had an oppor
tunity to check it at Halls Creek by two readings which 
gave a result differing but little from the accepted 
height of this place. 

The heights are worked out with Derby as a base 
station from readings for the same dates and hours 
kindly supplied to me by the Meteorological Office at 
Perth, and each place is fixed by means of at least two 
readings on separate days, and in many cases by 
means of many readings on different days. The differ
ence between heights of which a mean was taken 
varies from IO to ISO feet. I have discarded a few 
readings which for some reason or other were evidently 
widely in error. 

I think it is interesting that my observations fix 
Gregory's Salt Sea at Iooo feet above sea-level. From 
this " Sea," which lies in a slight basin, the country 
rises gradually towards the west until the highest point 
is reached at the cliffs above Godfrey's Tank. The 
country beyond these cliffs, which run roughly north 
and south, appears to have sunk or broken away, and 
is at least 300 feet lower. The sand-ridges, which ran 
on a bearing of 92° whenever we encountered them, are 
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discontinued for about a mile and then start again as 
soon as they get out from under the lee of the cliff. 
They then continue over nearly level country to Mount 
Cornish, which, by the way, is marked considerably 
out of place on the map we had, and is really a small 
hillock rising go feet sheer out of the slight rise on 
which it stands. 

A mile and a half farther west a very much smaller 
breakaway occurs, beyond which the sand-ridges con
tinue as far as the eye can follow them. About 30 
miles away on a bearing of 267° from the cairn we 
built on top of Mount Cornish a curious three-peaked 
hill is visible, and farther north other small hills and 
a low range. 

I kept careful record of mileages and rough directions 
until we started steering by compass among the sand
hills. The tracks which we had been following previ
ously turned and twisted so much that it was impossible 
to keep accurate records of direction in the scrub. 

At first it was very cold at night and in the early 
morning, and the temperature must have fallen often 
below freezing-point . The lowest temperature I re
corded was 35° F . after the sun had risen at Bull 
Creek in the Northern Territory on 28 July rg25. 
The atmosphere is intensely dry, and anything wooden 
is liable to shrinkage and distortion. A parallel ruler 
became useless almost at once, and gaping cracks 
appeared in the theodolite boxes, letting in much dust 
and dirt. 
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PLANTS COLLECTED EAST OF THE SOUTH ESK 
TABLELANDS BETWEEN WELL 50 AND 

WERIADDO 

I925 

I Cyanostegia Bunnyana 
2 ? Eucalyptus setosa, Schau 
3 Velleia panduriformis 
4 '' ,, 
5 Tephrosia sp. 
6 Dicrastyles ochrotricha, F.v.M. 
7 , Carnegiei, Hemsl. 
8 Acacia? translucens 
9 Newcastlia spodiotricha, F.v.M. 

IO Hibiscus pinonianus 
II Petalostyles labicheoides. 

I2 Solanum sp. 
I3 Jacksonia aculeata, W.V.Fitzg. 
I4 ? Phylotta sp. 

fam. 

" 
" 

" 

" 

var. 

fa m. 

" 
" 

Verbenacece 
Myrtacece 
Goodeniacece 
Boraginacere 
Leguminosce 
Verbenacere 

" Leguminosce 
Verbenacere 
Malvacere 
cassioides 
Leguminosce 

Solanacere 
Leguminosce 

" 

DETAILS SUPPLIED BY DEPARTMENT OF A GRICULTURE, PERTH 

Speci-
men 

I Belongs to the Nor'-west, fairly common. It is not a 
fodder plant. 

2 A species of bloodwood, fairly common. It is not a 
fodder plant. 

3 Possibly a poison plant. 
4 Owing to the absence of a flower with the specimen it is 

not easy to class it, therefore the name is only approxi
mate. It is not a fodder plant. 

5 This may be a poison plant. 
316 
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DETAILS SUPPLIED BY DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, PERTH 

Speci-
men. 
6 A rare plant found generally in Central Australia. 

Previously collected by Giles and Helms, and von 
Muller. 

7 Very rare and has only been collected once before, when 
Carnegie found it in the area r26 E. by 22.30 S. 

8 Common wattle or pinda wattle. 
9 This is a rare plant, collected only by Giles and Helms. 

It has been seen by them in the Rawlinson Range, 
and at Permano Hill and in the Macdonald Ranges. 
Commonly known as the flannel or blanket flower. 

ro Common hibiscus. 
rr Found by Gregory in Carpentaria and on the Sturt; by 

Von Muller of the Gregory Expedition. 
12 Common solanum. 
13 Seen once before at Fitzroy Crossing. It is certainly 

rare. 
I4 A new species of phylotta and may be named "terryana." 

Only known to exist in the temperate zone ; its presence 
so far north is surprising. 

GENERAL REMARKS 

According to the Department of Agriculture at Perth, this 
is the first list of plants from the Northern Sand Plains ; no 
trained botanist has been further in than Fitzroy Crossing. 
Broadly speaking, these specimens are not of fodder value. 
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BOTANICAL NAMES OF TREES NOTED BY THE 
EXPEDITION 

Beefwood. 

Bauhenia . 
Blood wood 
Boree 
Bulwaddy. 
Coolibah . 
Cotton tree 
Desert gum 
Desert oak 
Freshwater mangrove 
Guttapercha 
Giant fig-tree 
Lancewood 
Milk bush 
Paper bark . 
Quinine bush · 

River gum 
Pear tree . 
Silver-leafed box 
Supplejack 
Salt bush 
Scrub wattle . 
Woolybutt 
White gum . 

Grevillea striata (possibly Casuarina 
equisetifolia) 

Bauhenia Cunninghamii 
Eucalyptus corymbosa 
Acacia pendulis 
Macropteranthes Kekwickii 
Eucalyptus microtheca 
Hibiscus tiliaceus 
Eucalyptus papuana 
Casuarina glauca 
A vicennia officinalis 
Excoecaria parvifolia 
Ficus macrophylla 
Acacia crassicarpa 
Wrightia saligna 
Melaleuca Leucadendron 
Petalostigma quadriloculare (most 

likely) 
Eucalyptus amygdalina 
Proteaceae-? Eugenia eucalyptoides 
Eucalyptus brachypoda 
Flagellaria indica 
Atriplex 
Acacia stipuligera 
Eucalyptus minata 
Eucalyptus Houseana 

N.B.-Although every care has been exercised to identify 
these vernacular names correctly, it must be understood that 
no responsibility is taken for the strict accuracy of the above 
list. 
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Beefwood - - - - - - X - - -
Bauhenia - - - - X X X - X -
Boree . - - - - - - - - - X 
Blood wood X X X X X X X X X X 
Bulwaddy - X - - - - - - - -
Coolibah. X - X X - X - X X -
Cotton tree - - - - X - - - - -
Desert gum. - - - X - X - - X X 
Desert oak - - - - - - - - - X 
Freshwater mangrove - - - - - X - - - -
Guttapercha X - X X - X - - - -
Giant fig-tree - - - X - - - X - -
Lancewood - - - - - - X - - -
Milk bush - - - - - - - - - X 
Paper bark - X - - - X - - - X 
Quinine bush - - - - - - X - - -
River gum - - - X - X - - X -
Pear tree - - - X X X - - X -
Silver-leafed box - X X - - - X - X -
Supplejack - - - - - - X - X X 
Salt bush - - - - - - - - - X 
Scrub wattle - - - - - - - - - X 
Woolybutt X - X - - - - - - -
Bean tree - - - X X X X - - -
Pandanus X - - X X X - X - -
Kurrajong - - - - - - X - - -
Corkwood - - - - - - X - - -
Cork tree - - - - - - - - - X 
Blue bush - - - - - - - - - X 
Sandalwood (bastard) - - - - - - - - - X 
Mallee - - - - - - - - - X 

N.B.-At No. 13 Bore on the Murranji track-Bulwaddy, Lance-
wood, Quinine bush. 

At Inverway the species of bloodwood is called belouie. 
Along Sturt Creek there is "blackwood "-like gidea. 
It must not be concluded that where a species is not recorded that 

it does not exist there; this list is solely of those noted by the party, 
or mentioned by stockmen in answer to queries. 
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MILEAGES ON THE ROUTE OF THE EXPEDITION 
As REGISTERED BY HUB-CAP MILOMETERS ON EACH CAR 

Miles. Miles· 
Katherine 
Manbaloo Station 
Bull Creek 

o Brought forward 73·0 
8·7 Boundary Fence 8·5 

Red Bank Creek 
Kowai Yards 
Dry River 

I5 ·3 Wave Hill Station r6·3 

Lake Wanulla 
No. 3 Bore 
Lagoon (on right) 
No. 4 Bore . 
No. 5 Bore 
No. 6 Bore (site) 
No. 7 Bore 
No. 8 Bore (site) 
Coolibah Creek . 
N ellies Hole . 
Camp No. rz on Pear 

Tree Creek 
Re-joined stock route 
Ilia warra Creek . 
Armstrong River 
Montijinnie 

Montijinnie 
Lonely Creek 
Curranjacky Creek 
Townshend River 
King Creek 
Watershed-Armstrong & 

8·5 
4•2 

II·4 
I·Z 

I5·8 
8·3 
6·6 

I4·0 
r6 ·7 
r8·4 
II·9 
II·I 
I0·3 

I2·3 
ZI·O 

3•0 
9'4 
7•0 

2I5·I 

0 

9•5 
8·2 
9'5 
2·8 

Campfield . 9·2 
Jurdah Soak r ·5 
Campfield River rr·o 
Left stock route at Jump-

up . 
Joined road at Break

down Creek 
Rennie Creek 

9·I 

6·2 
6·o 

Carried forward . 73 ·o 

Wave Hill Station 
Wattie Creek 
Black Gin Creek. 
Gills Creek 
Grave Creek . 
G. B. rockhole 
Swan Yards . 
Edge of Plateau 

Watershed. 
Inverway Station 

Inverway Station 
Bunda, w.h .. 
Wallamunga, w.h. 
Camel Hole 

and 

W. A. Border 
Salt Lagoon . 
Sweet Water, w.h. 
Horse Creek . 
Edge of Plain 
Gordon Downs Station . 

Gordon Downs Station. 
Sturt Creek 
Figure-of-Eight Wind-

mill. 
20-mile Windmill 
Bindi Point and w.h. 
Lower Sturt Station 

97·8 
= 

0 

3'9 
9·2 

28·6 
r6·7 
5•I 

26·7 

I20·0 

0 

II·8 
20·8 
27•6 
4 '3 
7•8 
6·7 
6·3 
6·9 

I2 ·4 

0 

9'9 

5I·2 
= 
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MILEAGES ON THE ROUTE OF THE EXPEDITION 
As REGISTERED BY HUB-CAP MILOMETERS ON EACH CAR 

Miles. Miles. 
Lower Sturt Station 
The Overland w.h. 
Red Rock Lagoon 
c 21 
Big w.h .. 
Lake Stretch 
Kura Soak 
Billiluna Pool 

Billiluna Pool 
Turn off Sturt 
c 25 
Fresh Water Swamp 

(start) 
Fresh water Swamp 

(finish) 
Weriaddo Well 

o Brought forward 1o·8 
g·6 Homestead to edge of 

13·8 Sea . 
6·g Weriaddo to Guda 10•0 

13·8 No. 48 Well to God-
14·2 frey's Tank 
12'3 No. 48 Well to Kunn-
4 ·o ingarra . 

75·6 Junction of Wolf and 
Sturt Creeks o 

o Beaudesert Station . 33·5 
3·8 Ruby Plains Station 25 ·1 

10·8 Divide to Mary River 4·5 
Mary River . 10·4 

3·3 Ezzy's Homestead 10·6 
Lambo Station . 20·2 

4'0 
6•7 I04'3 

= 

28·6 Side trip: 
Lambo Station ·o 

W eriaddo Well . o Garden Creek 7·8 
Sandstone Gorge near 

No. 50 Well . 15·3 
Stony Ridge-promi-

nent . 8·6 
Descent from Table-

lands . 16·2 
No. 48 Well . s·o 
Mount Cornish g·2 

54'3 
= 

Extras: 
Billiluna pool to 

homestead . ro·8 

Carried forward . 10·8 

Hangman Creek 6·6 
Quartz Blow . 4·3 
Mount Dockerel 4·6 

23'3 
= 

Lambo Station . ·o 
Margaret River Station. 34·8 
Cox's Station 15·7 
Pont Springs. 21·6 
Louisa River. 25·6 
Black Hills 7·6 
Fossil Downs Gate 21·6 
Fitzroy Crossing (hotel). 23·9 

150·8 
= 

X 
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MILEAGES ON THE ROUTE OF THE EXPEDITION 
As REGISTERED BY HUB-CAP MILOMETERS ON EACH CAR 

Miles. 
Fitzroy Crossing (hotel) . ·o 
Jubilee . . 25•1 
Noonkanbah. 36·1 
Upper Liveringa 60·4 
Mount Anderson 23·2 
Lower Liveringa 14·2 
Yeeda House 25 ·7 
Tambulbudee, w.h. . 7·3 

Carried forward . 192·o 

Miles. 
Brought forward. 192·o 

Fitzroy River (crossing) 7·2 
Logue . 17·3 
Neiliabublica 14·4 
Yulleroo Well 17·0 
Government Well 16·o 
Roebuck Plains . I4·4 
Broome . 21 ·8 

300·0 
= 

MILEAGES GLEANED FROM THE LOG OF MR. R. 
ROBINSON 

Miles. Miles. 
Gordon Downs 0 Brought forward 55 
Banana Springs . 17 No. 2 Well 22! 
Granny Creek 21 No. 3 Well . 23! 
No. I Well . 17 Tanami 24 

Carried forward . 55 126 
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WEIGHTS CARRIED BY THE CARS 

MAILILMA 

At 171 miles trailer carried ro·oo cwt., car 21·38, total31·38 cwt. 
, 412 , , 5·75 , , 20·76 26·51 , 
, 413 , , , 5·75 , 22·72 , 28·47 
, 506 , , ., 4'31 , , 18·14 , 22·45 , 
, 507 , , , 5·8o , , 23·55 , 29·35 , 
" 713 " " " 3'48 " " 17'49 " 20•97 " 
, 733 , , , 1o·o5 , , 22·03 , 32·o8 , 
" 873-904 " " " " 11•54 , 11•54 , 
" 905 " " " 7•28 " " 20•00 " 27•28 " 
" 914 " " " 7'03 " " 20·00 " 27•03 " 
, 915 " " 10·06 " " 25'37 , 35'43 , 
" 944-964 " " " " 12·84 " 12•84 " 
, 964 , , , 1o·o6 , , 30·12 , 40·18 , 
,1,022 , , , 5'79 , , 31·17 , 36·96 , 
,1,071 , , , 9·54 , , 28·46 , 38 ·oo , 
,1,314-1,342 , , , , 10·82 , 10·82 , 
,1,342 , , , 4·61 , , 21·8o , 26·41 , 
,r,498 , , , 2·oo , , 21·62 , 23·62 , 

Wheels fitted here. 
At 1,498 miles car had on 

,1,8oo , , 

GWALOWA 

21·6o cwt, 
16·85 " 

At 144 miles trailer carried ro·oo cwt., car 21·42, total32·42 cwt. 
, 379 , , , 5·63 , , 21·10 , 26·73 , 
" 380 " " " 5·63 " " 23'17 " 28·80 " 
, 477 , , , 5'77 , , 15·23 , 21•00 , 
, 478 , , , 7·03 , , 21·27 , 28·30 , 
" 670 " " 3'15 " " 17•01 " 20·16 " 
, 714 , , , 10·31 , , 21·31 , 31·62 , 
" 865 " " 6·82 " " 21·62 " 28·44 " 
" 866 " " " 10•42 " " 25•30 " 35•72 
" 951 " " " 5'47 , " 26·24 " 31·71 " 
, 970 , , , 10•12 , , 25·09 , 35·21 , 
,1,345 , , , 3·00 , , 18·oo , 21·00 , 

Wheels fitted here. 
At 1,362 miles car had on 
" 1,667 " " 

22·38 cwt. 
17•84 " 
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HEIGHTS 
NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA 

By comparison with Derby 

Place. 
Manbaloo Station 
Bull Creek . 
Lake Wanulla . . . 
Camp 5 (ro m. S. of Bore) 
Bore 5 . . . 
Champagne Camp (rt m. S. of Bore 5) 
Camp 8 . (24 , , , ) 
Bore 7 . 
Nellie's Hole . 
Camp rr (E.N.E. of Nellie's Hole) 
Camp r2 Peartree Creek . 
Camp 13 (S.W. of Camp r2) 
Camp 14 (On Stock Route) 
Montiginnie Station 
Camp r6 (Lonely Creek) . 
Camp I7 (King Creek) 
Camp r8 
Campfield River Crossing 
Camp 20 (W. of Barry's Nob). 
Wave Hill Station . 
Camp 22 
Camp 23 
Camp 24 (N. of Swan Creek) 
Swan Creek Camp . 
Watershed ro m. N. of Inverway Station 
Inverway Station 
Wallamunga Water-hole . 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Border of Western Australia 
Salt Lagoon 
Gordon Downs Station 
Twenty-mile Wind-mill 
Lower Sturt Station 
C. 2r. Wolf Junction 
Lake Stretch . 
Billiluna Pool . 

Heights above 
sea level. 

Feet. 
365 
470 
445 
450 
530 
540 
585 
670 
735 
770 
745 
6oo 
620 
620 
6oo 
420 
440 
440 
520 
525 
760 
965 

1,300 
r,rro 
1,530 
I,300 
I,240 

I,220 
I,I20 
r,r5o 
r,r5o 

. I,I30 
• I,IOO 
. I,070 
• r,ogo 
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Place. 

Gregory's Salt Sea 
Billiluna Station 
c. 25 . . . 
" Freshwater Swamp " 
Guda Soak . 
Weriaddo Well 
Camp 37 . . . 
Rock Hole (near Well 50) 
6 m. E. of Godfrey's Tank 
Cliffs above Godfrey's Tank 
Well 48 . . 
Mount Cornish 

* * * * 
Wolf Creek (r5 m. N. of C. 2r) 
Beaudesert Station . 
Ruby Plains Station 
The Divide . . . . 
Camp 47 (Old Gold Workings). 
Mary River Crossing (near source) 
Lambo Station 
Mount Dockerell . . . . 
Ady"acent readings from other sources: 

Pine Creek . . . . . 
Daly Waters 
Newcastle Waters 
Anthony's Lagoon 

* * 

325 
Heights above 

sea level. 

* 

Feet. 

I,OOO 

I,I20 

I,020 

920 
I,050 

I,050 

I,I30 
r,r8o 
r,r8o 
I,360 
r ,o8o 
r,r9o 

I,I20 
r,r8o 
I,540 
r,69o 
r,58o 
r,s6o 
I,370 
r,69o 

65o 
69r 
886 
976 
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LIST OF POSITIONS FIXED BY ASTRONOMICAL OB-
SERVATIONS IN CONJUNCTION WITH WIRELESS 
IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY AND WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA 

Place. S . Latitude. E. Longitude. 
0 " 0 I " 

Champagne Camp (I! m. S. 
of Bore 5) IS 24 I8* I32 og 55 

Camp I3 (S.E. of Nellie's 
Hole) I6 25 SI I32 02 34 

Montiginnie Station I6 40 IZ* I3I 45 z6 
King Creek Crossing, near 

Townsend River . I6 so 52 I3I z8 z8 
Campfield River Crossing IJ 02 32 I3I I6 54 
Wave Hill Station IJ 26 53 I30 so 52* 
Swan Creek Camp . IJ 32 04 I29 49 I 8* 
Inverway Station IJ so 57 I29 38 39 
Gordon Downs Station I8 45 os* IZ8 34 49* 
Lower Sturt Station I9 og 54 Iz8 II 3I 
Billiluna Station I9 59 
Camp 39 (just E . of God-

3I I27 34 4I* 

frey's Tank) 20 I4 I8 Iz6 4I IS 
Well 48 . 20 IS I9 Iz6 3I IO 
Camp 45 (on Wolf Creek, 

E . Branch) I8 54 44 IZJ 42 z6 
Ruby Plains Station I8 35 48 IZJ 37 48 

Results are given to nearest 5". 

* Cases where two stars were observed. 
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LIST OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES 

2 I -oz. Empty Bottles. 
I Wooden Case to contain 

Stores. 
3 2S-Tabs. Quinine Sulph. 

gr. 2. 
3 2S-Tabs. Dover. gr. S· 
so Tabs. Veg. Lax. 
7S Tabs. Aspirin, gr. s. 
2 I -oz. Tinct. Iodine. 
z I-oz. Friar's Balsam. 
2 I -oz. Acid Picric so per 

cent. 
so Caps. Protosil. 
I oz. V aseline tube. 
I tube Ethyl Chloride. 
I2 I-oz. Epsom Salts. 
I Lancet. 
I pair Scissors. 
I pair Dressing Forceps. 
I pair Tweezers. 
! yd. Oil Silk. 
I yd. 2-in. Adhesive Plaster. 
3 I-in. Bandages. 
3 2~-in. Bandages. 
3 2~-in. Bandages, Calico. 
2 l yd. Boric Lint. 

! lb. Wool, Compressed. 
I Eye Dropper. 
I Eye Dropper Bath. 
! oz. Toothache Essence. 
2 oz. Pot Permang. 
2 oz. Boric Powder. 
I box Safety Pins. 
I First Aid Guide. 
6 Snake Bite Lancets. 
! gal. Liq. Paraffin. 
! lb. Sulphur Oint. 
4 oz. Calamine. 
I Allenbury's Diet. 
9 First Field Dressings (one 

carried by each man m 
his swag). 

6 Iodine Ampoules. 
4 4-oz. Liquid Beef. 
2 tins Goanna Salve. 
6 Coloured Spectacles. 
I Jar Dhobie's Ointment. 
I Iodine Liniment. 
I Hydrogen Peroxide. 
I bottle 48 O.P. Rum. 
2 bottles Whiskey. 
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STORES USED AND APPROXIMATE CONSUMP
TION WORKED OUT FOR SIX MEN 

Essentials. 
Flour . . . . . . 
Tartar, cream of ( at 2 lb. per so lb. bag) 
Soda, baking (at I lb. per so lb. bag) 
Sugar . . . . . 
Tea. 
Coffee . 
Milk, Ideal . . 
Jam, honey and syrup 
Sauce, Worcester 
Meat, corned or fresh-if sole diet 

Luxuries. 
Vegetables, tinned, cooked 
Vegetables, dried 
Fruit, tinned, cooked 
Fruit, dried 
Oats, Quaker, compressed 
Salmon, tinned . 
Meat, tinned, bully 
Pie, camp, Rex 

Essentials. 
Rice. 
Tapioca. 
Curry powder. 
Pepper. 
Raisins. 
Salt. 
Soap, Lifebuoy. 
Soap, washing. 

CONSUMPTION VARIABLE 

Salt, coarse, for coming beef. 
Salt, refined, for table. 
Sardines. 
Biscuits, hard, dry,-for emergency. 

36 lb. per week 
22 oz. ,, ,, 
II OZ. 

I2 lb. 
2 lb. 
8 oz. 

,, ,, 
,, '' 
,, ,, 
,, ,, 

7 tins , , 
8!lb. , , 
3 bots. , , 
30 lb. " " 

2 tins per day 
8 oz. " " 
2 tins , , 
rt lb. , , 

9 oz. " " 
2 lb. per meal. 
2 lb. " " 
2 tins , , 
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CLOTHES BROUGHT BY EACH MAN (INCLUDING 
THOSE WORN) 

WEIGHT ABOUT 30 LB. 

I ground sheet, canvas, waterproof, with six eyelets for 
rigging as sun shade or tent, 6 feet by 8 feet. 

2 straps, leather, strong, for swag. 
2 blankets, blue or striped. 
I mosquito net, cheesecloth. 
I oilskin. 
I sou'wester. 
I hat, felt, broad brimmed. 
I fly veil for same. 
2 pairs boots-I elastic sided, I Army pattern. 
4 pairs socks (seldom worn). 
2 pairs trousers, khaki. 
2 undervests, woollen, lightweight. 
2 shirts, khaki, with pockets. 
I jacket, ordinary, light. 
I jacket, cardigan. 
2 towels, coloured. 
3 handkerchiefs, khaki. 
I pair leggings, optional for spinifex. 
I belt for trousers. 
I belt for cartridges and pouches for knife, watch, snake 

bite outfit, matches, etc. 
I set shaving gear } · 
I hairbrush and comb carried in small calico bag. 
I tooth brush and paste 
I pillow slip for spare clean clothes-used as pillow. 
I small calico bag for tobacco in plugs and matches. 

NOTE.-A set of mending gear was carried among the general 
stores, and each man was supplied with a pair of coloured 
spectacles. 
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LOCATION OF CERTAIN TRIBES, ACCORDING TO 
INFORMATION FROM ABORIGINALS 

Tribe. Location. 
I N anaroola Newcastle 

Waters 

{

Montijinnie 
2 Mootburra East of 

Wave Hill 
3 Wadderman Delamere 
4 Loonga Victoria River 

Downs 
5 Coorinji Wave Hill 
6 Bilinurra Nr. Mt. Sand-

ford, nr. 
Wave Hill 

Tribe. Location. 
7 Warramulla S.E. ofMonti

jinnie 
8 Tookurra Around Stir-

ling River 
9 Manoo · Inverway 

{

Flora V alley 
Hall's Creek 

IO Boonarra Gregory's Sea 
Gordon.Downs 

APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF THE T R I BES. 



INDEX 

Aboriginal art, 245 
- blind ones, 195 
- boomerangs, 184 
- camps, 190, 265 
- chest troubles, 209 
- corroboree, 194 
- didjiri-du, 109 
- dogs, love for, 191 
- firemaking, 187 
- fishing method, III 
- folk lore (fire birds), r88 
-food, 131 
- grinding stones, 265 
- half-castes, 201 
- kylies, 184 
- lubras, 36 
- magic rainstone, 97 
·- medicine man, 193 
- missionising, 199 
- passport, 200 
- physique, 199 
- Semitic features, r89 
- shingling with stone, 197 
- smoke signals, 170, r8o, r89, 

252,269 
- spear-head chipping, rg6 
- study of, rg8 
- surgery, 192 
- use as labourers, 200 
- use as pilots, 234 
- woomera, 197 
Aerial Service, Queensland, 88 
- - Western Australia, 88, 

308 
Albert Edward Ranges, 149 
Aligators, 51, 304 
Annaboru, 41 
Anthills, 74 
Antrim Plateau, 92, 132 

Area of Northern Territory, 43 
Armstrong River, 8r, 86 
Australian Inland Mission, rsr 

Barcoo-rot, 225 
Barkly tableland, 85, gr 
Barry's Nob, 103 
Basalt boulders, ror 
Beaudesert Station, 281 
Bees, native, 104 
Billabong, 52 
Billiluna, 178 
- Pool, 177, 215 
Bird life, 38, 63, 84, 243 
Birtles, the Overlander, 34 
Bogey, SI 
Boree, 205 
Breakdown Creek, ro7 
Brolgas, 63 
Broome, 308 
Bronco-ing cattle, 231 
Buffalo, 36-42, r66 
Bull Creek, 58 
Burrundie, 30, 34 
Bush botany, 202 
Bush fires, 69 
-- by lightning, 300 
-- pandanus burning at 

Swan Creek, 129 
- - at Guda Soak, 231 
- - at King Creek, roo 

C 25, 2r6, 219 
Camels, number of, 43 
-use of, 159 
Campfield River, I02 
Cannibalism, rgr 
Canning stock route, I52 
Cats, native, 83, 280 

333 
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Cattle, number of, 43 
Cauliflowers, size of, etc., 95 
Cement, natural deposit, 94 
Centipedes, 266, 270 
Champagne Camp, 70 
Christmas Creek, 258, 268, 301 
Clay-pans, r68, 216 
Cock-eyed-bobs, ro6 
Coldness, 58, 78, 134, 139, 218, 

3I5 
Cole's Find, the lake, 153 
Condon and Sullivan, the mur-

der of, 202 
Coolibah Creek, 8r 
Corned beef, 57 
Cotton, cultivation, 96 
- native bush, 25, 97 
Crab holes, 65 
Curlews, 71 
Curranjacky Creek, 99 

Daly River, 51, 8r 
Damper, 56 
Darwin, 24 
Daylight owl, the, 39 
Debil-debil country, 65, 167 
Deer, 96 
Denison Plains, 145 
Depot, the, 51 
Desert, the Basin, 301 
Desert country, II7 
Desert oak, forest of, 237 
Deserts, a discourse on, r8o, 277 
Dingoes, 83, ro2 
Donkeys, number of, 43 
Dry River, the, 56 
- - stock route, 53 
Drum country, 82 
Drum camp, 83 

Eclipse, 77 
Elusive, 28 
Emungalan, 26, 43 
Emus, 75 
Equipment, general, 22 
Explosives, 49 

Fig trees, giant, r2o 
Fireplough, rr6 

Fish, bombing for, 126 
Fitzroy Crossing, 298 
- Escarpment, a theory, 268 
Flowers, 275 
Flying foxes, 304 
Fresh Water Swamp, the, 220, 

276 
Frogs, rain warnings, 284, 296 
-calls, 287 
- habits during a drought, 176 

Gelaben, 46 
Geranium, H.M.A.S., 23 
Girlie, 29 
Goats, number of, 43 
Godfrey's Tank, 262 
Gordon Downs Station, 142 
Gorge, Bickering, 301 
- Geiki, 301 
- Our find, 242 
Gregory, A. C., the explorer, 132 
Gregory's Inland Sea, 206 
Guda Soak, 225 
Gwalowa, 24 

Hall's Creek, rso 
Horizon, ability to see over, 203 
Horse-breaking, no 
Horses, number of, 43 
Hypsometrical apparatus, 79 

Iguanas, rrg 
In a covered waggon with tracks, 

II5 
Inverway Station, 133-5 
Irrigation, sites for, 52, 99, 301 

Jabbaroos, 63 
Jock, 27 
J ohnny cakes, 57 
Johanna Springs, 259 
Joker, 27 

Kangaroos, 75 
- antelopian, 304 
Katherine, 44 
Kookooburras, roz, 123 
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Kowai Water-hole, 61 
Kunningarra, 265 
Kura Soak, 176 

Lake Eyre, 19 
- Stretch, 176, 27S 
- Wanulla, 63 
Lambo Station, 2SS 
Lancewood, 120 
Limestone, beds of, 97 
Lizards, blue tongue, II9 
- bung-arrer, 120 
- in sand plains, 277 
Log, cars, So 
- mineral, So 
Lonely Creek, 97 
Lower Sturt Station, 169 
Lumba Well, 237, 243 

MacDonnell Ranges, 21 
Maililma, 24 
Manbaloo Station, 55 
Mary River, 2S4 
Mice, 225, 270 
Minerals, concretions, 99 
-copper, 93 
- dendritic markings, 9S 
- dry-blowing for, 50 
- formation at Mount Cornish, 

275 
- - at Swan Creek, 125 
- - at Top Spring, S9 
- gold, 2S5, 293 
- gypsum, 223 
- manganese,2S2 
- opalisation, signs of, II7 
Mirage, 140 
Montijinnie Station, S7, 94 
Mosquitoes, 36, 261 
Mountain-devil, 224 
Mount Cornish, 256, 266 
- Dockrell, 2SS 
- Wittenoom, 141 
Mules, number of, 43 
Murranji track, SS 

Nellie's Hole, 82 
Newcastle Waters, 22, 88 

Newcastle Waters, future of, II4 
New Range, the, 26S 

Paddy melon-holes, 65 
Pads, 83 
Pandanus, 129 
Paw-paw, fruit, 95 
Petrol stations, construction of, 

14S 
Pigs, number of, 43 
Pine Creek, 31 
Pindan, 306 
Police of the Northern Territory, 

43 
Population of the Northern 

Territory, 43 
Possums, 223 
Professor, 27 
Puff pulloons, 57 

Quail, 75 

Rabbits at Tanami, 57 
Ragged Thirteen, the, 137 
Rainfall, at Dry River, 61 
- atlnverway, 135 
- at Montijinnie, 99 
Roper River, 51 
Ruby Plains Station, 282 
Rum Jungle, 121 

Sand-hills, 17S, 1S1, 238 
- northern limit of, 279 
Sheep, raising of, 146, 302 
- number of, 43 
Snakes, 69, 124, 162 
- ladder for, 223 
" So we sold them to the blacks " 

(song), 232 
South Esk Tablelands, 255, 262 
Spinifex, 171, 217 
- rats, 253 
Sturt Creek, 13S 
Sunlight, curious quality of, 218 
Swan Creek, 120 
Sweet-water., water-hole, 141 

Talc Head, near Darwin, 26 
Tanami, 57, 299 
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Telegraphs, bush, 175 
- extension of, 145 
The Bushman's Hat, 84 
Timor, 41 
Top Spring, Armstrong River, 89 
Tortoise, fresh water, 97 
Townshend River, 99 
Tractors, carburettor air filters, 

98 
- converting to wheels, 299 
- dual radiator fittings, 143 
- hourly speed, 138 
- roadless tracks, rs6 
- special fittings, 45 
Transport, motor, future of, 299 
- rail, future of, 146 
- river, future of, 52 
Trees, a curious one, 252 

Upper Liveringa, 303 
Urlyelyea Soak, 220 

Very-lights, 297 
Victoria River, 51, 8r, ro6 
- - Downs Station, 87 

Wag,28 
Waif, 28 
Wallamunga water-hole, 139 
Warburton, Colonel Egerton, the 

explorer, 132 
-Swamp, 134 

Water melons, 279 
- supplies at Barkly table

land, 88 
- - at Beaudesert Station 

282 ' 
- - at Bill~una Station, r8o 
- - at bonng depths for sub-

artesian, 145 
- - at Canning Stock Route, 

I 52 
- - at Dry River, 69 
- - at Inverway Station, 135 
Watersheds, 8r, 132, 285 
Wave Hill Station, ro8, II4 
Weriaddo well, 221, 275 
White Australia, womenfolk, 

164 
Wild pig, 39 
- turkeys, 63 
Willy-willies, ro6, 275 
Wind, direction of, 240, 274 
Wolf Creek, 280 
Wireless, a new station, rrr 
- earth for set, 47 
- receptions, 72, 79, 86, 139 
- set details, II2 
- aerial for set, 47 
Wyckham's Find, lake, I55 

Yams, 246 
Yellow Water-Holes, 88 
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